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HERAT, CITADEL 

Location To the N of the old walled city of Herat. 

Historical sources According to Hýfiz-i Abrý, the citadel was built 

by Fakhr al-Elin Kart in sun-dried bricks and rebuilt by Shah Rukh in 

baked brick and stone. 
2 Other Timurid sources give the name of its 

builder as Ikhtiy-ar al-DIn, a general of Shams al-blin I Kart, and 

Fakhr al-Elin Kart, and give its date of construction as 818/1415-6.3 

HRfiz-i Abru- gives the date In his text as 810H., and says that it 

took two years to finish, although in the poem which he composed for 

it the date is given as 818H. 4 

On the half-round tower at the NW of the citadel are the remains 

of a decorative revetment which is incontrovertibly Timurid (pl. 1). 5 

Can the same be said of any other-part of the building? Recent exca- 

vations by UNESCO should be able to shed more light on this subject. 

For the moment, one should notice that the Timurid revetment on the 

NW tower covers some earlier decoration of blind niches and a denticu- 

lated moulding, 
6 

The tower waq therefore erected earlier, 
7 

and it is 

likely that Timurid 'work Vas confined to the extensive redecoration 

programme, and perhaps to some consolidation. Contrary to the state- 

ment by HRfIz-1 Abru-, most'of the citadel was probably constructed in 

baked brick before the reign of Shah Rukh. While the excavations may 

present evidence for original Timurid construction, I propose for the 

moment to assume that the plan of the citadel had been essentially 

realized before the Timurid period, and to discuss here only the 

decoration and inscriptions. 

Decoration NW tower: Above a brick base is a facing of four 

courses of ashlar sandstone blocks, the upper and lower courses 

: i. 



citadel towering high abovethe-city. 

The inscription in cuerda seca tiles on the wall beside the NW 

tower, mentioned above, was therefore not the foundation inscription. 

It was probably part of the panegyric which Hafiz-i Abru composed for 

the occasion, sections of which were, according to him, written in 

tiles on the citadel. 
10 

As there would have been space for all of this poem on the walls, 

I give a full translation of it here: 
11 

Until the day of judgement the world will not be empty of the 

descendants of Tyimýr Man 

From that pure lineage, so excellent a race will follow that one 

conqueror will follow after another 
Where a pearl should be, they, will not see other than pearls; they 

should not look for anything other than gold from a gold mine 

The King of Islam, Shah Rukh Bahadur, the world has become resplendent 

with his justice 

(He is) so magnificent that the stars axe like his army, he is the 

commander of his nobility which-reaches the summit of the heavens 

The world is trifling compared to his power like the surging sea 

The heavens are an atom and his outlook is luminous 

May the world be adorned witý his descendants, may the world be 

perfumed with his race 
Shahinshah Dl; gh Beg and Sultan Ibrahim 

who are deserving of kingship 

One sitting on the throne of T; i-; n, the other's dominion is 

conquered I-ran 
The eyes of the world have become bright from both stars 

One the sun of the kingdom the other the moon of the dominion 

(Another is) the pýdshah of the world Baysunghur whose power 
is of a higher nobility than the summit of the heavens 

With the face of Minuchihr and the kingship of Faridun, 

with the strength of Jamshlid and the rank of Sikandar 

The lowest of his banquet is like a Khusrau 

His meanest official is like a flower 

What is gilded becomes golden In its essence by his power 

:3 



ca. 60 x 40cm, the intermediate ca. 60 x 30cm. A bold Kuf ic inscrip- 

tion in banna'i-technique almost 2m tall runs above this.. Next, on 

top of the earlier denticulated moulding, a single tier of stalactites 

in three colours (white, light- and dark-blue) leads to the main body 

of decoration, a field of banna'i-technique epigraphic lozenges. In 

the outline of the lozenges diamond-shaped white-glazed tiles are 

inserted in the field of larger rectangular dark-blue glazed tiles, a 

feature which is also found in the banna'i work in the Mosque of Bibi 

Khanum. and Madrasa of TJ1; gh Beg in Samarqand. 

Wall beside NW tower: At the E edge of the tower are some cuerda seca 

border tiles, and slightly further along the wall are two larger 

cuerda seca tiles with the remains of an inscription in white thulth 

on a dark-blue background with a light-blue spiral (Pl. 4). Other 

fragments of cuerda seca tiles, mostly used as borders with arabesque 

and rosette designs, have been found in the course of excavation 

3). Some have touches of lime-green and gold leaf, colours typical 

of Khurasanian cuerda. seca, although none seem to have any of the red 

which is found on most of the tiles of this group. 
8 

These, however, 

are the earliest of the series in Khurasan, although red had been used 

on Timurid cuerda seca tiles in. Transoxiana. 9 

Inscriptions In the course of the excavations a fragment of a 

monumental mosaic-faience inscription was found (Pl. 2). The field 

is lm tall: upper register Kufic (al-mulk li'llýh/the kingdom is to 

God) in alternating dark-green and amber letters; lower register white 

thulth on dark-blue ground with light-blue spiral: 

... 
13 's I 

Ordered the building of this citadel 

This is the largest of all mosaic-faience inscriptions in the 

catalogue, and was designed to be clearly visible on the walls of the 

2 



By his (sun-like) nature' the heart of the ocean boils in its core 

The foot of the cloud will 'not reach his hand 

If he withdraws his head to the heavens 

Another is Suyurghatmish the prudent and wise 

Beside whom the world is a trifle 

Another is Shahzada JW112 Muhammad 
0 Whose miracles of justice are famous 

All (these) kings are meritorious and worthY 
All of them are capable and suitable 

These five valiant and eminent ones 
Time will never bring their like again 

Glorying in the manifestation of the religion of God 

Assisting in the augmentation of the faith of the prophet 
Anyone who is a descendant of this kind 

The kingdom in his family is forever stable 
Shah Shah Rukh will remain until the day of judgement 

With increasing good fortune and ascending success 
The prosperity of the world comes from his sound rule 

Just as one attains heaven by proper devotions 

They laid the foundations of this lofty citadel 

In an auspicious time and a favourable horoscope 

Rablic 11 818 13 Mirat 

As the prophet went from Batha to Yathrib 

If you take four hundred from iiso date 

Its year will become more evident from its date 

First they assigned a location for Herat 

So that five gateways were fixed in it 

See those five doors of the five towers of its for-tress 

And consider them gates of victory 
Know the proof of the permanence of the building 

Regard it well even if you are meticulous 
(Your kingdom) will be increased and it will not be destroyed 

This prosperity will remain until the day of judgement 

The engineer placed within and without it 

muqarnas mansions and round towers 

The stars are proud of its architecture 

Its completion has brought glory to the army 

In elegance like the aivan of Kisra 
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In solidity like the dam of Sikandar 
In the completeness of its strength like the alvan of Kaivan 

The passage of time will not destroy it 

It will not be subjected to the damage of calamities 
Calamities cannot touch the king 

From top to bottom it is beautiful and decorated 

Its corners are golden and bejewelled 

Its essence is like life in the pillars of the universe 
Its splendours are like light in the eye of the stars. 

It is perhaps surprising that Gauhar Shad is not mentioned in the 

inscription, unless the bejewelled (gauhýr) corners of the citadel are 

intended as an oblique reference to her. However, the days of her 

political ascendency and her major sponsorship of architecture were 

yet to come. The poem gives prominence to Shah Rukh's sons in accor- 

dance with the political power which they held at the time, but the 

praise which they are given is always intended to reflect back on 

their progenitor. As a panegyrist Hafiz-i Abru had certainly done a 

competent job, and in combination with the mosaic-faience inscription 

this would have been an impressive symbol of the power of the Sultan. 

Recorded June 1975, June 1978. 

Notes 

1) See Allen, Catalogue, Map 2 and UNESCO, Citadelt P. 3- 

2) HA, p. 13- 

3) See Allen, Catalogue, P. 34. 

4) See below, p. 4. 

5) Plan in UNESCO, Citadel, p. 6. elevation in ibid., P. 19. 

6) Clearly visible in UNESCO, Citadel, p. 17- 

7) As pointed out by Lkine, "Hgrat, ". p. 132. 

8) E. g. on those from Khargird, ICuhsgn and Turbat-i Jam: see O'Kane, 

"Taybad, " p. 99. 

9) E. g. on the Xq Sargy at Shahr-I Sabz and the Mosque of BIbI Kh9num. 

10) Allen, Catalogue, p. 34, mentions this poem, but writes that 
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"none of the section given corresponds with the inscription on 

the tower, which has the form of a foundation inscription in 

Arabic. " However, he has confused the mosaic-faience inscrip- 

tion found in the excavations with the banna'i Kuflc on the 

tower, and has ignored the fragment of the cuerda seca inscrip- 

tion which is. still intact. The poem was written by Hýflz-i 

Abru and not, as Allen would have it, by Shah Rukh. 

I would like to thank Abbas Daneshvari for his assistance in 

translating this. The text is in HA, pp. 13-5. 

12) For jull. read Juki. 

13) The date is assessed by abiad reckoning, according to the textual 

emendation suggested by HaravIl.. The subsequent lines also refer 
to some computation in abiad, but I have been unable to determine 

their exact significance. 
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MASHHAD, WORKS OF GAIUHAR SHAD 

41 

The Masjid-i Jaml c, 17ar al-Huffiz and ITLr al-Siyada adjoing the 

tomb of Im,; m Riýg were erected by Gauhar ShKd in the same building 

campaign. The monuments will be considered in turn. 

The Mosque of Gauhar Shad 

Location Fortunately, -the pfiblished section of the waqfiyya of 

Gauhar Shad gives us detailed information on the boundaries of the 

mosque at the time it was erected: - 

"on the east by the holy tomb and the resplendent grave 

within it; on the west by the public thoroughfare and the 

ribat whose founder is the receptacle of (prayers for) 

forgiveness, the pure NizRm al-Mulk b. Hasan c All TUsI1 and 

the shops of his late'excellency; on th; north it 
is 

bounded by the small bazar (b; zRrcha which is waqf to 

the masjid-i jami c and -the land which is waqf to the 

aforementioned. (ftiosque) and by -the public thoroughfare*" 

The mosque therefore seems to have been free on one side (the S), 

partially free on two others (the W and N), and completely enclosed 

by other buildings on the E. One would need to know more about the 

location of other buildings surrounding the Shrine in'the early fif- 

teenth centuryp however, before the decision to build the mosque where 

it is can be fully explained. The most, striking aspect of its present 

location is the way in which the mosque is robbed of a conspicuous 

entrance portal of the kind which dominates the Mosque of Bibi Khanum 

in Samarqand. In the place where, one would expect to find it, opposite 

the sanctuary dome chamber, there is instead an entrance to the 17ar 

al-Siy9da. 'If the mosque had been situated E of the mausoleum of 

Imam Riý;, in the space now occupied by the sahn-i C at-i*q, it would have 

been possible to erect an imposing entrance portal. Or even with the 

mosque in its present location, a tall lateral entrance aivan like 

7 



that of the Yazd Masjid-i Jamic could have been considered. Another 

surprising aspect is its lack of axiality with the mausoleum of the 

Imam, which on the W is connected to the I)Rar al-Huffýz. The main E-W 

axis of the mosque, as mentioned above, is connected with the Dýr al- 

Siyada instead. This is all the more puzzling when we learn from the 

yMfiyya that the area to the S of the mosque consisted of open land 

and a public street. On paper, it is not difficult to envisage the 

plan of the mosque shifted l9m S, which would bring it exactly in line 

with the axis of the mausoleum. Two possible explanations can be 

suggested why this was not done. Firstly, Gauhar Shýd, by erecting 

the building in a subsidiary location, may have been trying to ensure 

that it was truly a complement to the mausoleum and not a rival attrac- 

tion. However the size of herFriday Mosque and its sanctuary dome 

chamber tend to negate this. More likely is the question of land 

holdings, including those which were public thoroughfares. Legally 

it may have been impossible to acquire any large block of land in the 

vicinity of the Shrine other than that which was actually obtained. 

It would have been illegal in theory to build on a public right of way, 

such as that which existed to the S of the mosque. The plan of the 

Shrine published in the nineteenth century by San-13c al-Daula shows 

that a public passageway still existed immediately S of the Mosque of 

Gauhar Sh9d (Fig. 4) 
.2 Shah Rukh was a greater respecter of the 

c- shar la than his father, and Gauhar Shad, in a pious donation to the 

Shrine, may also have been unlikely to have risked any legal infractions, 

lest they invalidate the waqf. 

Historical references Comparedwith-the complex which Gauhar ShRd 

erected in Herat, her works in Mashhad received little notice from 

contemporary historians. c Abd al-Razzaq relates how in Sha c b3n 821/ 

Sept. -Oct. 1418 Shah Rukh made a pilgrimage to Mashhad and presented 
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the Shrine with'a chandelier with'three thousand mithqals of gold, and 

"before this the exalted ci: idle Gauhar Shad Aqa had erected a masjid-i 

jami c finely constructed and decorated beside the dome chamber of the 

imam, on him be blessings and peace; It was nearing completion at 

this time, and Shah Rukh gave his wholehearted approval to that fine 

building. 0 

This is essentially the same account as that of Hýfiz-i Abrý, who 

interestingly adds that she ordered other buildings around (dar atr3f) 

the mosque. 
411- 

Dffrkhvýnd quotes Samarqand7i almost word for, word, while Khvandamir, 

although mentioning the present of -the chandelier, says not a word 
6 

about the mosque. Surprisingly, neither do the obituary notices of 

Qavam al-lDin Shirazi mention the-mosque. 7 It is fortunate that his 

signature still remains on the tilework inside the building. 

Plan (Fig. 4)ý Courtyard encompassed by four aivans joined by two- 

storey arcades; dome chamber behind qibla aivan; single-storey 

shabistýns link the various parts of the m6sque. Two doors on the E 

lead to the 17ar al-Siyada an4 the* Eir al-HuffZz; two on the N to the 

bazar; and two on the S and one on the W, beside the qibla aivan, to 

what was a public thoroughfare at the time the mosque was built. 

Although it is not shown on the published plan, the shabistýn 

in the NE corner of the mosque is one room shallower than the others 

on the N sideg-due to the encroachment of the bazar route. 

Elevation a) exterior: Vntil very recently, when the new maid7an 

was erected around the Shrine precinct by demolishing the surrounding 

buildings, very li ttle was visible of the exterior of the mosque other 

than the upper part of the walls of the sanctuary, and the dome above 

it. Qavým al-ITn, the architect, seems to have forsaken any attempt 

at providing the highly decorated exterior facades of earlier buildings 

:9 



II igh in Samarqand, such as the Mosque of Bibi Khýnum or the Madrasa of 517 

Beg, and which he used for'his later complex of Gauhar Shýd in Herat. 

His decision may have been prompted by the nearby presence of other 

buildings, such as the ribat of Niz9m al-Mulk TUsir on the W and the 

bazar on the N. He may even have been percipient enough to realise 

that the complex which he was constructing would itself attract other 

buildings to the Shrine which would impinge on any exterior facade. 

But this lack of emphasis on the exterior is in keeping with the prior 

decision to build the mosque with its E side adjoining the tomb complex 

of the Imam: its main purpose was to be an extension of the interior 

space of the Shrine. 

The rear of the sanctuary at any, rate seems to have survived in a 

relatively unaltered form, and it does present an arrangement of forms 

designed to impress from the outside'(Pl. 7). In the centre a semi- 

circular buttress indicates the r6cess of the m1hrab inside, although 

its function is chiefly symbolic, since the depth of the recess could 

easily have been contained within the wall. To either side of the 

buttress the wall is divided into two superposed arched niches, the 

lower ones blind, the upper ones forming a gallery which originally 

continued round either side. Above this section the rear of the semi- 

dome of the bay in front of the m1hrab is visible, which in turn leads 

to the drum. The top of the drum had an inscription dating from 1077/ 

1666-7,8 while the dome above was rebuilt in concrete in the 1960's. 

The present profile is more bulbous than the previous, 
9 

which with its 

sharp curve at the shoulder and straighter upper section was similar 

to that of the Masjid-i k1r Chaqmaq in Yazd. Considering the numerous 

restorations which the mosque has undergone, however, and the Safavid 

inscription on the drum, it is doubtful if the original tilework on 

the dome survived into the twentieth century. 

10 



Fortunately one entrance portal, that. on the NE leading from the 

bazar, has survived with most of its decoration intact. It consists 

of a shallow aivan, vaulted idth a later stalactite semi-dome, but 

with fine panels with a variety of tilework to either side of the 

doorway. They will be considered more fully in the section on dbcora- 

tion below. 

b) interior: When discussing the mosque at B-arsiRn, Myron Smith wrote 

of the way in which "Iranian architects, like our theatre designers, 

were allowed to choose arbitrary viewpoints for their creations*" 
10 

Nowhere is this more apparent than with the Mosque of Gauhar Shad, 

where the arbitrary viewpoint chosen was that of the spectator in the 

courtyard. The most obvious Indication of this are the upper galleries 

between the courtyard aivans (Pl. 11). The bays of the galleries are 

identical in shape and size to those which lead to the shabistans 

below, but behind the gallery arches there is not the solid, substan- 

tial bui lding that these would lead us to expect, but only the roof of 

the shabist; ns. A possible source for this type of facade is the 

Masjid-i Jam! c of Varamin, where they appear to either side of the 

qibla aivan. A closer analogy are the two-storey arcades between the 

aivans of the Isfahan Jami c, although their dating is as yet uncertain. 

From the courtyard, however, the visual impact of the galleries is 

extremely successful. Byron's comparison of the design of the vertical 

panels between the bays with the illusion of weight-reception in the 

classical orders is particularly apt, 
11 

and is further reinforced by 

the use of materials for the lozenges to which he refers: banna'i 

bricks set in relief above the mosaic-faience background. It is Sur- 

prising that such an effective composition was never repeated, although 

the banna'i-technique uprights on the facade of the Khargird madrasa 

are related. 
12 

The parapet visible in earlier photographs 
13 to either 
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side of the qibla alvan has since been removed. It was certainly part 

of a Safavid restoration, put there, as Godard remarked, 
14 to buttress 

the aivan. Its visual function, however, is taken up by the arcades 

below. These have a small-large-small rhythm, with the arch in the 

middle being slightly wider than those of the other arcades in the 

courtyard, emphasizing its strength and solidity. Qavam al-IFin later 

reused this rhythm to equal effect in, the facade of the Khargird 

madrasa. 

It is the aivans which dominate the courtyard, of course. The N 

and S aivans are identical. Their side walls carry on the same theme 

of two-storey niches, used to link the aivanst their upper balconies 

here being equally for, aesthetic effect. The E aivan falls in size 

between the qibla alvan and tfiose on the N and S. Its portal screen 

of superposed nichesis similar to the N and S aivans, although its 

shallower depth meant that only one two-storey niche was fitted in on 

each side. 

The sanctuary aivan is distinguished by its flanking minarets, the 

only ones which were built on the mosque. The model for these, rather 

than the minarets flanking the qibla aivan of the Mosque of Bibli Khanum, 

as has been suggested, 
15 

are the engaged towers on its entrance portal 

which are cylindrical rather than octagonal. Like them the minarets 

of Gauhar Shýd have a base of laxge banna'I Kufic, with the shaft 

divided into lozenges above. 

On the ground plan it looks as if there is an almost continuous 

spaco between the aivan of the sanctuary and the dome chamber and semi- 

domed recess behind it. Although the aivan is stepped in slightly 

towards the rear, the dome chamber is only as wide as the front of the 

aivan, and the semi-domed recess in front of the mihrab is the same 

width and height as the rear of the aivan. Where did this unusual 

12 



C combination of forms come from? - A possibility is the Herat Jam! 

where before the restoration. of ýI-r cAll ShIr there was also a dome 

16 
chamber behind the qibla ai-ýan. , Judging from the remaining piers, 

which were probably not'substantially altered in the Timurid testora- 

tion, a deep niche the vidth'of the aivan, probably supporting a semi- 

dome, would also have been located In front of the qibla. 
17 

The zone of transition of the dome is fairly conventional, consist- 

ing of a squinch-net leading to a sixteen-sided base for the dome. It 

contrasts uncomfortably with the stalactite semi-dome in front of the 

mihrab, to which one can justifiably apply the strictures of Pope: 

overdone, crowded and incoherent. " 

An unusual aspect oý the'6. anot . uary dome chamber are the three tiers 
I 

of balconies on the side walls, abo. ve the bays which lead into the 

shabistgns. The dome chamber ofthe Yazd Jamic had one tier on each 

of the side walls, but this hardly prepares us for the number of extra 

tiers in Mashhad. Again, the question of function arises. While some 

of these tiers communicated with open bays on the exterior, their major 

purpose was presumably the twofold one of achieving a visual and struc- 

tural lightening of the side walls. 

The shabistýns all s6em to have been vaulted in the same way, with 

small domes supported by simple kite-shaped squinches. The walls and 

piers had a cavetto moulding above a stone dado, although these may 

well be due to restoration. No other decoration was observedp the rest 

of the wall surfaces being covered in white plaster. 

Decoration A major problem with this mosque, even before the recent 

demolition and reconstruction in concrete of the N and S aivans, is the 

difficulty of distinguishing original work from repairs. An idea of 

the extent to which the mosque has been repaired over the years may be 

gained from the dates of some of the inscriptions in it mentioned by 
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*rc 1084,1087,1088, Sam al-Daula (in hi Jra only) v 862, '1008 9 '1052 t 1053, 

1111,1195t 12149,1232,1243t 1274 and 1276.19 Fortunately Pope's 

photographs provide us with a good record of the state of the mosque 

before the most recent reconstructions. 

The short visit which I'was permitted to make to the mosque in 

1977 is the basis for the following tdntative proposals concerning the 

preservation of original decoration. 

All of the E aivan seemed to be, restored. The banna'i-technique 
I 

of the N aivan seemed restored, while several of the spandrels which 

were originally decorated-in mosaic-faience had been replaced by 

cuerda seca tiles. The S aivan 'was totally reconstructed in the 196o's. 

The qibla aivan seemed. to be mostly original work, with the exception 

of the spandrels. 

The two-storey arcades between the aivans had been mostly restored, 

one exception being the three baýs E of the S aivan, where a consid- 

erable amount of original work remained. 

In many cases it seemed that the restoration work copied the design 

and colours of the original, although the spandrels of the four aivans 

are notable exceptions. Cuerda seca often replaced mosaic-faience. 

Before going on to examine some of the range of patterns and tech- 

niques used, we can gain a good idea of the quality of the Timurid 

work from the NW portal, which due to its location in the bazar has 

fortuitously survived with most of its decoration intact (Pis. 8-10). 

To the right of the door is a tall mosaic-faience panel divided into 

two parts% on top a strapwork design of dark-green outlined in amber 

on a dark-blue groundl below an, arched panel containing a pattern based 

on ten-pointed stars using the typical range of colours: white, black, 

light- and dark-blue, dark-green and amber. The sides of the alvan 

are more adventurous. They are framed by a series of quatrefoil cuprda 
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seca tiles set in a banna'i brick framework, a motif that was taken up 

in the adjoining Madrasa Paj? Iz9d. The spandrels of the arched panel 

within this are of mosaic-faience: large abstract blossoms with an 

outline of small petals on a tangle of flowering shoots. The arch 

below has a design of eight-pointed stars and polygons, outlined in 

raised underglaze-painted tiles with flowering stems reserved in blue 

on a white ground. Two slightly different patterns are used, one 

following the profile of the arch, the other for the pattern within. 

Within the mosque underglaze-painted and cuerda seca tiles were 

used sparingly. Cuerda seca tiles were used for the angular mouldings 

which framed the lower arches of the bays between the aivans. At least 

two patterns were used, one of continuous quatrefolls, 
20 the other a 

two-plane lattice design of flowering stems. The colours are typically 

Timurid: light- and dark-blue, dull red and unfired gold, all on a 

white slip, with manganese/black used to divide the colours. 

Underglaze-painted blue and white tiles were probably used in some 

of the raised polygons of the decoration on the gallery arcades. The 

work which remains here seems to be all restoration (Pl. 17) '21 but 

some of the blue and white tiles'which have arabesque or epigraphic 

motifs (Muhammad or CA11 repeated five times in a pentagon) may well 

be copying original designs. The most conspicuous use of blue and 

white tiles was reserved for the bevel framing the arch of the N and 

S aivans. 
22 A comparison of these with their counterparts at G3zur 

G; h 23 
shows that the design of the epigraphic medallions and embossed 

circular medallions of both monuments is virtually identical. 

It is mosaic-faience, however, which sets the keynote of the tile 

decoration in the mosque. While banna'i-technique was used extensively 

inside each of the aivans, it is the decoration of the courtyard facades 

which would be first to impinge on the spectator's consciousness. As 
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mentioned above, the mosque seems to have been conceived with the view- 

point of the spectator in the courtyard in mind, a feature which the 

use of mosaic-falence to decorate most of the courtyard facades 

emphasises. Predominant are the inscriptions, while for a tour de. 

force of craftsmanship one turns naturally to the tree of life panels 

which one expects to find at the-beginning and end of the foundation 

inscription (Pl. 14). 24 There'are three key-points in the composition: 

the vase, and two medallions above it. The vase, instead of the usual 

splay-footed stand below, is supported above its base by a cross-lattice. 

The main medallion above it has a striking centrepiece of diminishing 

triangles within a circle, a miniature version of the famous mosaic In 

the bath hall at Khirbat al-Mafjar. Prototypes are closer to hand, 

however--a similar flower dominates the tree of life panel on the facade 

of the buq ca of TUman Wa in the Shah-i Zinda. Another borrowing from 

this panel is the double outlining in amber faience of the polylobed 

surround, although the version in Mashhad is complicated by a loop on 

every lobe. While the finest work in mosaic-faience is reserved for 

these tree of life panels (and the two below the inscription on the 

inner arch of the W aivan), many other panels, particularly the span- 

drels of the courtyard arcades, display work of a high standard. 

One use of mosaic-faience in particular deserves comment: the 

raised floral panels on a geometric background on the soffit of the 

25 W aivan. These are constructed in such a way that if the raised 

panels were moved towards each other they would form one continuous 

surface. This scheme was to gain popularity in later Persian archi- 

tecture. This appears to be its first appearance in tiles, although 

an earlier version of the theme can be seen In the raised wooden panels 

of the 548/1153 minbar from 'CAm7adiyya. 26 
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Inscriptions As can be'gathered from the preceding section, a great 

many of the inscriptions in the mosque have been subjected to not only 

repair but also complete renewal, making publication of a complete 

corpus of the original inscriptions impossible. The scope. of this 

section will therefore be restricted to the foundation inscription and 

such others whose present condition indicates that they may also be 

originals or copies of originals. 
27 

Qibla aivan 1) Large frieze on the rectangular frame of the portal 

screen, mosaic-faience, upper register X '!! UI (the kino- 

dom is God's) in Kufic; lower register white thulth on dark-blue 

ground, amber spiral scroll. 

-C Text: Sam al-Daula, P. 147. 
0 

In the name of God the compassionate the merciful: He only shall 

tend God's sanctuaries who believeth in God and the last day and 

observeth proper worship and payeth the poor due and feareth none save 

God. For each (only) is it possible that they can be of the rightly- 

guided (Quran IX/18). The prophet, on him be peace, said, "Whoever 

builds a mosque for God, so likewise God will build a house for him in 

Paradise. " After these words which God, may His splendour be exalted 

and His favour be widespread, and Muhammad, the blessing of God upon 

him and his family, spoke; her great highness and exalted (one), the 

sun of the heaven of purity and rectitude, famous for honour and glory 

and integrity, Gauhar ShRd, may her majesty be perpetuated. and her 

purity endure and her blessings be increased, excelling, in extreme 

justice and great firmness of faith, obtaining her expectations, hoping 

for complete acceptance by God, from her own funds, for the benefit of 

her (final) goal and the improvement of her soul on the day on which 

every soul is recompensed for his deeds; seeking the sight of God and 

searching satisfaction and giving thanks for His favoiLrs and praise 
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for His benefits, built this great Masjid-i Jamic and this holy abode 

in the reign of the great Sultan and the most kind and just Khaqan, 

master of the kings of the, Arabs and the non-Arabs, Sultan b. al- 

Sultan b. al-Sultan Abu'l-Muzaffar Shah Rukh b. 
-ITTimUr 

KUrk9n 28 Bahadur 
#i 

Khan, may God perpetuate his kingship. and sultanate and increase in 

the two worlds his holiness, justice and goodness. May God accept her 

work willingly and reward her with the best recompense for benefactors 

and by the completion of that which she prepared for29 the pious 

worshippers. Baysunghur b. Shah Rukh b. Timur KurkKn30 wrote it with 

hope in God, in the year 821/1418.31 

2) and 3) Above the tree of life panel at the beginning and end of 1); 

mosaic-faience, two lines of white thulth on a dark-blue ground 

(unless the contrary is stated, subsequent inscriptions are also in 

mosaic-faience, and in white thulth'on a dark-blue ground). 
32 

N side: 

JAJI 4-ul LY131 Cý ji, -, l 
3 C. ý4,, ru tsaxl &:. 

The writing of this inscription was accomplished at the beginning 

of the holy month of God, the honoured Rajab in the year 821/August- 

September 1418. 

S side: 

, 
ýj I 

Ail 
The work of the poor weak slave, needing the mercy of the Compas- 

sionate Ruler, Qava-m al-IFIn b. Zain al-DIin Sfjirýzli' the plaster mason. 

'I) Series of square and rectangular panels set in a banna'i brick frame 

surrounding the foundation inscription. ýThe rectangular panels contain: 

J_j 
yI du I God is eternal. 
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5) Inside the aivan, following the profile of the arch. 

Quran XXIV/35(? )'4Z. 34 

6)-9) Above the tree of life panel at the beginning and end of 5) . 
35 

N side: 6) 0 J&X., .3 r6, jl 

Praise and thanks to my Lord the most high. 

In amber Kufic above it: 

I &U ý 'J I ;; * 'J 3 J3-, - 'I 
. 

There is no power and no strength save with God the wise. 

S side: 8) repetition of 

In amber Kufic above it: 

9) 
j... 

Sl 
6. 

U 13 
d6IJ U. '2-J 

13XI 
Cj 

6-t- 

Praise God and thanks to God and God is great. 

lo)-ll) 36 In a keel-arched panel on the side of the aivan; colour-, 

unknown. 

N side: 

10) U &. j is Ls..; 
j I 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "The believer in the mosque 

is like a fish in water. " 

S side: 

A. 
t 

3 cxtr-ý-P -9 L5 4: 
The hypocrite in the mosque is like a bird in a cage; in the months 

of the year 821/1418. 

12) and 13 )37 Mjhrab, outer frieze, lower register: 

12) ajj 10 L---:. 
- 

.9 Ld 
L--- !ý 4-- 

dIJ 
Ij 

followed by Quran 11/255-7 as far as , ýjj, followed by 

evv 
I 

d4-j j . 1.0 3 e4 
I& 

,1 &111 6 
-to 

God, may He be blessed and exalted, said... God spoke the truth 

and his noble prophet spoke the truth. 
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Upper register, Kufic: 

13) &U I (: ) 6-p- 
.1 Ld L--- 3 9j k--- &IJ Ij6 

C' followed by Quran XXX/17 (from e--) to 19.38 

God, may He be blessed and exalted, and praise God, said... 

14) Mihrab, inner frieze of 6arved green marble, lower register, thulth, 

painted black. Quran XVII/78-85 (part). 39 

15) On the top tier of stalactites inside the'-semi-dome of the milirab, 

Kuf1c: (several times) 

God is eternal, the kingdom is God's. 

16) Rectangular panel above the innet arch of the mihrab, black paint- 

ed marble, thulth: 
4o 

C-pi I J-. -A 66-1 ý 1ýý. p3 clu I JJS 

Hasten to prayer before passing away and'hasten to repentance 

before death. 

This is one of the most elegant inscriptions in the mosque, where 

the calligrapher has effectively arranged the ascenders in two clusters, 

broken symmetrically by the lRms of g2, bl and the ta's of faut and. maut. 

17) Minarets, mosaic-falence lozenges, several restored: several of 

the sacred names of God (al-asrZ' al-husna). 

18)-23) 
41 

Minarets, on-larger cartouches near the base of the field of 

lozenges. These have been at least partially restored, but probablY 

reflect the original. The same schema of small cartouches with the 

names of God and larger ones below with hadirth was used later in the 

Masjid-i Shah in Mashhad. 

On the S minaret: 

18) ; Sj. ýG Ir;. 3jI r %LJ1 "6 Lc..: 
Jl JI; 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "You shall reap what you sow-tv 

19) ý, )Is Lt-ýU- 3 le;. xil ILIJ II 
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The prophet, on him be peace, said, "The world is carrion arid (logs 

seek it. 

20) ;uI.. j0 &- -! - j ttý, 
Jl J6 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "The world is the prison of 

the believer and the paradise of the unbeliever. " 

On the N minaret: 

21) JIS 
sa; I ;. ýý 

I dý: 
4.: ý4 r 

%Lj I 
4. 

L 
Lc..: 

j I 11; 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "Whoever abandons prayer 

deliberately is an unbeliever. " 

22) u liz. L*A, 
-:.. 

1; ;AL. it: Aj I %Lj 1 4,. k 
Cr.. 

J I 16 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "Life is an hour, hurry to 

worship God. " 

23) C-1110 I J--f ; "%. w ýr 1-i I 06--Jr I-S-0 
IiU 

The prophet, on him be peace, said, "Hurry to prayer before death. " 

24) On the piers of the group of three bays to the S of the qIbla (W) 

aivan, in mosaic-falence. Above the dado is a keel-arched panel which 

usually contains a floral design. In one case this is replaced by an 

inscription in amber Kufic, with the letters forming the polylobed 

outline of an arch: 

rrw I ev*-ý I '. '*A 5 Jj I ý--i 
"God will suffice thee (for defence) against them. He is the 

Hearer, the Knower" (Quran II/137s, Part). 

It is interesting to find that this phrase occurs in almost identi- 

cal form in two versions in the interior of the Rukniyya in Yazd, 
42 

a 

rare example of a direct borrowing by the Timurids of an archaic 

Il-Khanid epigraphic motif., 

25)-2-8) Surrounding these keel-arched panels at the base of the piers 

of the courtyard arcades are several Quranic phrases. Four of theý3e 

have been recorded on the W arcades: 
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25) Quran 11/95 aild LXII/8 as far ils 

"But they will never long for it (death), becaus'e of that which 

their own hands have Sent before them. God is aware of evildoers. 

Say (unto them, 0 Muhammad): -Lo! the death from which ye shrink 

will surely meet you, and afterward ye will be returned unto the 

Knower of the invisible" 

26) continuation I of 25)'to' LXII/9 as far as &Ul 
"and the visible, and He will tell you what ye used to do. 0 ye 

who believe! When the call is heard for the prayer of the day of 

congregation, haste unto re'membrance of God. " 

27) Quran LXII/10 from I to 11, complete: Wis 

"(and remember God) much, that ye may be successful. But when 

they spy some merchandise or pastime they break away to it and leave 

thee standing. Say: That which God hath is better than pastime and 

than merchandise', and God is the best of providers. " 

28) Basmala and Quran XCVIII/1-2 as far as This is on the 

pier at the SW corner of the courtyard; its two halves are out of 

alignment, and the second half is completely restored. 

"Those who disbelieve among the People of the Scripture and the 

idolaters could not have left off (erring) till the clear proof came 

to them. A messenger from God, reading. purified pages. " 

29) On the piers, framed by bannali bricks, above the Q=anic inscrip- 

tions: 
C. ýYl God is eternal, repeated many times. 

30) The upper section of each pier has four rectangular panels with 

identical inscriptions on each: in the lower register the shah9da, in 

the upper dii ItLu I the kingdom is God's, in amber Kiffic. 

31)-33) On rectangular panels between the upper and lower storeys of 

those courtyard arcades beside the corners and the qibla aivan. On 

the bottom register, in amber Kufic, repeated five times: 
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- 31) Thankr. to God. 

The interlacing stems of the,,. Kufic are extrapolated to form fields 

for the other inscriptions. 

32) Middle register: &Uj C) L,.... Praise God, repeated five times. 

33) Upper register: I ly I 'ji IvJ.. Sl &U I 
J. 

5 I &IJ I di Iv 

God is great, there is no deity but God. 

34) Spandrel's of the centre of the group of three arches flanking the 

qibla aivan: ' 41 L0 God, repeated eight times in a circular 

composition. 

35) Soffit of 36): octagonal stars containing'eight of the asinR'- 

al-husn;. 
43 

36) Soffits of the arches flanking 34): eight cartouches containing 

C. ý tLd. 0 Sultan, in pairs. 

The above is clearly only a small, sample of the epigraphic riches 

which the mosque contained. The portal screens of the N, S and E 

aivans, now occupied by restbration, inscriptions, would probably have 

contained Quranic inscriptions originally. 

While the Quranic inscriptions on the W aivan and m1hrab clearly 

announce the attributes of God and the tenets of the faith, a promi- 

nent theme is that of the transitoriness of life on earth, emphasised 

by the insistent repetition-all round the courtyard facades of 

God is eternalt-and echoed-by the hadirth on the 

minarets. 

The waqfiyya In his publication of the inscriptions of the Mosque 

of Gauhar Shýd, Sanlic al-Daula included some extracts from its 
0 

waqfiyya, dated beginning Rajab 829/May 1426.44 The document from 

which he quotes is not the original, but apparently one of several 

copies which were made of it. 
45 

Missing from the extracts, unfor- 

tunately, are the list of properties, bequeathed to the mosque and an 
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account of employees and their sala. ries. It begins with, at length, 

the titles of Shah Rukh and Gauhar Shad. This introduction is con- 

cluded by useful documentation of the boundaries of the mosque, quoted 

above. 

Some of the conditions pertaining to the waqf are then stated. 

These are summarised below, 

1) c A19' al-Daula wa'l-an c All HamId al- c Alavir al-Mashhad7i is named 

-C 
as the, ýutavalll 

of the waqf and the holy buildings (blaa -i mutabarraka), 

the post being hereditary, or if he'should have no deseendantso one of 

the holy sayyids of Mashhad to be appointed. He should take one-tenth 

of the waqf revenue for administering it (haqq-1 taul and another 

tenth was to go to the wbrkers (kgrkun7an officials func- 

tionaries (c ammal) and the architect LrAic - ýmýar 

2) Government officials and tax gatherers of any kind had no authority 

over the waqf revenue. 

The waqf funds should be invested for a period of not more than 

three years, and until the three years had elapsed, a new investment 

should not be made. 
L16 

4) Profit from the funds could be lawfully spent, in accordance with 

the decision of the mutavallir, on the pious and Arab visitors to the 

Shrine from Mecca and Medina, without prejudice to the tenth of the 

administration and the other tenth (mentioned above). 

5) The endowments should not be bought, sold, transferred (istibd-al 

or given away; every few years the draft of the waqfiyVa should be 

renewed. 

The date of the waqfiyya is exactly eight lunar years later than 

the foundation of the mosque. A considerable delay in drawing uP 

wa, qfiy. yas is also attested in the case of several Anatolian Seljuq 

foundations. 
47 

The dearth of contemporary waqfiyya makes it difficult 
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to know whether this delay was. typical, but that this was so is sug- 

gested by the case of the Mir. Chaqmaq complex in Yazd, where the 

foundation inscription is dated 841H, and the waqfi. )rya 849, again a 

gap of eight years. 
48 

It has been noted *in the'case of Some Anatolian Seljuq buildings 

that the titulature in f6undation inscriptions and waqfiyya are 
49 50 

similar. This is not the case here. Althoughthe Chancery cer- 

tainly drew up sample inscriptions for use on religious foundations, 51 

the unlimited space which was available and made use of in the 

waqf1yyas for panegyric titles is sufficient-to, explain most of the 

differences. This is so despite the fact that. the foundation inscrip- 

tion of the Mosque of Gauhar Shad is the. longest surviving of, the 

fifteenth century. II-I 

The list of employees who received one tenth of the waqf revenue- 

workers, officials, functionaries and the architect -is tantalisingly 

brief. It is likely that. thesewould have been elaborated in-greater 

detail, with accounts of their salaries, in another part of the waqf. 
52 

Furnishings The mosque possesses an extremely fine wooden minbar. 

In form it is not unlike that of the Na'lin Masjid-i Jami 0. with an. 

arched canopy with stalactite cornice on top, although the sides are 

decorated with angular interlacing strapwork rather than the rectangu- 

lar panels of ýa_'In. 53 Similar decoration was used on the minbar of 

859/1454-5 in the Gurg7an Masjid-i Jamic. That of Mashhad may be con- 

temporary with the foundation of. the. mosque, and if so represents the 

only Khurasanian Timurid minbar to have survived. 

Condition The extensive recent repairs have been mentioned above. 

That part of the building which has been least restored, the bays Of 

the W aivan, is noticeably inclined towards the courtyard-its shift 

in position with regard to the S wall of the courtyard can be determined 
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from their join (Pl. 16). It-Is to be hoped that it does not share 

the fate of the N and S aivans and the dome, and be rebuilt in 

concrete. 

Recorded February 1977. 

The Car al-Huff, 3z and D7ar al-Slyida 

Both these buildings. are traditionally ascribed to Gauhar ShKd, 

although they contain no Timurid inýcriptions. The only decoration 

which either has which is likely to be Timurld is the dado of the 

D7a-r al-Sly-ada, 
54 

consisting of mosaic-faience panels with a design of 

hexagons, and the engaged marble columns with vase, shaft and stalac- 

tite capitals at the corners. We have seep above that Hafiz-i Abrý 

mentioned the erection by Gauhar Shad of other buildings around the 

mosque, and it could well-be these halls to which he refers. There 

seems no good reason to doubt the popular attribution. 

The form which both halls now assume is probably similar to thei*r 

original disposition, despite the reworking of the upper walls and 

vaults with mirror work. 

The Dar al-Huff9z, situated between the mosque of Gauhar Shýd and 
00 

the W entrance to the tomb of Inia-m. Rlýý, is vaulted by three transverse 

arches, each of which has a small lantern dome in the centre (Fig. 6). 55 

It has seven niches, three in each of the N and S walls and one in the 

W leading to the mosque of Gauhar Sh9d. 

The Dar al-Siyada is conceived on a much grander scale (Figs. 5,7). 

A central dome with a lantern is flanked on the W and E by smaller 

domed recesses, and on the N and S by semi-domed recesses. 
56 The 

Masjid-i BR1ý Sar, which lies'between the E recess of the J)Rr al-Siyýda 

and the tomb of Imam Rlý;, had a dado of superb lustre tiles. 57 It was 

presumably thought that this was too valuable to demolish, which might 
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explain why a cruciform plan, was chosen f or the Dar al-Siy3da. Given 

the space which had to be filled between the mosque of Gauhar Shad on 

the W and the tomb of Imým, Riýa and Bal..; Sar mosque on the E, Qavam 

al-DIn realised the impossibility of incorporating any symmetrical 

building in this area and opted'for vazrieiý instead. From the mosque 

of Gauhar Shýd one could approach the tomb chamber (or vice versa) 

either directly via the Iia-r al-Huffaz, or more likely, since it is on 

the main axis of the mosque, via the Dýx al. -Siyialda. In the latter 

case one proceeds from, the aivan into the small W recess, through the 

large central dome-chamber to the small E recess-oPposite, then right 

into the Balý Sar mosque'(essentiaily a small vestibule), and finally 

10 into the soaring space of the tomb chamber, lit by Shah Rukh's magnifi- 

cent chandelier. This carefully modulated progression must have been 

one of the highlights of the pilgrimage to the Shrine. 

Notes 

1) San-l*c al-Daula, p. 155. The'waqf is considered in greater detail 
ýelow. 

2) Reproduced iry'Survey, hg. 424. 

3) MS, pp. 378-9. 

4) Zubdat al-Tay; r1kh, quoted in MS, P. -379, n. 2. 

5) RS, VI, pp. 648-9. 
6) HS, III, p. 603. 

7) 1 have been unable to trace the variant reading of MS which, 

according to Golombek, Gazur Gah, P. 76, n. 3 mentions the mosque 
in Mashhad. 

8) KhurKsýnlil, p. 123; photograph in Hill and Grabar, Fig. 325. 

9) An unnumbered photograph in the Royal Geographic Society shows its 

previous state clearly. 
10) "Corpus ... II, BarsEn, " P. 38. 

11) Survey, p. 1141. 

12) O'Kane, "Khargird, " Pl. IIc. 

13) Survey, Pis. 429-30. 
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14) "Compte-rendu, " p. 11 One wI onders whether Byron's misplaced 

praise of its aesthetic qiialities (Survey, p. 1140) caused its 

demise: Godard In his review referred to it as 'llaffreux extra 

parapet" and goes on to record that repairs would be made to the 

qibla aivan in the year following his review, 1940 (p. 12, n. 31)- 

He was head of the Department of Antiquities at the time-might 

the parapet have disappeared then? 

15) Hoag, p. 267. 

16) Allen, Catalogue, p. 106. 

17) See Stuckert, "Baubestand, 11 Fig. A. An indication that the piers 

near the mihrab are substantially intact from the Ghurid founda- 

tion is the presence of Ghurid decoration in the area: see 
Melikian Chirvani, "Eastern Iranian Architecture, " Pl. III. 

18) *Persian Architecture, p. 261. 

19) Pp. 140-53. 
20) Survey, Pl. 434B. 

21) Ibid., Pl. 435C. 

22) RiLd. 9 Pl. 433. 

23) Ibid., Pl. 425. 

24) Ibid. 9 Pl. 434A. 

25) Ibid. 9 Pl. 431. 

26) Arts of Islam, No. 452. 

27) 1 was unable to obtain complete photographic coverage of this area, 

and the published photographs are insufficient for a detailed 

epigraphic study. 
28) Not KT=kýnl as in all printed versions. 
29) Read li Cib7adat for bi cib9dat. 

30) The n7m of K; rkan is missing. Perhaps Býysunghur relied on the 

rg' of Ki-irkan being read twice, since the form of the two letters 

can be identical in thulth. 
Ic 31) The inscription has been restored according to Sani al-Daula 

between cjp--; * and 3, reputedly the work of 
Muhammad Riýa al-Inamlf. There is certainly a change in the style 

of'the inscription at these points, although to judge from the 

titulature the words of the original have been copied. 
32) Text in Sanlrc'al-DELula, p. 147. 

33) Not li Cin-ayat as in all printed versions. 
34) The inscription ends with verse 42, and to judge from its length 
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-c may have begun with verse 35. According to Sani al-Daula, p. 

146, the inscription is by Muhammad Rii-a al-Imami who composed 
0, 

many of the Safavid repair inscriptions in the mosque. However, 

it is not signed and stylistically is almost identical to the 

foundation. inscription. 

35) Text in Sanlic al-Daula, p. 148. 

36) Text in ibid., 
p., , 146. 

37) Text in ibid. 

38) The end of this verse is at the top left corner of the mihrab; 

the left side of this inscription is unread. 
39) The upper register of this inscription, in Kuf1c, is unread. The 

-C few words which Sani al-Daula gives (p. 146) do not correspond 

with the availabie evidence on Pl. 13. 

40) Text in KhurZsan-11, p. 122 (omit 

41) Text of Nos. 18-20 in SanIc al-Daula, p. 148, of Nos. 21-4 in 

Khur7as-an-l*, p. 123. 

42) Ghulam, Introduction, 'P. 53. 

43) Text in SanIc al-Daula, p. 149. 

44) Ibid., Pý- 153-7. 

45) Ibid-# P. 153. 
46) The same provision is found in the waqfiyya of the k7ir Chaqmaq 

complex in Yazd; See Afsh; x, YlqgjE, II, p. 178. 

47) Rogers, "Waqf and Patronage, " P. 70. 

48) Af sh3r, 
. 
2p. Lit., pp. 166,190. 

49) Rogers, 2R. cit-P P. 70. 

50) Cf. Sanlic al-Daula, 
_pp. 

147 and 153-5. 

51) See MarwarId, Sharaf-NKma, ed. Roemer, pp. 73-5 where samples for 

a ribat, madrasa and khanqah are included. 

52) See Afshar, OP. Sl: 
-t. p PP. 176-8 for detailed account of the 

salaried employees of the Idr Chaqmaq complex in Yazd. 

53) Smith, "Wood Minbar, " Fig. 1. 

54) Mu'taman, Pl. opp. p. 115. 

55) Ibid., Pl. opp. p. 104. 

56) Ibid., Pis. opp. pp. 114,118. 

57) Ibid., Pl. opp. p. 12-8. It may be noted that the presence of 

lustre tiles around the doorway leading into the tomb from the 

Dar al-Huffiz indicates that a previous interior of some kind was 

demolished when the D7ar al-Huff; z was built. 
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2, 
GULIST7N, DAM 

Location Ca. lOkm N of Mashhad. 

Plan Vaulted. 
1 

The dam has been totally renovated since Clevenger 

published it; all the visible brickwork is modern (Pl. 18). An 

inscription on the dam dates the repairs to Farvardin 1353/March- 

April 1974. But for the lack of an abutment on the upstream face 

(Pl. 19), the design is similar to that of Turuq (late fifteenth cen- 
0 

tury A. D. ), even down to the presence of a small sluice below and to 

the side of the main one. These are also close similarities with the 

fourteenth century dam at Salama. 2 

There is more concrete evidence for a Timurid date, however: a 

c- 
nishan of Sultan Abu Sa id which empowered two agents to transfer 

lands watered by the dam to the royal domain (aml; k-i khassa), an order 

having already been given to close the dam (bi-bastan band-i Gulistan-I 
3 

sharaf . As Clevenger points out, this could equally apply to repair 

work. It also seems to imply -that there was a dam in existance-before 

the nishan was issued. The local tradition, as reported by Maulavi, 

-4 ascribes the dam to a maidservant (hjnLiz) of Gauhar Shad. The nishRn 

mentions that some of the land which was to be appropriated was waqf; 

according to Maulavll land in this area was made waqf in 821/1418-9 by 

5 Cauhar Shad for her MasjId-i Jamic. While a maidservant would be an 

unlikely patron for a dam, it would certainly be a logical step for 

Gauhar Shad herself to increase the revenue to her mosque by building 

a dam to aid cultivation on waqf lands. 

Although Clevenger suggests an original foundation in the Mongol 

period, the evidence from design alone, as we have seen, is inconclu- 

sive. Taking Into account the local tradition connected with Gauhar 
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Shad's maid, tog6ther witý, the fact that land associated with the dam 

was made waqf to her mosque, the most likely conclusion is that Gauhar 

SI-ad was responsible f or, building the dam, with unspecif ied repairs 

occurring in the reign ok Ab; Sa 0 ird. 

Recorded JulY 1M. 

Notes 

On the distinction between vaulted and non-vaulted dams, see 
Akhlamad dam (Catalogue No. 6), n. 1. 

, 
2) For Sal9ma see Clevenger, "Dams, " P. 393. 
3) See Navý'111 (bibliography). 

4) "Band, " P. 38. 

5) Ibid., P. 38, n. 1. A copy of,. the original waqfnýma of the 

mosque apparently still exists in the Shrine at Mashhad, although 
it has never been published in full. MaulavII has had access to 
it and so is a reliable authority on this point. 

Bibliography 

Clevenger, "Dams, " P. 391, figs. 12-16. 

Maulav, lr, "Band 

N, avg'-l, -Asnad, P. 313. 
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4 

MASHHAD, MADRASA PARIZAD 

Location Taking the qIbla as S, the madrasa is bordered on the N by 

the Madrasa BR1K Sar, on the E by the DRar al-SlyZda, on the S by the 

Masjid-i Gauhar ShZd and on -the W by -the old bazar route leading to 

c- the sahn-i atig. 

Plan (Fig. 8) Four alvan courtyard with living chambers in two 

storeys to either side; bevelled cornýrs of courtyard lead to stair- 

cases and small chambers. Dome chamber behind E alvan leading to 

another in SE corner. 

HistoEy The earliest dated Inscription on the building is in mosaic- 

faience on the entrance portal detailing repairs by a Safavid amir in 

1091/1680-1.1 Underneath the banna'i tiles on the lower walls of this 

portal, however, another banna'i revetment is visible, the wall to 

which they are attached being at a slightly different axis, one which 

conforms to that of the building inside, and which is not twisted like 

the entrance portal to conform with the axis of the street outside. 

Clearly, then, the original building antedates the Safavid portal. 

In the earliest reference which I have found to the building, that 

of Fraser, it is asserted that it was "built by a female attendant of 

Gauhar Shýhud, at the same #me her mistress built the-mosque. "2 This 

account is repeated by all later writers. 

Unfortunately, however, the madraza has undergone extensive repairs 

since the time of Shah Sulalmin. FaHl reports that it was ruined and 

abandoned when the AuqRf-i Khurýsgn began substantial repairs in 1967 

which were still being carried out in 1972.3 As a result, there is 

very little decoration left to which one can ascribe a Timurid date 

with confidence. 
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Elevation a) exterior: As mentioned above, the present entrance 

aivan on the W, covered with a plaster stalactite semi-dome, is 

Safavid, although it covers banna'i work which may be original. It 

is not clear what the facade to either side of this aivan would have 

looked like--the erection of bazar shops seems to have destroyed the 

original fabric. It may have had a series of arched recesses like the 

neighbouring Balg Sar madrasa. 

b) interior: The courtyard facades. These have all been exten- 

sively restored. The courtyard at present has a slightly claustro- 

phobic feeling, with the height being disproportionately tall for its 

area (Fig. 9). Judging from the height of the present roof line above 

the apices of the aivan arches and"those of the cells on the second 

storey, it is likely that the original roof was ca. lm lower all 

round. This would reduce the size of the spandrels of the upper cells 

to the equivalent of those on the ground floor. 

The aivans. The W aivan is very shallow (Pl. 21). At the rear 

it has a pattern 1h banna'i-technique of four lozenges within a diamond 
4 

grid which is identical to one used on the madrasa at Khargird. The 

unglazed bricks, however, are yellower than one would expect from 

Timurid work. The whole panel may have been restored, but it presumably 

reflects the pattern of the original. 

The S alvan, at the back of which is a small undecorated mihrab, 

also has banna'i-technique decoration, which may be original, preserved 

as far as the springing. At a depth of 3.26m the aivan is stepped in 

slightly, but the rather crude semi-dome which now vaults this area is 

certainly restoration. 
p 

E alvan. The only other original decoration in the building is 

found here. The sides and soffit of the aivan are covered in mosaic- 

faience quatrefoil medallions set within a banna'! brick framework 
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(Pl. 22). The slightly undulating rhythm which the banna'! frame thus 

takes on was repeated in a more sophisticated variation in the Dlue 

,5 Mosque in TabriZ. Although much of the tilework in -the medallions 

is restored, in several the original colour scheme of light- and dark- 

blue, dark-green, black/aubergine, white and amber (not the bright 

yellow of the Safavid inscription in the entrance aivan) can still be 

made out (Pl. 23). 

At the back of the alvan, following the contours of the arch, is 

a handsome inscription in mosaic-faience, in white thulth on a dark- 

blue ground. In the upper register is a smaller Kufic, repeated 

aphorisms in amber, with the hastae of the letters forming different 

plaited figures, even when they are standing alone. Dark-green is 

used as a ground within thý plaiting and in some of the eyes of the' 

Kufic letters. 

The thulth inscription contains several hadith on -the desirability 

of teaching and obtaining knowledge', but it has been very extensively 
I 

restored. The beginning of the inscription no longer accords with the 

-C -, 6 
reading of Sani al-Daula, and while the inscription today is osten- 

sibly complete, according to him it "contained other hadIth which have 

fallen out and have been-repaired. with plaster., '7 The whole porLion above 

the springing of the arch has certainly been remade, since part of it 

is in cuerda. seca tiles, and the profile of the arched inscription is 

lower than that of the aivan, necessitating the insertion of a narrow 

border strip of cuerda seca tiles to bridge the gap. In other places 

the turned back tail of the v; ' suggests restoration. But despite this, 

the presence of the Kufic aphorisms, their amber colour and the organ! - 

sation of the thulth letters on one plane suggests that part of the 

original inscriptions remain, and t hat the whole would have been gen- 

erally similar. 
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N alvan. This Is also stepped back, like the S aivan, but is devoid 

of decoration. 

Cells. Theser as can be seen from the ground plan, are of varying 

sizes. Their irregularities may in part be due to later restoration, 

although some of the variations could be explained by positing the 

existence of earlier buildings around its perimeter. 

Dome chambers. Both the dome chamber behind the E aivan and that 

to the S have what appear -to be modern groined domes, each with a small 

hole at the top. One wonders whether there could have been a symmetri- 

cal arrangement of three dome chambers in a row behind the E alvan, ý or 

perhaps a transverse vaulted hall, like that of the Madrasa of Ulýgh 

Beg in Samarqand. The space which a dome chamber on the N would have 

occupied is now taken up by a small awkwardly shaped annex, used as a 

storeroom, 
8 

off the Dýr al-Siyada. Without the removal of plaster from 

walls in this area, or excavation, it is impossible to tell whether 

this space originally belonged to the Madrasa Pax'lrzgd. However, F9M 

reports in the case of the adjacent B7ala Sar madrasa that the Shrine 

9 
authorities took over two cells which were adjacent to the Shrinel it 

is not difficult to conceive of the same happening to part of the 

Parliz9d madrasa in the past. 

The function of these dome chambers, used most recently for storage, 

can only be surmised; as their axes are perpendicular to, the qibla, - and 

as there are no signs of a mihrab, rooms for lectures is a more likely 

explanation than a mosque. 

Conclusions There are sufficient remains of Timurid decoration in 

the S, W and E aivans to suggestAhat the report of the foundation of 

the madrasa at the time of the erection of the Mosque of Gauhar ShKd 

may be true. The name of the madrasa, parizRd (fairy born), corroborates 

that it had a female founder, but nothing is known of the reputed kaniz 
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(handmaiden) of Gauhar Shad. Whether, anyhandmaiden would obtain the 

funds for the erection and endowment of such a building is also a moot 

question. One might like to speculate that it was in fact Gauhar Shad 

herself who erected the builaing, but if this had been the case one 

would have expected it to-fit in more closely with her larger ensemble 

comprising the mosque, ]Tar al-Siyada. and Dar al-Huff9z (Fig. 5). It 

may therefore date from slightly later than that ensemble. It does, 

however, share the same qibla orientation as it, which suggests a date 

earlier than the two other Timurld madrasas near it, the 13919 Sar and 

Du Dar, which are oriented further W. 10 

One can assume that the original plan was generally similar to that 

which exists today. Its most original feature may be the use of bevel- 

ling in the courtyard, antedating its appearance at Gazur Ggh and 

Khargird. 

Condition When I last saw the building it was being restored by the 

Sazman-I Hifazat. 

Recorded December 1974, February 1977, June 1978. 

Notes 

1) San-110 al-Daula, p. 254. 
2) P. 459. 

3) P. 1451. 
4) O'Kane, "Khargird, " Pl. IIc. 

5) Hill and Grabar, 2nd ed., frontispiece. The same pattern, but with 

cuerda seca instead of mosaic-faience plaques, was used previously 
on the NW portal of the Mosque of Gauhar ShKd in Mashhad. 

6) P- 255. 
7) P. 255. 
8) At least it was in the nineteenth century. See No. 38 on the plan 

I -rc in Yate, Khurasan, P. 332. The plan is based on that of Sani 

al-Daula. 
9) FgHl, I'Madaris 4, " p. 42. 

, 
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10) The qIbla, directions are: Parizýd 2270, Bala Sar 2380, Du Ear 

2350. 
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C HINIVALAN. MASJID-I JAMI 

Location On the road between Birrjand and Tabas-i Masirng, ca. 70 km 

E of the former. The village is mentioned by Hgfiz-i AbrU in his 
00 

Geography; despite the presence of Ism7aclilli villages in the bulýk it 

T seems to have been Sunni. 

Plan (Fig. 10) Three contiguous dome chambers preceded by a lower 

vaulted area of eight bays in two rows. This is a very unusual scheme, 

and its asymmetry, irregular outlines and variations in wall thickness 

all presuppose a number of building periods. Isolating the various 

phases is unfortunately made more difficult by the total absence of 

epigraphic or historical evidence, by a. recent thorough restoration, 

and by the stylistic similarity between the various portions. 

Elevation a) interior: The oldest part may be the SW 2 dome chamber 

(Pl. 26). The lower cube has three broken-headed arches arranged in 

rectangular panels on each side except the S. Here there is a central 

recessed m1hrab with a squinch-net semi-dome flanked on each side by 

two broken-headed ogee arches in rectangular panels. The squinches of 

the zone of transition are tripartite, the larger central section being 

surmounted by a semi-octagon. Between the squinches and the four inter- 

mediate recessed arches are smaller kite-shaped squinches: together 

these elements form a sixteen-sided figure at the base of the dome. 

A similar zone of transition, although without the tripartite squinches, 

is found in the Mosque of Birbvi Khýnum In Samarqand (beginning of the 

fourteenth century) and the Gunbad-i SayyidRn (841/1437-8) at Shahr-i 

3 Sabz, The bricks of the dome axe unplastered, revealing a pattern 

which can be viewed as one of ascending crenellations or as a zig-zag 

chevron. The pattern is a common one in Seljuq dome chambers in 
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Quhistan (Sanggn-i Iýa-'Imt Sangan-i Balg, Barabad) and in their Timurid 

copies (Rushkhv; x and Khvif Amics, Cat. Nos. 27-8). 

The central, dome chamber, the largest of the three, also uses the 

largest size bricks (see below). It has a less squat appearance than 

the others (Pl. 27). Each of its lower sides has a similar elevation 

of two smaller arches flanking a large central one. The area above 

the central arch of each side is divided Into three by an elaborate 

plaster moulding making narrow multi-foil arches on either side of a 

wide broken-headed arch. The importance of this feature as a dating 

criterion is discussed below. The m1hrab has a squinch-net semi-dome 

of more intricate design than that of the SW dome chamber, forming an 

eight-sided half star. The squinches axe plain, with a small arched 

window on each face. The squinch net which rises above them produces 

a sixteen-sided figure at the base"of the dome, the-dome itself being 

narrower in diameter than the cube below. The dome here is also un- 

plastered, with a brick pattern of ascending crosses. 

The SE dome chamber in ways resembles the SW one. The lower cube 

is simpler, without the moulded arches of the other dome chambers, and 

the mihrab, too, has only a plain corbelled semi-dome. The zone of 

transition, here unplastered, is a slightly more elaborate version of 

that of the SW chamber. The dome has a pattern of chevrons in concen- 

tric circles, again a copy of a Seljuq dome chamber, that of Sangbast. 

The identical zone of transition and chevron pattern is repeated in 

the semi-dome of the entrance aivan. One assumes they were built 

together--there is no reason why a later aivan should copy one of the 

dome chambers so minutely. 

At the time the aivan was built it may have led into a small court- 

yard In front of the three dome chambers. The prayer hall of two rooms 

of low groin-vaul-ted bays of slightly vaxying sizes (Pl. 29) may have 
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been added when the population was large or wealthy enough to warrant 

an increase in covered space. ý The-time at which this may have taken 

place is diScuss6d below. The irregulax alignment of the side wall 

at the E end of the prayer hall is-surprising; it suggests that a 
4 

public right of way prevented'the addition of an extra Y. 

b) exterior: The cubical masses of the three dome chambers, the rec- 

tangular entrance aivan, and the lower intermediate prayer hall appear 

as almost unrelated elements from the outside (Pl. 25)- The zones of 

transition of the dome chambers are not apparent on the exterior: the 

depressed outer profile of the domes rises directly from the top of 

each cube (Pl. 24). Rubble has been used extensively in the repair of 

the SW and SE dome chambers, and in the walls of the prayer hall. 

A staircase leads from the NE corner to the roof. The absence of 

staircases in the dome chambers may indicate that access to their upper 

parts was intended to be from the level of a contiguous roof, although 

they are sufficiently short to enable them to be reached by ladders. 

. 
Materials Bricks of central dome chamber 26-7 x 26-7 x 6. RJ 

minimal to 1/2cm. Bricks elsewhere 24-5 x 24-5 x 5. White, hard 

mortar. 

Dating Four separate building periods ýseem to be-involved: 

1) the SW dome chamber 

2) the S dome chamber 

3) the SE dome 6hamber'and entranceý-alvan--l 

4) the prayer hall 

The squinch nets and plaster moulding of the dome chambers are the 

most useful dating criteria. 

The zone of transition of the SW dome chamber, as previously noted, 

are similar to monuments in Transoxiana. of the first half of the fif- 

teenth century. The ogee-arched mouldings here however, a feature 
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more commonly found in-Il-Khanid architecture, suggest that the date 

should be towards the earlier part of this limit, perhaps c. 1400. 

The tripartite mouldings of the S chamber also occur frequently 

in Il-Khanid mausoleums in Yazd, but they are found as late as 840/ 

1436-7 in the central dome chamber of the shrine at Ka-h3n. It may be 

that this decorative scheme-reached areas far from Yazd only after it 

had ceased to be popular there-as is the case at Mah9n. The zone of 

transition of the S dome chamber employs elaborate faceting such as 

was used on the sanctuary dome chamber of the Mosque of Gauhar ShZd in 

Mashhad (821/1418), and intersecting ribs to produce a dome of smaller 

diameter than the room below, which one finds in several monuments from 

the Madrasa of Gauhar Shid in Herat onwards. The upper section of the 

zone of transition of the Ziygrat-i TlilrGr Lang (Cat. No. 16) is close 

to that of the S dome chamber at Hindvglgn, and since the latter is 

more intricate, a date of c. 1450 can be suggested. 

Although the SE dome chamber closely resembles the SW, its thinner 

walls and more elaborate squinch indicate that it is later. It seems 

to have been added on to the SW and S chambers to provide a balanced 

ensemble, and if this is the case it would be natural f or the sake of 

symmetry to make it as close as possible in appearance and size to the 

SW dome. Given that it was copying an earlier. building, it is diffi- 

cult to judge when this might have taken place. A date in the second 

half of the fifteenth century is plausible. At any rate, the difference 

in brick sizes indicates that it was built in a dlfferený period, and 

probably later, than the S dome. This is confirmed by the location of 

the entrance aivan which, as we have seen, is contemporary with the SE 

dome, but which is aligned on the axis of the S dome chamber. 

The groin vaults of the prayer hall were used in Iranian architec- 

ture up to the present century. Historical evidence would be of most 
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assistance here, but our sourc . es on this area of quhistgn are few. It 

did, however, -have some prosperity at the end of the fifteenth century. 
5 

The province as a whole supplied H6rat with cloth of various kinds, 

and the neighbouring town of Tabab-1 Masina was an important trading 

centre for caravans. 
6 

The village of Hindvalin may have sufficiently 
0 

profited from this commerce to enable them to expand their mosque in 

the late fifteenth century. 

Function The structural history of the mosque outlined above poses 

a problem regarding the function of the building in its earliest stages. 

It is unusual in the Timurid period to find an isolated dome chamber 

used as a mosque. One parallel that does present itself is the Mosque 

of UlUgh Beg in Shahr-i Sabz, but it was preceded by a large aivan, of 

which there is no sig'n, at Hindval9n. A mausoleum is the obvious func- 

tion for an isolated dome chamber, although there is no tradition in 

the village of anyone having been interred in the mosque. More rele- 

vant surely is the fact that other villages of Quhistgn preserved 

isolated dome chambers which functioned as mosques: those of Bargb7ld 

and Sanggn-I P9'in mentioned above both antedate Hindva'lgn. 

The unusual building history of this moisque can be seen as a part 

of a local school of architecture, reflecting not only the isolated 

Seljuq dome chambers of -the area, but also those which were erected in 

pairs, as in Sangýn-! Bali and the Masjid-i Jami c of Gun7ab9d. Like 

the Khv9f and Rushkhvgx Jami 0s (Cat. Nos. 27-8) it incorporates features 

which are direct echoes of earlier buildings with provincial character- 

istics of its own. 

Condition Good, after recent restoration by the Sazman-I Hifazat. 

Recorded August 1975. 
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Notes 

1) Aubin, "Santon, 11 pp. 201-2. 

2) For convenience directions are given on the assumption that the 
qibla is due S. 

3) Illustrated in Rosinthal, Le Reseau, Figs. 17-8. 
4) 1 would like to thank Renata Holod for this suggestion. 
5) RJ, I, P. 327. 
6) 2LI., P. 328. 
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AKHLAMAD, DAM 

Location Neax the town'Of the same name, ca. 80km NW of Mashhad. 

Plan Non-vaulted. Thadam has already been described by Clevenger; 

a few points can be added.. 

Materials The slate-like stone rubble from which most of the dam 

was constructed was taken from the surrounding hills. 2 Bricks 24-5 x 

3 24-5 x 5cm. Hard grey mortar. 

Structural features 
., 

On, the downstream side (Pl. 30) an undressed 

rubble foundation extends 2.65m from the base of the wall. Above this 

level, on both sides of the dam, the wall seems to be built in several 

courses each about 3m high; this is especially noticeable on the up- 

stream face (Pl- 31) where there is a slight recession after the two 

lowest courses. These probably represent different building campaigns, 

as work would have been interrupted each year by the seasonal rise of 

water. 
4 

On the downstream face these levels also coincide with regular 

rows of scaffold holes. 

Dating According to a tradition in the nearby village an inscription 

giving the name of Býysunghur b. Shah Rukh used to'be found on the 

.5- dam Baysunghur's name is not connected with any other building pro- 

jects in Timurid literature, 
. so this unique reference should be 

given more credence than usual popular attributions. Baysunghur's 

patronage of the art of the book Is widely known, but as the ruler of 

Herat in his father's absence, 
6 

he would also have had the power to 

initiate architectural patronage. On the basis of the dam's fortress- 

like appearance and its use of wells in external abutments Clevenger 

independently ascribed a Timurid date. With its polylobed central 

tower and evenly spaced flanking buttresses it makes an architectural 
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statement equalled among dams in KhuraE! an only by the serried arches 

of Fax'lmin; 7 its appearance is therefore consistent with the involve- 

ment of an aesthetically-minded patron. 

Condition Heavy silting has occurred on both the upstream and 

downstream faces. It was no longer In use when visited by Napier in 

1874. It appears to be structurally sound. 

Recorded July 1975. 

Notes 

1) The distinction between vaulted and non-vaulted dams is made by 

Goblot: "pour les vallees assez larges, I versants souvent 

espaces et pas tr-Zs 6leves, clest le barrages-poids qui convient. 
Dans une vallbe h forme en V trZ? s marquee, a parols elevees, on 

voit mal Vintersection de deux diedres a creuser a la base: 

c'est donc le baxt-age-fAute qui Wimpose. " H. Goblot, "Di Nouveau, " 

P. 20. 

2) This may have been a factor in the choice of building materials; 

presumably those dams which axe primarily of brick are located 

in areas where the s= ounding area did not permit stone quarry- 
ing. The fourteenth century dam at Mar, 25km S of Qum, also 

used rubble from the adjacent hills: H. Goblot, "Kebar en Iran, " 

p. 46. 

3) A similar type, s3a-; j, made from lime and camel thorn ash, was 
used at Kibar (Goblot, "K6bar, " p. 47). Wulff gives another 
recipe for water-proof mortar used for domestic ; b-anbars: sando 
lime and wood-ash (The Traditional Crafts of Persia, p. 113). 

4) At Kibar the problem was avoided by a series of holes which per- 
mitted the flow of water, the lower ones being blocked successively 
as the dam went higher. Goblot, "Ke4bar, " pp. 46-7. 

5) Yate, Napier (bibliography). 

Barthold, Ulugh-Beg, p. 88. 

Clevenger, fig. 8. 
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KIRAT, DAM 

Location In the region of the village of that name, ca. 30km S of 

Tgyb7ad. 

Plan Non-vaulted. It shares the following points of similarity to 

Akhlamad: 

1) dressed rubble masonry covered with plaster 

2) built in series of stepped layers 

3) wells in external abutments. 

These factors add weight to Clevenger's suggestion of a Timurid 

date. It must be admitted that the nature of the terrain called for 

a non-vaulted dam like that of Akhlamad, and due to lack of compara- 

tive material we have no means of knowing, whether it was this geographical 

framework which dictated a dam of this design, rather than Timurid engi- 

neering concepts. On the basis of our present knowledge, however, a 

fifteenth century date must be suggested. 

Condition Poor. A large part of the central section of the dam has 

been destroyed. 

Recorded Not visited. 

Bibliography 

Clevenger, "Dams, " PP. 389,392, figs. '22-5. 
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BAJISrAll, MASJID- IJ 

Location 53km W of Gunab7ad. It was on the main (although circuitous) 

road from Gunabad to Firdaus before the new road through the intervening 

mountains was made. The mosque is in the centre of the town. 

Plan (Fig. 8) Two-aivan mosque; qibla aivan flanked by two large 

transverse vaulted halls; shabistan on W side of courtyard. 
_ 

Elevation a) exterior: The ground level around the mosque is con- 

siderably lower In most places, the greatest differential, at the back 

of the qIbla alvan, being c- 5m- It therefore seems to have been built 

on top of an artificial tepe. , It presents an almost fortress-like 

appearance from several sides, revealing little about the nature of 

the building within. New brick walls face the N side, but on the S, 

where the mud-brick facing has not been recently renewed, the walls 

seem to grow organically out of the amorphous mass of the tepe below 

It. 

b) Interiors On the Na modern brick doorway has been built across 

the original portal which had a squinch-net semi-dome. From here a 

passage leads alongside the N alvan to the rectangular courtyard (Pl. 

33), surrounded by mostly blind arcades on the E and W and by the alvans 
flanked by smaller blind niches on the N and S. The N alvan is roofed 

by a pointed barrel vault. The back of the qIbla alvan is similar, 
but the front third has higher transverse vaulting. According to the 

mutavall! the vaulting of this alvan had been repaired thirty years 

previously, and so the original may also have been a continuous barrel 

vault. At the back of this aivan is the stone foundation inscription 

dated 82811., mentioned below (Pl. 34). The m1hr-ab below this has a 

seml-dome with three tiers of stalactites; It Is probably not original. 
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The two flanking rooms are each vaulted in a similar way (PI. 35). 

Two arches three bricks wide divide the roof into a central and two 

end sections. Transverse vaults are used to form a dome in the central 

section. Each end section is also divided into three, with two squinches 

flanking a transverse vaulted compartment. The E room differs slightly 

from the W in that instead of a dome being formed in the central sec- 

tion there is a square which takes its shape from the lines of the 

transverse vault leading up to it. This square is the same diameter 

as the dome In the W rooms it is differentiated from the vaults around 

It by the lay of the bricks. The architect clearly understood that it 

also could have been domed, but instead availed himself of an oppor- 

tunity to demonstrate his versatility. The year of construction, 828H., 

is the same as that of the Shrine at GFLzur Gýh, where transverse vault- 

ing Is also much in evidence, but one should remember that Bajistan is 

closer to Yazd than Herat, and that some twelve years previously the 

spectacular transverse vaults of the W oratory in the Yazd Masjid-i 

Jami c had been finished. The'latter oratory balanced an earlier one 

built to the E of the sanctuary, and so"the plan at Bajlstýn of a 

sanctuary flanked by two transverse-vaulted halls could well have been 

suggested by the Yazd Masj1d-1 Jaml c. Another possible source for this 

arrangement at BajistFLn is the Firdaus Friday Mosque, which has a 

sanctuary alvan flanked by two dome chambers. These elements are not 

contemporaneous, but the combination was certainly in existence by the 

late twelfth century. 

To the W of the N alvan there is a dome chamber, with only the 

beginning of brick squinch-net vaulting remaining of the dome. It 

contains a m1hrab, and so also presumably served as an oratory for 

private prayer. 

The shabist; n (Pl. 35). to the W of the courtyard, consists of two 
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rows of what was originally five bays, but which has been reduced to 

four at the IN corner, perhaps due to the weakening of the side of the 

tepe on which it Is constructed. Domical pendentives are used f or 

vaulting. 

The presence of a shabistan to one side of the courtyard recalls, 

those in a similar position In the Friday Mosques of Bafruiyya, Maibud 

and Kushk,, all fifteenth century examples from the Yazd area. While 

these examples are all somewhat later than Bajistýin, their concentra- 

tion suggests that this was a feature of the Yazd area which may have 

been present in earlier buildings which could have served as a model 

for Bajlstan. The position of*Bajistan on the main caravan route from 

Yazd to Mashhad and Herat would have facilitated the communication of 

architectural Ideas from one community on the edge of the Plasht-i Kavlir 

to another. 

Tnscriptions Foundation inscription, Persian, 
1 two lines of thulth, 

on rectangular stone slab at back of qibla aivan (Pl. 34): 

c-jL& AL &Ul aU. J. 3 

41 . t: )-. cx Ai I J. L; 
L: L-k La- '0 Ljt. 

"In the time of the reign of the King of Islam Shah Rukh. Bahýdur, 

may God perpetuate his sovreignty, pahlav; n Fakhr al-an b. Salf al-ffn 

Muqaddam Z3A ... 
(nisba made the Masjld-I Jýmic in the month of Muýarram 

year 828/flov. -We. 1424. " 

Ro contemporary references have been found for Pahlavan Fakhr al- 

Din. The modest size of the Inscription panel, however, is in keeping 

w1th the lack or decoration elsewhere In the mosque. 

SUR 

ýFs C) 
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At the back of the N alvani daxk stone with six lines of nasta C l1q: 

o L. 4)L oo Ull . 3L cJ. 9 a rý 1, .3 

___ ___ 1- I 

r. 0 

4Y.; I C,,., 

. 8:. o i-C .3 

"In the time of the reign of the imperial king ofthe troop of 

angels, the Shadow of God Shah cAbb-as al-Safav'l al-Husainir al-Musavi 

Bah; dur Khan, the pilgrim of -the two noble sanctuaries Hýjji Hasir 

al-an Mahmud b. Ahmad repaired the Masjid-1 Amic of Bajist; n in the 
00 

IC month of Ehil Qa da year 1024/Nov. -Dec. 1615-" 

Just what repairs were effected is not clear; they may not have 

involved major structural alterations. 

Materials Bricks 23 x 23 x 4cm, RJ 1-2cm, HJ 1.5cm. 

Condition Apart from the roofless chamber in the NW of the mosque, 

the structure seems to be sound. 

Recorded JulY 1975. 

Notes 

I would like to thank Sayyid Mudarrisi Tabýtab; '-I* for help in I 

reading the inscriptions. 

Bibliography 

Unpublished. 
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G7ZUR GýH, SHRINE OF c ADDAIrAH ANSART 

Location Ca. 6km NE of the walled city of Herat. 

Of all the m'onuments In the catalogue, this is the only one to 

have been the subject of a scholarly monograph, 
1 

which has considered 

at length the form, decoration and function of the monument. Three 

aspects call for further comment--the decoration, the original form 

of the E aivan, and the function of the Shrine. 

Decoration The entranceýfacade: according to Golombek "some of the 

spandrels retain designs of mosaic-faience, but in others the original 

has been replaced by black and yellow majolica'tile. ,2 The question 

remains, however, whether either of the two remaining spandrels with 

mosaic-faience are original. Each of them shows blossoms on stems 

which axe given a thickened outline by a ground of a colour different 

than the main one. In one case the main ground is white, in the other 

it is bisque brick. 

Each of these features- the thickened outline, the bisque ground 

and the white ground- are unknown in Timurid mosaic-faience at this 

date. The thickened outline and bisque ground are found in c Alir Shirr's 

work in the Herat Jami 0 and of course frequently in Safavid architec- 

ture. It is likely, then, that the spandrels were restored at the 

same time as the inscription frieze of the portal-screen of the entrance 

aivan, which is dated lol4/1605-6.3 

Above the engaged columns of the entrance aivan is a mosaic-faience 

tree of life panel which deserves notice (Pl. 38). 'It is formed of the 

same elements which make up the well-known one on the portal-screen of 

the S alvan, 
4 

with the addition of a brilliantly depicted vase at its 

base. The vase has a striated body, probably depicting ribbing, and 
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is inlaid' with dots of tile resembling precious stones. It is set on 
5 

a realistically drawn stand with five feet, the back of which, shown 

in perspective, seems to disappear behind the vase. The main frieze 

of the bevel above this consists of underglaze-painted tiles, which 

will be considered in detail later. 

The vestibule. The dado appears to have been cleaned recently, since 

instead of the simulated tiled dado mentioned by Golombek, 
6a real one 

has been revealed under the plaster coating (Pl. 37). It consists of 

a series of mostly cruciform and octofoil dark-blue cartouches, out- 

lined In amber. It is capped by a floral frieze with a design more 

complicated than usual, with two main interlacing stems from which 

counterpoised blossoms emerge. Above this frieze there is an interesting 

innovation: the use of small strips of dark-blue tile to cover the mortar 

between banna'i bricks. This also occurs on the bricks framing the 

7 
outermost bevel of the E'aivan. Despite its appearance here, its use 

only became widespread in the last quarter of the fifteenth century, 

in monuments in Ziygxateah and in the Herat Jamic. 

The jamVatkhana. Golombek describes this as having no tiled dado, 

and later ascribes its absence to the necessity of a more elaborate 
-8 

setting for the mosqUe. In fact it did once have a tiled dado, of 

light-blue hexagonal tiles s urr ounded by dark-blue triangular ones on 

a bisque brick ground. Only a fragment in very bad_condition is visible 

where some plaster has been removed (Pl. 36). Its design, however, is 

considerably less sophisticated than that of the mosque, so her con- 

clusion still stands. 

The courty2-jd. In addition to the mosaic-faience of the W arcade which 

Colombek illustrates and describes, several other kinds are to be found 

in the courtyard. At the back of the W alvan, for instance, is a span- 

drel of Khargird type three, with instead of a medallion a series of 
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peony and lotus blossoms growing out from a smaller peony at its base. 

In one of the bays E -of the'N iivan a spandrel has a cusped central 

medallion, unlike the teardrop shape of the W arcade, and less tightly 

curled arabesque stems than. the latter. 

Most -original of all, perhaps, is the spandrel of the middle blind 

arch at the back of the E aivan. This shows a combination of types 

two and three, with an elegant amber. arabesque meander on a more loosely 

arranged group of light-blue stems (Pl. 41). 

Another panel deserves mention: a Kufic inscription above the span- 

drels of the bevelled bays of the courtyard (Pl. 39). Only a fragment 

of that on the NE bay Is left, but it displays an interesting variation 

on the type of medallions formed above the knotted hastae of earlier 

Kufic scripts. 
9 In this case the medallions are formed of a series of 

diminishing feather-like units, which are echoed and framed by those 

attached to intermediate uprights. 

On the inner bevel of the E alvan is a frieze of cobalt and white 

underglaze-painted tilep, identical to those of the bevel of the 

entrance alvan (Pl. 40). They form a repeating series of four tiles, 

one with a raised turquoise boss with sixteen fleur-de-lys medallions 

radiating from it, the other three with Kufic on a spiralling stem with 

small blossoms. The Inscription reads: 

subhýn all3li wa'l-hamd Wllýh 

Praise God and thanks to God 

The dating of these tiles has been discussed above. 
10 Although it is 

therefore not true that the building shows "an absence of majolica 

tiles, ' 11 their presence does not exclude it from being "wholly within 

the Khurasanian tradition"12 for, as noted in the Chapter III, these 

appear on other monuments in Khurasan, all erected under court patronage. 

There is room for argument in Golombek's opinion that, with few 
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exceptions, the tile revetments were unoriginal and lacking in crea- 

13 i tivity. While she failed to observe the fine underglaze-painted 

tiles, the mosaic-faience and inset'technique patterns are indeed 

lively and imaginative, culminating in the superb side panels of the 

E aivan. If these "exceptional moments of originality do not seem to 

have had a great impact on later generations, " 14 
this should be a 

stricture on the lack of imagination of later generations, and not on 

the originality of Gazur Gah. 

If one is to make any criticism of the building, it might be of its 

form rather than its decoration. Considered as an attempt to trans- 

late a hazira or grilled surround into monumental form it can certainly 

be considered as a success, but why make the attempt at all? For the 

knowledge that only a curtain wall links the N'and S aivans with the 

monumental E alvan gives an uneasy feeling of imbalance. Even the E 

aivan"'s only function is the inward-looking one of providing a frame 

for the tomb at the end of the courtyard; a significant difference from 

such cases as the alvans at Taybad and Turbat-i Jam, which, although 

they face on to an open grave, are also themselves entrances to sub- 

stan-tial dome chambers. 

The form of the E aivan Golombek writes: "the great inscription 

frieze situated on the flanks of the portal-screen now extends on 

either side only as high as the second storey of the niche-facade. It 

may well once have framed the entire portal, skirting the gallery which 

overlooks I the courtyard., '15 The inscription certainly would have framed 

the entire portal, and the series of niches with polylobed arches which 

stand in its way must therefore be restorations, possibly from the 

reign of Shah c Abb9s when other parts of the Shrine were restored. 
16 

The lantern turrets on top of the aivan almost certainly date from the 

same period. 
17 

The similar ones on the aivan at Turbat-i Jam were 
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c 
probably also erected at the time of Shah Abbgs' repairs there. 

Function Unfortunatelyp no foundation, inscription or waqfiyya 

exists which is contemporary with the erection of the building. The 

author who lived closest to the time of its erection refers to it as 

a mazar, 
18 

as do several later writers, while the earliest epigraphic 

reference to it is on a 'stone waqfiyya dated 90511500-1 -set into the 

entrance facade, where it is termed a hazira. 19 

In fact the Shrine is distinguished by having more references to 

it in Timurld histories than any other,, and, not surprisingly, in a 

great variety of terms. Mazar is the most common, although buq ca and 

hazira are also frequently used. ,A full list of these has been pub- 

lished elsewhere. 
20 

In his most thorough description of the Shrine, Khvýndamlrr refers 

to it as a khanqah in which food was distributed to the poor. In go4/ 

1499-1500 it also acquired a lecturer, several Quran readers (huff3z 

and, in order to perform Friday prayers, a khatib and muezzin, all from 

-C 21 
the personal funds of Mir i Shilr. This at least seems to indicate 

that it functioned as a khanqah, where feeding the poor was standard 

procedure and where, at any rate in Herat, lectures were common. 
22 

c The wish by A171 Shir to have Friday prayers performed there may have 

been suggested by his own Ikhl7asiyya complex, where the ITar al-Huff9z 

was used for Friday prayers In case of inclement weather. 
23 

Given that the building was designed to accomodate Sufis and to 

commemorate Khvaja C Abdallýh Ansarli, why did it assume the form it did? 
0 

Although Golombek has pointed out the presence of hadIths which disap- 

24 
proved of building mausolea, Rogers has shown that the dome chamber 

could be considered the standard type of mausoleum in the Timurid 

period, and that it was generally accepted by the ulama. He proposes 

that a further explanation should be sought. 
25 It is difficult to 
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suggest, however, what other explanations are possible. Such buildings 

as the buq Ca at TRybad'and the khanqahs at Puran and Dih-i Minar are 

all clearly commemorative of Sufis, but it Is difficult to say for what 

reason other than pious disapproval the decision not to build a mauso- 

leum over their tombs was taken. Who took these decisions is moreover 

an awkward question. As patrons of the commemorative structures just 
C 

mentioned ( All Shir at Ziyaratgah, Sultan Husain at Puran) also erected 

domed mausoleums in other circumstances, it was not they who voiced 

objections. Perhaps the local Inhabitants, the constant pilgrims to 

the grave, may have had some influence in this respect. 

As for the form which the Shrine of Gazur Gýh took, it is not clear 

how, as has been suggested, the Shrine at Turbat-i Jým could have pro- 

vided a prototype, 
26 

since. in 832/1428-9, when the Shrine at Gýzur G; h 

was builtv there was no courtyard surrounding the grave of Ahmad-i Jým, 

but only a complex of thirteenth and fourteenth century buildings immedi- 

ately W of the grave, and a khanqah erected by Timur on the E. The 

madrasas on the N and S of the courtyard were not created until after 

the construction of Gýzur G; h. 

Rather, Golombek's suggestion of a monumentalisation of a hazira 

based on a madrasa plan is more plausible. But, as pointed out above, 

the inherent weakness in this form of architecture was the reduction 

of one half of the courtyard to a role of facade architecture. '-Perhaps 

this aesthetic weakness is why - as far as we can tell from surviving 

examples - the form was never copied in subsequent monuments. 

Recorded January, June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Golombek, Gazur Gah. 

2) R: ld. , p. 23. 
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3) Ibid., p. 23. 
4) Ibid., Fig. 44; Seherr-Thoss, Pl. 62; Albarn et al., p. 47. 

5) For a similar stand in contemporaxy painting see Robinson, ed., 

Keir Collection, 111.75. 
6) Gazur Gah, p. 24., 

7) Seherr-Thoss, Pl.. 63, wrongly identified as being on the entrance 
facade. 

8) P. 50. 

9) E. g. on the Ghurid portal to the Herat Masjid-i Jamic (Glatzer, 

"Das Mausoleum, " Pl. 16; and on the early thirteenth century 

minaret at NlaZr, Hutt, Iran 1, Pl. 13. ) 

10) Chapter III, p. llq. ý 
11) Golombek, Gazur Gah, p. 60. 

12) Ibid. 

13) ibid., p. 62. 

14) Ibid. - 
15) ibid., p. 4o. 

16) See ibidOg p. 92. 

17) One should therefore see these turrets as deriving from Indian 

architecture, and not vice versa as suggested in Hoag, Islamic 

Architecture, P. 270. 

18) MF, III, pp. 26o, 262. 

19) Text in Saljýj, Gazur Gýh, pp. 26-8. See Golombek, Gazur Gah, 

pp. 88, for a summary of the contents. The inscription begins: 

"basmala, let it not be unknown that the endowments of the hazira 

and madrasa and ribýt of (titles of AmIr ShujZ al-ffn BarlRs) 

without taxes (b-i mava-jib) are thus: endowments of the hazira of 
Gazur Gah... (an extensive list follows). " 

20) "T3ybRd, '1 p. 95. To maz.; r add IDV, p. 440. From khanqah omit NU, 

Pp. 364-5 (reference to an earlier building). Omit madrasa; the 

referenceto it (PV, p. 440) relates to an adjacent structure 
erected by Afdil al-LIn Kirrýa-nlr. 

c 21) KA, pp. 22-3. Another indication of All ShIr's love for the 
Shrine was his decision to erect a garden there. See the Namakd-an, 

Catalogue No. 42. 

22) See Chapter I, P- 37. 

23) Allen, Catalog2e, p. 94. 

24) Gazur Gah, p. 108. 
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25) Review of Gazur dah, p. 178. 

26) As suggested by Golombek, op. cit., P. 117 and Rogers, 2p. Lit-9 

P. 177. The earlier example of BastRm suggested by Rogers, 

however, presents a closer parallel: By the middle of the four- 

teenth century the open grave of Býyazid Bast; ml was surrounded 

on the S by the facade of a Saljuq mosque, and on the E and W by 

aivans, one dated to 713/1313-4, -the other probably contemporary. 

An aivan leading to the mosque on the S may have been erected 
then. A later aivan on the N may have been subsequently destroyed, 

but even if it was never built, three sides of the courtyard were 

definitely surrounded here, over a century before the construction 

of GKzur Ggh. The above information on the Shrine at Bast9m is 

given in Blair, Natanz, pp. 216-7. 
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MASHHAD, GUNBAD-I KHISHTI 

Location In the centre of Mashhad, ca. 1/2km NE of the Shrine. 

Plan (Fig. 13) Dome chamber with square exterior and cruciform 

interior. 

Elevation a) exterior: The original appearance is difficult to 

determine, as the building has undergone numerous repairs at different 

periods of time, and has also had'other structures erected against 

parts of it (Pl. 42). The lower section seems to have been square with 

small niches in the corners, one of which may have led to a staircase. 

It has a pointed outer dome on a tall drum plerced by eight'windows. 

The drum is now covered by tilework of relatively recent origin. On 

two sides the zone of transition has been reconstructed as an octagon, 

but this is certainly not original. The series of bevelled steps on 

the S side may be closest to its first, state. 

b) interior: At present the entrance from the street leads down to a 

small domed chamber which was added on to the main one. The floor of 

the main dome chamber is 2.40m below street level, itself an indication 

of some antiquity. 

Each of its axial niches is barrel-vaulted and had a door with a 

segmental arch and a window above, except on the side contiguous to 

the later dome chamber. The irregular brick masonry here indicates 

that the plan has been altered, so this side may have been similar to 

the others, or it could have been closed, incorporating a m1hrab. 

Between the four main arches of the dome chamber pendentives con- 

sisting of small units of stalactites in nine tiers lead to an octagonal 

epigraphic frieze. On this rest the eight windows of the drum, and 

above this, sixteen spectacular deeply gored stalactite furrows lead 
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to a small circular dome (Pl. 44). 

Cry-pt (Fig. 14; Pl. 47) Repair work by the Sazman-i Hifazat in 

1978 exposed a spacious crypt, beneath the dome chamber. It is also 

cruciform, but with a long narrow pierAn the centre, joined to the 

side walls by a series, of groin vaults. 

Furnishings In the SW recess is & large superbly, carved cenotaph 

1.93 x 79 x 77cm (Pi. 45). -The arched panels at the head and foot 

give the name of the occupant as Sultan Muhammad, his genealogy in 
a 

eighteen generations from the Imam Musa b. Ja 0 far, and his date of 

death: Ramad. 9n 832/June-July 1429.1 Flanking -these epigraphic panels 

are narrow -tree of life panels, where the tree emerging from the vase 

has the same cypress profile as . that on the wooden Quran stand of 761/ 

1360 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 2 On one side of the cenotaph 

these panels alternatewith epigraphic arched panels which contain 

Quran LXXVI/1-28 (part), verses which describe the delights awaiting the 

believers in paradise. The spandrels of the arches are filled with 

blossoms on delicate veined stems. Above these arches panels of the 

usual Timurid Kufic alternate with lozenges of square Kufic. At this 

level on the foot of the cenotaph a panel of thulth boldly proclaims, 

in letters larger than those used for any other inscription on the 

cenotaph, -the signature of the mason: c amal-i c Abd al- c All Hasan b. 

c 
, 

All al-ustýd al-Mashhacil (Pl. 46). Four engaged columns at the corners 

support a frieze of arabesque fleurons. The top is, decorated with a 

long epigraphic panel with a polylobed'archv surrounded by first Kufict 

and then thulth cartouches. The Kufic here is more mannered than that 

on the sides, with the thin stems and ends of letters, tapering to a 

curved point. The cenotaph is undoubtedly nearly contemporary with 

the date of Sultan Muhammad's death. Its general composition, includ- 
e 

ing the distinctive tree of life panels, is closely paralleled by the 
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cenotaph of Yusuf Khvaja in the Madrasa Du Ear (846/1442). 

Decoration The painted-inscription on the zone of transition, con- 

sisting of verses lauding Sultan Muhammad, Is in nasta liq, which 

indicates a date not earlier than the beginning of the sixteenth 

century. 
3 The remainder of the painting in the dome chamber - the star 

pattern on the soffits of the four recesses, the arabesques on the 

extrados of the four main arches, the outlining of the squinches and 

the arabesque medallions in the centre of the dome - cannot be earlier, 

but rather suggest a later Safavid date. 

Dating The commissioning of a fine cenotaph for Sultan Muhammad 
a 

shortly after his death in 832/1429 is likely to have coincided with 

the building of a mausoleum to house it. The cenotaph is larger than 

any found in the Timurid graveyards around Herat, for instance, and 

earlier examples of such monumental cenotaphs are usually found in 

mausoleums. 
4 

Can the present structure be contemporary with the 

cenotaph? 

The painting, as we have seen, is more likely to be Safavido and 

some modern authors ascribe the building. to the period of Shah CAbbýs I. 

It is the stalactite dome, however, which presents the most reliable 

dating criterion. The dome in the mausoleum of the Shrine of Ahmad 
0 

Yassavi (799/1397) is a close, analogue; it consists of 24 stalactite 

furrows leading to a smaller gored dome. 
6 

The furrows, however, are 

split into two levels, and are not virtually continuous as in the 

Gunbad-i Khishti. A closer approach to this technique is found in 

several monuments from the decade preceding the date of the cenotaph. 

In the Mosque of Gauhar Sh9d in Mashhad they are found on the stalac- 

tite semi-dome above the mihrab, and in the Shrine at Ggzur Gil in the 

vaults of the mosque. 

The likelihood of the stalactite dome being contemporary with the 
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cenotaph is increased if we consider the fashion in design of domes in 

subsequent centuries. The squinch net had become the norm by the middle 

of the fifteenth century, and it retained its popularity under the 

Safavids. Several-Safavid mausoleums in Khurasan are extant, such as 

rc those of Qadam GRhq Turbat-I Haidariyya, and in Mashhad Khvaja Rabi 

7 
and Pir-i PulRnd; zv and all have domes with squinch-net decoration, 

quite unlike the stalactites of the Gunbad-i Khishti. 

Materials Bricks 24 x 24 x 4-6cm. 

Condition In 1978 it was undergoing restoration by the Sazman-i 

Hifazat. 

Recorded February 1977. 

Notes 

1) MF,, III, p. 260, relates that in 829/1425-6 Sayyid Nizým al-ffn 
c Abd al-Hayyt the naqlb of the sayyids of the Mashhaa of Ridg, 

died in Q=. His genealogy is identical with that of Sultan 
Muhammad, among whose titles on the tombstone axe "the Sultan of 
th; pM! bs (leaders) of the world. " The two may have been brothers. 
see also Tabitab9"i, gM, p. 217.1 am grateful to the author 
for bringing ihis 

reference to my attention. 
2) Grube, World of Islam, Fig. 76. 

3) Its earliest architectural use may be in the Glýa-r-! Darvishan in 
Herat, where it is used for the inscription in mosaic-falence 
above the entrance portal. See Cat. No. 61. For the verses, see 

Ic Sam al-Daula. 
4) i. 

g. at P13X-1 BakrRn and Garladan in Isfahan, or those in the 
G; r-j ti1r. 

5) Al-Muhaddas-11n, p. 941 Mu'taman. 
6) Illustrated in Pugachenkova, Zodchestvo, p. 23. 
7) 14u'taman, p. 437. Plans and photographs of this building are so 

far unpublished. 
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UBA, MASJID-I JAMIC 

Location Uba is located near the right bank of the Harl Rud, c. 95 

km E of Herat. The Masjid-i Jami 0 is situated near the centre of the 

town. 

Plan (Fig. 15) The mosque consists of two rows of three bays with 

shallow domes (Pl. 49). A m1hrab is set in the middle bay on the W 

side. A street borders on the qibla silde, an open courtyaxd on the 

other three. The interior wall surfaces are completely covered in 

plaster. 

Elevation The N and E sides have a window at the end of each bay; 

the entrance to the mosque being from the S. From the outside the 

mosque appears as a rectangular cube, 'with a modern brick cornice and 

piers at the corners (Pl. 48). On the courtyard sides a socle c. 1.5m 

high is faced with carefully pointed rubble masonry. In the middle of 

the socle on the E side is a mihrab. A little further to its right is 

the following inscription, two lines of naskh! scraped on black stone 

(Pl. 50): 

"The brethren of the worlds, the pilgrims to the house of God, the 

preservers of the help of God, with Divine grace made this noble house 

and lofty suffa waqf in lRaIA-0 I 832/December 1428-January 1429 (in 

words ."1 

The inscription is In a mixture of Persian and ungrammatical Arabic, 

and its syntactical crudity is almost matched by its calligraphic 

poverty. 

Apaxt from this inscription, howeverv there is no direct evidence 

for assigning a medieval date to the mosque. As far as it can be 

examined, the fabric of the present structure seems to be modern or to 
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have been subst . antiallý repaired 'in the twentieth century. It is 

possible that renewal of some of the plaster revetment of the interior 

would give more infdrmationon-this. 

However, the form of the building is not one that would be unex- 

pected in a Timurid village mosque. There are two related examples 

near Herat, the Masjid-1 Chihil Sut; n at Ziy; xatgýh which has four rows 

of seven bays, two open and two closed, and the Masjid-1 Hauý-! Karbas, 

with one row of three bays. Both of these, like Uba, have a milirab in 

the middle bay of the long tide. The mosque at Uba, then, could be 

seen as a doubling of the Hauý-i Karbas form. Both also feature a 

large open courtyard, where sizeable congregations could gather for 

communal prayer. It may -thus be possible that the present mosque, 

although substantially repaired, reflects the form of the mosque 

mentioned in the inscription of 832/1428-9, 

Condition Excellent. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Salj-uq7l, 

Bibliography 

Saljuql, Rm 4, p. 152. 
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MASHHAD, MADRASA BWA SAR 

Location Taking the qibla as S, the madrasa, is, bordered by the 

Paxlzgd madrasa, on the S, by part- of the lja-r al-Slygda on the E, by 

buildings adjoining the sahn-i 0 atiq on the N, and by the former bazar 

on the W. 

Plan (Fig. 16) Four aivan courtyard, with living chambers in two 

storeys on either sidel bevelled corners of courtyard lead to larger 

living chambers. The plan is very similar to that of the Mad-rasa 

Ir Paxiz9d, although because of the greater depth of the aivans there are 

no dome chambers behind the E alvan. The staircases to the upper 

storey are reached from the sides of the living chambers and not from 

the bevelled corners, as at Parlzýd. Another difference, clearly 

visible on the plan of Saadat (Fig. 5), is the different orientation 

of the 137ala Sar, with the qibla twisted a few degrees W as if to con- 

form with the aligmment of the street facade of the bazar outside. 

This, however, may give the wrong Impression, as I believe that it was 

the bazar which realigned itself to the facade of first the Madrasa of 

Bý19 Sar and then to that -of the Madrasa Du Dar on the opposite side 

of the street. The street was already a small bazar (bgzgrcha) at the 

time these madrasas were built, 1 
and its transformation into a major 

c ir thoroughfare was probably accelerated first by the erection of MI U 

Shlir's aivan and adjacent structures on the N of the Shrine, making it 

into a major entranceway, and subsequently by the building of the sahn-i 

C -r 2 
_atlq, 

by Shah cAbb-as in 1612-3. The importance of the route past the 

madrasas into -the sahn was then increased, and would have proved more 
I --- 7- 

attractive f or those wishing to erect bazar stalls. The restoration 

of the three madrasas in the reign of Shah Sulaiman is indicative in 
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part of the traffic which would have passed through this area, and the 

alteration of the axis of the entrance portal of the Madrasa Parizad 

at the same time suggests that it was changed to be in line with the 

bazar stalls flanking it to either side, stretching from the Madrasa 

Bal; Sar on its right to the NW axis of the Mosque of Gauhar Shad on 

the left, where the axis changed again to the old one along the lateral 

3 
side of the mosque. 

Why was the orientation of the Bal; Sar changed from that of the 

Shrine and Mosque of Gauhar Shýd? One is tempted to ascribe this cor- 

rection to the Influence of GhiyTLth al-ffn who at the court of DlUgh 

Beg helped prepare new astronomical tables and composed the Mift9h 

al-Hisab, the latter containing sections relevant to architecture. 
4 

He may have been employed at the cotirt in Herat before arriving in 

Samarqand sometime before 1427.5 

Elevation a) exterior: Recent clearance by the Sazman-i Hifazat 

has revealed the portal screen of the aivan and two superposed blind 

niches to one side, with traces of the original mosaic-faience decora- 

tion on both (Pl. 51). Unfortunately the rest of the facade was no 

longer intact, bazar stalls of varying sizes having beeen built against 

it, but one can presume -that the superposed niches would have been 

ranged symmetrically to either side of the portal screen. The entrance 

aivan is barrel-vaulted. 

b) interior: The general-layout of the courtyard, aivans and cells is, 

as mentioned above, similar to that of the Madrasa Parlizad, and will 

not be described in detail (Pl. 57)- In 1974 no original decoration 

could be seen on the courtyard facades, but removal of some later tile- 

work has shown that on the portal screen of the E alvan there was a 

mosaic-faience inscription, with small Kufic above larger thulth letters. 

only the plaster imprint of a fragment of this inscription now survives 
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(Pl- 59), but similar fragments on the facade of the NE bevelled corner 

suggest that at least the aivans and bevelled corners would have been 

similarly framed with inscriptions. 

The four aivans are vaUted with semi-domes. Those on the E and 

W are stalactite semi-domes and are undoubtedly Safavid restorations, 

like the stucco inscription in the E aivan, 
6 

and it is also possible 

that the N and S alvans were also barrel-vaulted. 

At the back of the E aivan is a door with two finely carved leaves 

(Pl. 60). At the top of each is a square panel with a raised thulth 

inscription on a ground of small leaves, and underneath is a rectangular 

panel, very worn, birL in which a vertical climbing arabesque within a 

polylobed arch can be discerned. The laýtter is similar to the door 

7 
of the TaYb9d buqCa, but adi even closer parallel axe the doors of the 

Mausoleum of Shams al-ffn Kul7al in Shahr-i Sabz (probably 841/1437--8). 8 

where the letters in the square panel at the top are also in relief On 

a leafy background and have a semi-circular profile. Where the doors 

lead to is not clear as the wall behind is blocked, and from Saadat's 

plan (Fig. 5) it can be seen that it would have led to an annex of the 

17ar al-Slygda. But it is interesting to note FgHl's report that the 

madrasa had altogether 27 upper and lower rooms, even though eight 

years previously the Shrine had sequestered two, presumably adjacent 

to the Shrine. 9 It is also possible that the doors have been moved 

from'another part of the madrasa. 

I)ecoration a) mosaic-faience: On the entrance of'some of the lower 

courtyard cells the later plaster semi-domes have been removed to reveal 

a pattern in Inset-techhique of mosaic-faience six-pointed floral stars 

set amongst unglazed hexagonal brick tiles (Pl. 58). 

The finest tile decoration, however, is reserved for the entrance 

alvan and portal facade. 
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I The spandrels of the niches to the side of the aivan'are each 

decorated with a central medallion from which loosely scrolling ara- 

besques emerge. 
10 

The portal screen of. the aivan shows panels of twelve-pointed stars 

set within an arched frame, with., unglazed brick tiles used for several 

of the polygons. Between two of these panels is a square panel with 

al-mulk li'llKh in white Kufic letters on a daik-blue ground (Pl. 53). 

Just within the entrance aivan a frieze of arabesque-filled car- 

touches alternating with six-sided rosettes covered the sides and 

soffit of the arch. Beyond this, below the inscription, are the remains 

of a frame with a two-plane lattice of interlacing light-blue and white 

arabesques on a dark-blue ground. The Safavid inscription band above 

this is in marble blocks which project ca- 5cm from the surface of the 

rest of the decoration: the original foundation inscription in mosaic- 

faience may well still be underneath. 

To either side of the door was a fine panel with a vertical climb- 

ing arabesque in a polylobed archt-comparable in style to the well- 

known example in the side aivan at Gazur Gah (Pl. 55). Surprisingly, 

it is only in these panels, that one finds, green being used, in the 

polylobed frame and on the field of the central. medallion. Another 

unusual aspect of the tilework in general is the use of two colours of 

yellow, one bright, such as one would expect to find in Safavid tile- 

work, the other the more usual Timurid amber. Does this not suggest 

that the recently uncovered mosaic-faience might be all Safavid? 

b) cuerda seca: Despite the similarities in the style of the panels 

to Timurid work, so rare is bright yellow in Timurid tilework that one 

might have been tempted to assign a Safavid date were it not for the 

presence of a corkscrew spiral moulding decorated with cuerda. seca 

tiles framing the arch of the entrance aivan (Pl. 54). The moulding 
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has alternate arabesque and geometric interlace patterns, a similar 

combination occurring in the corkscrew moulding of the Ulýgh Beg madrasa 

in Samarqand. Their colours - white slip, light- and dark-blue, red, 

gold leaf, black/manganese places them firmly within the tradition 

of Timurid cuerda seca tiles used in Khurasan in the second quarter of 

the fifteenth century. 
11 

The corkscrew moulding was put in place after 

the mosaic-falence, so the latter, despite its vivid yellow, must be 

contemporary. 

Fragments of cuerda seca tiles of similar technique and colours 

were found in rubble behind the refacing of the walls and arches in the 

interior of the courtyard. These show a section of an angular inter- 

lacing pattern parts of which were left unglazed. One. larger piece 

also has at the edge a slightly curved border, suggesting that it may 

have been used to follow the profile of an arch, perhaps at the back 

of one of the alvans. (Pl. 56). 

Inscriptions In the course of recent restoration I was able to 

observe that the N aivan had nine layers of plaster on it, testifying 

to the successive restorations which the building has undergone. The 

inscriptions also bear witness to this. As, with the Madrasa Parlizadq 

the earliest dated Inscription Is-one which mentions repairs in the 

reign of Shah Sulaimýn (109V1680-1). 12 
Other repair inscriptions are 

dated 1271 and 1356H. 13 

Date Again, as with the Madrasa Pariz9d, the earliest reference to 

the building is that of Fraser, who says it "was built by certain 
' 

114 Oosbek princes, descendants of Timoor Shah. According to him the 

Mad-rasa Du Dar was also built by Uzbek princes, so we may be certain 

that this is how he interpreted the reports of 4 Timurld foundation. 

His account is repeated by later writers. 

The evidence of the form and decoration of the building is not at 
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variance with this, and given the analogies to the woodwork, mosaic- 

faience and cuerda seca decoration mentioned above, would tend to set 

the building in the second quarter of the fifteenth century. It was 

likely to have been erected after the Madrasa Parizýd (ca. 821/1418-9) 

since it has a different qibla alignment; and because of its location 

next to the Shrine and its decoration, it most probably antedates the 

Madrasa Du Dar. Given this range of ca. 1420-1440, one might wonder 

whether this could be the madrasa. which Shah Rukh was known to have 

built near the Shrine. The possibility is suggested by a reference of 

Q7ad'ir Ahmad to the burial place of Sultan cAl'i Mashhad'11, which was 

"opposite the foot (of the tomb) of His Holiness the valiant Eighth 

-cI Imam ... immediately outside the domed building of the Amir All Shir" 

and in another version "close to the-dome of c Alir Shirr and the madrasa 

of Shahrukh. " Although the location of the dome of MIr c All Sh: rLr is 

not certain, it was probably immediately behind his aivan on the S side 

c of the sahn-i atiq, and therefore almost contiguous with the Madrasa 

Bala Sar (see Cat. No. 47). However, in 861/1457 Abý'l-Qýsim was buried 

in the Madrasa of Shah Rukh, in the dome chamber on the qibla side 
16 

and, in another version, in the dome chamber beside (dar Jay9r) the 

mazar of the Imam. 17 Judging from the plan of the Madrasa B919 Sar, 

it is not clear where this dome chamber could have been. Therefore, 

until the Safavid inscription on the entrance aivan is removed, this 

identification must remain speculative. 

Condition When last seen the building was in the process of restora- 

tion by the Sazman-i Hifazat. 

Recorded Ibcember 1974, Februaxy 1977, June 1978. 
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Notes 

1) The waqfnama of the Mosque'of Gauhar Shad describes it -thus. 
Sanic al-Daula, II, p. 155. 

2) ýu'taman, Wstgna, P. 172. 

3) The change is shown in exaggerated fashion in the map of the 

Shrine complex in Yate, Xhurasanj P. 332. 
4) See Chapter II, p. 86. 

5) Barthold, II, P. 131. 
6) See San-11c al-Daula, p. 254. 
7) O'Kane, "TRybid, II P1. Wa. 
8) Pugachenkova, Termez, Figs. 60-1. 

9) F9M, p. 42. 

10) Cf. Khargird type two: OKane, "Khargird, " Pl. Me. 
11) Cf. O'Kane, "Taybad, " Pls. VIIa-c. 

12) Text in Sanri 0 al-Daula, p. 254. 
13) See Faýii, p. 41. 

14) Fraser, p. 459. 

15) Calligraphers & Painters, p. 103. 
16) TS, P. 328. 

17) MS, p. 1116. 
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TURUQ, MAUSOLEUM 

Location The village of Turuq is situated llkm SE of MasW-ia: d, at 
0 

the junction of the roads leading to Mashhad from Nishapur and Turbat-i 

Jým. There are the remains of a Safavid caravanserai in the centre of 

the village, while the mausoleum is on the outskirts, near the modern 

asphalt road to Sangbast. 

Plan (Fig. 19) Dome chamber with small cells in -two storeys in the 

corners, preceded by aivan. 

Elevation a) exterior: The aivan is flanked by semi-octagonal niches 

in two storeys. These are much deeper than the usual superposed niches 

which one finds on portal-screens (the portal screens of Turuq are 
0 

blank), but conversely they are not, as at T9yb9d, entrances to rooms 

behind. There Is no means of access to the balconies of the upper 

niches. The sides and rear of the buttresses which incorporate these 

niches are not articulated by offset mouldings, bevels or framing of 

any kind. Timurid architecture abhors blank walls (cf. the articula- 

tion of the rear of the Taybýd buqca), so their presence here is most 

unusual. Only the remains of a small rectangular window at the top of 

the sides break the expanse of bare walls. 

The side walls which enclosed the corner cells are only partially 

intact. At the level of the second storey on the SEý side one can see 

the beginning of an axched window at the point where the broken wall 

ends. 

Most of the rear wall still remains, displaying five tall blind 

arches (Pl. 61). The zone of transition is square on the exterior, and 

was stepped back slightly from the lower walls. The outer profile of 

the dome was probably always segmental, as it is now. 
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b) interior: The vault of the aivan has collapsed, but the remains of 

vaults in bannai bricks show that it was originally covered by a 

squinch-net semi-dome. Below this ran a mosaic-falence inscription, 

2 
the remaining fragments of which were published by Godard. It has 

since deteriorated further. 

At the back of the aivan are the outlines of two-storey niches 

flanking the entrance to the dome chamber. While this is a feature 

that was common in Safavid ar6hitecture, 
3 its use in Timurid architec- 

ture is unprecedented. A further unusual feature is the break in bond 

at the point where the aivan meets these niches (Pl. 63). This sug- 

gest that the alvan was add6d on to a mausoleum with a facade of niches, 

but as there axe no corresponding breaks on the outer side of the alvan, 

matters are not quite so simple. The subject will be considered 

further when the corner rooms are discussed. 

The interior of the dome chamber is 1.70m below that of the ground 

level of the aivan (Pl. 62). However, the wall which now separates 

the two is made of broken bricks. The collapse of the aivan vault must 

have raised the level of the ground below it, with the wall separating 

it from the dome chamber added later. 

In the centre of the mausoleum is a brick cenotaph. It is, however, 

crudely built and is not aligned with the walls, and so is probably 

later. 

No decoration is used on the interior, other than a light brick- 

coloured plaster slip laid over the bricks and their horizontal joints. 

The soffits of the four main arches are emphasised in the same way. 

Although the building is qibla oriented there is no mihrab on the qIbla 

wall. The semi-octagonal recesses on the cross axis were vaulted with 

smoothly corbelled semi-domes. Above, four plain squinches alternate 

with four niches with windows. The dome rests on the eight pendentives 
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between the niches. 

The exact reconstruction of the plan of the smaller cells is now 

difficult to ascertain. Godard's photographs show mounds of brick 

rubble along the sides of'the dome chamber, and one assumes that he 

was able to trace the walls shown on his plan from these fragments. 

No trace remains of most of them today; the heaps of bricks have been 

cleared and the lower walls, which had been used as brick quarries, 
4 

have been reinforced. Although Godard's plan shows the four corner 

rooms with equal dimensionst examination of the SE "room" shows a 

narrow space between two straight walls (Pl. 64). The presence of whab 

at first looks like part of a low ceiling above this space enables one 

to deduce the original function: a staircase. Since there were four 
I 

corner rooms in the upper storey - their carefully pointed walls are 

clearly visible from ground level -a staircase must have provided 

access to them, and', judging from the remains, it must have started 

from the SE corner. 

Not much more than a few walls remain of the upper storey rooms. 

The E wall of the E rooms has a revealing feature, however: a blind 

window carefully pointed on the sides but not on the back, which con- 

sists of part of the piers of the aivan (Pl. 65). Here again, therefore, 

as well as the break in bond between the aivan and the niches adjoining 

it, we have evidence that the aivan was added to an already existing 

facade. However, the bricks used in both parts are exactly the same 

size, the style of both parts is very similar and, as we saw above, 

there is no break in bond on the outer walls of the aivan. This sug- 

gests then that the change of plan took place in the course of building 

operations. Whether this was for structural or aesthetic reasons is 

difficult to ascertain, but since the blank side and rear walls of the 

niches flanking the aivan transgress Timurid aesthetic canons, structural 
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considerationo suchý as the need for buttressing, may have been to the 

fore. This is admittedly not very convincing, but alternatives car, 

only involve speculations such as sudden influx of building funds or 

the patron's change of mind. 

Above the SE upper room on the pier of the aivan is an aperture 

ca. lm square. Where it leads to can only be surmised, although it 

may have somehow connected with the similar "window" at nearly the same 

level on the sides of the block of two-storey niches flanking the aivan. 

Its function is unclear. 

Furnishings Apart from the anonymous cenotaph in the centre of the 

mausoleum there are several finely carved stone cenotaphs lying hap- 

hazardly in front of the aivan. One of them has an inscription published 

by San7i c al-Daula which states that it is the grave of DarvIrsh YahyR, 

5 dated 726/1326. 

Date Khanikoff, writing about the musalla of Mashhad, says that "it 

was constructed on the model of the musalla, of Turuq, finished in 837/ 
0 

1433-4. " McGregor, writing in 1875, has this to say: 

"At Torokh is a ruined arch of considerable architectural beauty, 

which seems to have been the entrance to a tomb or mosque. None of the 

people knew what it was called, but I had a man with me-who read from 

an inscription that it was erected over two brothers, Syuds, who had 

died 400 years ago. " 

His round figure of 400 years gives 1475, not so very different from 

the date given by Khanikoff, and the mention of two brothers recalls - 

the akhihu, "his Brother, " on the inscription of the aivan. However, 

the date of death of the persons for whom the mausoleum was built is 

not necessarily the same as the date of construction. 

Are the stylistic indicators consistent with a date of 837/1433-4? 

The form of the mosaic-faience inscription, with an upper register of 
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Kuf1c and a lower thulth one, is certainly typical of the fifteenth 

century. The use of bright yellow rather than amber for the KufIc does 

not necessarily indicate a Safavid date, since we have seen that it 

also occurs on the entrance portal . of the Bý13 Sar madrasa. 

. The combination of sparse mosaic-faience decoration with banna'i 

bricks recalls many monuments erected in the neighbourhood of Herat in 

the reign of Husain B7ayq; r-a--the khanqahs of Mullg KR19n and Sadr al-Ifin 

Armani, the mazar of Jal; l al-Iii-n PUr; ml, and the Friday Mosques of 

Ghuriyan and Ziyaratgah. The mazar at Pa; n also has the same feature 

of emphasising horizontal joints by means of a plaster slip. Could 

Ehanikoff have mistaken eighty (thamýnln) in the decades for thirty 

(thalath'in)? 887/1482-3 would accord with the style better than 837/ 

1433, and with McGregor's ca. 1475, but witfi-so little decoration or 
6 

other stylistic pointers it is difficult to be dogmatic about this. 

Function Unfortunately Godard adopted Khanikoff's red herring of 

I'musalla, " despite Diez's comments that the domed mausoleum with an 0 
aivan at Turuq had little in common with the plan of the Mashhad 

-C musalla. Ferrier, McGregor, as we have seen, Sani al-Daula and Yate 

all describe it as a mausoleum or aivan. 

The side rooms in two storeys, however, have to be accounted for. 

They are reminiscent of the very small rooms in the khanqah of Sadr 

al-Din Armani. Might the rooms at Turuq also have been used for the 

accomodation of Sufis? The remaining fragment of the inscription in- 

cludes the phrase "his brother, the glory of the poor/Sufis (fuaarýa_'). " 

Judging from its location in what would have been the second half of 

the inscription, it presumably refers to the founder, who may have 

wished to include provisions for fellow ascetics in his foundation. 

While its primary function then was probably a mausoleum, it may also 

have been an informal Sufi residence. 
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A surprising aspect of +, he building is its demise into anonymity, 

although this is a fate Uhich has overtaken other buildings in the 

vicinity of Mashhad, such as -the mausoleums at TUs and Sangvar. 

Materials Bricks 26 x 26 x 6. RJ 1-ýcm; HJ 2cm. 

Condition Despite the rebuilding of the lower walls, the structure 

is still in a precarious state. Four large cracks run from the middle 

of the squinches to the centre'of the dome, and lesser fissures lead 

to the corners of the four windows of the dome chamber from the shoul- 

ders of the arches below. 

Recorded May 1975. 

Notes 

1) For ease of description th6 qibla is. taken as W. 

2) P. 133. 
3) E. g. the aivan of Shah, cAbbgs II in the sahn-i cat-iq in Mashhad, 

Pope, Persian Architecture, Fig. 300. 
4) Fig. 107. 

5) P. 19. It was reprinted in the R. C. E. A., No. 5535. 
6) Ferrier describes the building as being in pretty good repair 

(1845), althoughthe inscription had almost completely vanished 
-C when Sani al-]Daula saw it in 1883. It must have been in the 

same state when Godard photographed it, since according to the 
0 former only one cubit (z22L) then remained (p. 19). 
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HERAT, MASJID-I JAMI AND MAIDRASA OF GAUHAR SHID 

Location S of the Injil river, on the Khiy7abýn NW of the city of 

Herat. 

Plan (Fig. 20) Each building seems to have had a four-aivan court- 

yard, preceded by an entrance complex. In the mosque a twin domed 

sanctuary stood behind the W aivan. 

Indentification Few building complexes have generated so much con- 

fusion. There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, the use of 

the term musalla, which was employedg but only from the nineteenth 

century onwards, for the general area in which the buildings were 

situated - an area which, to confuse matters more, included the Madrasa 

of Sulta In Husain and for only one building of the complex, the Masjid-i 

c Jami of Gauhar Shad. Secondly, historical sources are unequal in 

their coverage of the buildings in this complex, giving far more to 

the Madrasa of Gauhar Shad than to the other buildings. Thirdly, the 

buildings deteriorated at different rates with, until its demolition 

in 1885, much more of Gauhar Sh; d's mosque remaining than of the others. 

However, with the use of descriptions and sketches of the complex 

made before-'1885 It is possible -to reconstruct -the buildings as they 

appeared then, and by also using fifteenth and sixteenth century 

accounts and inscriptions associated with'the buildings a more complete 

picture of the original complex can be obtained. 

According to both Khv7andam7ir and Babur Gauhar Sh3d built a madrasa 
C2c 

and masjid-i jam! in Herat. Abd al-Razzaq informs us that the 

madrasa which Gauhar Shad had built dar sar-i pul-i Anjil was finished 
3 in 836H. In fact the madrasa had certainly been in the process of 

construction for some time, because in 827H. Gauhar Shýd's brother 
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4 
Amir Sal Tarkhan was bur'ied, In thý dome/gunbad of the mad-rasa. The 

mosque must also have-. been used nbt long after the formal opening of 

the madrasa in 8j6H., 
_as 

Faslrh records the death in 838H. of Shams 
00.. 

al-Ifin Muhammad who was mudarris of"the madrasa and imam and kh9tib 

of the jam! c of Gauhar Sh9d. 5. The most frequent mention of the com- 

plex, or more'qpecifically of the madrasa, by Timurid historians, is 

as a burial place for descendants of Shah Rukh and Gauhar Sh3d (see 

below). The next person to be buried after Amvir SUfI TarkhRn was 

cgl,.,, 6 
Baysunghur in 837H., in the "gimbad-i 1 Subsequent authors 

often refer to this chamber as the dome chamber of ý7aysungh . ur, 
7 As 

Gauhar Shad and Shah Rukh were also, buried here later one can see how 

the confusion arose between the Madrasa, of Gauhar Shad and the mauso- 

leums of Baysunghur, Gauhar Shad and Shah Rukh-the latter are synono- 

mous and were an integral paA of Gauhar Sh9d's madrasa. 

We should refer next to Schroeder's reconstruction, 
8 

based both on 

the standing remains and on D=and's sketch. 
9 Which of the two build- 

ings is, the madrasa? The dome chamber which contains the gravestones 

of Gauhar Sh9d and 13; ysunghur is still remembered locally as the tomb 

of Gauhar Sh9d, and one would have thougfit that this was sufficient 

evidence to assert that the northernmost building was indeed the madrasa. 

However, two authorities have assumed the opposite, 
10 

perhaps influenced 

by the presence of small rooms beside the N and S aivans of the soifthern 

building. In-view of this we should recall other evidence for 

identification: 

a) The madrasa was built dar sar-i pul-i Anjll,, the N building is the 

nearest of the two to the river. 

b) According to cAbd 
al-Razzgq, the madrasa was finished in 836H. amid 

great celebrations. 
12 

The inscription dated 839H. from the minaret of 

the S building must then belong to, the mosque. The slab recording 
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completion of "this building" 
14 (Cir; xtit) must also be from the mosque; 

according to one account this-was, ýTso: on the S building. 
15 

Having established the Identity 6f the two buildings, each will 

be considered in turn.. 

The Mosque The most complete description is that of Saljýqlj"s uncle, 
16 Mufti Sirai al-9n Salj-uq-i. However, he refers to the southernmost 

of the two buildings as the madrasa. We have seen above that the 

southernmost building was -the mosque. Can-one then assume, as Allen 

17 L. does, that U3ýa-j al-Din mixed up his directionsO rather than his 

terminology? As Sirajal-an's account is the'most detailed descrip- 

tion which has come down to us, it is important to resolve this question. 

As Allen points, out, - Sira-j al-an was only fourteen when the complex 

was destroyed. 
18 

In order to give such a full account he must have 

a) relied on an earlier unnamed and unknown source, b) have had an 

exceptionally good memory, c) have made up some of the details. We 

have no knowledge of a), and I believe a mixture of b) and c) to be 

the case. That some embroidery is at work is indicated by our knowledge 

of what was standing in the complex in 1885. The plan of Holdich (Fig. 

21) and the sketches of Durand, Reacocke, Holdich and Mitford (Pls. 

66-7,73) complement each other and show that only the southernmost 

building (i. e. the Mosque of Gauhar Shad) of the three in the "Musalla" 

had substantially survived, with four walls enclosing a courtyard. 

Pelly, writing in 1860 before Siraj al-Din was born, also notes that 

the mausoleum of Gauhar Shid was standing isolated. Yet Sira-j al-ffn 

purports to give a description of the courtyards of all three buildingst 

and even describes part of c All ShIr's Ikhl; siyya complex, to which no 

other contemporary account refers. Admittedly, however, he does go 

into great detail on one building, that which he refers to as the Madrasa 

of Gauhar Shýd, and which from his description is clearly the southernmost 
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of the buildings of Gauýar Shad. We have seen above that this was in 

fact the best preserved-of the buildings, but that it was the mosque. 

Siýa-j al-IJIn, therefore, did not get his bearings confused, but his 

terminology. 

With his and other descriptionsAn mind and with the evidence of 

the sketches, we can then attempt a description of the mosque as it 

remained in 1885. It is oriented almost due west, as with all major 

religious buildings in Herat. 
19 

Four aivans were situated round the 

central courtyard, and it seems clear, both from Darand's and Mitford's 

sketches (PI. 66) and from several descriptions, 
20 that living cells 

in two storeys flanked ýoth the N and S and probably also the E aivans. 

This represents a radical change in the-conception of mosque design; 

its implications axe considered below. 

The E facade, from Peacocke's sketch (Pl. 67) and Salj-uq7i's descrip- 

tion, consisted of a very largb central alVan, two minarets at the end 

of the facade, and two double-storeyed niches in between. A small dome 

seems to have appeared above these intermediate niches on either side. 

This facade was probably the immediate inspiration for that of the 

Ul; gh Beg Madrasa. in Samarqand, where a similar emphasis is placed on 

a massive central aivan with two small bays leading to minarets. 

Between this eastern facade and the courtyard was an entrance com- 

plex, the only available description of which is by Saljuql. A 

hexagonal 21 
vestibule stood between the entrance and courtyard aivans. 

A passage leading S from this led to a winter mosquep- and to the N 

"it was open; it was the passage leading to the building of B; ysunghur's 

grave. " The meaning of this last section is obscure. It has been 

interpreted as a covered structure leading to the dome chamber in which 

Bgysunghur is buried. 22 This seems mistaken however, as Salj; qTl goes 

on to explain that there was a large courtyard between the N aivan of 
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the madrasa (read mosque) and the dome chamber of Bqysunghur. As a 

glance at, Schroeder's plan will affirm, any room to the N of the 

vestibule of the mosque would have faced straight towards the tomb of 

139ysunghur, and'it is more likely that this is SaljTiqi's meaning, 

rather -than a covered passage leading all the way to the tomb chamber. 

In the entrance complexes of the Shrine at Gazur Gah and the Khargird. 

madrasa the ground plan is symmetrical to either side of the vestibule, 

and this was prAably the case in Gauhar Sh9d's mosque also, with the 

room on the N serving as a jama C atkh-ana. 

On the W side of the courtyard was a large aivan flanked by two 

smaller ones-the plan of living cells in two istoreys which appeared 

on the other sides of the courtyard does not seem to have been followed 

here. The portal screen of -the aivan probably had an inscription run- 

ning round the edges, together with one above the spandrels-the same 

scheme as the sanctuary aivan of the mosque of Gauhar Sh9d in Mashhad. 

Prayer halls stood behind the smaller flanking niches. Behind the main 

aivan was a_large dome chamber, with a smaller dome chamber behind 
23 that. The latter may have extended W of the rectangular plan of the 

mosque as defined by its four corner minarets. A map in the India 

24 Office Library shows a protruding mihrab, and Mitford's sketch (Pl. 

66) seems to indicate that all of the second smaller dome chamber was 

behind -the two W minarets. The two dome chambers and prayer halls were 

linked by a series of galleries. 
25 

As far as the exterior is concerned, Mitford's sketch indicates - 
that an aivan led into, the courtyard from the N. Darand's, howevert 

suggests that this is a misreading based on the ruined vault at the 

back of the N aivan which faced on to the courtyard. Durand does show 

a smaller arch behind this, however, which might indicate that there 

was only a small entrance alvan on the N wall. 
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Deco-ration Some idea of the quality, of the decoration can be gained 

from the one remaining minaret. Older photographs show a lCqic inscrip- 

tion in marble plaques around the base. 26 Most of the surviving slabs 

are kept in the mausoleum of Gauhar Shýd, and they display work of the 

highest quality. The minaxet was three-quarters engaged with a circu- 

lar shaft on a ten-sided base (Pl. 68). At the corners of-each of 

these sides is an engaged column, 'carved in marble between the rec- 

tangular fields of the Kufic inscription. and rendered in mosaic-faience 

above. Two courses below the-transition from the decagon to the circle 

the engaged column is replaced by a straight edge, prepaxing the eye 

for the change to the smooth surface above, and at the same time 

27 
empahasising the solidity of the structure below. 

Apart from the underglaz6-painted tiles at the top of the decagonal 

28 
zone (Pl. 69) and the divisional bands of marble, mosaic-faience is 

used to cover all the surface'of the minaret. Any panel taken at 

random shows this art at its-finest: the spandrels above the cross- 

shaDed fields of the decagon, for instance, have a delicate design with 

an unusual but vibrant colour sch6me: blue flowers with amber petals 

on a white ground. The keynotes of the decoration are the Quranic 

thulth inscriptions. The greater width given to these two bands is a 

unifying factor in the lower stage of the minaret. In Darand's and 

Mitford's sketches none of the minarets axe shown to be higher than 

the first stalactite balcony, although they probably extended above a 

second one, like the minaret of the nearby madrasa. 
29 Some panels of 

mosaic-faience in the British Museum (1908,11-11,1-2) and Victoria 

and Albert Museum (C550-1919; C552-1919) are said to have come from 

the musalla in Herat (Pl. 72). -Yate, who donated the tiles to the 

British Museum, refers to the Mosque of Gauhar Shýd as the musalla, so 

it is likely that the pieces come from that building. most of the 
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pieces are of eight-pointed staxs, ýalthough one group in the British 

Masoum is unique, liaving a dark-blue central square raised above f our 

surrounding rectangular strips of light-blue tile. 

The final word on the decoration of the mosque should perhaps be 

given to this little-known account of Lewis Pelly: "The proportions 

of the mosque itself are gigantic, and yet in excellent taste. The 

frescoes, arabesques and glazed brick-work, are chaste, and finer than 

I have elsewhere seen. The dome is magnificent; and all the finish 

and ornamentation of the building leave nothing to be desired. " 

Inscriptions The Persian foundation inscription on a maxble slab 

which according to SaljUqvi was in'the entrance aivan is now preserved 

in the mausoleum of Gauhar Shad (Pls. 70-1). A-transcription and 

translation of it have been published elsewhere. 
30 As Allen has noted, 

it contains some surprising mistakes. Mahd-i aC 1Z was used instead of 

the more common mahd-i culva, 31 
and the n7un of Ghiygth al-Ifin Tarkh9n 

(Gauhar Sh-ad's father) was dropped,. 32 

The term used for the building in the inscription is c im-arat. As 

this could apply to either a mosque or a madrasa33 it unfortunately 

does not provide confirmation of its original emplacement in the mosque. 

The dates of the mosque's commencement and completion are given in 

the inscription as 2-7 Ramaý; m 820/7 November 1417 and 841/1437-8-34 

The start of building activities would have coincided with the end of 

major construction on the mosque of Gauhar Sh9d in Mashhad. As the 

latter was finished in 821/1418-9, only the tilework would have re- 

mained to be fixed to the walls in the last year of its construction, 

leaving most masons free to begin work on Gauhar Sh9d's complex in 

Herat. It is the date of completion, however, which does give confirma- 

tion that the inscription is from the mosque. As mentioned above, the 

madrasa was completed in 836H., when formal opening ceremonies were held. 
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Its foundation inscription would likely have been in place then, so 

this one must be from the mosque. 

Unlike the foundation inscription of the Mashhad mosque, this is 

essentially in Persian, and it is perhaps the first royal Persian 

foundation inscription to occur. The reasons behind this can only be 

surmised. As the vast majority of the population was illiterate one 

is less tempted to suggest populi6m--the only people to benefit would 

be the non-ulama elite. A more likely reason was the use of Persian 

as the main medium of expression both for the chancery and for litera- 

ture. The inscription also suggests that Gauhar Sh; d's role in state 

affairs was greater than at the, time of the erection of the Mashhad 

mosque. There it was her power (C azmat '35-which was to be perpetuated, 
0 

here it is her government (daulat),. 

The following inscription was displayed on the NE and SE minarets. 

Ten marble panels were found on each minaret. Most of these are now 

preserved in the Mausoleum of Gauhar SI-2d (Pls. 72-3). With the use 

of old photographs and internal evidence it has been possible to 

establish their order. 
36' 

NE minaret 1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 
6) 

7) 
8) 

9), 10) 

&Ul 
0, lAb 

�»t. 1 r£,. 1 £j 

; Jj .3rýI 4-ý 

týp " 
S 

r'1 J%l 

JI JL. i jis 

missing, 
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SE minaret 1) 

2) 

3) 
&Ul it. 4) ý .., 

5) J. 1.1il J-1ý01; 

e -. 1 6) 

7) 

8) 

. L-. 9 t.. j c. W .3 .9 9) 
37 

10) - 

Translation: "0 God, the foundations of this lofty minaret have been 

firmly laid in the time of the govenment of ... the most great Sultan 
0 

and the most just and beneficent king, the surety of the wishes of the 

people ... master of the SultFLns of the nations, protector of the com- 
9 

munities of God, helper of the people of God, the trust of the gener- 

osity of the two worlds Abu'l-Muzaffar Shýh Rukh may (God) perpetuate 
0 

his kingship, this in the year 839/1435-6 (in words). " 

Clearly different parts of the building and its decoration were 

finished at different times. In the madrasa at Khargird dates two 

years apart are also. found. One may also note that Gauhar Sh9d is 

not mentioned in this inscription. She may have felt that this was 

compensated for by its illegibility. 

On the NW and SW, minarets each marble slab had an identical formula: 

(accept) God, or else shame 
38 (ý); Jr. Njý &U I 

One of these is now in the Mausoleum of Gauhar ShRd. The others 

were taken to Ggzur GRh at some stage; they are now used to adorn the 

grave of c Abdallýh Ansarl. The stylistic precedents of these superb 

panels are considered in detail in Chapter III above. 

Function As we have seen, the building is referred to as a Masjid-1 
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-c Jami by several contemporary soui-ces. This was the first of several 

extra muros congregational mosques which were built in Herat in the 

fifteenth century. 
39 

The immediate model was the Mashhad mosque, of 

course, and, as we shall see later, the Bibi Khanum Mosque in Samarqand. 

The inspiration for all of these may have come from c All Sh9h's example 

in Tabriz, while further. afield, Cairo have five by the thirteenth 

cT- century A. D. Alika Kukiltash also built a congregational mosque in 

Samarqand in the first half of'the fifteenth century, 
4o 

and it may be 

remembered that ShKh cAbbZsl "Royal Mosque" in Isfahan is referred to 

.. c 41 
as a masjid-i jami in its foundation inscription. 

The use of two dome chambers leading from the qibla aivan to the 

mihrab is one of the most striking features of the mosque 's design. 

A possible source for this combination is the Shrine of Khvaja Ahmad 

Yasav71. Behind the huge entrance alvan stand two dome chambers, the 

largest one nearest the aivan, as in Gauhar Shýd's mosque. Golombek 

has pointed out another possible source: the Mosque of Orhan Bey in 

Bursa (1339-40 A. D. ). She mentions that a link with Anatolia could 

c have come through Khvaja All Hýfiz al-TabrIzi, who had earlier worked 
42 

with Qavam al-Din on Shah Rukh's madrasa and khanqah. The possibili- 

ties of a link with Bursa become more probable if we consider the next 

major mosque built there: the Khuavandigar Jamic . 
43 

This, although 

it displays a dome chamber facing a barrel-vaulted prayer hall rather 

than two dome chambers, has a zaviya on three sides of the lower storey 

and a madrasa on the upper. The two-storey living chambers on the N 

and S sides of the courtyard of Gauhar Shýd's mosque are perhaps a 

reflection of this In some way. They could be seen either as an exten- 

sion of the living space of the nearby madrasa or as a parallel 

institution providing religious instruction. This possibility should 

be seen against the background of religious education in Herat, which, 

1 
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as noted in Chapter I'iras. -carried out In all types of religious 

edifices, and especlallý in'the masjid-i jamic intra muros. 

It is likely that some of the living space was also used for 

functionaries of the mosque--; the imam and kh9tib and the huffL 

(Qur'an readers). The latter are mentioned specifically in a farman 

of Sultan Husain appointing Kajngl al-ITin Husain c All as their head. 
44 

The range of officials may have been'similar to those employed in the 

Mosque of MIr Chaqu: -q in Yazd (841/1437-8), also referred to as the 

11. masj1d-i j3mic-I nau. " 
45 

It employed an imam, a kh3tib, two muezzins, 

a preacher (vRciz), two companions (macFLshir khv,; n), a mudarris, a 

mu c ld (tutor) and ten students, ten huffRz and their leader (masdar1r). 

There was also a mutavalll who was equally charged with administration 

of the adjacent khanqah. 
46 

The plan of the mosque show's that Qav: a-m al-ffn was not just content 

to repeat his work at Mashhad. The visually appealing but structurally 

bogus courtyard gallerles have been turned into functional rooms, and 

the single dome chamber has become two. As so many fifteenth century 

buildings in Herat have disappeared it is difficult to be certain that 

the latter was the false start it now seemsto be. Of fifteenth cen- 

tury buildings in Iran only the Blue Mosque in Tabriz shows any resem- 

blance, and its builder could have, gone to the source'-Of the twin dome 

chamber in Anatolia for inspiration. 

The Madrasa With regard to the original plan of thd madrasa, we have 

much less information. Salj; q7l's description 
47 

must be suspect, as we 

know from Pelly that the tomb was standing isolated in 1860's 
14,9 

In 

1885 only the tomb, some minarets and part of the entrance aivan was 

standing. Fortunately It is clear that the tomb was at the'NW corner 

of the building, and Schroeder's reconstruction on that basis (Fig. 20), 

following roughly the plan of the Khargird madrasa, is a reasonable 
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extrapolation from the surviving evidence. 

Some idea of the 'form of the entrance alvan can be gained from 

Durand's and Peacocke's sketches (Pl. 67). The resemblance to the 

Ulugh Beg Madrasa in Samarqand which was noted in regard to the mosque 

becomes even more apparent here. There is the same use of superposed 

niches on the portal screen, to the exclusion of room for a foundation 

inscription. The arrangement of entrances at the back of the aivan 

seems also to have been identical: a large central arched entrance with 

narrower two-storey entrance-niches on either side. 

The minaret (Pl. 76) 
49 

used the same combination of rows of lozenge- 

shaped medallions of mosaic-faience which had been so effective on the 

mosque of Gauhar Shýd in Mashhad. There are two balconies; above the 

second the design changes to one of r-shaped overglaze-painted tiles. 

It is the preservation of the dome chamber, however, which makes 

it possible to believe that the, nineteenth century paeans to the beauties 

of the complex were not mere hyperbole (Fig. 21). Although the interior 

is not exceptionally large - 9-50m, wide, 10.80 high - the feeling of 

spaciousness altogether belies these measurements. This is achieved 

by a spectacular system of vaulting using intersecting ribs to form a 

smaller dome (pl. 8Z). 50 TheIrick fabric of the dome chamber provides 

an opportunity to see how this is supported. A photograph taken in the 

1930's before restoration (Pl. 79) shows the main structure clearly: 

it is the classical. chahar taq formula of four main arches, each one 

here ca. 80cm thick. Corner arches spring from the haunches of the 

main arches to form an octagon. The four adjoining recesses were 

vaulted by an arch only one brick deep--they were designed to support 

their own weightt rather than playing any part in supporting the main 

structure. 

On the octagon, at the original roof level, a tall drum leads to 
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the bulbous fluted dome-its first, and as far as in known, last 

appearance in Iran outside of Transoxiana. The heavy elongated pro- 

portions of the Gur-i 91r5l have given way to a more harmonious profile. 

The dome is supported by twelve brick buttresses which stand on an 

intermediate dome, level with the top of the drum (Pl. 81). Fortunately 

access is possible to the spaoe. below ihis, for the vaulting mechanism 

is open to view here. It is strikingly similar to the exposed dome of 

c the Taybad buq a-four semi-domes abutting vaults attached to the main 

dome, with those vaults being extended to form the base for the smaller 

quarter-domes on the diagonal axes (Pl. 80). There is a space between 

the lowest brick dome and the largely plaster vault beneath it-again 

similar to Tgyb-ad. In reality then, we are concerned with a quadruple- 

dome system, one designed to give the maximum splendour - and rigidity - 

to the topmost dome, while at the same time insulating the fragile 

plasterwork of the interior from structural stresses. 

Decoration a) exterior: Thirty-two blind arches surround the lower 

part of the drum, each with a simple pattern of mosaic-faience hexagons, 

easily visible from afar. Overglaze-painted tiles are used for the 

Q 1- .. 52 
ur anic inscription and the stalactite cornice above. Only four 

different moulds were needed for the tiles on the latter, a clear example 

of careful preliminary planning. Specially curved tiles are also used 

to cover the forty-six gadroons. Such an unusual number suggests that 

purely aesthetic considerations were the reason for its choice. 

b) interior: Given that their architecture is so similar, it is not 

surprising to find that the painted decoration of this mausoleum and 

the lecture-hall of the Khargird madrasa is so similar. The dado is 

based on a motif of eight-pointed stars on a deep-blue background. A 

red cloud-scroll, typical of contemporary manuscripts, formed the border. 

Above this, running all round the room by means of the four main arches, 
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was an inscription in white thulth on a dark-blue ground. This is now 

badly faded. Only on the four rectangular panels below the dome was 

there space for more inscriptionsl other available space is broken up 

into small units, where the pain-Led decoration reinforces their 

architectural form. 
53 

Inscriptions No foundation Inscription has survived. The one 

remaining minaret has al-hamd li'llgh in mirror writing on a ring of 
0 

mosaic-falence medallions (Pl. 77). Tiles at the base of the drum of 

the mausoleum have YK subha-n and ya jabb3x. 
54 

Fragments of two 

Q=anic inscriptions are also found on the dome chamber: the beginning 

of XLVIII on one of the four panels round the base of the interior 

dome, and LVI/20-3 on the drum. While XLVIII is one of the most common 

55' 
sUras on religious buildings, the use of LVI with its images of para- 

dise for those on the "right hand of God" makes it more likely that the 

dome chamber was intended from the beginning to be a mausoleum. 

Furnishings Fourteen persons are known to have been buried in the 

mausoleum; a complete, list is given by Allen. 56 

Six tombstones remain: 
57 

and another two58 were present in 1858 when 

Khanikoff visited Herat. Another was moved to the Shrine at Ggzur Ggh 

at an indeterminate date. 59 The tombstone of Gauhar Sh9d is the 

smallest, but the most exquisitely carved of the six (Pl. 84). The 

serrated sickle leaf is the dominant motif, either with blossoms as in 

the borders, or addorsed to form medallions as in the main field. The 

design is in two tiers, shallower than the famous haft qa1amItombstones 

of Sultan Husain. 

The date of the first interment, 827H., is also evidence that the 

dome chamber was always intended to be a mausoleum. After 139ysunghur's 

burial it evidently assumed the status of a dynastic mausoleum, 
6o 

used 

only for close relatives (mainly direct descendants) of Shah Rukh and 
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Gauhar Shad. However, Allen sees the mausoleum as a dynastic tomb of 

Gauhar Shad, not Shah Rukh, pointýing'out that with only one; exception 

(his no. 13) those interred were her direct descendants, and that Shah 

Rukh was buried there only temporarily, '*since his body "belonged" in 

- 61 
the G7=-! Mir. It should be remembered, however, that it was DlUgh 

Beg who, seeing himself as -the dynastic heir, removed Shah Rukh's body 

to his own capital. There is no reason to suppose that Shah Rukh did 

not wish to be buried In his, own capital and in the same tomb as his 

descendants-for If they axe Gauhar Sh.; d's descendants, they are Shah 

Rukh's also. 

Ap arently no excaVition's have been carried out in the tomb, although 
'FP 

on analogy with the Gu-r-I Mir, the Madrasa of Sar-3y Mulk Khanum (sc. the 

Mausoleum of B'lrb'lr KhKnum) and the Madrasa Du Dar, one could expect a 

square or cruciform crypt with an almost flat brick-vaulted roof. 

The dome chamber is clearly a part of the madrasa that was built 

and decorated with exceptional care. Can one assume that there was a 

similar chamber at the SW corner? Given the Timurld predeliction for 

symmetry, it would be surprising if there were not. The second dome 

chamber, however, like that of the Madrasa Du Dar, may have appeared 

outwardly similar, but have had no painted decoration inside. 

Materials Inner dome: bricks 26-7 x 26-7 x4 1/2-5 1/2cm, RJ minimal 

to 5mm, HJ 25mm. Very hard white mortar, with admixture of small 

pebbles. 

Condition The remaining structures seem to be sound, although the 

mosaic-faience of the minarets is loose and suffers from weathering. 

Recorded December 1974. 

In conclusion it should be pointed out that this was the most ambi- 

tious project to date undertaken by the Timurlds in Herat. Why should 

Cauhar Sh3d have wanted to build on this scale? And why did she choose 
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to erect a masjid-i ýami and madrasa rather than the combination of 

madrasa and khanqah which Muhammad Sultan, Ul; gh Beg and Shah Rukh had 

earlier undertaken? ' It is possible that the answer to these questions 

may be linked. Apart from the Aq Saray In Shahr-1 Sab2ý, the most 

C 
spectacular early Timurld monument is Timur's Masjid-i Jami of 

Samarqand, also named the Mosque of Bib-i Khanum after his favourite 
62 

wife Saray Mulk Khanum. She also built a madrasa opposite this mosque. 

The temptation to Gauhar Shad to establish herself as an even greater 

queen by building a similar ensemble must have been irresistible. 

-I- Although it cannot quite compete in size with that of Bibi Khanum, it 

seems to have been more than its equal in perfection of finish. It is 

a tribute to Qavam al-ffn's skill that it should have survived for so 

long, 
63 

when almost nothing remained of the ensembles of Sultan Husain 

-C-. 
and Mir All Shir. 

Notes 

1) See Allen, Catalone, pp. 92-3, for a Note on the "Musallý". 
2) KA, pp. 16-7, Býbur Nýma, P. 305. 

3) MSP P. 645. 

4) MSP P. 539; MF, III, p. 255. 
5) MF, III, p. 275. Also according to RJ, It P. 34 the mosque was 

in use before the decoration was completed. 
6) MS, pp. 559-60. 

7) E. g. RS, Up p. 728; RJt Up p. 127. 
8) Survey, fig. 404. 

9) Hill and Grabar, fig. 132. 
10) Saljýqli; Golombek, "Appendix. " 

11) ms, p. 645. 

12) Ibid. 

13) See below. 

14) See below. 

15) SaljUqlr, p. 18. 

16) Text in Salj-uq7i, pp. 18-22. Translated in Allen, Catalogue, pp. 
113-40 123-4. 
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17) Allen, Catalogue,. p. llý. 

18) a: id. 
19) The Masj c intra muros was probably used as a guide for 

the orientation of later buildings. A plausible explanation is 

suggested by P. English: "the fact that the Masjidi Jum'eh is 

oriented east-west rather than towards Mecca suggests that this 

sacred space was already occupied in pre- and early Islamic times, 

possibly by a Buddhist monastery. ",, "The Traditional City, " P. 77. 

Zestovsky mentions an unidentified manuscript in the possesion of 
the Governor of Herat which reported that the space occupied by 

the Masjid-i Jami c was formerly a temple of mountain pagans: p. 12. 

20) SaljUq-l*; Holdich; Yate. 
21) Octagonal would be more likely (cf. Ziyaratg9h Masjid-i Jamic), 

given that SaljUql remembers it as a polygon of some kind. 

22) By Golombek, "Appendix. " 

23) Connolly; Yat e, Northern Afghanistan; Darand's sketch. 
24) Mentioned in Allen, CataloMle, p. 113. 

25) lal; Yate, Northern Afghanistan. 

26) Niedermayer. The inscription is discussed below. 

27) Survey, Pl. 426B. 

28) See Chapter III. 

29) Cf. Survey, Pl. 437B. 

30) Text in SaljUqlr, p. 19; tr. In Niedermayer, P. 59 and Allent 

Catalogue, pp. 122-3. 

31) Although mahd-i culZa' is the form used by cAbd al-Razzýq and in 

.. a of the Mor the waqfiVV sque of Gauhar Shad in Mashhad (see Cat. No. 

2), Fasih consistently uses mahd-i acl; in the Muimal. 

32) It is not Tarkhad, pace Allen, Catalogue, p. 123-the al belongs 

to the next word. 
33) In the fifteenth century it was used for the Madrasa Da Dar in 

Mashhad and that of Jal; l al-ffn Fir-uzsh3h in Turbat-i Jam, and 
for mosques in Anau, Simn; n (Masjid-i Jamic)p Tabriz (Blue Mosque) 

and Ghalvgx (Masjid-1 Hauý-i Karb7as: 'Cat. I No. 21). 
T0 34) Salju-qi s hypothesis-that the mosque was unfinished and was com- 

pleted by Sultan Husain (p. 8) is therefore clearly wrong. 

35) Mu'taman, p. 220. 

36) Niedermayer, Pls. 160-1; and unpublished photographs of R. Byron 

in the Courtauld Institute, London. Partially published by Sauvaget. 
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37) For ... sin read .... th-in. 

38) This reading is suggested by Saljýql, Ggzur Ggh, P. 36. 

39) For others see Allqn,. Catalogue, nos, 429-30t 432-6. Isflzýri 
(RJt It pp. 34-5), when writing of the original masjid-1 jami C 

confirms that Gauhar Shad's was the first to be built other than 

this and adds hyperbolically that Sultan Husain had built ten 
ca masjid-i jami s in the districts of Herat, each of which could 

contain the whole population of the city. 
40) Barthold, II, p. 123. 
41) Hunaxfar, Ganjina, p. 429. 

42) Golombek, "Appendix. " For the Mosque of Orhan Bey see G. -Goodwin, 

A History of Ottoman Architecture (London 1971), Fig. 49. 

43) Goodwin, a. cit., pp. 40-1. 

44) Teýt in RJ, II, p. 419o' 
45) 1. Afshar, Yadgarha-yi Yazd, II (Tehran 1354/1974)9 P. 161; TY, 

p. 188. 
46) Ibid., pp. 176-7 (text of waqfiyya See also R. Holod, 12, le 

Monuments of Yazd, 1300-1450: Architecture, Patronage and Setting, 

pp. 113-5. 
47) SaljUjr, p. 20. 
48) "A little way to the north hand of the mosque is a beautifully 

proportioned tomb standing alone. " Pelly, p. 67. 

49) Peacocke's sketch suggests that three were remaining. In that 

case the original locations may have been two at the ends of the 

entrance facade and two beside the courtyard qibla aivan. The 

sketch is somewhat unreliable on this, however, as it does not 

include the mausoleum of Gauhar Shýd for cross reference. 
50) See "TgybZd" pp. 101-3 and Chap-ter T-E for discussion of this type 

of vaulting. 

51) No doubt caused by T71mur's insistence that it should be built 

higher than originally intended. J. M. Rogers, "V. V. Barthol'd's 

article, " P. 77. 

52) "Tgybýdpll Pl. Vjjc; Seherr-Thoss, Pl. 60. 

53) See also Chapter IV. 
54) Seherr-Thoss, Pl. 60. 

55) For other examples see "Khargird, " n. 39. 

56) Catalogue, pp. 124-9. 

57) Ibid., nos. 2,10,11,13,23, and 26 in his list. 
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58) ýid., nos, 6,12. -, 
59) Golombek, Gazur Gah, p. 86. She suggests it may have been moved 

in the 17-18th centuries by the Chinghizid princes: "the more 
beautiful of the Timurid cenotaphs were often re-used by these 

princes, and the inscriptions were not always changed. " 

60) Evidence that it was not Intended to have this status from the 

beginning is provided by Suyurghatmish's death in 830H. As a 

son of Shah Rukh one would have expected him to be buried in any 
family tomb that existed, but Abd al-Razzaq, usually proficient 
in reporting burials in Gauhar Sh9d's madrasa, is silent on this 

point. 
61) Catalogue, p. 129. 

62) See J. M. Rogers, "V. V. Barthol'd's Article, " n. 63. 

63) Some idea of its strength may be gained from the following heart- 

breaking account: "It (the Musalla sc. mosque) is now being blown 

down bit by bit, and the Afgh9n, or rather Hergtf, engineers are 

showing no small skill in the task. At first they exploded a vast 

quantity of powder under the south-east corner of the masjid, but 

this mine failed to do any particular damage, probably from insuf- 

ficient tamping. Small charges of 10 to 20 lbs. are now used... 
Then three mines were fired-one failed; the others exploded at 
different times, and the effect was not very great. " Maitland, 

17th August 1885, MELM, p. 408. 
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MASHHAD, MADRASA IIXJ DAR 

Location- Adjoining, the bazar, xhich led along the side of the Masjid-i 

Gauhar Shad to the. sahn-i atlq, of the Shrine; opposite the Madrasa 

Parizad. 

Name According to FRftl some handwritten manuscripts which belonged 

to the madrasa were inscribe'd, waqf-I madrasa-yi Yuoufi. Y. Ya. 
l The "two 

doors" by which the madrasa is now named presumably refer to the pre- 

sent main entrance from the bazar on the SE, and to either the entrance 

from the NE side, or perhaps after that was filled in, the entrance 

through the ruins'of the domed room on-the N. 

Plan (Figs. 23-4) -Four alvans round central courtyard, with living 
2 

chambers in two storey6 in betwe6n. Dome chambers in corners. 

Elevation a) exterior: The madrasa was in use until 1975 when, in 

conjunction with the 'beautification' plan, for the Shrine precinct, the 

students were evicted and repair and restoration of the building was 
3 

entrusted to the Sazman-i Hifazat. One part of the restoration involved 

the clearance of the bazar stalls on the SE side (Pl. 85). The main 

entrance aivan is in the middle of this side, and the clearance revealed 

that there were originally two smaller entrance aivans, one at each end 

of the facade. The area between these aivans has now been restored as 

a series of blind arches., although it is possible that the original 

design might have incorporated bazar stalls of some kind. This area 

was certainly a bazar before the Madrasa Da Dar was erectedp 
4 

and the 

waqf income of the madrasa, could easily have been augmented by provi- 

5 
sion for shops in the area. The major entrance in the centre of this 

facade has an aivan with a portal screen rising slightly above the 

facade (Pl. 86). Beneath the s6ml-dome of the aivan is the mosaic- 
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falence foundation inscription glvlýg the name of Yusuf Khvaja and 

the date 843/1439, and beneath it an6ther-inscription mentioning repairs 

in -the reign of Shah Sulailman. The-semi-dome may be a part of the 

Safavid restoration, as it covers a fragment of a panel in mosaic- 

faience on either side which, may have decorated the soffit of a barrel 

vault, as in the entrance to the Masjid-i Shah in Mashhad. Alterna- 

tively, but less likely,, the squi, nch, net could have been formed of 

panels of mosaic-faience, as iýn the Darb-i Imam in Isfahan, although 

this technique is not seen eI 18ewhere in Khurasan until Mrir c All Shirr's 

work in the Herat Masjid-1 JarAc. 

The other entrances on the SE side lead into the S and E dome cham- 

bers. They are both shallow barrel-vaulted aivans, equidistant from 

the central portal., That on the S has enough s tucco decoration remain- 

ing at the back of the aivan to show that the original profile of the 

arch has been retained. 

The other three sides of the madrasa. have had new walls built 

around them, although it is not sure whether they would ever have had 

an exterior facade on these sides.. There was at least an entrance 

aivan in the middle of the NE side, and a bay also probably led in-to 

the domed mosque on the E. This entrance aivan is barrel-vaulted and 

bears traces of original. stucco ornament. 

The S and W dome chambers are each covered with a pronounced double 

dome on a high drum. Rising above the roof is-first the sixteen-sided 

top of the zone of transition, with a window in alternate flanges. The 

drum, decorated in glazed tilework, begins with a ring of 32 panels of 

blind arches. Above is an inscription band followed by small narrow 

floral panels and one tier of stalactites. The outer dome is stilted 

and has a sharp profile with the upper section curving only very slightly 

towards the apex. 
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b) interior: VestibuLe The riain entrance leads into a cruciform 

vestibule (Pl. 90), vaulted by an almost flat dome supported on 

pendentives. : Above a dado ca. 2m high patterned stucco covers all the 

wall surfaces. 

Courtyard facades (Pl. 91) The spandrels of the aivans and cells 

have patterns in banna'i-technique which are evidently modern, although 

some on the lower stor'eys may possibly date from SulaimRn's restoration. 

The brick facing is unlikely to be original, as it does not employ 

banna'i bricks in a manner similar to those on the courtyard facades 

of the nearby Masjid-i Gauhar Shad or the Khargird madrasa, for instance. 

The dado of limestone is also probably Safavid, since in the entrance 

aivan it covers the original tiled dado. 

Aivans The four alvansate similar, each being covered in stucco 

decoration above dado level. An inscription goes round each aivan at 

a height of 3.10m. Each aivan, except the SE, is recessed inwards 

towards the back, the NW aivan forming a semi-octagon at this point, 

the NE and SW rectangles. This emphasis on the NW aivan is presumably 

to compensate for the shallowness of the barrel-vaulted SE aivan and 

to provide a sense of visual climax leading from the main entrance 

aivan, through the vestibule and along the main axis. This is at right 

angles to the qibla axis, however-the SW aivan has a small plain semi- 

octagonal mihrab. Both the NW and SW aivans have stalactite semi-domes, 

although that of the latter is now in very poor condition. The choice 

of a barrel-vault for the back of the NE alvan is logical, since it 

also leads to the exterior NE aivan. Anyone approaching from the 

exterior would have had the same sense of visual progression from barrel 

vault to semi-dome opposite, whether enterin Ig from the NE or SE aivans. 

This duality of axis reflects the location of the madrasa as its princi- 

pal entrance is not, as was frequently the case, opposite the qibla wall. 
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Cells, Recent removal of. seVeril, layers of plaster has revealed that 

all the living chambers had -their entrances decorated in stucco. The 

pattern at -the back ýf the niches is executed rather perfunctorily, 

in such a way -that. it is cut off arbitrarily by the profile of the 

arch. 

While the interior of most of the cells conforms to a standard 

type with a pointed barrel-vaulted ceiling, several, especially those 

adjoining the dome chambers, have irregular plans., They may have been 

used partly for storage, although some of the larger could have been 

residences for the teaching staff. Kitchen facilities is a less likely 

explanation-Fraser reported that most students bought their food in 

the bazar and cooked it in their rooms, the practice being still common 

in 1975. Some larger spaces such as the domed room above the vestibule, 

with windows opening on to the eArance and courtyard aivans, may have 

also functioned as classrooms,, 

The corner dome chambers The S and W dome chambers are virtually 

identical in elevation (Fig. 26), with double offsets on the four main 

arches, simple groined squinches, a drum of eight windows alternating 

with blind arched panels, and a dome with a depressed segmental profile, 

ending in the S dome, chamber with ýi circular boss from which a chain 

hung. Before the squinches in the S chamber were repaired recently, 
6 

a corbelled vault was visible behind one of them. A window with a. 

lintel of wooden logs is inserted in each face of the'dome chambers, 

just below the zone of transition, with a brick relieving arch above 

covered in plaster. 

Each of these dome chambers has a crypt, entered originally from 

the cells to the NE. These have shallow recesses making them slightly 

cruciform in plan, with plain squinches leading to a flat vault. That 

of the S dome chamber is still largely intact, although it was filled 
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with earth at an indeterminate time, presumably to prevent it from 

collapsing, while that of the N chamberlhas fallen in. The crypts 

were only discovered after recent clearances. 

The E dome chamber (Pl. 101), although its central feature is a 

dome, has more the feeling of a vaulted hall, as the dome has a very 

flat profile and is extended in two directions by transverse vaults. 

The dome is open at the top and has bricks laid in a herring-bone 

pattern from eight groins. This type of vault was also used for smaller 

domes in the adjacent upper gallery. The qibla wall has a m1hrab, 

showing that the room could be used as an interior mosque. 

The shape of the room or dome chamber on the N must be speculative, 

as, before the recent rebuilding of this section, there existed only 

the remains of one half of the base, and this half fitted in awkwardly 

with the plan of the other parts of the N corner. As the proposed 

restoration of the Mashhad Office's plan shows, it would have occupied 

a much larger space than the other dome chambers anUlwould have sub-,, 

stantially altered the plan from the approximate rectangle which it 

now assumes. 

Features of construction When part of -the roof above the NW aivan 

was removed in 1976, it was possible to observe that between the top 

of the vault of the aivan and those of the cells to either side a hollow 

vault had been erected, and smaller tunnel vaults bridging the gap 

between those vaults supported the flat roof. The system was used in 

the Seljuq caravanserai of Ribat-i Sharaf, and indeed until the twentieth 

century has always been the standard method of supporting a flat roof 

over vaults. 

The double dome of the S dome chamber is supported by eight brick 

buttresses. Wooden logs in each of these are attached to the outer 

shell. There are no wooden cross-ribs or logs set within the buttresses 
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as is frequently the case. 

Decoration There are fine examples of stucco, painted and mosaic- 

falence decoration represented in the building. They will be considered 

in turn. 

a) stucco: The madrasa, has a greater area of carved plaster than any 

other Timurid monument. A recent study has explored the different 

types of stucco decoration used in the building, and has shown that 

the work was almost certainly'carried out by craftsmen from Qum where 

Yýu-suf Khvaja had spent much of his life and where a tradition of this 

-7 kind of decoration had remained vital. An exhaustive analysis of the 

stucco. will therefore not be given here. 

A -n kpart from the thulth and square Kufic inscriptions on the aivans, 

most patterns consist of imitation brickwork, employed in a number of 

variations. The most frequent brickplug design is an eight-petalled 

rosette,. but epigrap - hic ones are also found with Mahammad, Allýh and 

c All in square Kufic. Fragments of green, red and black paint on some 

freshly uncovered plugs suggest that all the stucco would have originally 

been painted. Typical Mongol filler designs of lozenges, hexagons and 

parallelograms are found as well, the flat dome of the vestibule with 

a series of coffered recesses leading to an eight-pointed star provid- 

ing an ideal platform for their display. 

More complicated patterns based on angular interlacing strapwork 

are also found, e. g. on panels framing the bands of square Kufic in 

the aivans, and on others at the base of the stalactites of the NW and 

qibla aivans and at the back of the SE alvan. On the wall between two 

of the upper chambers in the S corner of the madrasa removal of later 

plaster has revealed how the design of the latter, with an eight-pointed 

star at its centre, was set up (Pl. 95). There are two adjacent squarest 

in one of which the main lines of the pattern was incised. In the other 
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the field on both sides of these lines is expanded to make the pattern 
8 

one of interlacing strapwork. This Is the only evidence I have 

encountered, however, which suggests that the decoration-of the 

madrasa may have remained unfinished. As. these panels are situated 

at the bottom of a wall, perhaps they were covered up with a thin 

coating of plaster on completion of other work. 

The decoration of the stalactites at the back of the aivans is of 

a different type, consisting of low-relief moulded stucco (Pl. 94). 

The stalactites are separated Into two parts, a vertical square or 

rectangular unit, and a triangular piece jutting out above. The pat- 

tern in the vertical unit resembles a vertically climbing arabesque 

with a lotus in the centre, while a simpler lobed leaf alternating 

with dots is used for the triangular units. 

b) glazed tilework: Entrance aivan: A dado of hexagonal blue tiles 

outlined in dark blue strips, with a border of -small dark-blue and 

white triangles, oovered the lower walls of the aivan. It was unveiled 

in 1977 but recovered with a limestone facing in 1978. 

The side walls have a large panel above the dado: interlacing 

dodeca, gons form six-sided stars, all within an arch, a large lotus 

blossom occupying the spandrels (Pl. 87). To the side of this panel 

are a series of epigraphic cartouches with lotus blossoms in medallions 

in between. On the rear wall of the aivan, 'to either side of the 

entrance, are two panels with vertical climbing arabesques sprouting 

from vases topped by a rectangular panel of Arabic poetry, all surround- 

ed by a series of cartouchez with verses in Persian (Pls. 88-9). 

The foundation inscription runs above these panels on the three 

sides of the aivan. Just above this, at the base of the squincht the 

plaster has been cut away to reveal a pattern of hexagons and hexagonal 

stars in mosaic-failence which, as mentioned above, may have formed part 
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of the soffit of a ba=el-v&ult. 

The colours used In these panels are typical of the mid-fifteenth 

century, comprising ambe3ý/yellow, ''black/aubergine, light- and dark- 

blue, white and dark-green. ' 

S dome: The same range of colours is found on the S dome. The tile- 

work here, excluding the Inscription, is slightly coarser than that 

on the entrance portal. -The spandrels of the lower ring of arched 

panels, for instance, consist of simple two-colour medallions. Within 

the arch the decorati, on is o ne of six-pointed stars and hexagons. The 

vertical panels above'the inscription have medallions alternating with 

rosettes, while medallions'alone decorate the ring of'stalactites above. 

The remains of some banýa'i tiles in light- and dark-blue and yellow 

clung precariously to the dome above, until a complete'restoration was 

effected In 1978. 

W dome: The lower ring of blind panels has the same spandrels as the 

S dome, but below, within the arch the pattern is one of light-'and 

dark-blue bannali tiles rather than mosaic-faience. The inscription 

and tiled panels above axe in cuerda seca, with dark-blue reserved on 

a white ground, and touches of yellow used for the Kufic and some 

blossoms. It must be admitted that these are not similar to other 

Timurid cuerda seca tiles, either eaaAier ones such as those in the 

Madrasa Býlý Sar, or slightly later ones such as those at Turbat-i Jam 

or Khargird. 9 The yellow is brighter, and neither the black, lime 

green, red or gilding of the others is present. They are probably the 

result of the Safavid restoration, although comparison of the patterns 

and script with those of the S dome suggest that they copied the origi- 

nal very closely. 

c) painting: The remains of'painted medallions at the rear of the 

entrance aivan probably date from the Safavid restoration, and will 
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not be discussed further here. 

There are extensive remains in the S dome chamber of the original 

painting scheme which once covered all the walls. 

The painting on'the lower walls is considerably blackened and 

difficult to decipher, although in one part a design of arabesque 

medallions a=anged in an eight-pointed star can be made out. Recent 

cleaning has revealed that there was a thulth inscription on the ex- 

trados of the four main arahes. It is from the top of the zone of 

transition upwards, however, that one can best judge the quality of 

the original, thanks in part to some judicious cleaning and restoration 

(Pl. 96). The-painting here has been analysed in detail in Chapter 

III, and so only a few comments will'be made here. The overall scheme 

in the dome of closely knit medallions decreasing in size towards the 

apex of the dome, and then-forming a secondary pattern of smaller units, 

is paralleled in the G; r-i 9r. One detail also links it with the 

Gunbad-i Sayyidýn in Shahr-iýSabz: the way in which immediately below 

the zone of transition there is a-ring of smaller medallions, followed 

by much larger medallions in the shape of a trefoil with the lower half 

truncated. A similar truncated trefoil is found in the Ziyýrat-i 

T'irm; r Lang near Shirvan. 

I have not been able to find any any immediate analogue for the 

rectangular panels with painted arches in the squinches (Pl. 98). 

Inevitably, because of their location, they recall single stalactite 

niches such as those of the mausoleum of Gauhar Shid or of the Khargird 

madrasa, and this trom-pe l'oeil, impression of stalactites is therefore 

one of the most original features of the madrasa's decoration. 

Furnishings In the S dome chamber is the dark limestone cenotaph of 

Yusuf Khvaja (Pl. 102). It'it one of the finest specimens of its kind, 

measuring 2.00 x. 61 x approx.. 50 m. At the corners are four engaged 
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.I 
columns with bell-shaped bases, shafts-with floral sprays and stalactite 

capitals. These support an arabesque medallion cornice. Varieties of 

scripts fill up most of the space, but the end panels may be specially 

noted, each having two tree of life-panels in which the vase and floral 

spray emerging from it are remarkably similar to those on the well- 

known wooden Quran stand of 761/1360 in the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art. 10 

Inscriptions 

Entrance aivan 1) On the frieze nearest -the portal screen, mosaic- 

faience cartouches with white letters on a black ground. Thulth. 

a r<, -.., 
j I Authority is God's. 

2) Large frieze below semi-dome, mosaic-faience, upper register 

&U tLUI(the kingdom is God's) in amber Kufic; in lower white 

thulth on dark-blue ground, with Sh.; Ii, Rukh Bahýdur in amber, no spiral 

scroll background. 

Text: Sani c al-Daula, II, p. 255. 
0 

Following praise of God and prayer for his messenger this building was 

founded in the time of the reign of the great Sultan the shadow of God 

in the two worlds, helper of the Muslims Abu'l-Muzaffar Shah Rukh 

Bahadur Sultan, may God perpetuate his kingship and sultanate, through 

the effort of the great amir Ghiy: a-th al-an Y; suf Khvaja Bah; dur, may 

his justice persevere, may God accept it from him, in Maharram of the 

year 843 (in words)/June-July 1439. 

The inscription is unusual for the period in having no floriated 

spiral scroll in the background. 

3) Rectangular panels to either side of portal; mosaic-faience, in 

upper register &U -UJI in light-blue Kufic, in lower amber thulth 

on dark-blue ground. Arabic poetry. 

Text in Sanri c al-Mula, p. 255- 
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Blessedness to you, the building with power and superiority, 

0 best of residences, 0 finest place of refuge. 

Cartouches framing the rectangular panels to either side of the 

door, mosaic-faience, uhite thulth on. dark-blue ground. Persian. 

Originally eight cartouches on each side. 

Right side (Pl. 88): 

L 

CJI 's 

The world is based on water and life on the wind 
It is my intention not to set my heart on it 

The world does not remain and happy the soul of a man 
Who will be remembered with kindness in the world 
The pleasures of the eternal abode are your end 
Look with care at the ground when you are making a foundation 
If you are capable of... 

Left side (Pl. 8g)-. 
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No one was born who was not intended to go through the day 

of judgement 

Choose my advice and do, good 
Constantly after my death you will think of me with kindness 

Because the one who is mean will not feed himself. 

C Vestibule 5) On the side walls of the vestibule Allah, ýAlji and 

Muhammad In square KufIc repeated many times in incised plaster. The 

same bordering the four main arches and framing the octagonal star of 

the dome. These are alsp found in the same context of brickplugs in 

the four aivans and will not be listed further. 

SE aivan 6) Only a fragment of the modern plaster has been removed 

from the band above the entrance to show that it, like the other three 

aivans, had a stucco naskhi 'inscription. 

7) On the edge of the soffit of the arch, large frieze of square Kufic, 

stucco, repeated at intervals. Undeciphered. 
, 

8) On the plaster imitation brickwork on the soffit of the aivan; in 

squaxe Kufic, X ! Wl 
, the kingdom is God's. 

NE aivan 9) Iarge stucco frieze on three sides of the aivan, 

&U W in Kufic repeated with other aphorisms in upper 

register; lower register thulth, all on floriated spiral ground. 

Basmala and Quran 11,255-6. 

10) On the edge of the soffit, of the arch, large frieze of square Kufic, 
c- 

stucco, Ali, four times, enclosed by Muhammad, four times, the whole 
0 

forming a square composition which is repeated, several times. 

NW aivan 11) large plaster frieze on three sides of the aivan, upper 

register &U LtLUI repeated in Kufic, lower register thulth, all 

on florlated spiral ground. II 
Basmala and Quran 111,16-19 as fax as 26, followed by 

I O. U I. ia., 

12) Two large friezes on the soffit of the alvan arch, one beside the 
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outer edge, the other in front of the semi-dome at the rear of the 

vault, square KufIc forming a repeated square composition; unread. 

SW aivan 13) Large plaster frieze on three sides of the alvan, upper 

register X ! -LUI repeated in Kufic, lower register thulth, all 

on floriated spiral ground. 

... and Quran XLVIII, 28-9 and 
j 

written in Muharram year 843 (Pl. 93). 
0 

14) There are only fragmentary remains-of two friezes of square Kufic 

on the soffit of the aivan. Unread. 

S dome chamber 15) Iarge painted frieze below the dome, upper register 

of Kufic, &U CWI repeated, lower register thulth (Pl. 99). 

Background originally white, letters gold with black (originally dark- 

blue? ) filling in the eyes.. Floriated scroll ground. 

Quran 11,255-6. 

16) Iarge painted frieze, continuing round extrados of four main arches, 

similax in layout to 15. Only a fragment, Quran 11,1639 is legible. 

No. 15 is one of the lovliest'in the madrasa. In the word 
4j. -- 

the c ayn and the m-im are painted with the letter partly overlapping 

in the direction the pen of the calligrapher would take (Pl. 99). The 

same feature is found on th6 finest Mongol painted inscriptions, such 

as that below the dome in the Mausoleum of Uljgyt;. 

17) Fragmentary Persian verses on a large frieze on the drum. Mosaic- 

faience. In upper register in amber Kuf 1c, in lower white 

thulth letters on dark-blue ground.. Like the foundation inscription on 

the entrance aivan, this is unusual in not having a floriated spiral 

ground. 

Text: Hanaway, CII, and additions in Morton, review of same. 
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Let the world bring, & thousand sights, there will not be 

The like of that in the mirror of our Imagination 

Because nothing remains In-our hands, from this tying and untying 
(because we are not in charge of. life) 

We submit to the good and the bad;, it is right to be 

Beneath the green dome (in the world) in such a state 

For this is the nature of the, decrees of the green dome 

It is written in gold on these glazed stalactites 
That it is false to hope for stability in the heavens 

Apart from good deeds all that remains of man 
In the abode of (false) pride, 0 friend, is the wind in. the air 

Above the viewpoint'of the seven heavens of the nine windows. 
(levels of paradise) 

There is a small door in the-garden of the abode of paradise 
Do not seek a road to that garden other than (by) love of the 

prophet 
Since friendship of God and the prophet is the religion of salvation. 

W dome chamber 19) As mentioned above, the tiles on the drum are 

probably Safavid restoration, but as they conform so closely to the 

layout of those on the S dome, they may well reflect the content of 

the original. Unfortunately the remains are more fragmentary. 

_____ _____ .".. 

JL... L -' I j. i:: 1. L. 

do good... the slave... strong, the religion of truth is the 

honoured pillar... pillars ... may his future life be praised... 

18) Tombstone of Yusuf Khvaja. The main historical inscription at the 

-C ý head and foot of the tombstone is published by Sani al-Daula, II, p. 

257. It gives the titles of Yusuf Khvaja and those of his father Amir 

c Ali DahRdur, the date 23 Shacb; m 846/5 January 1443, and the signature 

of the craftsman C Ata' Allýh b. cAbdall; 1i Aslan (the first part of the 
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signature has been dinaged and is difficult to confirm). 

The inscriptions have been given in some detail as the Madrasa Du 

Dar is one of the few remaining Timurid buildings where most of an 

extensive epigraphic programme is still intact. 

The Quranic inscription6 include the Throne Verse (11,255), by far 

the most commonly used verse in medieval axchitecture. It reveals the 

attributes of God, a theme which is shared by 11,163, also found in 

the S dome chamber, and 111,26, in the NW aivan. The other verses in 

the NW aivan, 111,16-19, combine enumeration of the qualities of the 

virtuous with a prayer for forgiveness. In verse 18 there is a refer- 

ence to men of learning, which could be seen in the context as a 

specific reference to the functioný of the madrasa. In XLVIII, 28-9, 

the position of Muhammad as the prophet of Islam is. stressed. The 

Quranic inscriptions thus are of varied content, although between them 

the chief tenets of Islam are clearly stated. - 

In its context, the Arabic verse (No. 3 above) on the entrance 

portal is the only inscription in the madraza which unambiguously refers 

to the building itself. 

The repetition of pious phrases . such as al-mulk li'llah, found so 

often in the stucco decoration, could be taken as an expression of the 

idea that all things"reiturn to'God, 'or of the transitoriness of life 

on earth. The same idea is expressed by the Persian verses on the 

structure, and since it included a mausoleum'as well as. a madrasa the 

sentiments are certainly appropriate. Nevertheless, it is undoubtedly 

not coincidental that these Ideas are conveyed by imagery which fre- 

quently makes reference to buildings and their decoration, e. g. bunyad 

(foundation), Eunbad-I khaýra (green dome), muqarnas-i eing (stalac- 

tites of glazed tilework) and rukn ... arkan (pillars). This same com- 

bination of Persian verses expressing the transitoriness of life through 
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metaphors using building termsAb found on two'of the mausoleums In 
11 the Shah-i Zinda, that ofShad-i Mulk Aqa and Amir Husain. The 

inscriptions on these buildings are also among the earliest examples 

we have of the use of Persian verses in an architectural setting. 

Other examples in Khurasan are found in the Mausoleum of Gauhar Shýd 

and the Masjid-i Hauý-i Karb3s, but in the Madrasa Da Dar we have the 

most extensive series found on any Timurid building to date. Their 

prominent positioning and expensive materials (mosaic-faience) are 

evidence of the importance which was attached to, them. 

Finally, one may note'that at least part, ' and probably all of the 

verses on the S dome are by 07isim-i Anvgi who died in 837/1433-4, only 

six years before the madrýLsa was I built. Clearly a poet did not have 

to be dead for some time to attain the status necessary to have promi- 

nent public display of his verses. 

Mscussion Although the building is not described as a madrasa. in 

the foundation inscription (cimTxat is used), there seems to be no 

reason to suggest that it did not have that function. The Safavid 

restoration inscription on the portal describes it as a madrasa, and 

it is the earliest document surviving which refers to the building. 

Its plan is comparable to that of other Timurid madrasas, and madrasas 

were the favorite means of Timurid amirs of ensuring themselves an 

elaborate mausoleum. The presence of the second mausoleum in the 

Madrasa Du Dar is a rather enigmatic feature, however. Although simi- 

lar in form to the S dome chamber, it has no interior decoration. 

Symmetry may have dictated its inclusion in the plan, but its lack of 

fine decoration suggests that it was never intended as a burial place 

for anyone of importance. 

A recent study has shown how Y; suf Khvaja spent most of his 1-*Lfe 

in Qum, being governor there from 838 until his death in 846H. 12 
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Given that he resided in Qum, one can oýly surmise what reasons may 

have led him to choose Mashhad rather than Qum in which to erect his 

funerary madrasa. It may I have been a way of maintaining influence at 

the court, since Shah Rukh had frequently been on pilgrimage to the 

Shrine of Imam Riýg, and had himself built a madrasa in Mashhad close 

to the Shrine. 13 Or Yýsuf Khvaja may have felt that greater baraka 

would be obtained by proximity to Imam Riýg than to Fatima. The site 

which he obtained was presumably the nearest open space at the time, 

as the area to the other side of the bazar, ýcloser to the Shrine, is 

occupied by Timurid madrasas . which very likely antedate his own. 

Materials Bricks 23 x 23 x4 1/2-5cm. RJ . 1cm, HJ 1.5cm. 

Condition The madrasa. was in use until 1976 and survived in rela- 

tively good shape with few alterations, apart from the collapse and 

rebuilding of the N corner. When last seen in 1978 it was undergoing 

comprehensive restoration. ' 

Recorded December 1974, February 1977, June 1978. 

Notes 

1) Faýil, p. 1661. 
2) The plans made by the Mashhad Office of the Sazman-i Hifazat were 

drawn before the commencement of restoration and are inaccurate 
in several points of detail. 

3) A good photograph of the madrasa and its surroundings, taken before 
demolition of other buildings in the vicinity, is published by 

Saadat. 

4) The wa4f of the Mosque of Gauhar Sh9d mentions that it was bounded 

on the N by a small bazar (býzRrcha ; nee Cat. No. 2, P. 7. 
5) Cf. the shops which were built as part of the Ghuriyya complex in 

Cairo at the beginning of the sixteenth century. S. Mehrez, Lhe 
Ghawri. y. ya in the Urban Context: an Analysis of its Form and 
Function, p. 42. 

I would like to thank Lisa Golombek for showing me a photo of this. 
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7) O'Kane, ' "Timurid Stucco Decoration. " 

8) The steps in-setting up this pattern are given in el-Said and 
Parman, Geometric Concepts, Fig. 35. 

9) For Turbat-i Jim see O'Kane, "TZyb2id, " Pl. Ma. 

10) Grube, World of Islam, Fig. 76. 

11) Shishkin, "Nadpist, " pp. 58'9. In a gas-ida Ngsir-i Khusrau uses 

the building of a fine palace (gasr) with gardens and porticos 

and belvederes as a metaphor, for the poetic craft itself; see 

Clinton, "Esthetics, " pp., 85-7. However, Clinton points out at 
the same time that NKsir-I Khusrau's image of the qasida as qasr 
is a rarity, and that "the correspondence between poetry and 

architecture did not catch the imagination of the Persian poets 
in the same way that those between poetry and weaving did. " 
(Ibid., p. 87. ) 

12) See n. -J. 
13) See Cat. No. 12, P. 73. 
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ZIYARAT-I TIMUOR 1ANG 

Location 6km NW of Sh-l*rvgnt on the main road from Mashhad to Bujn; rd. 

Plan (Fig. 28) Dome chamber, square interior, irregular octagonal 

exterior. It is unnecessary to repeat Wilber's detailed-description, 

although some points can be amplified or amended. 

a) exterior: (Pl. 103) The SE entrance is slightly wider and higher 

than the other three,, setting it apart as the principal entrance. It 

is also deeper, enabling the S bay to be used as a staircase, and the 

E bay as a small domed niche. ',, 

b) interior: In 1974 the floor of the mausoleum had been removed, 

exposing a square crypt ca. 
I 2m deep, built of rubble faced with mortar 

(Pl. 106). It had the same diameter as the room above and was entered 

from the NE side via a depressed archway ca. 1-50m high. No traces 

of a burial were seen on the surface. 

A photograph in the Asia Institute Archives, Shiraz (Pl. 105) shows 

the decoration in a much better state of preservation. At the spring- 

ing of the dome a finely executed painted medallion can be seen, built 

up in a triangular shape with vegetal arabesques and smaller calyx- 

leaf medallions. 

Inscription The photograph mentioned above shows the beginning of 

Quran 11/255 (the Throne verse). 

Dating Wilber noted that the structure "offers an additional link 

in the development of a plan type: away from the solid, enclosed tombs 

of the Seljýq period toward the pavilion-like shrines of the Safavid 

period. " 2 He also noted other "post-Seljuq" traits, e. g. "offsets in 

stucco overlay, incised lines in stucco, details of stucco pattern. 
0 

His dating of ca. 1300 A. D. was endorsed by Hillenbrand. 
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Since I propose a date over a cen tury later, 
4 

the criteria are set 

out in some detail below: 

1) The nearest parallels to the painted medallion are found in Timurld 

monuments. The Gunbad-i. sayyjdýn at shahr-i Sabz (841/1437-8) is 

perhaps closest, with triangular medallions in an identical position 

at the base of the dome. Thesep as at Ziyarat, have a smaller medal- 

lion of opposed calyx leaves at the base. In the dome chamber of 

Yusuf Khvaja in the Madrasa Du hLr the medallions are more trefoil 

than triangular but axe still related, and the painting in the zone of 

transition of the Madrasa of TTim-an 7glýa_ has similar thin arabesques. 

2) The profiles of the arches are closer to Timurid than Mongol exam-, 

ples. Those of the exterior octagon, for instance, have more sharply 

curving shoulders and a straighter upper profile than typical Mongol 

examples. The profile of the four main interior arches shows a more 

gradual curve, similar to those of the central dome chamber of the 

Masjid-i Shah, Mashhad. 

3) The pronounced embrasures of the four main windows can be compared 

with those in the Khargird madrasa and the Masjid-i Shaho Mashhad. 

4) The offsetting of the four main interior arches, the further offset 

of the squinches and the form of the squinches themselves are nearly 

identical to the Madrasa. Du Dar and Masjid-i Shah dome chambers. 

5) The upper zone of transition of eight arches, with a squinch net 

above, finds its closest parallel in the Masjid-i Shah. 

6) The zig-zag motif at the base of the dome is mostly found in Timurld 

monuments of the first half of the fifteenth century. 
5 

7) At first glance the style of the inscription might seem to indicate 

an Il-Khanid date; it has none of the fluency of the best Timurid 

inscriptions. However, this may be attributed to provincial workman- 

ship, and a close analogue is provided by another Timurid provincial 
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inscription, that of the Rushkhv; x Masjid-i Jami C, This is also in 

low relief and has the same-'flit surface of the letters, absence of 

background decoration and a certain element of rigidity. 

8) The deep niches of the exterior, as Wilber recognised, belong to a 

"development which reaches full culmination only in Timurid and Safavid 

times. " 
6 

While the plan of'an interior square and exterior octagon 

was popular in Mongol times, especially in the tomb towers of Qum, the 

reduction of load-bearing elements to a minimum and the ensuing greater 

openness are characteristic of Tim id buildings. The nearest parallel, 
7 

both in time and place, would seem to be the Mausoleum at Sangvar. 

9) A factor worthy of note is the name of the building 'Ziygrat-i T-iTn; r 

Lang' and the name of the site-'Tapa-y'i Tim; r7i. 
8 Where the normal 

popular response to a medieval Islamic building is 'from the time of 

Shah cAbb7as, ' such an uncommon attribution provides corroboration for 

a Timurld date. 

Taking all these factors into consideration, and especially given 

the very strong resemblances to Timurid dome chambers in Mashhad, a 

date in the second quarter of the fifteenth century seems probable. 

Setting Near the Imamz9da Hamza Riýg, a larger tomb which is possi- 

bly late Safavid. It is possible to argue that this is evidence that 

the Timurid mausoleum was built for a secular figure. Had it been 

built for a noted religious person one might have expected Safavid 

building activity to focus on repairing or enlarging the tomb, rather 

than building a new mausoleum some 45m away. 

Condition Good, after recent replacement of missing bricks by the 

Sazman-I HIfazat. So far the double dome has been left with only its 

lower shell Intact. 

Recorded December 1974, May 1975. 
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Notes 

1) See bibliography under Wilber. 

2) Wilber, p. 131- 

3) Loc. cit. 
4) Pugachenkova simply assigns it to the fifteenth century (see 

bibliography). 

5) O'Kane, "Týyb7ad, " P. 99, Fig-*9- 
6) Wilber, p. 78. 

7) Catalogue No. 29. 
8) This name is used on anunpublished plan of the area by the 

Sazman-i Hifazat. 
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TOMB OF AULDrA 'SliAEfdN 

Location About 3km from Naukhandin in the Da=agaz Valley. The 

building stands alone in an uninhabited and uncultivated area. The 

amount of rubble and bricks on nearby mounds indicates that the sur- 

rounding area was once built-up. 

Plan (Fig. 29) Cruciform dome chamber with rooms on three sides. 

The only entrance to the dome chamber was on the side opposite the 

mihrab, through a rectangular room which was probably vaulted with a 

central dome flanked by barrel vaults. The lateral sides of the build- 

ing consisted of an aivan flanked by small cells. Staircases led up 

to a second storey of cells, equal in height to the entrance block. 

Elevation a) exterior: (PIS. 107-8) The surrounding rooms would 

have disguised the zone of transition, with only the drum and dome 

being visible above. The drum is finished with smoothly pointed 

bricks; the bricks of the single shell dome are unpointed and it has 

a depressed profile, springing from within the circumference of the 

drum. A double dome seems to have been intended originally, as with 

the ZiyZrat-i Timur iang. I 

b) interior: The resemblance of the kite-shaped squinches to those 

of the Zlykmt-i TImUr Lang have been noted elsewhere. 
2 Other similar 

features are the offsetting of the arches which lead to these, the 

eight segmental arches in the zone of transition, the squinch net above, 

and especially the inscription. Although this has an elaborate flori- 

ated spiral background, its use of the same script and in particular 

a knotted interlace on the turned-back tall of a ya' (Pl. 111) indicate 

that it is the work of the same craftsman. This confirms earlier 

speculation that the building is a "larger and more ambitious version 
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of this (the ZiyFxat-i TllmUr lang) tomb. "3 

A feature lacking at Ziy3xat is the semi-octagonal m1hrab, with 

three tiers of stalactites leading to a fan-like crown. This can be 

compared with -the somewhat more elaborate forms in the lecture-hall. 
4 

of -the Khargird madrasa. 

Inscription Basmala and Quran IT/255-7 followed by 111/8. Where 

the inscription has fallen away in places it becomes clear that the 

plaster on which it was carved was applied to the wall after the first 

plaster coating covering all the walls had been applied. 

Materials Rubble and mortar coated with plaster for the lower walls, 

baked brick for vaulting. 

Dating As indicated above, the building seems to be the work of the 

same team 'which built the ZiyFLrat-I Tim-ur Iang, probably in the second 

quarter of the fifteenth century. 

Function Although no traces of a grave were observed in the build- 

Ing, it seems reasonable to assume that it was erected as a memorial 

construction, either over or near to someone's grave. What was the 

purpose of the adjoining rooms? Perhaps one can see these in the con- 

text of a buq ca or khanqah,, as smaller private spaces for individuals, 

either resident for longer periods of time, or as temporary lodgement 

5 for travellers. As recent studies have shown, the term buqca was 

applied to a variety of buildings in the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries, many of which, like the Tomb of Shaikh Luqm7an at Sarakhs 

or the Buq 0a 
of TRyb7ad, combine a dome chamber with ancillary rooms. 

The area was well known as one which contained mausoleums of Salis. 
6 

Condition Despite the almost total collapse of the surrounding rooms 

the central dome chamber seems structurally sound. 

Recorded JulY 1975. 
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Notes 

1) Catalogue No. 16. 

2) See bibliography. 

3) Loc. cit. It seems only to be more ambitious in terms of size, 

however. As regards materials, decoration, finish and proportion 
the Ziy; rat-i Tliur Lang is altogether finer. 

4) OKane, "Khargird. 11 Pl. IVa. 
5) O'Kane, "T; ybýd, " pp. 94-5. 
6) According to Nicholson, Studies, p. 18, Nas3 in the D%rragaz 

valley was known among S; fIs as "little Syria" because its cemetery 
had 400 sepulchres of sýaikhs and holy men. 
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Hillenbrand, "11osques and Mausolea, " p. 161. 
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MAUSOLEUM OF JAGHATAIN 

Location 72km NE of Gunab7ad, near the old fort of Gaisýr. 

Plan (Fig. 30) Dome chamber, octagonal exterior, square interior. 

Elevation a) exterior: The building is completely symmetrical, 

with entrance aivans on the major axes and niches of equal height and 

width in between. All of the piers which supported these arches are 

damaged at the top. Further up are the remains of an octagonal drum. 

Whatever backing was providedfor the four corner arches in between 

has disappeared; probably some form of corbelling was involved which 

would have been disguised on-the exterior by the tops of the diagonal 

niches. The dome is missing. Apparently no inscriptions or tilework 

are present on the building. 

b) interior: Apart from the entrance doorways, each with a window 

above, the walls are plain up to zone of transition level. The zone 

of transition consists of eight arches with a squinch net between each 

forming a sixteen-sided base. The squinch net seems to be made of- 

thin brick ribs covered in plaster and in effect to be corbelled rather 

than vaulted; it was perhaps because of this that the architect decided 

against having structurally weakening windows in the central axes of 

the zone of transition. A plaster revetment, possibly like that of 

the Mazar-I Sipahsalar, may have been used to decorate the back of the 

corner arches when they were intact. 

Structural features On the exterior scaffold holes are visible on 

the piers just below the springing of the arches. 

Function The building Is known locally as the tomb of Jaghatain, 

apparently a local variant of Chaghatai, after Changiz Kh3n's son who 

is reputed to be buried there. There seems no reason to doubt that it 
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was built as a mausoleum. 

jDating As Zamani points out, octagonal mausolea are numerous in the 

Mongol period, and this is his main reason f or suggesting a Mongol 

date. One of the most similar examples which he quotes, however, the 

1 Zlyarat-i Timur Lang, is more likely to be Timurid. Features other 

than the ground plan also indicate a Timurid date: 

1) The squinch net Is too well developed to be pre-1400 A. D. 

2) The outline of the outside arches with a sharply curving haunch and 

comparatively straight upper part is closer to Timurld than Mongol 

examples. The heavily depressed arches of the windows above the door- 

ways are also paralleled in the window of the aivan at Taybad, for 

instance. 

3) The disregard for structural values in the use of corbelling rather 

than vaulting is more indicative of a Timurid than a Mongol date. 

With these criteria in mind a date in the first half of the fifteenth 

century is suggested. 

Condition Poor. Daep cracks are visible in the corner arches. The 

base - and probably also the zone of transition - has suffered heavily 

from brick thieves. 

Recorded Not seen. 

Notes 

1) Catalogue No. 16. 

Bibliography 

Zamani, "Jaghatain. " 
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KUHSAN, MAMASA OF TUMAN ACHA 

Location lOkm E of the border with Iran on the Herat-Mashhad road. 

The town, also called kuhistan, is situated N of the Harl R; d, and is 

reached from the main road by taking the turning from the main road 

at Tirpul. 1 The medieval name wan Kusaviyya. 

Historical Background The building is today known as the tomb or 

the madrasa of Gauhar Shýd. However, this attribution has only been 

current in the twentieth century. In the nineteenth century it was 

known as -the Madrasa of Tin-an 7ghg, and 24km W of Kuhsan, on the main 

route to Mashhad, was the eponymous caravanserai of T! Zn ýgha- Conolly 

stayed there In the 1830's on his way from Turbat-i Jam to Herat, and 

mentions that it was built by a wife of Tlmýr. 2 He found Kuhsan to be 

deserted, but noted that it had a very fine caravanserai. Khanikoff, 

passing Kuhsýn in 1860, gives more complete information: 

"Tamerlane gave it in apanage to his sixth wife, TUmRn 

Aghi, daughter of AmIr Mu-s-a, whom he married in 779. After 

the death of (Tamerlane) she retired to Kuhsan and lived 

there a long time, becaus6 in 844 she constructed a fine 

madrasa there, with a mosque where she was buried. I need 

not add that the mosque and madrasa are falling in ruins. 
0 

In 1884 Maitland and Peacocke of the Afghan Boundary Commission both 

mention the caravanserai NW of Kuhsan, which was in a fairly good state 

of preservation, TirFir GUrg7an being legible in the inscription over the 

entrance portal. However, -in this short space of time memories of the 

founder had grown dim, as Maitland wrote that Hasan Khýn shRmlU was 

reputed to be the founder and that the origin of the name TUman ? ýghý 

4 
wds unknown. The memory of a Timurid queen as founder of the madrasa 

lived on, however, and her name was transformed into Gauhar Shýd, the 
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best known queen. 

The Timurid histories substantially verify Khanikoff's account. 

Tuman Agha was born shortly before PtamadRn 768/may 1366 to AmIr ýu-sR 

and Arzu Mulk Agha, the latter being the daughter of Amir Bayazid 

.5 -8, 'm- iaiýyir Only eleven years later, in 779/1377 she married T:: L ur 

in Samarqand, where at her wish he made a garden with a pavilion 

(gasr) called the B39h-i Bihisht, by encompassing twelve gardens in 
.6 

one. She is subsequently mentioned regularly along with Sara-y Mulk 

Kh3num In the Zafar Nama, and seems to have been almost on an equal 

I- footing with her. A mark of the special favour with which TImur re- 

garded her may be judged from her retention at the camp in Mazanderan 

in 786/1384-5 while his other wives were sent back. to Samarqand. 
7 

Her patronage of architecture began before she came to Khurasan, as 

two buildings in the Shah-I Zinda bear her name: a mosque, commonly 

referred to as a khanqah, and a buq 0 a. 
9 After Timur's death Khalil 

Sultan married off Tlpiu-r's wives to local noblemen; 
10 Tuma-n Agha was 

given to Shaikh NUr al-Iln who was shortly afterwards assassinated 

by Shah Malik. 11 
After this episode she was brought to Herat by 

Shah Rukh and given the town of ku-saviyya as suyurghýl and "now 

in that town and its environs are examples of her good works: a 

madrasa, a khanqah and a ribat, (all) finely -constructed. " 12 The 

date preserved on her madrasa at Kuhsan, 844/1440-1, means that 

she must have been 74 years old when it was erected, but her lon- 

gevity is confirmed by other sources. In 840/1436-7 Ibn cArabsh9h 

wrote that she was intending to undertake the haji,, and Ibn Taghrl 

Birdl has an interesting report for November 26th 1444 A. D., when 

an ambassador of Shah Rukh arrived in Cairo with a large retinue: 

"with him also was an old 
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woman, one of the wives of TlmUr, who had come for the purpose of making 

the pilgrimage to the sacred house of God and had remained in Damascus 

to go in the Pilgrimage season with the Syrian caravan. " 14 The "old 

woman's must surely be Tuman ýghý, in what appears to be the last his- 

torical reference to her. 

Plan (Fig. 31) Octagonal dome chamber fronted by aivan, rectangular 

mosque to the W, smaller low dome chamber between the two. One of the 

entrances to this small dome chamber is at an angle of 0 to the 

facade adjoining it. Pugachenkova, who has published detailed accounts 

of the building, surmises that another would have existed on the oppo- 

site side, and that the S facade of the building would have been 

symmetrical on an axis through the main dome chamber. 
15 In fact there 

are the remains of walls on the E side of the main dome chamber which 

show that the building certainly extended further on that side. But 

the presence of a corner niche at a 45 0 
angle must alert us to the most 

common context for this feature: in the courtyard of a madrasa-type 

building such as the Shrine at Gazur Gah, or the mad-rasas of lfalg Sar, 

Pariz3d, Flruzshýh at Turbat-i Jým and of Khargird. Coupled with the 

knowledge that the building was and Is still referred to as a madrasa 

by the local inhabitants, It Is clear that the aivan in front of the 

large dome chamber was one of two, or more likely four, courtyard aivans, 

and that the dome chamber formed the climax of the axis leading from 

the now vanished entrance complex. Pugachenkova has already pointed 

out the many similarities of the dome chamber with the mausoleum of 
16 Bibi Khanum. in Samarqand, and how the presence of a ventilation shaft 

leading down from the base of the outer wall of the dome chamber indi- 

cates that it too had a crypt, presumably designed to house the body 

of Tama-n ý&Z The dome chamber should therefore be equated with 

b' Kh Khanikoff's "mosque where she was buried. " The mausoleum of B, I anum 
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was part of her madrasa, which faced the Friday mosque, also known as 

the Mosque of Birbli Kh9n'Lim, and may also have provided an example of 

the siting of a mausoleum attached to a madrasa on the main axis. 

Earlier examples in the Islamic world are provided by the gifte Minare 

Madrasa 'at Erzerum (1242 A. D. )17 and the complex of Sultan Hasan in 

Cairo (1362 A. D. ), but that of TImUr's main wife in Samarqand was no 

doubt the immediate inspiration. The Madrasa of Sultan Husain in Herat 

also seems to have followed the same scheme. 

Even with so fragmentary a part of the madrasa at Kuhs9n left, it 

appears that the plan was somewhat unusual, with a mosque in one of 

the corners opposite the entrance complex, where in other Timurld 

madrasas one finds a small domed lecture hall or cells for students. 

This may partly be explained by the orientation of the madrasa, which 

would have had its longitudinal axis perpendicular to the qibla. In 

most other cases - those of 91; gh Beg In Samarqand and Ghuidavan, the 

Ghiyathiyya at Khargird - the entrance portal was aligned with the 

qibla and the mosque was situated either in the entrance complex 

(Ghujdavgm, Khargird) or behind the aivan opposite the portal (Samarqand). 

Alternatively, where, like Kuhsan, the longitudinal axis was perpen- 

dicular to the qibla, the-mosque could be fitted Into the entrance 

complex (Mgh Beg, Bukhara) or in one of the courtyard aivans (Di Dar, 

Bala Sar, ParIzad). The Madrasa Da Dar also had a mosque in one of the 

corners, so one cannot exclude the possibility of another masild in 

an entrance complex or In the W aivan at Kuhs. 3n. 

Elevation Pugachenkova has already'described and analysed most of 

the pertinent features of this fine building, an example at its finest 

of court architecture in the latter part of the reign of Shah Rukh. 

Some of its more striking features may be commented on. 

First one may note the small niches in the main dome chamber with 
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exquisite painted landscapes in blue on a white ground of trees, rills 

and birds (Pls. 117-8). Precedents for these exist both in Timurid 

mural and manuscript painting, 
19 but it may be stressed that Kuhsýn 

provides the best -preserved example of mural painting of this kind, 

allowing us to appreciate the variety and wealth of effects possible 

from such an apparently limited repertory of forms and colours. 

While the Interior of the dome chamber today presents an unclut- 

tered look, with large expanses of white, it should be realised that 

this has come about largely as a result of the fading of the pigments. 

The thulth inscription which circumscribed the middle of the zone of 

transition has all but disappeared, leaving faint traces of the 

smaller Kufic in Its upper field. Of the inscription which went round 

the eight main niches further down only the grey spirals and the white 

ghosts of the thulth letters remain. Within the zone of transition 

most of the blue pigment has faded away (Pl. 116), so the original 

appearance may have been much richer, like that of the mausoleum of 

Gauhar Sh7ad in Herat. 

Inscriptions One inscription within the main dome chamber, on the 

niche leading to the aivan in front of it, is still legible. Written 

in thulth, it contains Quran 111/18. There is room for more verses, 

and nos. 15 and 16 from the same sT=a would be especially appropriate, 

as they refer to the pleasures of paradise and contain an exhortation 

for forgiveness of sins. 

The inscription in cuerda seca tiles on the drum can no longer be 

read, but those further below are better preserved. 
20 The larger, 

naskhi, rectangular white tiles outlined in blue, reads: 

AVj ri. 
4--k 4-111 d-U I 
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"The messenger of God, God bless him and grant him salvation, said: 

'The grave is one of the gardens of paradise or the chafing of the 

yoke. "' 

The smaller, square Kufic In light blue tiles, is fitted in between 

the ascenders of the larger insCription: 

?. )L- 'i I 'L. ý --- Lc--a 13 ts -ýc C. 's I 
.ýI Ld L, - an Ij1; 

Att "... 

"God most high said: 'How is he ashamed of my slave and my people 

(one word) In submission? '... in the year 844/1440-1. " 

The square Kufic at the back of the aivan is particularly striking; 

like the large naskhi on the drum the letters are white outlined by 

dark-blue, but extra interest is provided by a further border of light- 

blue and by the way in which it follows the contours of the arch, in 

the same way that the purely ornamental patterns do in the niches on 

the exterior of the dome chamber. 
21 

It reads: 

X u., J (13a. LlJ 106.: () 

"Praise God and thanks to God. " 

Materials Marble foundation course 28cm high. Bricks 26-7 x 26-7 x 

5cm. Hard white mortar with little sand admixture. The logs encased 

within the buttresses inside the double dome 22 
are ca. 18cm diameter. 

Condition Very poor. Since Khanikoff mentioned that the building 

was falling in ruins, probably not much more existed when he visited 

it than does now. However, between my f irst and second visits the 

fabric had deteriorated noticeably, particularly in the SE corner. 

Recorded January 1975, March 1977. 
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Notes 

1) Adamec, Herat, p. 279. 

2) Journey, p. 381. 
3) M6moire, p. 122. 
4) See bibliography. According to Yate, writing at the same time, 

she was a grand-daughter of Timur, and was responsible for the 

bridge of Pul-i KhatTm south of Sarakhs. See Yate, bibliography. 

The site of the caravanserai of TTiman Xghý, now called Plish Ribat, 

was visited, but a shapeless mound of rubble was all that remained 

of it. 
5) ZN, II, p. 1051 Barthold, IL P. 31. 
6) ZN, I, p. 215. 
7) ZN, Itp. 278. 
8) (Deleted) 

9) Shishkin, "Hadpisi v ansamble... 9" pp. 63-5. 

10) ZN, IIP P- 517; Barthold, II, p. 70. 
11) MS, pp. 122-4; Sanders, P. 277; Barthold, II, p. 72. 

12) MS. p. 124. - 
13) Sanders, P. 311. 

14) Tr. Popper, V9 p. 96. 
15) "Les monuments .... 11 p. 28. 
16) Ibid., P. 35. 
17) For this date see J. M. Rogers, "The Date. " 
18) For a list of other buildings erected at this time, see "Taybad, " 

P. 103. 
19) See Pugachenkova, "Les Monuments ...... P. 36; Chapter III above. 
20) 1 would like to thank Husain Mudarrisl Tabý; tabý'i for his help in 

reading these. 
21) This is an unusual configuration for Timurld ornament. For com- 

parable treatment cf. the entrance complex of the Khargird madrasa. 
22) See Pugachenkova, "A Vetude..., " p. 26. 
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32) Cat. no. 19. Kuhsan, Madrasa. of T-uman ýghl: 
section (after Pugachenkova) 
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HERAT, GUNBAD-I CHUPAN 

Location At the N end of the Xhiyiban, where the petrol station is 

now situated. The. structure, fell down in 1306/1927; our most impor- 

tant record of it IS a photograph by. Niedermayer (Pl. 119). 

Elevation All that is visible in the photograph, or that is mentioned 

- To in Yate's or Saljuql s accoýmts, is a'square dome chamber. The lower 

part was originally covered with a revetment in banna'i technique, with 

glazed bricks forming a lozenge pattern. This section probably con- 

tinued straight up to the base of. the drum, but by 1916 had been 

severely damaged, I exp6singthe corner arches and a hole in the back of 

the brick-vaulted squin ch. '-,, 

The lower part. of the drum is faced with banna'i bricks, apparently 

of unif orm buff colour, with a vaulted- aperture leading to the space 

between the double dome. Above is a band of inset-technique based on 

a design of eight-pointed stars,, perhaps in mosaic-faience, framed by 

white-tiled pentagons., Further up is an inscription, again seemingly 

in mosaic-faience. The final band, composed of repeated, vertical 

rectangular units, like those of the Madrasa Du Dar and Masjid-i Shah, 

led to the single-tier stalactite cornice. A thin band of medallions 

ca. 40cm wide encircled the base of the drum. Whether the dome swelled 

out above this point is not cle; ar from the photograph; if there was any 

swelling it was certainly not more than that of the Mausoleum of Gauhar 

Sh3d. Above was a band of monochrome tiles, possibly light-blue like 

those in a similar position on the Madrasa of TUm3n Xghg, while some 

scattered light and dark tiles above this indicate that a geometrical 

pattern was used towards the top. The presence of a man in the photo- 

graph makes some approximate dimensions possible: 
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ground to bas6 of drum - 5.4m 

base of drum to base of dome 5.4m 

dome 4.6m 

Interior Yate wrote of a hole in the floor giving access to an under- 

ground chamber, then mostly f illedý up. ý SaljUqi' adds that it apparently 

opened out into four rooms. This. description corresponds with that of 

most crypts in Timurid dome chambers, e. g. those of the G; r-i M-1r, the 

r Mausoleum of Bi Klignum or -those of'the dome chambers in the Madrasa. bi 

Du Dar. No other information about the interior is available from the 

sources, except that it contained no tombstones, the nearest being 40 

2 
or 50 yards away. The presence of the. crypt, however, and the form 

of the dome chamber with a double dome on a high drum, make it virtually 

certain that the buildingwas a mausoleum. 

D), ting and Identification Given the rather limited analysis possible 

from a monochrome photograph, one is nevertheless struck by the simi- 

larity between this mausoleum and that of Taran XghK at Kuhs9n. 

Firstly, the almost equal division of the elevation into one-third 

lower chamber, one-third drum and one-third dome is almost the same in 

each monument, and the profile of the dome is also similar. Secondly, 

the character of the decoration is analogous, with anepigraphic banna'i 

work on the lower cube, a band of plain brick at the base of the drum 

with decorative and inscription bands above, and a dome with a patch of 

plain tiles above a smaller medallion band. 

While this gives us an anchor point in the middle of the fifteenth 

century, however, it would be unwise to insist on too narrow limits 

above, or even below this date. 

With -the exception of the Masjid-i Shah in Mashhad, all double- 

domed mausoleums In fifteenth century Khurasan are attached to madrasas. 

Since the Gunbad-i Chup9n is square, rat - her than octagonal, it may have 
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formed one of a pair of dome chambers at the corners of a madrasa. 

In any case it certainly belonged to a building which was accord- 

ed the finest architectural design and decoration available, and so 

must almost certainly have been one which Khvgndamirr describes in the 

Miulasat al-Akhbar. Of those madrasag which he mentions whose loca- 

tions are in this general area, at the top of the Khiya_bgn, a possible 

candidate is that of Amir CAlllka kailtash who in 844/1440-1 "was buried 

in the dome chamber of the madrasa which he had founded at the head of 

the KhiyabZn (dar sar-: 1 KhivRb7an) Although a number of other monu- 

ments were clustered in this area 
4 

XhvZndam73x's description of the 

Madrasa of Kukiltash5 showed that it ranked among the finest of the 

period. In addition to building extensive charitable foundations in 

Khurasan the amir KUkiltýsh held land in Anatolia and Egypt, 
6 

and it 

is probably to such an extremely wealthy patron that a building of the 
I. i. 

first rank such as the Gunbad-I Ch; pýn should be attributed. 

Notes 

1) KhixLint P. 77. 

2) Yate. 

3) M, p. 746; HS, III, p. 629; Allen, Catalogue, No. 450. 

4) For a list see Allen, Catalogue, No. 468. 

5) KA, p. 21. 

6) Barthold, II, PP- 123-4. 
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GHALVILR, MASJID-I HAUi-I KARBIS 

Location 4km W ofHerat, on the road to Ghuriyan. 

Plan (Fig. 33) Winter mosque with four longitudinal domed bays. 

The main features of the mosque have been given a succinct description 

and analysis by Pugachenkova. 2 The winter mosque is situated to the 

west of a large modern courtyard. Three of the bays seem to be origi- 

nal, the central one being vaulted by a squinch net leading to a twelve- 

sided dome, the two flanking it by squinch nets producing octagonal 

domes. The domes are formed over rectangular bays. This is facili- 

tated by sharply inclined'vaults at either end of each bay. 3 

Decoration On the soffits of the arches dividing the bays are 

traces of geometric ornament in plaster relief (Pl. 124). similar 

ornament was used. to telling effect a few years later in the lecture 

hall of the madrasa at Khargird, and in the contemporary dome chamber 
4 

of the Madrasa of Tuman Agha in Kuhsan. 

The finest decoration however is used on the mihrab and the rec- 

tangular panel opposite (PL. 121-3). Photographs belie the height5 

and power of the m1hrab; its - wide outer inscription band lessens its 

verticality but relates perfectly to the tympanum and smaller arch 

within, and allows the calligrapher ample scope to display his art. 

Two unusual features of the mihrab deserve comment. Firstly the 

spandrels of the small arch consist of a blue and white flowering 

tendril set on an amber ground. Amber is rarely used as a ground in 

mosaic-faience. Here the constantly varying ranges of tone, found 

more often in amber than in any other colour, provide an effective 

foil for the delicate flowers. 

Inscriptions The inscriptions are in thulth of outstanding quality. 
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C6 HaravIi has suggested that they may be the work of Jal9l Ja far. This 

may indeed be the case, &s we have no record of Jalal Ja far's work 

between 841/1437-8 when the Madrýsa of Gauhar Shad was finished and 

848/1444-5 when the inscriptions on the madrasa. at Khargird and the 

buq Ca of Shaikh Zain* al-1TIn at TiORd were finished. The madrasa at 

Kuhsan was the only major royal foundation built between the above 

dates, and it was finished a year, before the mosque at Ghalvar. Even 

0 
assuming that Jalal Ja far worked at Kuhsan, he would have had ample 

opportunity to draw the designs for the limited number of inscriptions 

at Ghalvar; and their quality is certainly equal to his work elsewhere. 

The outer inscription of the m1hrab consists of the Throne Verse, 

qi=an 11/255. The tympanum, which is raised 4cm from the rest of the 

mihrab, reads qaula tacgli followed by Quran 111/39 to mihr9b: "The 

saying of the Most High, 'And the angels called to him as he stood 

praying in the sanctuary. " 

On the wall opposite is a rectangular panel of mosaic-faience, 

with three lines of thulth, the f irst two from Sacd-11's Gulistýn, the 

last giving the date of construction of the mosque: 
7 

I L*j L. 

o .3wIj 
L-L a 

LL 

1ý 
-3 C) jKjJ-, ýS 

Ld J 17. -' 
t. 0 J& 

L; U& 
L). " 

WI ýj LJ Io 1z c.,. z 

Translation: 

May this arrangement and composition remain for years 
(When) every small sign of us is dispersed 

The purpose of this depiction is 

That (something) of us should remain 
Because I do not consider (my) existence as permanent 
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Unless one day a pious man compassionately 

Prays for the welfare of the dervishes. 
8 

This blessed noble building was finished in the months of 

the year eight hundred and forty-five (1441-2). 

c Sa di's Gulistan had already been lavishly illustrated in Baysun- 

ghur's library, 9 
so it should come as no surprise that his verse should 

be found on buildings of this period. The sentiments expressed are as 

well suited to architecture as poetry. 
10 An earlier use in Herat was 

in fact in metalwork, on the bronze basin in the Masjid-i Jamic (776/ 

1374-5), 11 
and just a few years previously (772/1371) a Muzaffarid 

prince had had the same verses carved on the portal of the Palace of 

DLrius at Persepolis. 
12 

Condition Good. 

Recorded January 1975. 

Notes 

1) Ghalvgx is named by HZfiz-i Abru- as being a suburb of the Anj-1l 

district: HA, p. 18: .* 
2) Pugachenkova, "A l'Etude, " pp. 28-31. The section reproduced on 

p. 28 is quite inaccurate in the form of the squinch nets. 

3) Similar vaults can be seen in the Shrine of Ahmad YassavIl (799/ 

1397) and the UlUgh Beg Madrasa, Ghujdavgn (856/1433). See 

respectively Pugachenkova, "C Ishrat-Khaneh, " p. 180 and idem, 

Zodchestvo, p. 72. 

4) For a more detailed discussion of this type of stucco, see O'Kane, 

"Timurid Stucco Decoration. " 

5) It is just under 4m high. 
6) HaravIr, Hunar va Mardumt P- 50- 

7) HaravIr transcribes the inscription with the following errors: 
"bimanad" f or "bimanad, 11 11tartib" f or "tarkib, " "khak" f or "khRl" 

and "yad" for "bZz. " 

8) The translation is partly based on Rehatsek. 
9) Dablin, Chester Beatty Library, p. 119. 
10) Cf. Horace's "Exegi monumentum aere perennius. " 
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11) Melikian Chirvani, "Bassin, " P. 7. 
12) Idem, "Le Royaume, " p. 22 1, Mustafav: 11, tr. Sharp, Pgrs, p. 220. 

The verses also occur later iWthe fifteenth century on the Darb-1 

Imam in Isfahan: Hunarfar, Ganjlna, P. 343. 
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TURBAT-I JIM, MASJID-I JAMIC AND MAMASA OF FIRUZSHXli 

For these two parts of the Shrine complex see "Tgybýd, Turbat-I 

Jam and Timurid Vaulting, " Appendix IV. 

One feature of previous publications of the Madrasa of Firuzshah 

may be questioned: the assumption that the room between the courtyard 

of the Shrine and the S aivan of the madrasa was the vestibule of the 

madrasa. Although the entrance to it from the Shrine courtyard is 

marked by a blind niche with a portal screen projecting above the wall 

to either side, this is not so impressive an entrance as one finds in 

other Timurid madrasas, where a large alvan is the rule. Such an 

aivan, undoubtedly containing the foundation inscription of Jalal al- 

ffn FI1ruzshah, could well have been on the E or N side of the madrasa's 

courtyard, and may have led to a vestibule which in turn may have com- 

municated with an entrance complex. 

The vestibule which exists today, then, may not have been a busy 

passageway, but rather a small oratory for quiet contemplative prayer, 

accessible to pilgrims to the Shrine as well as to the occupants of 

the madrasa. 

I ILI: 
. A. -T,; 
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TUR13AT-I JýMt MADRASA OF AMIR SHAH MALIK 

According to the "Appendix" published by Lisa Golombek, 
1 

the madrasa 

of Amir Shah Malik, constructed in 846/1442-3, was located to the S of 

the Shrine, an area which today is occupied by a modern structure. 

In McCool's plan, published by Wilber, 2 
an aivan flanked by a series 

of blind niches is shown in this area, immediately opposite the Madrasa 

of Firuzshah. 

Two photographs published by Godard show part of this structure 

before it was demolished. In one only the end of the wall facing the 

courtyard is visible; 
3 

the other shows a ruined aivan behind the en- 

trance aivan. 
4A 

squinch vault covered the latter, while on the former 

the remains of roughly applied plaster were visible, suggesting that 

another revetment, perhaps tilework, originally covered it. 

There is a possibility that these fragments formed the remains of 

the madrasa of Amir Shah Malik, although with no reliable dating cri- 

teria available from the published photographs, it must remain only a 

possibility, pending publication of other old photographs of the same 

area. 

Notes 

"Chronology, " p. 41. There is a still unresolved discrepancy 

between the date of death of Amir Shih Malik (829/1426) and the 

supposed date of erection of his madrasa. 
2) LII, Fig. 52. 

3) "Voates, " Fig. 264. 

4) Ibid., Fig. 186 

Bibliography: See the notes. 
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TXYBAD, BUeA OF SHAIKIi ZAIN Aý-D-OIN ABU- BAKR TAYBADI 

See "Tgybad, Turbat-i-J.; m and Timurid Vaulting, " Appendix IV. 

In a recent study Sheila Blair has commented on possible meanings 
c for the term buq a While agreeing that it always had funerary con- 

notations, she produces evidence to suggest that it need not necessarily 

be connected with Suf1s. Firstly, she gives textual examples where it 

was used to refer to non-Sufi buildings, such as the Mashhad of C All 

at Najaf, or to the various buildings in the tomb complexes of Rash-ld 

al-IjIn in the Rubc-i RashIdI and Uljgy-tU at Sultqniyya. Secondly, the 
0 

inscription of the buq ca at-Natanz says that the founder ordered it 

and then endowed it as a khanqah for poor Sufis. She points out that 

had the word buq ca necessarily denoted Sufi activities, there would 

have been no need to further qualify it as a khanqah. 

This interpretation seems convincing. While there is thus no 

epigraphic evidence that the Buqca of T9yb3d was used by Suf is, one 

can nevertheless argue that its provision of smaller rooms around the 

large dome chamber, and the fame of the mystic in whose honour it was 

erected, increase the likelihood of its housing, even if on an infor- 

mal basis, a Sufi community. 

Notes 

1) Blair, Natanz, pp. 144-6. 
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KHARGIRD, MAMASA AL-GHIYATHIYYA 

See "The Madrasa al-Ghiyýsjyya at Khargird, " Appendix III and 

"T; ybad, Turbat-i Jým and Timurid Vaulting, " pp. 101-3, Appendix IV. 

Some comments may be added to the above articles. 

The bevelled corners of the courtyard The prior examples of this 

f eature in the ParlzRd and Bala Sar madrasas should be noted. In 

"Khargird" it is stated that "their employment is as much f or spatial 

as for decorative purposes, in that they provide a more economical 

means of providing passage-ways to the staircases. " Upon reflection, 

the spatial advantages of the bevelling are not substantial, whatever 

their aesthetic merit. What would have been the result if they had 

been omitted, and the corners left rectangular? Only on the eastern 

upper-storey domed corner rooms would there have been any effect: 

these would have had to be smaller to accommodate the passageway 

leading to the cells on either side. In other cases, however, only 

the vestibules or corridors leading to staircases would have been 

diminished. 

Admittedly, this was to be a perennial problem in later architec- 

ture. Safavid caravanserals show some of the most elegant solutions, 

although the problem was not so acute there, since an extended corri- 

dor could still be used as part of a stable. Even the ninety years 

of further experiments which the architect of the Dfir-I c Arab Madrasa 

in Bukhara had to draw on did not bring him any closer to a solution. 

ihe realisation that some space in this area had to be wasted was 

finally turned to advantage in the Madrasa DTadar-i Shah in Isfahant 

where small courtyards have been arranged in the corners. 
2 

Alignment. In Herzfeld's archive the qibla is recorded as facing 235 0 
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Reasons for erection in Khargird It has been suggested that one of 

the reasons why Ghiyath al-Ign. ffir Ahmad Khvýfli wished to build struc- 

0 tures such as this madrasa, and a fine buq a (Taybýd) in his native 

Khvaf may have been to secure the property f or his descendants. If 

they were named trustees in a waqf ahlI, the property would have been 

free from arbitrary confiscation, and the family would have had the 

use of surplus funds from the. waqf. 

However, there are possible objections to this theory. One is 

that the bequests were not limited to Khv7af -Khvandamir in his biography 

of Pir Ahmad specifically states that the waqf s of the madrasa and 
c4 buq a were considerable throughout Khurasan. Another objection is 

that, even if the madrasa had been erected in Herat, the same lands 

could have been constituted waqf and the family could have enjoyed the 

same privileges. Should one then assume after all that Pir Ahmad 

19wished to perpetuate a tradition of learning which had been founded 

in the nearby Niz3miyya"? 5 It is likely, however, that, even if prop- 

erties from all over Khurasan were made waqf f or the madrasa, the bulk 

of Pir Ahmad's holdings was in the province of Khvaf. The closer the 

building that was made waqf to the sources of income, the less chance 

of embezzlement before they reached the trustees. 
6 

This latter con- 

sideration, therefore, may have been of overriding concern for Plir 

Ahmad in his decision to build in Khv3X. 
0 

Notes 

1) Best plan in Bulatov, Garmonizatsiya, Fig. 117. 

2) Plan in Pope, Persian Architecture, Fig. 316. 
3) Golombek, "Khargird Revisited" (forthcoming), "Taybad, " p. 96. 

-C 4) auq.: Zf-I an biq9c-i -nafa dar atriif-i KhurisRri b1syjx 
9 

IN rp- 3Y% 
"Khaxgird, " P. 79. It is still not certain whether this building 

was a madrasa or a mosque. 
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6) It has been estimated that losses from lands hundreds of miles 

away from the source of income could be as much as 50%. See 

Rogers, "Waqfiyyas, " p. 188. 

Bibliography 

Anon., tr. M. F. Zafar, "The School of Khargurd, " Afghanistan March 

1981, pp. 51-2. The translator would have done well to remain 

anonymous also-the article concludes "The inscription on the 

building mentions the fact that Qivamuddin had died while holding 

the scafolding (sic). " 
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MASHHAD, MAWID-I SHAH 

Location Ca. 1/2km W of the Shrine, just off the former main bazar 

route. 

Plan (Fig. 35) Square dome chamber surrounded by corridors and 

smaller rooms, preceded by facade of aivan, corner minarets, and inter- 

mediate niches. 

Elevation a) exterior: The entrance facade has been restored in 

the last fifteen years to its putative original state by the removal 

of a later inscription at the top of the portal screen of the aivan 

and of plaster semi-domes at the back of the aivan and the niches (Fig. 

38). Fortunately, the mosaic-faience decoration which covers most of 

the portal was mostly intact underneath the plaster and formed the 

basis for subsequent restorations. 

The entrance aivan is barrel-vaulted with mosaic-faience decoration 

covering the sides, back and portal screen. Only the beginning and 

end of the main inscription on the portal screen axe intact; the 

Safavid inscription which was on top of the portal screen has been 

removed to show how the original inscription would have framed it. 

There axe two niches to either side of the aivan. Those immedi- 

ately beside it are connected to it by a small domed bay. When looked 

at on the ground plan, these bays seem to be part of an ambulatory 

which surrounds the central domed square. However, the tiled decora- 

tion at the back of the aivan confirms that it was always part of the 

exterior, as with the bays to either side. There is a certain ambigu- 

ity, however, about the dividing line in this area between interior a 

and exterior, for at the moment only modern wooden lattices with an 

inlaid door mark the transition. The usual Timurid entrance was 
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rectangular, often with a grilled window above the lintel, and in the 

absence of this It is difficult to say whether the modern lattices 

reflect the shape and location of the original entrances. 

The two bays beside -the minarets*communica-te with corridors behind; 

they too are now closed off with wooden lattices. 

The minarets stand on a polygonal base which, like the rest of 

the facade, has been recently eased in black stone. The round shaft 

above was topped by a wooden balcony and a smaller circular storey, 

as the right hand minaret shows. 

The bulbous dome, on a tall drum-, is clearly visible behind the 

aivan, one of the rare combinatio, nsl'of these forms in Persian archi- 

tecture where the relationship between the two is finely balanced. 

Pope aptly characterised its form as'perfect, -and his preference for 

it over that of the MasjId-I Gauhar Sh.; d is justified by the increased 

height of the drum of the former,. which makes the bulge of the dome 

appear less abrupt. 

At the base of the drum eight windows alternate with panels con- 

taining large banna'i Kufic. Above is an inscription band and a frieze 

which was originally capped by stalactites leading to the base of the 

dome. The tiles which now cover the dome are restorations based on 
2 

earlier photographs, although only a few at the base were intact. 

One peculiarity of the aivan and dome should be noted: the back of the 

aivan partially obscures the window on the same axis, as well as part 

of the bannali script to either side (Fig. 37P Pl. 133). 

Clearly it has been added on to the original dome chamber. At 

what time this took place is a question that will be discussed later. 

The side an(I rear facades axe of plain brick. The rear in par- 

ticular shows extensive signs of restorations of different periods. 

b) interior: The central dome chamber is completely symmetrical (Pl. 
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130). Between the. main arches four kite-shaped squinches lead to an 

octagonal inner drum, each face of which is pierced by a window. Each 

window has a sloping embrasure 'composed of six logs. From the arches 

over the windows a squinch net leads to a twenty-four-sided base for 

the shallow inner dome, 

Surrounding the dome chamber on three sides is a lower ambulatory, 

which on the main axis widens -into an "apsidal niche. " This is what 

Diez recorded (although he was only able to observe the building from 

the outside), although Byron writing in the Survey comments that 

"... there appears to be no exit from the sanctuary in this direction, 

and neither photographs nor observations on the spot have revealed 

any such thing. .3 This conflict of evidence may be partially resolved 

by the consideration of the state of this part of the building before 

restoration. Photographs of the Mashhad Sazman-i Hifazat show that 

the surrounding corridor and apse/was partially destroyed, the roof 

and several walls having collapsed in several places. Its precarious 

state may explain why no access to this area from the main dome chamber 

was possible at the time of Byron's visit. It has been presumably 

restored from the surviving foundations, although one cannot be sure 

that all the domes supported on squinch nets in this area are original. 

One for which documentary evidence does exist 
4 

is that in the middle 

of the S corridor, a most unusual example where the squinch net leads 

to a fourteen-sided base for the dome. 

To the S and N of the ambulatory are smaller domed rooms and corri- 

dors, although the treatment is not symmetrical on either side. 

To the S is a domed room. A photograph taken before restoration5 

shows that the base of the dome here was eight-sided, and not twelve- 

sided as it is now. 

To the N there is a larger domed room with deep recesses on three 
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sides. The recesses to the E and W support small upper-storey chambers, 

that on the W reached by a staircase on the outer W wall, that on the 

E by the staircase in., the NE corner of the -building. 

Crypts (Fig. 36p Pl. ý132) In the course of restoration in the N 

dome chamber, the Sazman-i Hifazat came upon stairs which lead down to 

a small vestibule and then a square. crypt underneath the main dome 

chamber. These were all full of earth which was removed. Unlike many 

other Timurid crypts,. such as those in the GUr-i Mir, the Mausoleum 

of Bib-11 KhZnum, or the Madrasa Da Dar, the walls and squinches are 

roughly finished, with plaster covering roughly pointed bricks, unlike 

the banna'i bricks, of the former examples. A photograph from the 

Sazman-i Hifazat shows the dome missing, and so the present one is a 

restoration. The original dome, as the first courses show, had a 

steeper profile than the other Timurld crypts mentioned above, but 

even this was not sufficient to save it from collapse--the rubble which 

was removed from the crypt probably consisted partly of the caved-in 

dome. 

Another crypt has recently come to light underneath the S dome 

chamber, the entrance to it being from a corridor with several right 

angles which began -near 
the SE corner of the building. It is similar 

to that underneath the main chamber, although slightly smaller. 

The larger crypt has a low plaster-covered brick cenotaph in the 

centre and three others around the walls, while the smaller crypt has 

only one in the middle. 

Interior of double dome Eight brick buttresses, four large and four 

slightly thinner, support the. shell. The f our larger ones stand on a 

pair of intersecting arches which spring from the base of the drum, 

and which reinforce the back of the inner dome. A similar system can 
6 be seen in the Masjid-i Gunbad in ZiyFxatg, 71i. 
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An earlier photograph shows a central wooden pole connected in 

places to the buttress by other wooden siuds; 
7 this has now been re- 

placed by a metal scaffold tower. 

Decoration a) tilework: Tilework'in various guises is used to 

cover all the entrance facade, the outer shell of the dome, and much 

of the interior of the main, dome, chamber. 

Mosaic-faience is used most frequently, sometimes in common with 

brick plaques to f orm inset technique (on the flanks of the aivan and 

., 
intermediate niches) or, as on the minaret, within a framework of 

banna Ii bricks. The repertory of patterns is considerable, although, 

as Golombek observed, precedents for many of them can be f ound in the 

Mosque of Cauhar'Shad, or even in the Mosque of Tuman Agha in the 

Shah-i Zinda. The pattern of interlacing strapwork on a tympanum of 

the latter, for instance, 
8 

is almost identical to that on an arched 

panel beside the main doorway of the Masjid-i Shah (Pl. 129). The 

spandrels of this part, however, show a motif whose appearance in tile- 

work seems to be new: a Chinese cloud-band scroll, combined here with 

aý large peony in the centre of the spandrel. Individual cloud-bands 

are also used in several of the mosaic-faience cartouches of the 

minarets. The motif is found later in Timurid architecture in the 

shrines at Xz9din, but it was not until the Safavid period that its 

use became widespread. 

-I- The large base of the dome uses banna'i Kufic between the windows. 

The turquoise letters are outlined in tiles of a darker blue whose 

colours can vary considerably from medium to navy. The dappled effect 

is not unpleasing, although one wonders whether it bespeaks local 

,'ý manufacture with less rigorous quality control than that of the capital. 

The mosaic-faience frieze of -the -top of the drum is divided into 

a series of floral panels. This owes more to the Madrasa Du Dar than 
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to any surviving parts of the'G ar Shad Mosque. 

It was the interior of the main dome chamber, however, that the 

designer reserved for his most original use of tilework. The dado is 

of emerald green hexagonal tiles, to . pped by a mosaic-faience inscrip- 
I 

tion on the same green background. So far the dome chamber is not 

u, nlike many fifteenth century examiles-others with hexagonal green 

tiles include the complex of Tuman Agha in the Shah-! Zinda, the Khan- 

qah of Shah Rukh in 19mgh9n, the Green Mosque in Bursa and the garden 

pavilion in Afýshta. In a stroke of genius, however, the hexagonal 

tiles continue upwards into the tympanum of the four main arches, 

ihereby producing a vibrant 6`fiect of colour. 
9 The shallow spandrels 

of the doorway arches are filled w: ith an amber spiral scroll but this 

too is on a green background, and does not distract from the overall 

monochromatic eff ect. This neirer becomes monotonous, because the 

slight variations in Intensity of the glaze gives the tiles a pleasant 

mottled appearance, like the banna'i of the drum. The appearance of 

the tiles today is slightly misleading, however, as they originally 

had stencilled patterns of unf Ired gold. This has now worn off, leav- 

ing only a ghost film. The arabesque medallion in the centre may be 

coMPared with those in a similar technique in the Green Mosque in 

Bursa. 10 

b) painting: The four arches of the main dome chamber and the area 

above it were all painted originally. Little remains today, but from 

the' surviving fragments, such as the golden trefoil medallion in the 

c. entre of the squinches, outlined in a series of smaller medallions, 

or the large reciprocal trefoils at the base of the dome, it is clear 

that the onlooker was confronted with a lightening of colours as the 

eye moved upwards, complementing the architectural dissolution of the 

solidity of the lower arches and squinches to the elaborate faceting 
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of the squinch net. above. 

lInscriptions As one of, the major problems connected with this 

_building 
was its function, the inscriptions later in date than the 

Timurid foundation will be included for any light which they might 

'throw 
on this matter. ýhe inscriptions have been published by Sanirc 

al-Daula, Mez, Sykes, Maulavi and Hanaway. 

The entrance aivan. Right flank of portal screen, above flowering 

vase panel; white thulth on a dark-blue ground: 

I L! 

"Work of the maste3ý Shams al-Iffn Muhammad banný' al-Tabrizi" 
0 

The usual place for a panel of this kind would be on the left flank, 

at the end of an inscription. 11 It is not impossible that it has 

been removed and reassembled at some time. 12 

The main inscription of the portal screen, in large white letters 

on a dark-blue ground, begins above this. The upper quarter of the 

space is taken up with light-blue plaited Kuf ic, in a style similar 

to that on the E alvan"of the Madrasa Parlilzýd. On the right flank 

only the beginning of the basmala is present; the end of the inscrip- 

tion on the left flank is as follows: 

2) 44.3 rj 
L04 

&U 
I 

; ýýC 
0jI Oe 

I oiL; L-A 3 cm. -" 3 e. 1-7ýj 
"... the amir Malik Shah, may God elevate the ascendancy of his 

his rule, in Rajab 855/July-August 1451.11 

While one need not agree that the equal of this inscription is not to 

be found anywhere, 
13 the quality of the remainder is certainly out- 

standing, with the calligrapher making the most of the proximity of 

the repeated forms of the khams and khams"rn and of the uprights at the 

end of the date. The slight flattening of several letters in the date 

give the script an appearance of Myhan rather than thulth. 
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ý'Framing this inscription was a continuous band of epigraphic 

ca. rtouches containing Persian verses in amber thulth on a dark-blue 

ground. The poetry is by Q7asim-i AnvRr, Sacel and Hgfiz, and while 

some of the verses have been restored by the Sazman-i Hifazat, only 

14 0- the originals are included here. On the lower right pier, by Sa di: 

ti 
1 -)3 4- 4 Uv -' -C 

A 

"Life is sweet, alas that it's not everlasting! 

There is no reliance on these f ive passing days (i. e. , lif e). it 

On the left hand side of the right flank; author unknown: 

- 4) ý 'j 
Ort cpi- X.. p 

I 
-%: 

ý- L-; 
I-Pj I d. - d5 

ti .ý "That I speak of the qualities of the Lord 

Myself and Your Oneness-alas, my heart trembles. " 

On the right side of the left flank, by Qasim-i Anvar: 

LIv* V JV 
dS 

Le '5 o X, 

"In everything I see-your likeness (lit. the book of your face) 

,,, 
It is several days slnce, Qýsim has remained apart from you 

I am lost in admiration, 0 Friend, and I shall remain beguiled. " 

(? n_, ýhe right and base of the left flank, by Hýfiz: 

1- , 
6) J.; --, 61; 3; j. ev 

JAI 
4-ýA 

"It is written in gold on this emerald arcade 

Nothing will remain except the goodness of the generous. 

On the bevel of the portal, screen of the aivan axe several cartouches 

in Arabic in praise of the prophet and the imams. 
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Only one on the right side remains:, ' 

'rk J-0 r-t-IJ I 

"'0 God, pray f or Muhamnad the Chosen. 

On;. the left side the f ollO-Wing remains: 

J-0 
J-0 

Lýj I ts -%t. &J I LA--j 
I 

"(0 God pray for) Muhammad al-Tuqg 

0 God pray for 0 All al-Naql 

And Hasan al- c Askarl and Muhammad al-Mahd-l al-Hadli. " 

The inscription at -the -top of Ahe aivan, which has since been 

removedo was in white separated into two registers by a white line- 

a typically Safavid trait (Pl. 128). It contained: 

Q=n 11/144 

"We have seen the turning of thy face to heaven, (for guidance, 
0 Muhammad). And now verily We shall make thee turn (in prayer) 
toward a qibla which is dear to thee. So turn thy face toward 

0 

the Inviolable Place of Worship, and ye (0 Muslims), whereso- 

ever ye may be, turn your faces (when ye pray) toward it. 

Lo! those who have-received the scripture know that (this 

Revelation) is the Truth from their Lord. And Allah is not 

unaware of what they "do. " 

The minarets: The largest mosaic-faience ins criptions on the building 

are found on the semi-circular panels just above the bases of the 

minarets. The top quarter of the field is amber plaited Kuf1c, like 

that of the main inscription on the portal screen, while below it in 

white thulth on a dark-blue ground is: 

II Qtwan XLI/33- I 

"And who is better in speech than- him who prayeth unto his Lord 

and doth right, and saith: Lo! I am of those who surrender (unto 

Him). " 
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Above this frieze the decoration is divided into a series of 

car-touches of varying sizes. Many of them contain pairs of the asmR' 

al-husný or pious aphorisms (e. g. subhRn All,; h wa'l-hamd li'llah 

Larger polylobed panels near the base contain -the following hadiths 

in white thulth on a dark-blue ground: 

10) iij- II ý- 3 del XI 
cri-O 

XIJ. "i i rg 

J.: 0 .51r )Li IjI; aa Iji I 
t. ýe ro LC I 

JAI* iia 1 Au 

"The Prophet of God, peace and the blessings of God be upon 

him, said: The muezzins are exalted on the day of judgment, 

and he, on him be peace, said: if you hear the muezzin, say 

as they do. " 

1 
46. 

J6 
4. t.: 

j 1jI; 

Ul C 
"The prophet, on him be peace, said: Whoever is a muezzin 

for seven years, freedom from hell shall be prescribed for 

him as a reward; the Prophet of God spoke the truth. " 

The drum: In large banna'i Kuf 1c, turquoise outlined in dark-blue, 

between the windows: 

"Eternity is God's. " d-U UJ I 

Above this runs a panel with verses by Qýsim-i Anva-r. The upper third 

of the field is in amber Kufic, al-mulk li'llýh, repeated, the lower 

inscription white thulth on a daxk-blue ground: 

12) o 15o 

0 lb 

c, )T o3 

ae 

16o 



0 

Z. 7 o 

"... the oratory of the holy, 

If from W9 and-Marvit -that Ka 0 ba has holiness, 
I 

This sanctuary has, of humanity and purity, one hundred worth, 

If that dear Kacba became, from the essence of the prophet, 

the moon of the tower of the Sultanate, 

The sun of the summit of strength, the king of the company of 

saints. " 

On another part of the same inscription a fragment is preserved, on 

which only a few words can be made out: 
C 15 Ali b. al-Husain LAI; 

The door to the main dome thamber: in the centre of the wooden lintel 

is a cartouche with the basmala and the date 1155/1742-3. On the door 

c Ir itself are four cartouches containing nasta liq inscriptions, one of 

which contains the hadith: 

13) Z. ýJ 
I 

Lý 
I; 

re 
J 

6U 
I 

&U 
I 

"Whoever builds a mosque for God, God will build an abode for 

him in Paradise. " 

The interior of the main dome chamber: on -the rectangular green tiles 

:, ýI which framed the dado inscription are several ghost images of Inscrip- 

tions originally stencilled in unf ired gold; on each was a chahZr 

C 
_Ali-lozenge 

and a larger cartouche with a pious aphorism, perhaps 

al-hukm li'llah, "rule is to God. " 

The main inscription on the dado consists of distichs from a poem 

c 16 
of Ali b. Abi Talib, the original of which had twenty-two distichs. 

The upper part of the field has al-hukm li'll.; h and al-mulk li'llýh 

repeated in Kufic, while the poem is in amber thulth, all on the same 
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green ground as the - dado. The . verses bxe addressed to God, and their 

constant theme is the imploring of forgiveness of sins. Particularly 

interesting is the -following verse: 

14) 

; jl I. S1 

'10 God, put me at ease by giving me proof (of the end of my lif e) 

If -there be in -the grave (for* me) a dwelling place and a place 

of repose. " 

Too little remains of the painted Inscription which went round 

the four main arches to be deciphered. 

1. The painted inscription at the base of the zone of transition is 

still clear, however. It is in white thulth on a maroon ground: 

15) Basmala, Quran 11/161-6, followed by the date in words 

1119/1707-8. 

The Quranic verses aff irm the oneness of God and express admoni- 

tion for those who set up false gods. The date of this inscription 

is the same as that which Khanikoff gave for the inscription above 

the aivan (No. 8), 17 
although the verses which he ascribed to it 

(Q 
, uran 11/39) are not -f ound there. It is possible that the date was 

at the end-of the inscription but subsequently disappeared, or that 

he mistakenly ascribed the date of the, interior inscription to it 

instead. 

Materials of construction Hard white mortar. Bricks 23-4 x 23-4 x 

5cm (on the drum, on top of the aivan vault behind the portal screen 

and inside the minaret) , 26 x 26 x4 1/2cm (on the piers and rýasonry 

inside the shell of the dome). 

The circular central column in each of the minarets uses specially 

moulded rounded bricks 24cm long. 
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'Dýte The evidence so Presents us with an interesting situation: 

aI central dome chamber with an inscription dated 1119/1707-8 on to 

which has been added an aivan dated 851/1451. Apart from the painted 

inscription, however, both the form and decoration of the central dome 

chamber axe obviously Timurid. If on structural grounds (the cover- 

ing by the aivan. of the window and bannai inscription) it must date 

from before 855/1451, how much earlier might it be? However, rather 

than posit an earlier free-standing dome chamber, a more likely expla- 

nation must be a change of plan in mid-construction, involving a 

decision to raise the height of the aivan. There are several reasons 

why this is likely. The brick sizes of the drum and aivan axe the 

same. The tile decoration of the dome chamber, especially on the 

drum, is of a similar character to that on the facade. The form of 

the dome chamber, with a squinch net above a fenestrated drum, is also 

quite compatible with a mid-fifteenth century date. A stronger objec- 

tion, however, is that it would be hard to conceive of such a free- 

standing completely symmetrical dome chamber being erected in the 

fifteenth century. Even the building which it would most closely 

resemble, the undecorated, Mazar-j Sangvar near Mashhad, has one entrance 

emphasised by a shallow ai'van. While. it is surprising that work on the 

central dome chamber should have gone as far as revetting the drum 

bef ore the aivan was erected against it, the change of plan which this 
-1 

entailed is, for instance, paralleled by the building hisory of the 

mausoleum at Turuq, where more radical changes were effected in the 

course of building. 

One other issue of chronology may be mentioned here: the minarets, 

according to Maulavi, were added on to the rest of the building in the 

18 
Safavid period. Their revetment, however, is totally in keeping with 

the other parts of the facade. While it is true that the bottom of the 
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S minaret covers part, of the inset-technique of the flanks of the 

adjoining niche, the minaret is leaning off-axis and may have been 

hastily erected; the join of the N minaret at this point shows no sign 

of a break in bond. 

19 
Patron According to Maulavi, the building is the tomb of Amir 

Ghlyath al-ffn Malik Shah, the well-known Timurid amir,, who died in 

829/1426 and was buried in Mashhad beside (dar iav: a-r) the tomb of 
20 Imam Rlz*a. 

There are two crucial objections to this theory. Although Maulavi 

asserts that his name was written as bath Malik Shah and Shah Malik in 

21 the histories, this is simply not true-Shah Malik is always used, 

and not Malik Shah as appears on the alvan inscription. The names 

are not reversible, any more than the Seljuq sultan Malik Shah is 

ref erred to as Shah Malik. Another contemporary example of this in- 

flexibility may be noted: Khvaja Yu-suf was an amir of Timur, while 

Yusuf Khvaja was an amir of Shah Rukh, but the names of the two are 

never confused in the histories. 
The second objection is the date of death of Shah Malik, a quarter 

of a century-before the erection of the building. Yet the form of the 

prayer on the aivan after the name of Malik Shah (No. 2), "may God 

elevate the ascendancy of his rule" is only appropriate to someone who 

is still alive. Unfortunately, I have not been able to trace any amir 

Malik Shah in the period. 

ý. AtAhe time the Masjid-i Shah was erected Abu'l-4asim B; bur was 

, ruler- of Khurasan, and had made Mashhad his place of residence. Malik 

Shah-. was presumably one of his numerous amirs whose military endeavours 

were, not sufficiently memorable for him to be mentioned in the histories 

of the, period. 

Function Maulavir gives a list of reasons why the building should be 
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23 
considered a tomb rather than a mosque, which may be summarised as 

follows: 

1)*The qibla is inaccurate.. According to my measurements it faces 

r 2550, compared with 222,235, 
' 
and 2380 respectively for the Pariz9d, 

Da Dax and Bali Sar madrasas. 

2) There is no mihrab in the building; instead a corridor surrounds 

the main dome chamber, unlike the plan of other Timurid mosques. 

3) The building has a crypt with graves (the crypt under the S dome 

chamber had not been brought to light when Maulavir was writing). 

Maslims axe not usually buried in mosques, and the crypt is not a 

plac 
Ie 

of prayer. 

4) Several of the inscriptions are more appropriate to a tomb. These 

include: 

'a) 
The square Kufic around the dome (No. 11): Eternity is God's. 

b) The verses by Sa9d7i on the aivan (No. 3): 

"Life is sweet, alas that it's not everlasting! 
There is no reliance on these five passing days. " 

C 
C) The supplicatory and intecessory nature of the verses of All 

inside the dome chamber (No. 14), especially that quoted above: 

"0 God, put me at-ease by giving me proof of the end of my life 

ý. If there be in the grave (for me) a dwelling place and a place 

of repose. " 

,,. -While 
the force of some of these arguments cannot be denied, they 

only_ tell part of the story. 

The building is certainly oriented differently from earlier Timurid 

structures in Mashhad, but they also have slight differences from each 

other,, as the list above showed. The exact orientation of the qibla 

was'therefore a matter which did not always remain fixed, but was a 

question which astronomical calculations of greater accuracy could 

ý 
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amend. Mausoleums are usually qibla-oriented, as the body was supposed 

to be. laid down with the right side facihg Mecca. We can presume there- 

fore that this building, whether a mosque or tomb or both, was qibla 

oriented, but that due to revised calculations the architect thought 

that the orientation of previous mosques was in error, and amended the 

n. ew I one accordingly, 
24 

, ''' While the building does not have a mihrab now, it had one in the 

nineteenth century, for Sani al-Daula ref ers to it in his description 

25 
of the interior. Presumably it was in the apsidal recess. As 

Maulavi points out, the plan Is certainly atypical of Timurid mosques, 

although the similarity of its plan to that of the Blue Mosque in 

26 Tabriz has been noted before. Another important mosque may have 

contributed to the -idea of 'the apsidal recess: the Masjid-I Jami c 
of 

Gauhar Shad in Herat. This had a second smaller domed sanctuary 

behind the main one. 
27 

A related plan is also used in several Ottoman 

mosques in Bursa. 

li "-i There is other evidence that the Masjid-i -Shah was designed as a 

place of prayer, or more'specifically as a mosque for the quarter in 

which it was located. The form of the towers flanking the facade, 

unlike'the stumpier versions at Gýzur G91i and Khargirdl, for instancet 

proclaim them unambiguously as minarets. Their tall slender form and 

internal" staircase leading to a balcony make this evident. Any possi- 

ble doubt is removed bY their inscriptions (Nos. 9-10) which are 

related to prayer and the call to prayer. 

Two of the later Safavid inscriptions confirm that the building 

was used as a mosque in later centuries. That on the door dated 11551 

1742-3 gives a hadith (No. 13) praising the builders of mosques, while 

that, which was on the aivan, probably dating from 1119/1707--8 (No. 8) 

contains'the quranic phrase: 
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"And now verily' we shall, make -thee turn (in prayer) toward a 

qibla that is dear to thee. " 

The building therefore incorporated two functions: that of a mauso- 

leum and that of a mosque. A "funerary mosque" is a convenient torm 

in English, although this leaves open the question of what the build- 

ing would have been called in its foundation inscription, or indeed 

how the various parts of the complex functioned. Before we can answer 

this, however, another question remains to be considered: who was/were 

buried in the crypts? Were they for Amir Malik Shah and his family, 

or for a local saint, or both? 

The inscriptions, again, provide valuable evidence on this matter. 

The poem by All cIb. Abli Tglib inside the dome chamber, and that in 

praise of the twelve Imams on the bevel of the aivan, certainly indi- 

0 cate an interest in the AUds which one would scarcely expect in an 

exclusively secular mausoleum, but which would be quite in keeping 

with one erected for an 0 Alid descendant. The fragment of the inscrip- 

tion on the drum with the name C All b. al-Husain could have referred 

to the occupant of the tomb. The verses by Qasim-i AnvFx on the drum 

which refer to the "Strength and purity of this sanctuary 

would also be more appropriate on the tomb of a religious than a secu- 

lar figure. This does not exclude, of course, the possibility that 

Amir Malik Shah or other members of his family would have been buried 

in the crypt-the presence of two crypts may even make this more likely. 

But the important point remains that the mausoleum quite likely housed 

the remains of a saintly C Alid. 

Granted this, it becomes easier to suggest possible functions for 

the interior spaces of the building. The central dome chamber, possibly 

provided with a cenotaph, could have served as a mazar, while the dome 

chambers to either side could have been oratories. 
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The lack of symmetry which the building displays is perhaps 

indicative of the problems Malik Shah faced in acquiring land to build 

on. Property so close to the commercial heart of the city, the main 

bazar route, may well have been difficult to obtain, and some of it 

may already have been made waqf to parts of the Shrine of Imam R1ý9. 

This could well explain whyonlY'one facade of the building was 

decorated. But the actual form which the building assumed on this 

irregular plot -a central square with s urr ounding corridors and rooms 

could well have been suggested by the major mazar in the city, that of 

Imam Rira, visible over the roofs of the bazar from the minarets of 

the Masj1d-1 Shah. The exact form of the complex of Imam Rira in the 

middle of the fifteenth century is still a matter of conjecture, but 

it was certainly linked to amosque, that of Gauhar Sh9d, by a number 

of intermediate rooms of varying dimensions, 'such as the Dar al-Siyýda 

and Dar al-Huffaz of Gauhar Shad. 
00 

A later monument near Herat also shows the same combination of 

mazar and mosque in one complex. This is the shrine at Xz; d3n (Cat. 

No. 36), where the cruciform, dome chamber led into a,. Iama c atkhana 

which served as a masjid-i jami C, On Wednesdays the shaikh and atten- 

dants provided nourishment for pilgrims. 

It is not difficult to see the Masjid-i Shah serving the same 

functions. The small second-storey rooms in the corners could have 

been used to accomodate a resident shaikh or the khuddams. While the 

exact use of every space within the building must remain conjectural, 

the inscriptions and form of the building suggest that it was a mazar 

of this sort, used both by pilgrims and by the local inhabitants for 

prayers. 

Condition Excellent, after recent restoration. 

Recorded Ibcember 1974, February 1977. 
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Notes 

1) Persian Architecture,. p. 203. The sanctuary dome of the Mosque 

of Gauhar Sh9d, however, ', is a single shell, and has been com- 

pletely rebuilt more than once. There is no pleasing everyone: 

Byron writes of the Masjid-i Shah "the outside of the drum widens 

at the top, producing an uncouthness which has no parallel in the 

central school of the same period", (Survey, p. 1136). 

2) A different restoration is shown in other photographs, e. g. Hutt. 

It was subsequently removed. 
3) P. 1130, n. 3. 
4) A photograph in the Sazman-i Hifazat. 
5) Sazman-i Hifazat. 
6) Cat. No. 45. 

7) Schroeder archive, Fogg Museum of Art. 
8) Hill and Grabar, Islamic Architecture, Fig. 73. 
9) See also Chapter III, p. 126 for this technique. 
10), Iane, Guide, p. 129 Pl. 13a. 
ll)- E. g. on the buqca of TIZ-n Xgh.; in the Shah-i Zinda, and at 

Týyb; d and Khargird. 
12) A photograph by Pope*in the Asia Institute, Shiraz, Neg. No. 

3405, shows reused tiles on the left flank at the end of the 

main inscription. 

13) MaulavIl, pp. 81-2. 

14) To those published by Hanaway I have added one given by MaulavIl 

which, to judge from the colours of the tilework, is also original. 
15) Hanaway, Pl. XVIII. Morton read this as Abu'l-Hasan cAll b. al- 

Husain. 
16) ýor 

a-version of the original see Diw9n al-Irri7am CA11, ed. cAbd 
Cr al- Aziz al-Karam, n. p. (Cairo),. nd., pp. 83-5. 

17) Partie, p. 105. 
18) P. 88. 
19) Pp. 89-90. 
20) HS, III, p. 614. 

21) P. 75. 
22) See OKane, "Timurid Stucco ]Decoration" (forthcoming). 
23) PP. 89-90. 
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24) Babur noted the discrepancy between the qibla of 91ýgh Beg's 

mosque and madrasa in Samarqand, and attributes the more accurate 

one of the mosque to proper astronomical observation. B; bur Nama, 

tr. Beveridge, P- 79. 
25) P. 245. 

26) Golombek, Gazur Gah, p. 75, n. 26. 

27) See Cat. No. 14. 
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35) Cat. no. 26. Mashhad, Masjid-i Shah: plan 
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36) Cat. no. 26. Mashhad, Masjid-i Shah: plan of 
crypts (after Sazman-i Hifazat) 
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37) Ca Mashhad no. 26'. F, Masild-I Shah: section (after Sazman-i Hifazat) 
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38) Cat. no. 26. Mashhad, Masjid-i Shah: 
elevation (after Sazman-i Hifazat) 
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RUSHKHVIR, MASJID-I JAMIC 

Location On the'outskirts of Rushkhvzýr, 1 
ca. 55km from Turbat-i 

Haidýriyya on the main road to KhvRf. 
4 
Plan Diezs plan (Fig. 39) shows an aivan f lanked by a hall and 

dome chamber with a courtyard in front, according to him all of the 

same period. Today most of the courtyard is a shapeless heap, with 

no Indication of the division into cells which Diez shows (Pl. 135). 

In any case what remains of the wall connecting the courtyard with 

the dome chamber shows that the courtyard wall, at least in its pre- 

sent state, was built on to the dome. chamber. The wall abutting the 

aivan on the side opposite the dome chamber may also have been built 

on, although it is more difficult to be certain here, as the mud brick 

of which it and the aivan are built has been much weathered and re- 

paired on both structures. It Is certain that there was some structure 

on this side, however, as the remains in baked brick of an arch up to 

just above springing point can be seen flanking the portal screen of 

the aivan. It is also possible, although again the weathering of the 

mud brick makes it difficult to be dogmatic, that the two niches shown 

on Diez's plan opposite the doorways into the dome chamber were also 

originally doorways. In that case the aivan would be symmetrical. 

This symmetry makes it possible to reconstruct a plan where the aivan 

was flanked by two dome chambers of equal size. Although in the con- 

text of Iranian Islamic architecture this combination is admittedly 

rare, two parallels can be found nearby. One is at Sanggn-i 1391g. 2 

Wilber's plan shows the two dome chambers with traces of a later aivan 

built to connect the two. In February 1977 the only trace of brick- 

work from this aivan to be seen was on a niche abutting Wilber's 

-V 
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structure two, the better-preserved of the two dome chambers. It used 

bricks laid with minimal rising joints, resembling banna'i-technique. 

This suggests that the aivan Is not likely to have been built before 

1300 A. D., but allows for the possibility that an aivan with flanking 

dome chambers may have been standing on the site in the fifteenth 

3 
century. Another model is provided by the Friday Mosque of Firdaus. 

Again it seems likely that the alvan and abutting dome chambers were 

built at different periods, both on the grounds of a break in bond 

clearly visible from the rear and on stylistic differences. However 

the most recent element, the alvan, is probably late twelfth century 

A. D., so the composition would certainly have been available as a model 

in the fifteenth century. Further afield# the earliest part of the 

ensemble at Termez/Tirildh also consists of an aivan flanked by two 

4 
dome chambers (eleventh. or twelfth century A. D. ). 

It may be objected -that with one dome. chamber standing in a fair 

state of preservation one would have expected more trace of its com- 

panion, if it was ev6r built. It is possible, however, that if part 

of the dome collapsed, it would have been easier to use the surviving 

material to build a rectangular barrel-vaulted enclosure of smaller 

space (such as the present stable) rather than rebuild the dome. This 

would be even more likely if, as is now the case, the building had 

ceased to have any religious function and was used for purely utili- 

tarian purposes. The two dome chambers at Sanggn-i Býlý also show 

different rates of deterioration; number one on Wilber's plan, now 

even more so than in 1936, is in a noticeably worse condition. 

Elevation, Diez's description of the aivan and dome chamber is still 

serviceable for the most part, although some omissions and errors 

warrant discussion. 

Althoygh the alvan is built of mud brick a facing of baked brick 
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was applied to the portal. s6reen and to the inside of the alvan above 

a line now ca. 5m from the ground (Pl. 136). At the back of the alvan 

just enough remains of the brick revetment to show that it formed a 

herringbone-pattern.. 

The dome chalber a) exterior: (Pl. 134) The lower walls were of 

very thick mud brick, now very badly serrated by water courses. The 

squinches seem to have been backed with mud brick up to the top of the 

squinch arches; only above this level would there have been an octagonal 

zone. The dome begins a little further up; the first part is steeper, 

giving the impression of a drum. Numerous bricks on the dome protrude 

by about half their width; this may have been intended to provide a 

more secure hold for a coating of k3. hgil, and it is even conceivable 

that the exterior of the dome chamber may-have looked like that of 

nearby Barabad today: 'a continuous relatively ishapeless covering of 

kahgil. 

b) interior: The herringbone pattern found on the aivan is also used 

on the squinches and dome (Pl. 139). There are not two patterns on 

the dome as Diez suggested, although in its present state it does give 

that impression. -This is because the small dashes of white paint which 

emphasise the diagonal lines fade out about, half way up. The dome 

rises to an open circle ca. 75cm diameter with eight painted triangles 

radiating from it. 

The gap between the dome and zone of transition is bridged by flat 

wooden boards, originally covered in plaster. The colours of the paint- 

work are best preserved in the zone of transition, the patterns being 

picked out in white against a yellow and maroon background. One should 

note the way in which the squinch back is constructed: plaster set 

against one row of bricks laid vertically, all backed only by mud, 

brick (Pl. 139). 
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Further down the main point of interest, apart from the inscrip- 

tions mentioned below, is evidence of alterations. All the doors of 

the dome chamber seem to have been-narrowed. The painted diaper- 

pattern dado covers these alterations. The lowest section of the 

m1hrab was changed from a rectangle to a semi-octagon. It is not clear, 

however, when these changes were made. In a provincial building one 

might expect some changes in planning in the course of construction. 

Inscriptions The main inscription goes round the four walls just 

below the zone of transition. The script is naskh! written on one 

line, with only the occasional letter above the line. Above is a 

repeating Kufic inscription. The main inscription begins at the NW 

corner; it consists of Quran'XLVIII/1-14 
5 

and a date (Pl. 140). This 

date was read by Godard as 835/1454-5, which must be a solecism for 

859/1454-5. The eight hundred can be made out almost in its entirety. 

The decades certainly begin with kha, although it is impossible to tell 

in present circumstances whether the units should read seven or nine. 

Like the arabesque on the mihrab (Pl. 141), the inscription above 

it is formed by scraping away the red pigment to uncover white plaster 

underneath. It has been badly worn by rain, but the following in a 

highly individualistic naskh! can be made out (Pl. 142): 
ý 

&!. 19 
A 

"Work of the master ... son of the masterMus9fir ... 
9b9dT1 and his son Ahmad. " 

0 
Materials, Mud bricks on aivan 30 x 30 x 7cm. Baked bricks, on aivan 

and dome 23 x 23 x 50M. 

Dating As mentioned above, the date 859/1454-5 is found in the main 

inscription. However, two Independent authorities suggest a twelfth 

century date. 
6 

The close resemblance between the dome chamber at 

Rushkhvar and those of the 12th century at Sangan-i Bala, Barabad, 

Sanggn-i Pý'in and Rlbat-i Sharaf are marked. The possibility of a 
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kahgil exterior, noted abovej woad have increased the resemblance to 

the dome chambers at Ba37; b; d and Sangan-i Pa'in. The herringbone 

pattern of the zquinches and dome is found in most of the Seljuq 

examples, and even the lozenge pattern of the spandrels of the zone 

of transition arches is identical at Rushkhv; r and Sang: a-n-i Bala. 

The construction materials of Rushkhvýr, mud brick with a baked brick 

facing above, are also used at Sanganý--i Bala. 

Is it possible then, that the inscription was added in the fif- 

teenth century to a Seljuq building? This is unlikely for a number 

of reasons: 

1) There is no evidence that the plaster, covers earlier decoration. 

2) Lifference in building techniques. The herringbone and lozenge 

pattern ofthe zone of transition at Rushkhvar are simply a plaster 

revetment-unlike the exclusive use of brick for these patterns in 

the Seljuq buildings. 

3) The province of Khvgf 'was a major centre of building activity under 

the Timurlds, no doubt because it supplied the court throughout the 

fifteenth century with many of its vazirs. Although Rushkhvgr is 

obviously provincial rather than court sponsored work, this would be 

consistent with the troubled political situation in Khurasan in 859/ 

1454-5, in the last years of the short reign of Abu'J-Qýsim Býbur. 

We can thus view the complex at Rushkhvgx as an archaistic local 

form, inspired by the many remaining Seljuq dome chambers of the area. 

Furnishings There is no sign of any burial within the complex. 

Function The complex was. published by Diez as a khanqah. This 

ascription however, was based on attribution of elements to the origi- 

nal building which, as mentioned above, is not supported by those parts 

still in situ. 

As we have seen, it is possible that two dome chambers stood on 
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either side of the aivan. The nearest parallels were the Friday Mosque 

of Firdaus and the structures at Sangan. The function of the struc- 

tures at Sang7an is not yet clear; at present one of them contains a 

grave. The large bdvan at Turbat-i Jým with a dome chamber on either 

side could also be cited, although they were added on to an already 

existing building complex. 

The courtyard at Rushkhvýr, even if it is not contemporary with 

the aivan and dome chamber, can still provide information as to the 

likely function of the complex. If, as Diez suggests, the cells in 

the courtyard were for resident Sufi shaikhs or for travellers one 

would expect them to be arranged as in a caravanserai or madrasa, with 

each cell capable of giving privacy to its occupant. However, not only 

do the "cells" not have closed-off living quarters; they even communi- 

cate laterally with each other. This arrangement, as Diez himself 

points out, is akin to that of a mosque plan such as the Var9mlin 

Masjid-i Jamic. - 

Given the factors mentioned above, and that the building is referred 

to today by the inhabitants of Rushkhvýr as the Masjid-i Jami C, it is 

highly probable that the building was designed as a mosque. 

Condition Poor. The last surviving part of the aivan arch is sag- 

ging. Fissures are present in several points in the zone of transition, 

and the decoration and mud brick substructure are subject to rain- 

water erosion. 

Recorded July 1975, February 1977. 

Notes 

1) Rus. htkhZx is an alternative modern spelling. 
2) D. Wilber, "Two Structures, " PP. 33-7. 

3) A. Hutt, Iran 1, Pl. 78. 
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4) Zakhidov and Shvab, "Sultan-Saadat, " Fig. 3. 

5) Possibly Quran XLVIII/1-13. The inscription is very badly worn 

at the end. 
6) Golombek and Anon. (see Bibliography). 
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39) Cat. no. 27- Rushkhvýir, Masjid-i Jamic: 
plan (after Piez) 

Abb. 37. Plan des Chat3oclah in Reschhar. 
(Nt.,; tb. 1: 400) 
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KHVXF, MASJID-I JAMI c 

Location Khvaf is situated on the'mainroad from TZyb-ad to Turbat-I 

Haid. qriyya, ca. 120km from T-ayb7ad. One should not confuse this town, 

formerly known as Rud-I Khvaf, with the, district vilavat) of Khv7af. 

The latter is meant. by the nisba, Khv; k73 found so frequently among both 

government officials and'religious figures in the fifteenth century. 
1 

Plan (Fig. 41) The qibla orientation is marked on the ground plan, 

but for ease of orientation will be referred to as west. Around a 

courtyard are a large qibla aivan and-an anbar opposite, a shabistan. 

on the N side and an entrance aivan leading. to an arcade on the south. 

A dome chamber lies behind the qibla aivan, and south of this is 

another shabistZn. S of the qibla alvan, but not marked on the plan 

as it was inaccessible to me, is a rectangular hall consisting of a 

domed bay at the E end followed by four transverse vaults on the W 

2 leading to the large dome chamber. Several parts of this ensemble - 

the two shabistans and -the storeroom (anbar) - are clearly of very 

recent origin and will not be described any further. According to 

local residents, however, both shabistqns had replaced older ones 

, 
which had been destroyed In the process of rebuilding. 

Elevation a) interior: The main feature of interest in the entrance 

alvan is the brick herringbone pattern which goes up and down in a 

regular series of zig-zags on the sides and back up to a height of 

4m. Above the doorway at the back is a marble slab with an inscrip- 

tion recording the renewal (taidid of the Masjid-i Jamie of Ri-id-i 

Khvaf by three patrons at the time of the celebration of 2,500 years 

of Persian monarchy, Le. In 1971. This presumably is the date of the 

destruction of the old shabistans mentioned above. 
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Behind the doorway is an arcade two bays wide; these are vaulted 

by domical pendentives with the bribks again laid in zig-zag. 

The portal-screen of the aivan displays two superposed blind niches 

(Pl. 143); the top and northern edges have been recently repaired. 

The vault of one of the niches on the S wall inside the aivan has a 

squinch net lbading to a twelve-sided dome (Pl. 144); traces of a zig- 

zag pattern in plaster3 can still be made out on one of the facets. 

This niche leads into the domed bay of the rectangular hall, the dome 

here being supported on a simple squinch net leading to a sixteen-sided 

base (Pl. 145). A squirich net is also used for the semi-dome at the 

rear of the alvan, this however is awkwardly designed and executed and 

is evidently later work. The mihrab, below this is clearly modern. 

Panels of brick in herrlnýbone pattern are again-found on the sides 

of the aivan. 

The dome chamber (Pl.. 147) is so similar to that of the Rushkhvar 

Masjid-i Jam c that they must be the work of the same builder. There 

are some differences, however. Two blank niches are found on each of 

the lower walls, and the lower section of the m1hrab is surmounted by 

a tri-lobed arch. There are no inscriptions, although the continuous 

panel below the zone of transition was probably designed for one. The 

main structural difference lies in'the zone of transition: at Khvgf a 

gallery runs right behind the eight arches. One should really refer 

to the squinches at Khvif as corner arches. What appears to be a 

squinch is merely a shell one brick thick, as can be seen from the two 

openings in each face which provide light for the gallery behind. This 

is not so different as It might seem from Rushkhv7ar where only a mud 

brick backing was used behind the flimsy squinch shell. The herring- 

bone pattern of these "squinches" and the dome, and the lozenge pattern 

.I of the spandrels and Intrados of the zone of transition arches are 
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exactly the same as at Rushkhv7ar. All the interior surfaces of the 

dome chamber have recently been painted. 

b) exterior: Both the dome and the qibla aivan are covered with 

kýhgll. Recent repairs to the dome at zone of transition level give 

it the shape of a square'with rounded corners. 

Materials Baked brick 23 x 23 x 4-4 1/2cm is used on the qibla and 

entrance aivans and -the small arcade between them. 

Furnishings In the qibla aivan stands a finely carved wooden minbar. 

The panel which forms the back of the topmost platform is a substitute; 

the original is In the Shrine Museum at Mashhad and reads as follows, 

in three lines of elegant thulth: 

LýJ I 
axl!. s-L CLA 

Lo 
e, -- .3 5j OQL. 

.36. 
J 1 a, 2.4 cx a) I 

r>. * .3h. 
I CmW Ij j-o .3h. 

I jo-,,. 

--,. 
16, - - 3 Ni Jm 

i 

"This lofty minbar and mighty throne for the Masjid-i Jami c of the 

village of FCud was completed by the effort of the most great Majd al- 

ffn Muhdmmad Khvafi the beneficent by the work of the master Sadr al- 

Din son of the master Naim, al-Lin Muhammad al-Sajjad in the months of 

the year 908/1502-3 from the flight of the prophet. " 

Two smaller panels on the side of the minbar have inscriptions in 

square Kuf ic I one is a chahar, Muhammad, the other the shahRda. Other 
0 

panels have geometric or vegetal motifs; particularly interesting are 

some of the border panels with a tri-lobed motif surrounded by small 

thorn-like protuberances (Pl. 146). With the use of deep undercutting 

these borders assume a surprisingly naturalistic impression not unlike 

the briars of a wild rose. Wooden nails with heads 10-12mm square are 

used in these border panels. 
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Who is -the Majd al-Din mentioned in the dedicatory inscription? 

The only well-known candidate of that name is the son of Gh! yKth al- 

gn PIr Ahmad KhvRfi V, who, after serving as an official under Aba 
0 

Sack and ffrzg Muhammad Sultin5 was tnade a vazir of Husain B71qRr_a 

until his disgrace in in 876/1471-2 and served as his deputy (na: Li: b 

1490 A. D. and flight from Herat in 1492 A. D. According to Khvandamir 

he then died on the way to Mecca in 899/1494.6 This of course presents 

us with a problem as the minbar is dated 908, nine years after his 

death. Some indication of confusion over the date is given in the 

same author's Dastýr al-Vuzara-'t where the account of Majd al-ffn's 

death is given in the same words as in the Habib al-Sivar, except that 

7 
the space for the figures of the years of his death is left blank. 

The donation of a small, if exquisite, minbar to a village mosque in 

his native province is the type of gesture one might expect from a 

formerly powerful vazir living in reduced circumstances. 

Dating Judging from their decoration, the entrance aivan and the 

rectangular hall and arcade behind It seem to be of the same period as 

the q1bla aivan. The-obvious misalignment of the qibla aivan and dome 

chamber suggest different periods. 

It was remarked above that the Rushkhvar (859/1454-5) and Khvaf 

dome chambers are almost certainly both by the same hand. Two points 

at Kh-ýa-f, however, indicate a greater facility in handling architectural 

design: 

a) The greater variety introduced by the use of blind niches on each 

of the lower faces. 

b) The recession of the back of the squinch behind the corner of the 

lower zone, avoiding the crude corbelling at Rushkhv: a-r. 

This would suggest that the Khvaf dome chamber was built shortly 

after that of Rushkhvar, i. e. ca. 1465 A. D. 
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Both the entrance and qIbla aivans have herringbone brick patterns 

which are found on -the aivan and dome chamber at Rushkhvgr. These are 

in -turn imitative of local Seljuq monuments such as the dome chamber 

at Sangan-i B-alK or the MasjId-i Jami c at Sanggn-i PR"irn, where it is 

used on the vault of the qibla aivan, the upper part of which is now 

plastered over as at KhvRf. The squinch-net vault of one of the qibla 

aivan niches is unmistakably fifteenth century, however, and would not 

look out of place in the nearby showpiece of Timurid architecture, the 

madrasa at Khargird. However, these criteria axe not sufficient to 

enable us to narrow the range to less than half a century, with the 

date of the minbar (908/1502-3) providing the upper limit. 

Notes 

According to Hqfiz-i Abr-u the main towns (qasaba of Khvgf in the 

fifteenth century were Jird, Zuzan and Salama. The town known 

today as Khvqf was known then, and even earlier in this century, 

as Rad. See J. Aubin, "Un Santon Quhistani, " p. 191, n. 4 and 

p. 192, n. 1. 

2) 1 am grateful to Lisa Golombek for providing me with a description 

and photograph of this hall. 

3) Cf. O'Kane, "TZybid, " Fig. 9. 
4) S- Samadl, Rihnami, pp. 33-4t Ill. P. 35, wrongly attributed to 

"RUiý-i J9m. " As this publication is rare I have quoted the in- 

scription in full. Samad omits "al-Khv: a-flr. 11 
c0 5) Barthold, gr All-Sh-ir, P. 39. 

6) Hablib al-Slyar, IV, p. 198; Barthold, ap. Lito, P. 55. 
7) P. 417. 
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MAZAR-I SANGVAR 

Location Ca. lOkm E of Mashhad. 

Plan Square dome chamber, approached by a shallow aivan. 

Condition The building is in an even greater ruinous state than 

when Clevenger recorded it in the mid-sLcties. Most of the bricks of 

the entrance aivan have disappeared, and the outer piers have suffered 

further depredations. 

Elevation A description has already been published by Clevenger; 

the following comments are designed merely to supplement his account. 

a) exterior: Apart from the entrance aivan, only a blind niche on 

the N and E sides seems to have provided any variation of the rigidlY 

square plan. Although the lower part was thus roughly cubical, the 

zone of transition starts at the springing point of the four main 

arches, and is expressed on the outside by a curve. 
' Above this is 

the circular drum pierced by eight windows, with a shallow dome above. 

b) interior: A squinch net leads to the sixteen-sided drum, with a 

further squinch net rising from the windows of the drum to form a 

thirty-two-sided dome (Fig. 42, Pls. 149-50). Although the upper 

squinch net is made of brick, it has fallen away in places to reveal 

that the dome is corbelled out from behind. Starting at 3.10m above 

ground level, an offset goes round the dome chamber following the line 

of the four main arches. 

Decoration Traces of plaster-covered kahgil remain on the walls in 

several places, and on the squinch net beneath the dome some red paint 

is visible (Pl. 150). It is probable that the whole of the interior 

was originally covered with painted plaster. 

Materials In addition to the sizes mentioned by Clevenger (27 x 30 
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x51 22 x 27 x 5) bricks of 28 X, 28 x 5-6 were also noted. The varia- 

tion is indicative of'. re-ýused bricks. 

Dating Among the numerout. dome chambers of Khurasan, two in par- 

ticular stand out as analogues to Sangvar: those of Ziygxat-i T-imur Lang 

and Auliya ShadmIn at Darragaz (Cat. Nos. 16-17). Externally they 

share the same use of a window-pierced drum with a shallow dome above, 

although the pishtaq, is too common a feature to be cited as a parallel. 

Internally one notices the same use of an offset outlining the profile 

of the four main arches, an intermediate zone of transition and a fur- 

ther squinch net leading to the dome. Also alike is the profile of 

the main arches: one that curves more sharply at the haunches but 

flattens out more quickly above than typical fourteenth century exam- 

ples. Finally the very openness of the structure on which Clevenger 

comments belles his fourteenth century attribution; such reduction of 

load-bearing elements indicates a date somewhat later than the UyRrat-i 

Tirmur Lang, perhaps around the middle of the fifteenth century A. D. 

Function In view of the structure's openness and its lack of space 

for an inscription or a mihrab, Clevenger speculated that it may have 

been designed as a garden pavilion. 

This attribution presents a number of problems. Firstly, despite 

the lack of a mihrab, the entrance aivan does seem to be qibla oriented. 

Secondly, the very openness of the building suggests an impracticability 

for a structure to be lived in, *even for short periods. Thirdly, on 

the evidence of the Namakd9n at Ggzur G&i, or of other pavilions de- 

picted in contemporary miniatures, garden pavilions tended to be multi- 

storied polygonal buildings. 

The very impracticality of the building suggests a commemorative 

function, the most obvious being that of a mausoleum as its local name, 

mazar (place of pilgrimage) suggests. Plain brick mausoleums in this 
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area are numerous, from the nearby Mongol examples of Chah9r T9qIr and 
2 

Langarak to the already mentioned Timurid examples of Ziy9rat-I Timur 

Lang, Auliya Shý ýin or the nearby mausoleum at Turuq. 
0 

Recorded may 1975. 

Notes 

1) Clevenger, Pl. IXa. 
2) Clevenger. 

Bibliography 
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MAZAR-I SIPAIMUR-I 14A-LTK 

Location At JUkhvgh, ca. 40km NW of Tabas, on the main road to 
0 

Yazd. 

Plan Free-standing square dome chamber. 

Elevation a) exterior: (Pl. 151) Three sides have a central, door- 

way with a window above, all recessed within an arch, The doorway of 

the fourth side is wider and there is no window. The mud brick is so 

badly weathered that it is impossible to say whether the rest of the 

side walls were articulated in any way. 

The zone of transition is also badly weathered in several places, 

despite the use of baked brick. - As this does not cover all faces of 

the octagon, it may be later repair work. It is stepped back ca. 50cm 

from the lower cube. A round arched window appears above each of the 

lower doorways. The overall appearance. is very similar to many Seljuq 

dome chambers, especially those of northwest Iran, 1 
although the tri- 

angular shoulders covering the squinches of the Seljuq examples were 

probably replaced here by a simpler bevel. 

The dome is of slightly smaller diameter than the zone of transi- 

tion below, and also has four windows on the central axes. It was 

probably covered with kahgil originally. 

b) interior: The floor is raised ca. 1.50m above the exterior ground 

level. A crudely built brick cenotaph standing in the centre of the 

dome chamber indicates that the building was used as a tomb. 2 

A band just below the zone of transition may have been designed to 

carry an inscription, although no trace of one can now be seen (Pl. 

152). The zone of transition is composed of eight arches of brick 

covered with kýhgil and a coating of white plaster. This is used to 
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make geometric patterns on the intrados of the arches, and for the 

decorative squinch net with . in them (Pl. 153). 

The top of the octagonal zone is decorated with a -%--shaped motif 

which reappears at the base of the dome. The transition between these 

two elements is effected by two shallow rows of stalactites, arranged 

in eight groups. The dome has bands of herringbone brick pattern, 

arranged horizontally like that of the mausoleum at Sangbast rather 

than in a series of zig-zags like the dome chambers of Khv7af and 

Rushkhv; x. 

Dating The square dome chamber"is the most common unit of Islamic 

architecture in Iran, and such an austerely designed and decorated one 

as that of JUkhvRh makes accurate datirg more difficult. Geographically, 

the nearest group of mud brick dome chambers is the fourteenth century 

Yazd and Abarq; h school. These are quite distinctive, however, with 

features such as segmental archesp plain squinches and blind niches 

on the lower walls, all of which are absent from J-ukhvah. The other 

nearest examples would be those in the province of Khvýf, both the 

twelfth century Sangan and the fifteenth century Rushkhvar and Khvaf 

Masjid-i Jami c dome chambers. These provide closer parallels such as 

the use of the Seljuq herringbone and --L.. patterns, and the geometrical 

pattern on the intrados of the zone of transition arches, found at 

RushkhvZr and Khvcýf. It is the squinches, however, which provide us 

with the most useful date control: the decorative squinch net within 

them is not so complex that one would assume a Safavid date, while at 

the same time it is sufficiently elaborate to rule out a date earlier 

than the fifteenth century. The closest parallels are those in the 

sanctuary niches of the Ziy; ratg: a-h Jamic (Cat. No. 33), which also 

have irregular polygons in addition to the usual rhomboidal compartments. 

Although the above features do not provide a specific dating, it 
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may be possible to'assume that the builder of the Mazar-i Sipahs9l9r, 

with its combination of twelfth and fifteenth century motifs, was 

familiar with the dome chaAers, of khvaf and Rushkhvýr, suggesting a 

date in the second half of the fifteenth century. 
3 

Condition Severe cracks running from the top of the doorways through 

the intermediate and upper windows make it'doubtful whether the build- 

ing has survived the massive earth4uake in 1978 which had its epicentre 

in Tabas, especially since the lower walls seem to have been used as 

a quarry for clay. 

Recorded August 1973. 

Notes 

1) Hillenbrand, "SaljUq- Dome Chambers, " Pls. la-b. 

2) According to local tradition it Isthe. tomb of two of the generals 

of Yazdigird IV. See NKd1rL 

3) A fifteenth century date is also suggested by Hillenbrand 
(bibliography). 

Bibliography 
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31 

GHIR-I KARUKH 

Location Ca. 6km S of the town of Karukh, in a secluded cave near 

the left bank of the Karukh river (Pl. 154). It is necessary to ford 

the river to gain access to the monument from the main Herat-Karukh 

road. 

Plan At one end of this large cave is a pool with cool limpid water 

collected from moisture dripping from the roof of the cave. At the 

other end is a small rectangular enclosure ca. 2.0 x 3.5m, covered 

with a slightly sloping roof (Pl. 155). At the back of the enclosure 

is a mihrab. 

Inscriptions Over the entrance to*the enclosure is an inscription 

in nasta 0 liq dated 1360/1941-2. All the visible masonry, entirely 

covered with stucco, apparently dates from this period. The rounded 

arches of the windows and plaster finials flanking the entrances the 

haphazard multi-foil m1hrab and the crudely painted decoration on the 

wall above the mihrab also appear to be of the same date. 

Set into the walls, however, are a series of inscriptions on stone 

plaques, one of which is dated 867/1462-3 (Pl. 158), and another of 

which gives the name and titles of Sultan AbU Sacid. 

There are three sets of inscriptions: 

1) Two panels 34 x 140cm. set into the wall on either side of the 

entrance to the prayer chamber. 

2) Two panels 52 x 50cm, each of which is below those of No. 1). 

3) A series of panels 34cm high going round the sides and back of the 

prayer chamber, just below the roof. 

The text of these is given by SaIjUqlr. 1 The translation is as 

follows: 
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1) right-hand panel. - "This building (was erected) in the reign of 

the King of Islam the Sultan son of the Sultan son of the Sultan Abu'l- 

Muzaffar Aba Sacird GT=kRnll 

left-hand panel: "May hi's kingdom and sultanate be preserved and may 

his piety, beneficence, favourp excellence and honour be increased in 

the worlds, so be it! Lord of the Worlds! " I 

2) right-hand panel: "The most high God said: If ye help him not, 

still Allah helped him when those who disbelieved drove him forth, the 

second of two; when they two were in the cave, when he said unto his 

comrade: Grieve not. Lo. Allah is with us. " (Quran IX/40 to ma C an; i 

left-hand panel: "The most high God said: Or deemest thou that the 

People of the Cave and the inscriptions are a wonder among our portent? 

When the young men fled for refuge to the Cave" (Quran XVIII/9-10 to 

al-Irahf 

Each of these panels is divided into three lines; at the top of 

each "Dominion is to God" (al-mulk lilllRh) is repeated in Kufic. 

"The ancient building was (built) in the year five hundred and 

twenty-five and was destroyed. The weak slave Abull-Husain Muhammad 

b. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad AbU Bakr Kart restored (it) in 

the year seven hundred and sixty-seven; this is the copy of the inscrip- 

tion of that building 2 
and that t003 was destroyed / it was restored 

by the master (ustRd Vali b. Muhammad the architect (r9za in the 
9 

year eight hundred and sixty-seven. The slave C All al-NIz9mIi the Qýdl 

of the district (vilývat of Karukh wrote it. " 

As in inscription 2) al-mulk li'll; h in KufIc is repeated along 

the top of the panels. 

All the inscriptions seem to be in thulth, although they display 

a number of idiosyncratic characteristics. In 3) the teeth of s-in are 

occasionally eliminated successively in certain words as a means of 
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taking up more horizontal spkce. InIeeping with this fluidity is a 

tendency to join one word to the'next, 6. g. the n; ns of al-Sultan and 

the following Lbns, or th6-joining of the dal and rý'. The joining 

of letters is a feature of many naskhi inscriptions in the Shah-i 

Zinda, but not in combination with such an elegant script as here. 

In fact the use of'jolned el6ments and toothless sins suggest that the 
I . -C script can be regarded as riqa ,a derivation of thulth which was 

4 
occasionally used as a means of calligraphic display in manuscripts, 

but primarily in chancery documentS'. 5ý 
As the calligrapher c All al- 

Nizaml was a qadl of the district he would be more likely to use the 

same script for a foundation inscription as that in which he recorded 

his judgements. The fact that even a judge of such a small district 

such as Karukh could draught. such a splendid inscription is ample 

evidence of the growth of connoisseurship of calligraphy in fifteenth 

century Khurasan. 

In the panels of 1), the only inscription not to have a Kufic 

superscript, c All al-Niz; m7i utilized -the full height of the panel to 

arrange his letters in three tiers. He exploited to the full the 

calligraphic possibilities which the threefold repetition of al-Sultýn 

afforded him-these are placed consecutively on the lowest register 

with the nýn of al-Sultýn joined to and echoing the shapes of the ibn 

set immediately above in the middle register. In a master stroke he 

has inscribed a swee Ing Abý Sac-r p id above this, extending to fill up 

the same horizontal space as the trio of al-Sultans below, so that the 

eye can encompass at a glance the royal genealogy of the reigning 

Sultan (Pl. 157). 

Function The inscriptions make it clear that they were erected as 

part of a building which replaced two earlier ones built in 52511130-1 

and 767/1365-6, other now lost Inscriptions presumably being the means 
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by which the dates were recorded. The references in each of the 

Q; uranic quotations to a cave are indicative that they were not moved 

from any other location to the present site. Each of the inscription 

plaques is recessed 5-6cm behind the plaster facing of each wall; the 

edges of some letters are covered by the plaster. It may be that -the 

repair work of 1360/1941-2 merely consisted of adding on this extra 

plaster revetment, and that the inscriptions are on a plane with the 

original fifteenth century wall surface below. 

The original fifteenth century structure, then, may also have 

been a prayer chamber or small mosque, although the inscription unfor- 

tunately offers no indication as to the kind of building or to the 

reason why it was built on this spot. The mosque is presently used 

as a place of pilgrimage in the spring, and some of the inhabitants 

6 
regard the cave as that which is mentioned In the Quranic inscription! 

It is clear from the successive rebuildings of the edifice in three 

consecutive centuries that the place has long been considered hallowed. 

The presence of the spring may well have been a factor here-Isfizarif 

writes of a spring in the neighbouring district of Ghur called the 

bang-1 namaz (call to prayer) to which was attributed miraculous 
7 

properties. The way in which the pool collected here by oozing from 

the roof of the cave may have seemed equally miraculous. 

Condition Good, after restoration of 1360/1941-2. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) See bibliography. 

2) SaljUq*lr has c ibarat for 
, 
cimirat. 

3) Salj; qI1 omits b-ud after shuda. 
4) P. Soucek, "The Arts of Calligraphy, " The Arts of the Book, 

ed. B. Gray, Figs. 
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5) E. g. Chekhovich, Samarkandskie, Fig. 39. 

-6) 
Saljýqli, p. 160. According to local tradition the m1hrab marked 
the entrance to an underground passage where some of 

, 
those who 

entered had failed to find their way back and perished; the mih- 

rab was then built over -the entrance to prevent further loss of 
life - Saljuqi, p. 159. 

RJ, I, P. 357. 

Bibliography 

Saljuqi, REH 4, pp. 159-60. 
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32 

MAZAR-I SHARIF, SHRINE OF c- ALI 

Location The Shrine is the focal point in the centre of the town. 

Historical Sources The most complete account of the rediscoverY of 

the supposed tomb of c All in 885H. is that of c Abd al-GhafT= ITarlr. 1 

Khvandamir summarises his report and gives valuable additional infor- 

mation on the subsequent constructions of Sultan Husain, who built 

over the grave a spacious dome chamber (g2Lbba) with aivans and rooms 

--2 (buyutat 
. At the same time he erected in the town a bazar consist 

ing of shops and a bath, and endowed them to the Shrine. He also 

rebuilt a local canal, the Nahr-i Shahi, and revived the lands-along -I 

its course, also constituting it waqf. 

The Shrine has undoubtedly been restored many times since its 

rebuilding in the fifteenth century. A particularly extensive refac- 

ing took place in the nineteenth century, when a tile factory was 

established at the site and the whole complex sheathed with its pro- 

ducts, the four-year project finishing in 1280/1871-2. New buildings 

were also added to the complex at this time, and the profiles of the 

two main domes of the mausoleum and vestibule were altered by the 

addition of new outer linings. 
4 

Plan Given the brief visual inspection of the vestibule and mauso- 

leum which I was permitted to make, and the lack of published photo- 

graphs of the Shrine, I am unable to comment fully on the accuracy of 

the only published sketch plan of the complex, that of Niedermayer 

(Fig. 43), and on the possibility of the survival of structures and 

decoration of the building campaign of Sultan Husain. 

At, the centre is the mausoleum, cruciform in plan, with an elaborate 

squinch vault supporting the dome. 5 The semi-domes in the four recesses 
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are decorated with stalactiýe squinches. The ground plan of this area 

is very likely as it was in the fifteenth century, but the complexity 

of the squinch net vaulting suggests'later restoration. 

The dome chamber is preceded on the SE by a vestibule consisting 

of a smaller dome flanked by two stalactite semi-domes. They extend 

further to either side than is indicated in Niedermayer's sketch plan. 

From their general aspect, as I remember it, it seemed possible that 

the vaulting of this section may have been left untouched since its 

erection in the late fifteenth century. The presence of a moulding of 

prismatic triangles also substantiates this, although admittedly this 

can also be found in sixteenth century buildings (e. g. Chahir Bakr 

complex, Bukhara; Turbat-i Haidarlyya). 

While the vestibule, and presumably the aivan flanked by two- 

storey niches which precedes it, are likely to be part of the original 

plan, it is difficult to know if any other parts of the building, such 

as the hall with three dome chambers behind the tomb are also Timurid. 

However, the elements of the plan which are most likely Timurid - aivan, 

wide vestibule, and large domed mausoleum - are not elements frequently 

found together in Timurid architecture. The unusual section is the 

vestibule. The tomb of Husain andlu-suf SaIll (ca. 1380 A. D. ) in Kuhna 

Urgench has a small vestibule leading into, its main dome chamber and 
6 

an entrance aivan, but its small scale makes it less likely to have 

been a precedent. The same problem of scale, although in the opposite 

direction, occurs with the Shrine of Khvaja Ahmad Yassavi, although I 
0 

there are two axial dome chambers behind an entrance alvan, that of 

the mausoleum is by far the smaller of the two. 7 The large dome cham- 

ber at the Shrine of Khvaja Ahmad Yassav71 was used as a iam3catkhana 

(meeting place) for Sufis In the Shrine, 8 
but this cannot have been 

the case at Mazar-I Sharlif, since there are no reports of foundations 
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f or Suf is -there. 

What, then, would the, function, of, the vestibule have been? A 

likely explanation is that it war-, a Ii7x al-Huff3z,, (room for Quran 

readers)'. In the nearest major SIdite shrine, that of the Imam Riýa 

at Mashhad, two Timurld patrons, Gauhar Shad and qr C All Sh-ir, had 

each constructed a IDELr al-Huffaz adjacent to the mausoleum. The form 

c which that of Mir All Shir took is not clear, although it is likely 

that it was a dome chamber behind his aivan and between the mausoleum. 

That of Gauhar Shýd Is a transverse. vaulted hall between her mosque 

and the mausoleum, although it is oriented with its long side on the 

side axis as that which joins it to the mausoleum, and not at right 

angles to it as at Mazýr-! Sharif. While the incorporation of a. ]Tar 

al-HuffZz may havecome from the Shrine in Mashhad, perhaps the form 

which it assumed in Mazar-i Sharif can be seen as a reduction of the 

axially transverse entrance complexes found in Timurid mad-rasa-type 
9 

plans. Another possibility is that it copied the IJa-r al-Sivada in 

the Mashhad Shrine, which has a large central dome flanked by two 

smaller domed niches (Cat. No. 2). In any case, one may note that 

the plan type at Mazar continued in the Safavid period, a smaller 

version of it appearing in the tomb of Shaikh Jibrg'-I*l at Kalkhuz"-7n. 
10 

Condition The fabric is constantly repaired. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Tarikhcha. 

2) HS, IVP P. 172. See also Golombek, pp. 335-6; Bartholdv pp. 40-1; 

McChesney, pp. 111-2. 

3) HS, IV, P. 172 simply mentions that he made the canal waqf, but 

McChesney (p. 119) quotes a seventeenth century document relating 
to the waqf which indicated that positive steps were taken to 

make it_profitable. 
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4) McChesney, pp. ' 273-4. 
5) Illustrated in Wiebe. 
6) Sectional drawing*in Rogers, Spread of Islam, ' p. 104. 

7) Plan in Masson and Pugzchankova, "Shakhri Syabz II, " Fig. 3. 
8) ZN, II, p. 16. 

9) E. g. those of the Shrine at Gýzur G.; h and the Khargird madrasa. 
10) Ministry of Ibvelopment, Masterpieces, p. 104. 
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22 
MýT'Gll, MASJID-I JAMIC 

Location The village is located 18km due SSE of the centre of 
1 

Herat, and the mosque Is in the centre of the village, a little way 

N of its major crossroads. 

Historical References In the Rauýat al-Jann; t Isflzýri gives a 

short description of Ziy.: 7xatg; li. He introduces it as the dar al- 

C ibada, and as one of the villages of Herat which vie for equality 

with the town. It was reputed to contain nearly 2,000 shops, and day 

and night 700 Quran readers would expiate the sins of the inhabitants. 

On Fridays such was the crush for prayers that the people would line 

up in rows in the streets and bazar outside the mosque, until Sultan 

Husain built a congregational mosque to remedy this. 
3 

It is mentioned 

in Khvandamir's list of the most important religious structures out- 

side Herat. 
4 

Even though the village is still one of the largest around Herat, 

its population has clearly dwindled since the fifteenth century. 

Plan (Fig. 44) Four aivan courtyard, sanctuaxy dome chamber, en- 

trance complex of vestibule flanked by zimistgn (winter mosque) and 

madrasa. The most detailed of the published accounts is that of 

Pugachenkova. 

Elevation a) exterior: Only the entrance facade, which faces E, 

is articulated by means of blind niches (Pl. 160): single arched panels 

(B) follow two superposed arched panels (A) in the following rhythm to 

either side of the entrance aivan: ABABABBABABA. Only one of the 

niches fully retains its spandrel decoration of mosaic-faience. The 

pattern is of Khargird type 3,5 although the range of colours is re- 

duced to a dark-blue ground, white rosettes on a light-blue stem, and 
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a small amber peony in. the centte. 

The side and-back walls are provided with narrow drainage channels 

at intervalso but axe otherwise unarticulated. 

The spandrels of the entrance aivan are plain, mosaic-faience being 

reserved for the foundation inscription, discussed below, which covers 

the sides and back of the aivan. A window at the back of the aivan 

communicates with the small domed room above the vestibule. To either 

side of it are the vaults of the semi-dome at the back of the aivan. 

These have been reconstructed since they are missing in both of 

Niedermayer's photographs. 

b) interior: An octagonal vestibule behind the entrance leads to the 

madrasa and zimistýn on the N and, S sides respectively, to the court- 

yard on the W, and to the roof by means of a staircase on the NW face. 

The other three faces are decorated with blind niches. The vestibule 

is roofed with an attractive'domical vault divided by four intersec- 

ting ribs and decorated with bricks in herringbone lay. 

The room above the vestibule has been substantially repaired since 

Niedermayer's photographs were taken, and in 1975 its vaulting collapsed 

again. It consisted of two central transverse vaults abutted by two 

semi-domes. The walls were covered with white painted plaster, a 

technique which is not used elsewhere in the mosque, so it may be ques- 
tioned whether the reconstruction of this room after Niedermayer's 

visit was in accordance with the original disposition. 

Pugachenkova argues that the madrasa to'the N of the vestibule (Pl. 

162) is similarly the result of a late transformation, as the line of 

the cells at the N end of its courtyard do not correspond with the 

arcades inside the mosque, and because of the lack of correspondence 

of its entrance corridor with the "rigorous geometric plan of the 

building as a whole. " 
6 

However, there is no reason why one should 
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expect any correspondence between the plan of the entrance complex and 

those parts of the mosque which can be reached from inside the main 

courtyard. Such buildings as the shrine at, Ggzur Ggh and the mad-rasa 

at Khargird, show that the entrance complex was designed as a self- 

contained unit. As for the corridor leading from the vestibule to 

the courtyard of the madrasa, flanking it by -two cells seems a per- 

fectly logical way of creating a facade which is symmetrical with that 

of the three cells opposite. It is rather on structural considerations 

that one should be able to deduce signs of rearrangement, but there is 

nowhere visible the evidence for breaks of bond that would lead to 

this conclusion. 

The zimistan to the S of the vestibule is covered by transverse 

vaults, obviously extensively repaired since Niedermayer's photographs 

were taken. Here there is in fact a correspondence with the piers of 

the courtyard arcades, and a door in the second recess S of the vesti- 

bule lea from the zimist; n to the-courtyard., It is now blocked up and 

is not shown on Pugachenkova's plan, but it is clearly visible in 

Niedermayer, Pl. 166.. 

After the long horizontal facade of the building and the narrow 

vestibule, the spacious courtyard and soaring minarets and qibla aivan 

provide a change of emphasis. Expense may have been spared on the 

decoration - the primary aim after all, as explained by Isfizgr3r, was 

to accommodate the burgeoning population of the town - but that did 

not mean that the canons of Timurld architecture could not still be 

manipulated to expressive intent. In the tradition of the Mosque of 

B71bir Kh7mum. and the shrine at Ggzur G91i the courtyard ensemble is 

dominated by one towering aivan. - The most original feature of the 

ensemble here, however, are the two niches which flank the minaretst 

mediating between the height of the lateral arcades and the minarets. 
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They recall those in a similar position in the VarýMlin MasjId-i Jami c 

in that their upper storey leads onlyto the roof of the mosque; but 

if this is facade architecture, it is facade architecture at its best. 

The originality of these niches lies in the way in which their lower 

section is arranged, with a five-angled pier in the centre set back 

from the facade and two arches aý 450 springing to either side. The 

rectangular areas thus formed are vaulted by squinch nets leading to 
7 twelve-sided domes. The necessity for such an arrangement may be 

judged from a simpler alternative, that, pf continuing the interior 

line of piers to the facade. This wou ld produce two niches similar 

in size to those round the. courtyard, but which would have clearly 

been inadequate to balance the huge central aivan. 

The lateral aivans are also examples of facadearchitecture, in 

that their upper gallery leads only to the roof. The aivan is covered, 

unusually, with transverse vaults, although this follows logically 

from -the plan of the arcades to either side. The vaulting of these 

arcades is extensively restored, most now consisting of domical vaults, 

but one vault in the NE arcade has traces of a-squinch net leading to 

a sixteen-sided base, similar to those of the Masjid-i Chihil Sutýn, 

which may have been the original scheme. 

The lower section of the minarets, is plain, decoration being con- 

fined to two bands at the top of the first storey. Only fragments of 

the original mosaic-faience survive, but fortunately imprints in the 

plaster give an idea of the original design. Iarge white lotus blos- 

soms with black and light-blue centres, all on a green ground within 

a polylobed medallion, are still visible on the cavetto moulding of 

the upper band. Amber and black are used further down, so here at 

least, unlike the spandrels of the entrance facade, the full range of 

available colours was exploited. The rest of the design seems to have 
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consisted of a network of Diedallions and floral forms without, surpris- 

ingly, any of the usual epigraphic friezes that one would expect to 

find iD this position. Just above the cavetto mouldirý; a series of 

radial holes with broken wooden planks can be seen, indicating that a 

balcony was once present here. 

The aivan between the minarets is also quite plain, although a 

band on top of the portal screen, now covered in plaster, suggests the 

presence of tile decoration I originally. If so, that may explain the 

use of floral rather thýn epigraphic decoration on the minarets, since 

any inscription on the portal screen would have been more conspicuous. 

The sanctuary dome chamber similarly impresses by virtue of its 

height. The' dome is supported-by a squinch ne It leading to a twenty- 
8 four-sided base, and squinch nets are the only other decoration to be 

found in the sanctuary, occurin'g on the mihrab and I on the niches of 

the upper gallery of the two semi-domed aivans which flank the main 

dome on the N and S. The type of squinch net used on the latter, with 

irregular hexagons in addition to the usual rhombolds (Pl. 163)p is 

similar to those in the Mazar-i Sipahsalýr-i M9lik (Cat. No. 30) and 

the nearby Masjid-i Gunbad (Cat. No. 45). The vaulting of the semi- 

domed aivans flanking the N, W and S of the main dome chamber calls 

for comment. Those on the N and S are merely corbelled, that on the 

W above the mihrab has a squinch aptly described as archaic by 

Pugachenkova, since it resembles, those of Flirýzgbgd. As so many of 

the vaults in the arcades have been restored, it is possible that these 

squinches have also been altered. 

The exterior of the sanctuary dome closely resembles that of the 

New Mosque at Turbat-i i9m, with diagonal arches over the squinches 

linking the tops of the four main arches. 

Materials of construction Bricks 24-5 x 24-5 x 6cm. RJ 5mm, HJ 3mm. 
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Features of construction Scaffolding holes are mostly filled in, 

being mainly 6onspicuous-on the back of the . portal screen of the main 

aivan, and in pairs'on the minarets at intervals of ca. 2.25m between 

the heights of 14 and 23M. 

Inscriptions In mosaic-faience, dark-blue background, white thulth 

letters (gold for the name of Sultan Husain) with golden KufIc above, 

on three sides of the entrance aivan (Pl. 161): 

slJ I ao. - L. 4 1*: 1, d Lo. -. LC... -. ALU Ij rs 
LC-ý d-U 

I( "I I)L,!.:; 
V 

cps rL-JI-6&6 Li-. 'Jl JI; y c'ex-t6j, 
; L-ýj I 

tj; , 
E; 

e. 
1 4LU di 

xI 
1-ý -41 

L, 

d; U.. cl 46JI., s4. 'Al &Ul 

olf 0 Le 

OLL j. 
Atj 

C, -- 3 d. U I 

Translation: 

God, may He be exalted and blessed, said: "He only shall 
tend God's sanctuaries who believeth in God and the last day 

and observeth proper worship and payeth the poor due and 
feareth none save God. For such (only) is it possible that 
they can be of the rightly guided" (Quran JX/18). And the 

prophet, on him be peace, said: "Whoever builds for God (may 

He be exalted) a mosque God will build a house for him in 

paradise. " God the Generous through His favours, kindnesses, 

virtues and benevolences gave the guardian of the territory 

of religion and the protector of the essence of Isl9m the 
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Sultan b. al-Sultan'b. Mu c izt'alý-Sýltanat wa'I-I)unyg wa'l-ffn 

Abu'l-Ghýzi Sultan Husain Bah; duiý Kh; n may God perpetuate his 

kingship and sultanate 
, 
success (in building this mosque) in 

the year 887/1482-5. A-cAba Vall al-Mudhnib wrote it. 

The Kufic is much damaged, but part of it reads: 

Lý Lm. -, 6.11, ýý J. I Ld L-z - &u ý 'ej.: w I 
Glory to God, be He exalted, thanks to God, be He exalted. 

This is a variation on the usual fbrm which repeats al-hamd li'llah 

or al-mulk li'll; h. 

Although I have not been'able to identify the calligrapher, 
10 he 

was clearly a master of his craft. The thulth is distinguished 'by 

occasional elimination of the teeth in the letter sin, used most 

effectively in combination in the long sweep of the sins of sana and 

saba C at the end of the inscription. Like the inscription of the 

Khanqah'of Mull. 9 ka-lan, it does not have the usual floriated spiral 

background. 

As no one apart from Sultan Husain is mentioned in the inscription, 

he alone evidently provided the funds for its erection. 

An inscription in brick on one pier of the entrance aivan reads: 

IrrY ej LL Cp Lel- 
je&AZ 3 fee jr; 

Repairs by Muhammad Sulýlman Khan 1337/1918-9. 
0 

According to Vardak he was governor of Herat in 1919. 

Discussion The historical circumstances surrounding the construc- 

tion of the building are clear. It was built by Sultan Husain in 887/ 

1482-3 to alleviate overcrowding in the existing Friday mosque. Size, 

then, was a prerequisite: the huge courtyard, 43m per side, would alone 

have held great numbers. But, as we have seen, the structure impresses 

not just by sheer size, as the variety of vaults and succession of 

solids and voids of varying dimensions around the courtyard show. The 

plan is carefully thought out, showing influence from a number of sources. 
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The disposition of the sanctutz7, ' with a large dome flanked by semi- 

domed alvans on the qibld and transverse axisp'is adapted from that 

of the New Mosque at. Turbat-i J; m. Other. influences from there are 

the multi-faceted pillarsi and perhaps even -the idea of constructing 

a large Timurld mosque with a minimum of tile decoration. 

What of the entrance complex, with its madrasa and zimistgn? The 

entrance complex had been used previously not only in the madrasa- 

type plan, as in the Khargird madrasa and the shrine at Gýzur Gýh, 

but probably also In the Masjid-i Jami c of Gauhar Shýd in Herat. 

Judging from Saljýqlil's description, 12 
the entrance complex of the 

-C - latter may have consisted of a zimistan and a jama atkhana. But one 

should remember that that mosque'blso had accommodation for students 

in cells around the courtyard. In Zly; xatg; li the combination of dif- 

ferent functions is the same, but as the priority was to accommodate 

as many people as possible. for prayer, the madrasa was relocated to 

the entrance complex. The zimistgn could also have doubled as a 

jamR c atkh9na when necessary. 

The influence of the mosque can be seen in the Ghuriyan Masjid-i 

Jami C. whose courtyard and sanctuary plan is remarkably similar, and 

which may have had an entrance complex based on that of Ziygxatgah. 

Condition Good, after extensive restoration. The dome of the room 

above the vestibule collapsed, between January and June 1975, and was 

perfunctorally repaired. 

Recorded January, June 1975, March 1977. 

Notes 

1) Adamec, Herat, map III-8-C; Allen, Catalogue, Map 1, no. 391- 

2) It is not SW of the village as marked in Allen, Map 1. 
3) 1, pp. 82-3. 

4) KA, p. 23. 
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5) See OKane, "Ehargird, p'. ' 91. 
6) "Les monuments, . p. 450. 

7) Not decagonal as per Pugachenkova, " Les monuments..., " p. 46. 

8) Not thirty-two as per Puga6henkova, "Les monuments... ,"p. 
45. 

9) Vaxdak reads. LdLý &U C_WI JW P P. 13. 

10) According to SaIjUqTl (p. 113), this may be MullZ Vall Ogtlandar 
Haravl Mudhnib who was renowned as a painter and calligrapher 
in the time of Sultan Husain and whowas the teacher of Khvgja 
Dffrak. I have been unýble to trace any other source for this 
information. 

11) P. 32. 
1-2) See Catalogue-No. 14. 
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34 

DIH-I MANAR, KHANQAH OF SHAM SAIE AL-DIN ARMANI 

Location In a cemetery on the edge of the village of Arman, now 

called Dih-i Manar, ca. 20km SW of the centre of Herat. 

Plan (Fig. 45) Central dome chamber approached by axial alvans, 

with living chambers in two storeys in each corner. Perhaps the most 

striking aspect of the plan Is its near total symmetry, both on the 

NS and EW axes. The only deviation is incurred by the necessity of 

incorporating a stairway In the upper storey instead of a living cham- 

ber at the SW corner. With only one staircase accommodation in the 

upper quarters could only have been for the ascetic who was willing 

to forego privacy-to reach the NE upper cell it is necessary to pass 

through either the NW or SE cell. 

Description As the structure has been published with some thorough- 

ness by Pugachenkova, my remarks will be limited to amplification of 

her account. 

The building is anepigraphic at present, although a band ca. 45cm 

wide running around the central dome chamber may have been designed to 

carry an inscription. 

Above this, the squinches are decorated with bannai bricks and 

glazed tilework. Rising joints axe minimal, horizontal joints are 

filled with light-blue faience strips. Strips of light-blue also 

frame the banna'! bricks of the remaining fragment of the vaulting 

beside the squinches. Squares of dark-blue faience with light-blue 

insets are used to form a hexagonal pattern on the squinch faces; on 

one squinch face the design is punctuated by larger lozenges in which 

a pentagonal harlequin design is inserted. Only light- and dark-blue 

and white tiles are used. The same limited range of colours is found 
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on the remaining fragment of mosaic-faience on the S aivan spandrel. 

The soffits of the arches leading to the central dome chamber are 

decorated with a large brick lozenge, one on each side of the apex of 

each arch (Pi. 167). 

Function The siting of the graveof Shaikh Sadr al-ffn in a hazira 

on the W side of the building, and especially its combination of 

numerous small living chambers with a central communal space, tend to 

confirm the local designation of khanqah, erected for disciples, or in 

memory, of Shaikh Sadr al-ffn ArmKn-13. 

Dating The gravestone of Shaikh Sadr al-In is dated 1237/1821-2. 

On account of the absence of his name in the Nafahgt-al-Un , Salj5qi 

attributed the khanqah to the end of the reign of Sultan Husain. 2 

Pugachenkova, however, attributed the khanqah to Shaikh Sadr al-Din 

Revaki who was a protege of AbU Sacr 3 
id. Perhaps this is Shaikh Sadr 

-V 
C-r 

al-Mn Ravasi, for whom Abu Sa id ordered funerary prayers after his 

death on 10 Ramacl3n 871/15 April 1467.4 However, his body was then 

brought to Juvain'and buried in a house which he had built there. 5 

There is thus no direct evidence to connect him with the khanqah at 

Arman. The tombstone of the vazir Khvaja Saif al-IJTn Muhammad is also 
0 

found within the hazira attached to the khanqah. He was executed by 

Sultan Husain, the date on his tombstone being 889/1493-4.6 The pre- 

sence of his tombs-bone within the hazira suggests that Shaikh Sadr 

al-Mn had died before this time. This does not necessarily imply, 

however, as Pugachenkova asserts, that the khanqah must have been 

built by this time. Like that which it most closely resembles, the 

Khanqah of MullK Kglýn at Ziyi! ratg9h, it may have been built consid- 

erably after the death of the shaikh. 

Apart from its resemblance, both in form and size, to the Khanqah 

of MullK Kal9n, a late fifteenth century date is also suggested by the 
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use of thin strips of light-blue falence as horizontal joints, signalled 

above, found also on the Masjid-i Chihil Sutýn at Ziyýratgýh, and in 

Iff. cAll ShIr's repairs of 904-5/1498-1500 in the Herat Masjid-i Jamic. 

Condition Very poor. All the vaults of the upper rooms have col- 

lapsed. The two remaining aivan vaults, those on the N and E, have 

sagged into ogee shapes'and are in Imminent danger of collapse. 

Notes 

1) Salj; q-l, p. 122. 

2) a: id., p. 121. 

3) "ýA 1'etude, " P. 41. 

4) HS, IV, P. 103. 

5) Loc. cit. 
6) Khvýndamlir is in some confusion over his date of death: in M, 

P. 3399 it is reported as 84 
, the space for the units being 

blank, while HS, IV, P. 330, gives the date of his death in 

words as 891. 

Bibliography 

Pugachenkova and Zakhimov, "Khanaka Sheyka Sadreddina, " pp. 140-4. 

Pugachenkova, "A 11'etude, "-pp. 41-5. 

Idem, Zodchestvo, pp. 78-9. 
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a 
PURAN, BUQ cA OF JALIL; AL-IffN ABU YAZID PURANY 

Location The village of Pýraan is situated 4km SW of the c Iraq gate 

of the old city of Herat. 
1 

Its only claim to fame is the presence 

there, on the outskirts of the village, of the grave of Jalýl al-ffn 

Abu Yazid Purani. The grave is set within a modern brick hazira 

enclosing, in accordance with the holiness of the deceased, a long 

burial mound. The remains of the buq ca are situated ca. 25m in the 

qibla direction (W) from -the hazira. 

Historical references Jal91 al-ffn was one of the most eminent 

Sufis of his day, meriting biographies from Jgmi, V9ciz, Khvandamlir2 

and a death notice from Samarqandi, the date of his death being 9 

Ehu'l-Qa c da 862/18 September 1458.3 He was buried in-Pýra_nv and 

Khv3ndam7ir adds that Sultan Husain erected a fine building (cim; irat-i 

" C_ ýali) at his grave (bar sar-1 maz.; rish). The village, and hence pre- 

sumably the buq Ca 
and mazar, was visited by Býbur and included in his 

list of the most famous sights of Herat. 4 

Plan (Fig. 46) Possible restorations of the original plan are 

discussed below. At present there are two dome chambers, the one on 

the N relatively well preserved, separated by a'tall heap of earth 

which may consist of the collapsed remains of a vestibule. 

Elevation, a) exterior: (Pl. 168) Only the N dome chamber will be 

described, as that on the S, as fax as can be judged from the remains, 

is symmetrical. 

The top of the N wall is crumbling away, but from the series of 

twin reveals one can assume that it consisted of a row of blind arched 

niches set within a rectangular frame. There are two doors in this 

wall, one leading to the main dome chamber and another at the W end 
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opening into a small corridor which in turn has access to the main dome 

chamber and to another door at a 45 0 
angle (Pl. 169). The E wall is 

in a very ruinous state, but one, can recogýnise*that it also had a door- 

way which led into a small narrow rectangular vestibule in front of the 

main dome chamber. The S'wall is again very dilapidated, but has two 

projections at a 450 angle, which, together with those of the dome cham- 

ber opposite, may have formed the sides of a vestibule with the plan 

of an irregular octagon., The door from. the corridor W of the dome 

chamber emerge-s at the SW corner, at an angle of 450 to the other 

entrances. The W wall is plain, although near the top of it the re- 

mains of an arch which, sprang. further W are visible. It is abutted 

in part by the wall of a new mosque which was recently attached to 

c both dome chambers of. the buq a. 

b) interior: The dome chamber is vaulted by an elaborate squinch net 

leading to a twenty-four-sided star at the base of the dome (Pl. 170). 

The complexity of the squinch net is shown by the number of rhomboids 

above each of the lower squinches: fourteen in all. The vestibule on 

the E side has a simpler squinch net leading to-, an octagonal star. 

The ruinous condition of the same vault in the S dome chamber allows 

us to see that the squinch net is only skin deep. 

On the walls the pointing emphasises the horizontal joints of the 

bricks at the expense of the vertical, a feature which is also found 

in the mausoleum at Turuq. 

Materials Bricks 26-7 x 26-7 x 5cm, RJ 1/2-1cm, HJ 1.2cm. Good 

quality hard mud mortar, like that used in the buqca of Sadr al-ffn 

_Armani. 
Date The relatively plain character of the building is shared-by a 

number of other structures which were built in the same area in the 

second half of the fifteenth century e. g. the buq c as of Mulla Kýlan 
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and Sadr al-Mn Armani and, the Friday Mosques of Ziyaratgah and 

Ghuriyan. The squinch net with its multiplicity of rhomboids s-Liggests 

a narrower range, in the last quarter of the fifteenth century. This 

being so, it seems reasonable to identify the building with that 

erected by Sultan Husain at the mazar of Jalal. al-Din Purani. 

Function Suggestions for the function of the building depend on 
0 

possible restorations, which must, now be discussed. It seems likely 

that on the E there was an entrance aivan leading to a small vestibule. 

Rather surprisingly, there was no direct communication with the vesti- 

bule and the domed rooms to either side. What did the vestibule lead 

into? One might expect a courtyard, or a domed room. In the latter 

case the plan would be similar to the Buq ca of Mullg Kalýn, but on a 

larger scale. However, judging from the way in which the wall beyond 

the vestibule goes through a. series of 450 angles before meeting the 

bevel at the SW corner of the dome chamber, it is difficult to see how 

a dome could be erected in this space. 

While one can thus assume that the vestibule led to a courtyard, 

the original plan beyond this point must be a matter of complete con- 

jecture. The space which might have been taken up by cells or arcades, 

aivans or dome chambers around the courtyard is occupied by the recent- 

ly built mosque. But the very presence of a courtyard suggests that 

some combination of-these elements would have been used -to complete 

the composition, and the remains of the springing of an arch in the 

W wall is evidence that cells at least were present. 

The terms used by Khvindamlir to describe the building are c inigrat 

sar-i mazar. He employs this combination frequently in the Khulasat 

al-Akhbar, where it is used for the buildings associated with the 

tombs of: 

and 2) the S-adýt-i Masrakh5 
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3) Majd al-Illn Taliba (cimcýxat-i 

-7 Ra7 4) Fakhr al-ffn l 

5) J9Ml 18 

6) Shaikh Zain al- ffn Riva-f 19 

- 10 
7) CAbdallah Wahid 

8) Abul-Walid. 

Nos. 1,2,7 and 8 are extant mausoleums, but it is not known what 

form the c imýrats of nos. 2ý-5 took. No. 3 is described in another 

source as a hazira, 12 
and no. 2 as a khanqah. 13 

I 

As the present building is situated away from the grave of Jalil 

al-ffn it is certainly not a mausoleum. It was however, intended to 

commemorate him, and'since'he was a renowned Sufi, one might expect 

a building which would contain lodgings for his followers and space. 

for communal devotions. Khv; ndamIr seems -to reserve the -term khanqah 

for large officially sponsored buildings, frequently erected in tandem 

with a madrasa. Since this building is not described by him as sucht 

a buqca might be a more appropriate term, since this frequently has 

both funerary and Sufi connotations. It also may reflect a more 

loosely organised regime than the official lectures which took place 

in the khanqahs which were erectedwith madrasas. 

The term buqca does not designate any specific form for a building. 

The courtyard at Pýran may have led into a mosque, in which case the 

combination of elements would be the same as the Tgybgd buq c a, with 

the mosque taking a different form in each building. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Allen, Catalogue, Map 1,2-H, no. 316. 

2) Respectively NU, PP. 501-3; MIP pp. 90-1; HS, IV, p. 60. 
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3) Msp P. 1174- 
4) B7abur NZma, P. 306. 

5) I. e. the mausoleums of CAbdallýh b. Mucaýwiyya and Abu'l-Qasim. 

KA, B. L. Or 1292, f. 386b. 
6) KA p p. 14. 

7) KA, p. 20. 

8) KA, p. 21. 

9) KA, p. 21. 

10) KA, p. 23. 
11) KA, p. 23. 

12) MI, P. 45; Allen, Catalogue, p. 180. 

13) Sayfplarlkh--Nýma-yi Harýtl p. 441; Allen, op. cit., P. 151. 
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AZADAN, MAZAR-I KHVAJA ABU'L-WALID 

Location Ca. 4km NW of the walled city of Herat. 

Plan (Fig. 47) Dome chamber precededby pishtaq on S., modern 

mosque on N. 

Historical sources Kh-ýa-ndamlr's description of the mazar in the 

Khulýsat al-AkhbRr is as'follows: 

The building (cimýrat) at the grave (bar sar-i mazgr of 
the great shaikh, the humble pir Khv: a--ja Abu'l-Walid Ahmad, 

0-c 
may his grave be hallowed, is one of those erected by Mir Ali 

Shir (muqarrab al-haArat al-Sultýnl) and there is a great 

gathering in that holy place on Wednesdays and its shaikh 

and attendants entertain all who come; and leading to this 

building KhvRja Niz9m al-Mulk Khvgf'1', one of the followers 

of MIx cAlli Shlir (amir-i c 
ali makýn), who on account of his 

ingratitude incurred Sultan Vusain's wrath, built a spacious 
_c - jama atkhana,. and now they say the Friday prayer there; and 

also in the vicinity of this lofty buq ca the attendants of 
MIr C A171 Shlir built an excellent ribat, and the travellers 

who stay in this auspicious place-perform prayers and give 

praise for its founder. 2 

In the Makarim al-Akhlaq the building is also described as 

c-3 imarat sarýi maz9r. 

Vasifi describes how every Thursday the most eminent men of society 

would gather to hear Husain Va c 
iz preach at the Shrine (Ear-i mazýr), 

4 
and goes on to record a disputation on one of these occasions. 

KhvRndam-ir's biographical notice of Kama-1 al-ffn Husain al-Va c iz, who 
t 

died in 910/1504-5, confirms-that he preached at the Shrine (dar sar-i 

maz; r) on Thursdays. 
5 

Inscriptions A more complete picture of the Shrine and its surround- 

ings can be obtained from the two fifteenth century inscriptions at 
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the site. 

The first is in six lines of thulth on a marble slab set into the 

wall over the entrance portal to the dome chamber of DFir cAll ShIr. 
6 

Persian, after the initial QLxranic quotation. 

"God, eternal dominion to He Who neither dies nor sleeps, 

said 'Everyone that is thereon will pass away: There remaineth 

but the Countenance of thy Lord of Might and Glory., 7 Moreover, 

after the flight (death) of the pure holy soul of the lord of 
the master of dignity, the great shalkh and imam of the highest 

degree, the spiritual leader of the holy, the mystic of the 

mystics who possess divine revelation, (he who is) followed by 

the imams of mankind, the Sultan of the throne of holiness, 

whose sanctuary is theworld in accordance with the suitable 

wishes of the saintly people, (he who-is) joined in proximity 
to the One-Eternal (God), -the Sultan of truth, of the path 

and of piety, Abu'l-Wal'ird Ahmad b. Abill-Raja' cAbdallgh al- 
HaAf-11 al-Xz3c1Rn_1 al-Haravli, may h is soul be blessdd; the dear 
(soul) in the year 232/846-7 flew willingly from the confines 

of his noble body to the call of the Higher Voice, to your 
(sic) Lord, to the original abode (heaven). In the reign of 

His Majesty the Pýdshah, Defender of the Faith, the Sun of the 

Heavens, the Sultan, Shadow of God, the centre of the circle 

of security and safety, the commander of the earth and of time, 

the great King, the conqueror of the world, lord of the auspi- 
-C cious conjunction, maker of kings Shah Abu'l-Ghazi Mu izz-1 

Milk va 9n, may God perpetuate his praise and kingdom (and) 

sultanate, in the royal reign of the confidant of His Majesty 
the Sultan, NizRm al-Daula wa'l-IiIn Amirr cAli Shirr, may his 

prosperity be increased, brought to completion this noble dome 

chamber (gunbad and lofty building (biný' and most noble 

shrine (mashhad ; and it was finished through the efforts of 
the powerful official, the guardian of the conquering govern- 

ment, Khv7aja Qavgm al-Iffn Niz3m al-Mulk b. Isrngc": rLl al-KhvRfir 

who is the founder of this Mýsjid-i Jamic. " 

c- Two buildings are thus speoiýFied, one built by All Sh-ir termed a 

mmbad, bina' and mashhad, and a masjid-i jami c built by Nizgm al-Mulk. 
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The second inscript . ion is on a, marble slab set into a side wall 

of a cistern at the end. of the long courtyard facing the shrine. The 

cistern appears to be moderii, 'so -the original location of the slab is 

not known. Four large and one small lines of thulth: 

"The endowments which in the time of the great humble pir, 

may his grave be hallowed, were established in the h6ly shrine 

(maz. qr 
, and the ancient endowments9 which were (established) 

after that axe as follows: all of the village of Abu'l-Walid, 

all of the village of Xz9dKn, '70 Jax7ibs of the village of 

Sainanýo 60.12: Elibs in the village of Zaldarýn, 16 jý in the 
11 

village of Qavit. ýn, 4 
. 
1ýibs in the village of JaghartKn. 

The personal imperial endowments and grants of the highest 

emperor (i. e. Sultan'Vusain), from among the personal lands 

of the noble one: the village of Buzdýn 12 
and one tenth, 13 

and in addition, the faxm-bf AbrgrT4 of the bulTik of Hava 
15 

Dashtak, the farm of DLh-i Nau also in the aforementioned 
bulUk, the farm of Kandal. 

6 
also in the aforementioned bul7ik, 

the farm of Mushak17 In the environs of Tugh; z Ribat. 
18 The 

endowment which the confidant of His Majesty the Sultan, the 

assistant of the royal government Niz3m al-Daula wa'l-ITin AmIr 
c-0 All ShTir, may his rule be perpetuated, ordered'for the blessed 

shrine (mazRr and masjýd .I Jami c and -the ribat at the river, 

with administration by the guardian of the conquering govern- 

ment Amlir Qavgm al-Ifn Nizim al-Mdlk and his sons: (the village 

of) Tal9ba-yi cUlya. 19- The endowments of the guardian of the 

conquering government Qav7am al-Millat wa'l-IT! n Amir Nizam. al- 
Mulk b. IsmRc-l*l al-KhvafTi, who, is the founder of the masjid-i 
jamic, for. the shrine (mazRr and the dar al-huff3z: the bath 

of the gate 
20 

and the shops of the seven gates near the shrine 
(mazRr and the ass-mill at their boundary, the little bazar 
(timcha in Taliba and the caravanserai in the Bazar-i Khush, 21 

the water-mill at the D-19habad bridge, the Sadiq farm in Badghis, 

the water-mill in the village of Tal9ba-yi 
ýUlyg, 

10 122: Libs 

of the garden in the village of ffvýncha, 22 two j2: Eý of land 

in the village of Ghuiv: a-n, 
23 the farm of Khvgja Malik Simngnir; 

with the assignment of one third of new endowments which are 
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also part of the endowments of the holy shrine exempt from 

official regulation. , 24 

The accuracy of Khv9ndardrr. accourrb is thus verified: three build- 

cc ings were endowed by Ali, ShIr, the, mazar, masjid-i jami and ribat, 

one of which, the masjid-I jami c. was built by NizRm al-Mulk. A d-ar 

al-huffýz is also mentioned: from, the 6ontext it is probably another 

term for the masjid-i jami c of NizZm al-Mulk, or else an annex to the 

mazar. 

The information presented so far has a number of unusual features, 

firstly the cooperation by two of the most powerful amirs of the time 

in building different parts of the complex, and secondly the great 

disparity between the amounts of property bequeathed by the two. ffir 

c All Sh-ir's consisted, of the (arable and orchard? ) lands of Tal9ba-Yi 

c Ulya, while NizZm al-Mulkvs comprised a mixture of commercial proper- 
a 

ties and farm land in villages near Herat and in Bgdghvis. Why the 

large discrepancy between the two? 

The answer presumably, lies in the clause which assigns the admini- 

stration (tauliyyat) of the waqf to Nizgm al-Mulk and his descendants. 

Even though he is only mentioned as the administrator of the village 

of Tal9ba-yi c Ulya bequeathed by OAIII Sh-13r, it is likely in the absence 

of other named officials, that he administered the whole of the waqf 

income, including the other bequests mentioned in the inscription: 

those remaining from the erection of the first mazar after Abu'l-Walird's 

death, and those given by Sultan Husain. 

Since Nizam al-Mulk's endowments were considerably larger than 

CA111 ShIrr's, and since he also built the masjid-i jami C, why is he only 

mentioned in both inscriptions after the name of cAll ShIrr, and in a 

less inflated protocol? Perhaps this problem, and the unusual features 

mentioned above, can be explained by positing the following sequence 
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of events. In the late fifteenth century the dome chamber which one 

of the Karts, possibly Fakhr al-an Muhammad (d. 708/1308) 25 had 

cT 
erected over the tomb, was falling into disrepair. All Shir decided 

to erect a new dome chamber, but for some reason was short of funds 

26 
to provide endowments. He persuaded his patron Sultan Husain to 

bequeath some state lands, but this not being sufficient, he also 

invited Khvaja Nizým al-Mulk to contribute, with the inducement that 

he and his sons should be named adminstrators of the waqf. Since 

Nizam al-Mulk's descendantsare mentioned in the waqf, it is likely 

that it was to be administered as a wUf ahli or family trust. This 

could have been a lucrative position for Nizam. al-Mulk and his family, 

with surplus funds available for his own expenditure. He would expect 

to obtain at least one-tenth of the revenue, the amount for trustee- 

ship (haqq-i tauliyyat assigned to the 
, 
naqlb of the waqf of Gauhar 

Shad's foundation at Mashhad. 
27 

Then, perhaps, in order to be seen 

to be contributing to a foundation from which he would benefit, Nizam 

c 
al-Mulk agreed to add a mosque to the dome chamber of All Shir. Pre- 

sumably the decisions to build the mosque and dome. chamber were made 

separately, as there is nothing about the architecture of the dome 

chamber which suggests that it wag ever anything other than a self- 

contained unit. Timurid architecture was capable of devising various 

ingenious plans for the accommodation of a funerary dome chamber and 

separate oratory, as the shrines of Khvaja Ahmad Yassavi, Mazar-i 

c Sharif and Shahzada Abdallah at Herat show. The prosaic quality of 

the plan of the dome chamber at Xz3d3n therefore suggests that it was 

designed before the plans for a mosque were drawn up. 

While the above can be only conjectural, it could explain that 

while Nizam al-Mulk was relegated to a lesser place in the epigraphic 

hierarchy than Ali Shir, he may have felt that this was amply 
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compensated for by his, position as'trustee. 

Of the three buildings erected by the two amirs at the site, only 

the dome chamber survives. The mosque of NizZm al-Mulk was in danger 
4 

of collapsing in 1335/1956, and was subsequently pulled down and re- 

placed by a new one. 
28 Saljýql gives a fleeting impression of its 

former state: it was connected to the dome chamber on the N; this led 

to a courtyard with a shabist; n decorated with excellent, arabesques 

and stalactites further to the N. 29 

The dome chamber of gr c All' ShIr 

Elevation a) exterior: (Pl. 171) The precise appearance must be 

conjectural as so much has been damaged and overlaid with restorations. 

At present the pishtaq on the S in flanked by two-storey niches (Pl. 

172), recalling those of T. Iybad, but the different colour of the brick- 

work and break in bond show that they were added later. They may have 

been added at the same time that the inside wall of that portal screen 

was reinforced and a new arch built, for here too the change in 

colour and break in bond are obvious. On the spandrels of the arch 

of the pishtaq, the outline of the springing of an arch higher than 

the present one can be seen (Pl- 173). This was probably the profile 

of the fifteenth-century pishtaq arch, although again its bricks of 

lighter colour than the original portal screen are evidence of restora- 

tion. Given the height of the original pishtaq arch (ca. 15m) and the 

relative thinness of its piers (2-50m), it is not surprising that the 

first vault fell. The stubby minarets on top of the portal screen 

are also modern. 

The rectangular doorway at the back of the aivan is now set within 

an arched recess. Immediately above it is the marble slab containing 

the foundation inscription, and above that an arched window near the 

top of the recess. The row of three windows at the rear of the aivan, 
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with a smaller one above, is probably original, to judge from both the 

colour of the surrounding, bricks ahd'by the way in which the topmost 

window is cut off by the, lower rebuilt arch of the pishtaq. The 

original pishtaq, therefore, was also barrel-vaulted, like that of 

Tgyb-ad. 

The exterior of the'dome is covered with a coating of kjtgil. 

There is no indication that a double dome was ever contemplated. 

The N side is now obscured by the new prayer hall, but as the pre- 

vious masjid-i jami C was also on this location, the dome chamber would 

never have had an exterior facade here. 

The lateral facades have had later structures erected against both 

sides. Part of the original scheme can be made out on the W side, 

where the successive reveals suggest that there was originally a series 

of three blind arches with rectangular frames. The central one was 

larger and contained a window with a pointed arch. 

b) interior: (Pl. 174) The dome chamber is square with bevelled cor- 

ners and a shallow barrel-vaulted recess on each side. In the W recess 

is a semi-octagonal mosaic-faience mihrab with a stalactite semi-dome. 

A mosaic-faience dado rises to a height of 2.22m, but above this the 

plaster surfaces have all been repainted. 

The four main arches of the dome chamber, the four plain squinches 

between them, and the eight rhomboidal compartments between those pro- 

vide a sixteen-sided base. Rather than ending here, however, sixteen 

intersecting arches extrapolate the zone of transition to a higher 

plane. The same feature was used in the dome chambers of Kuhzn and 

Shghzgda cAbdallgh in Herat (Cat. Nos. 39,19). 

Decoration The dado has a pattern of eight and twelve-pointed stars 

surrounded by pentagons on a ground of triangles. The extensive use 

of white in the pattern, and the greater than average height (2.22m) 
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assure the dado a prominent role in the decoration of the interior. 

The mosaic-faience of the mihrab (PI. 175) has unfortunately been 

partially obscured by the addition of paint over the tiles. The rec- 

tangular frame has a tree of life panel at the base, and over it a 

small panel with aphorisms in plaited Kufic in white on a black ground. 

A fine thulth inscription takes up the rest of the frame, white letters 

on a dark-blue ground, al-mulk 11'11ýh in amber Kufic in upper register. 

It reads: 

rýj 
114. &U Ij to 

plus Quran XVII/78-82 30 
as far as CV745J I- 

The spandrels of the mihrab have a Khargird typo three pattern, 
1, .. 

of a peony on a loosely arrange .d floral background., There is'an 

interesting use of a small cloud band motif at the base of each span- 

drel, where it serves as the point of origin for the'floral sprays. 

Cloud bands had been used previously in miniatures, 
31 but their employ- 

ment here pre-dates their popular use in Safavid tilework. 
32 

Date The appointment of Nizam al-Mulk ci Shir to the rank of 
0 

and A]. 

amir in 870/1472 provides a. terminus Dost quem, and Nizým al-Mulk's 
0 

death in 904/1498 a terminus ante quem. The architecture and decora- 

tion do not permit a more precise attribution. 

Condition Good, after recent repairs. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Allen, Map 2, No. 573. 
2) Pp. 22-3. 
3) F. 145b. 
4) if P. we 

5) HS, IV, P- 345. 
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6) Text in Saljýql, RMH 4,, pp; L 1'. '133-4. 

7) Quran, LVI/26-ý7- 

8) Text, in Sa: Lj; ql, RMH 4, p. '1ý4. - 
9) Omit from the textd 

10) Allen, No. -343. 
11) Probably equals Jaqartan, Allen, No. 174. 

12) Allen, No. 174. 
13) The text would maký more sense here if the wýw were eliminated. 
14) This reading, is uncertain, but it is not Abdaz as in Saljýqli. 
15) Allen, No. 4. 

16) Cf. Allen, No. 251, listed as Kanda-yi Xb. 

17) Cf. Allen, go. 299. ' 

18) Listed in HA, p. 2ý, as in the bul; k of Paz-Ana'and Hav9 Dashtak, 
located at a distance of 2 farsakhs from the town. 

19) Allen, No. 371. 

20) Dalete thQ w-aw after da'*r al-htffgz in the text. 
21) Allen, 'No. 102. 

22) Allen, No. 188. 

23) Allen, No. 210. 
24) Since one third was exe_mpted' it 

, 
follows that the other two thirds 

were subject to government taxes. Neither were waqfs in contem- 
porary Transoxiana or the Aqquyunlu domains automatically exempt 
from taxation; 'see Rogersp "Wa4fiyyas, " pp. 189-90. 

25) See Allen, No. 573. 

26) Commitment to some other buildings in his extensive programme may 
have been the reason. We as ypt have too little information re- 
garding his other fo undati6ns to establish whether joint endow- 
ments made it possible for him to be a patron on such a large 

scale, or whether they were, exceptional. 
27) Cat. No. 14. It has been'estilriited that a contemporary waqf of 

Khvaja Ahrar in Trafisoxiana ensured that almost one third of its 
revenues would go to the founder's family; see Rogers, "Waqfiyyas, " 
P. 189. 

28) Salj; q-l*, RMH 4, pp. 135-6. 
29) Loc. cit. 
30) The same verses are used on'the mihrab of the Mosque of Gauhar 

Shad in Mashhad. - 
31) In an anthology of 845/1441-2t see Gray, ed., Arts of the Book, 

Pl. XLI. 
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32), E. g. on the portal of the Hlr7m-i Vil9yat In Isfahan. 
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2z 
HERAT, MAZAR-I SHZIZXDA c ABDALLAH 

Location On the Kuhandiz-1 Musrikh. 1 

Historical sources According to the Maqsad_al-IqbZl, Sultan Muhammad 

Kart built a fine dome (gunbad-i cZlI) at the grave (bar sar-i turb 

of cAbdallZh b. MucKwiYYa in 706/13o6-7,2 although FasThIr, writing 

some three and a half decades earlier, states that in 737/1336-7 the 

cim3xat and qubba of cAbdallZh were f inished by TZj al-ffn Ahmad. 
3 

a 
It is unlikely that a structure erected in 706/1306-7 would need re- 

construction only thirty years later, so the work of 737/1336-7 was 

probably confined to repairs. 

Khvandamir describes the, building in the Khulasat al-Akhbar as 

cir: ixat sar-: i, maz3x, and states that one of Sultan Husain's (sahib-i 

qiran followers erected it. 
4A 

further notice of Khv: a-ndam'avx identi- 

f les the builder as PahlavFm Muhammad G13? 7ubast, who in 893/1487-8 was 

buried near the mazgz-i sadat-i Musrikh. 5 
and "the holy building which 

0 

is standing at his grave was built and finished by Pahlavgn Muhammad. .6 

I suggest below that the present building is that erected by 

Pahlavin Muhammad, substantially unaltered. 
a 

Plan Pugachenkova's description should be supplemented by Shokoohy's; 

his measured plan (Fig. 48) is considerably more accurate. 

Elevation a) exterior: The main axes of the building are punctuated 

by aivans, with blind arcading in between. The largest aivan is that 

on the main entrance facade on the WO flanked by two-storey niches at 

an angle of 450, of which only one remains. The present crude semi- 

dome of this aivan is probably due to restoration. 

The next largest aivan, that on the opposite facade, and now walled 

in, has a squinch net semi-dome which is more likely to be original, 
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although the painting which covers it is certainly later. The two 

lateral aivans are now covered with squinch vaults which appear to be 

restorations. Their portal screen rises only slightly above the rest 

of the facade, 

The exterior of the single shell dome, resting on an octagonal 

7 drum, is barely visible from the exterior. There is no indication 

that a double dome was ever intended, so the dome was clearly designed 

from the start to play a subsidiary external. role. 

b) interior: To the left of the mýin entrance aivan is a small mosque, 

composed of two adjoining dome chambers. Although the domes are plainly 

vaulted, resting on pendentives, the recesses of the easternmost cham- 

ber have simple but attractive squinch net vaults. Opposite the mosque, 

to the right of the aivan, is another-domed room, with a more elabo- 

rate squinch net leading to a sixteen-sided figure at-the base of the 

dome. The four small squinches have stalactite shells just like those 

of the main dome chamber. A staircase leads from this room to some 

small cells in the upper storey (Fig. 49) and thencp to the roof. 

To the left of the main entrance is a small cell, while the sym- 

metrically opposite door leads. through two narrow cells and an adjoin- 

ing bent corridor to the-S facade, although the latter exit is now 

blocked, and the room used by the khqdim-of the shrine. 

The inconspicuousness of the dome from the outside belies its 

impressiveness from within (Pl. 178). The eight main arches lead to 

a zone in which eight blind arches alternate with eight windowso 
8 

Intersecting arches springing from this zone produce a squinch not 

leading to a sixteen-sided9 figure at the base of the dome. The scheme 

is exactly that of the madrasa. at Kuhsan and the mazar at ýzadýn (Cat. 

Nos. 19,36), the only variation being in the number of windows at the 

base of the dome. 
10 
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All this zone, ' as far down as the dado, is painted, but the brown 

I 
and red pigments, large medallions and naturalistic floral sprays all 

indicate a post-Timurid date 

The four axial niches (Pl. 180) are vaulted with a squinch net 

semi-dome, the six-sided bases of which are outlined in a band of 

prismatic triangles. The small squinches in the corners of the niches 

are filled with clusters of stalactites, and stalactites are used 

instead of squinch nets for all of the semi-octagonal niches. 

One should also note the small chambers, not mentioned in 

Pugachenkova's description, which lead off from the semi-octagonal 

niches in the E diagonal axes. Their function is discussed below. 

Decoration The only original decoration consists of mosaic-faience, 

sometimes used in combination with brick tiles. Remains are found in 

the entrance and lateral aivans, and on the dado of the main dome 

chamber. 

A considerable amount of the latter has survived, although much 

of it suffers from overpainting (Pl. 179). There are two main patterns, 

one of interlacing octagons and eight-pointed staxs on the bevelled 

corners of the central octagon, flanked by engaged marble columns, 

and on the sides of the ýiches a simpler lattice of rosettes and . 
cruciform cartouches. Each of these patterns has floral borders. The 

predominant colour is the dark-blue background, but the stars of the 

first pattern contain peony-like blossoms which axe reminiscent of 

those on the dado of the mazar at XzaEn. 

Only traces now remain of the dado of the entrance aivan, one of 

pentagonal mosaic-faience stars set amidst brick tiles. The outer 

edge of the side wall above had a harlequin pattern polygons with 

segments of stars - with an arabesque panel at its base, but these 

have now vanished. 
12 

Fortunately the two large panels beside them 
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have remained undamaged. Both use beige brick tiles flush with the 

mosaic-faience surface, a device that was used later in the Herat 

Masjid-i Jami C and of course extensively in Safavid architecture. The 

pattern set within the large blind arch is also interesting in that it 

falls outside the usual categories, of arabesques or angular interlacing 

strapwork. It combines the two on a simple rectilinear grid. Again, 

this is a presage of the appearance of patterns of this type in Safavid 

tilework, most successfully in the squinches of the Masj1d-i Shaikh 

- 13 Lutfallah. To the left of this panel is a lattice window. As so 
0 

many Timurld examples of -these have disappeared, it is worth remarking 

on its elaborate polylobed outline 
14 

and the delicacy of the floral 

stems which adorn its grille. The spandrels of the arch above have a 

Khargird type three pattern with a large peony instead of a medallion 

in the middle of each face, exactly like-that of the mihrab of the 

mazar at lzýdýn. 

The spandrels above the lattice windows at the back of the lateral 

aivans have the same pattern. The semi-octagonal niches at the sides 

of these also have mosaic-faience spandrels, although the main motif 

of large scrolling arabesque is in unglazed brick tiles (Pl. 177). 

Dating The presence of several features in the tilework, such as 

its use in combination with flush brick tiles, and of motifs similar 

to those of the mazar at lzadýn built by c All Shir, confirm that the 

dome chamber is the one built by Pahlav3n Muhammad. 

This conclusion can be reinforced by consideration of the ground 

plan. While at first sight the plan of the main dome chamber is simi- 

lar to that of the madrasa at Kuhsan, the extension of the diagonal 

axes on two sides betrays a more fluid conception of space. This 

flexibility is also found on the main facade, where it is obtained by 

0 
placing the flanking niches at an angle of 45 A glance at the plan 
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will confirm the feeling one getB* within the building of interpenetra- 

tion of different spaces, and the-way in which wall thicknesses are 

pared to a minimum by the introduction of small rooms in the corners. 

The next logical step was to make the units radiating from the central 

dome chamber all symmetrical, and this is what happens in the early 

sixteenth-century tomb of Ul; gh Beg and cAbd al-RazzZq in Ghazn-1*. 
15 

The Pffx-I R-uzadgr near Balkh (Cat. No. 38) also has a similar plan. 

Function In addition to the main dome chamber over the tomb, the 

mazar has a number of other rooms. How did they function? 

Some may have been used for accommodation of travellers. The mazar 

was certainly among the most important sources of baraka in Herat, as 

its initial position in the Maqsad al-Iqb7al, the ziygrat-nZma of Herat, 

demonstrates. One can assume that, like the mazar at Azadan, a waqf 

would have been specially created for it. ' from which funds could have 

been used to entertain visitors. 

The funds could also have provided for a resident shaikh, who may 

have used the domed room to the right of the entrance for informal 

lectures. Or, as today, it may have accommodated a khZdim responsible 

for the general upkeep of the mazar. 

The small cells could also, at a pinch, have been used for accom- 

modation, or more likely as chilla-khRnas. Their presence in the 

extreme corners of the building recall the position of those in the 

Masjid-i Gunbad in Ziyýratggh, and the contemporary description of the 

Masjid-I Gunbad in Herat 'where "around the base of the dome chamber 

. 16 they constructed chilla-khanas. 

Condition The deformation of the arch profiles on the exterior 

testify to the precarious state of parts of the building. Several 

P. ortions of the exterior walls have been recently restored. 

Recorded January, June 1975. 
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Notes 

1) Allen, No. 53. 
2) P- 13. 

3) Muimai, III, p. 51. ý 
4) B. L. Or. l29Zt T. 286b. Ifi cItiiýakir's edition madrasa is given 

instead of C imarat, but this slip of the pen is the editor's, 
and not IffivRndamlir's, (Pace Allen, p. 167). 

5) cAbdallýh b. Mucawiyya was known as the sayyid-i sadýt: Allen, 

p. 167. 

, -6) HS, IV, p. 18Z: "cim3rati-ki bar mazýr-i faiý 9s3x vaqca ast 
sakhta va pardýkhta Pahlavan Mahammad. " 

7) Not dodecagonal, pace Pugachenkýva, "A 1'etude, " P. 33. 
8) Many of the windows are now blocked, giving an unwarranted gloom 

to the interior. 
9) Not 32, pace Pugachenkova, '$A Vetude, " P. 32. 
10) There are none at Xzýd3n, and four at Kuhsan. 

11) Cf. a similar example at Gýzur Gah, Seherr-Thoss, Pl. 64. 

12) They are visible in Survey, Pl. 450a. 

13) 
'Seherr-Thoss, 

Pl. 97- 

14) Cf. the rectilinear examples of contemporary. Yazd. 

15) Hoag, Islamic Architecture, Fig. 365. 

16)- MIP P. 52. 
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-1 MAUSOLEUM OF ffR-I RUZADAR 

Location Ca. 4km W of Balkh 

Plan (Fig. 51) Octagonal dome chamber preceded by rectangular 

entrance complex. 

As I have not seen the building it is only possible here to comment 

on the analysis in its publication. 

Parallels to the angular interlace stucco ornament of the dome and 

octagonal niches are also found in the Khargird madrasa and the Masjid-i 

Hauý-i Karbas near Herat, although the patterns in these examples are 

formed not so much by raised ribs as by recessed plaques. The combina- 

tion of pointed stars and polygons is familiar from designs in inset- 

technique such as those found at Khargird, or even painted decoration 

c as on the mihrab of the Rushkhvgx'Masjid-i Jami Unfortunately no 

illustration is given of the "fine foliate ornament" used in combina- 

tion with the stars and polygons, which sounds similar to the stucco 

ornament of the Shrine at Bidýkhavlid, 2 for instance. 

As Pugachenkova, points out, the elaborate squinch-net vaulting of 

the entrance vestibule is also paralleled in the Masjid-i Haut-i 

Karb9s, although numerous examples from the second half of the fif- 

teenth century such as khanqahs-at P; rýn and Ziyaratgah are even more 

closely related. 

One must take exception, however, to Pugachenkova's description 

of the building as unfinished on the grounds of its lack of exterior 

decorative revetment, and the surmise that this interruption in the 

building programme was "most probably occasioned by the period of 

troubles following the death of Shah Rukh in 1447 which continued 

throughout the 1450's, " Firstly, it is not quite true that exterior 
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decorative revetment was "virtually a standard f eature of Timurid 

monumental mausoleum architecture. " A wide range of Timurid buildings 

around Herat, including several mausoleums, has little or no exterior 

decorative revetment; the mausoleums at TzgdaRn, Langar and Barn9b9d 

(Cat. Nos. 36,39,58) come to min: d, -together with such buildings as 

the Khanqah of Sadr al-ffn Arma-rd and the Friday Mosques of Ziyaratgah 

and GhUriy,; n (Cat. Nos. 33,34,57). Besides, as far as can be seen 

from the exterior, there is no sign of recessed panels e. g. on span- 

drels, which would have been covered later with mosaic-faience. Neither 

is the lack of a high double dome evidence of incompletion, as 

Pugachenkova claims. The mau . soleums of Xziicign, Langar and ShZhzgda 

c AbdallZh (Cat. Nos. 36,39,37), are other examples of single shell 

domes which bear no indication of. unfinished work. Secondly, the 

ffir-i RuzadZr very strongly resembles the mausoleum of Shzýhzzqda 

cAbdall9h and is therefore, like that building, more likely to be 

dated towards the end of the fifteenth century rater than the middle. 
--c The mausoleum of Shahzada Abdallýh has an aivan where the ffr-i 

Ruzadgr has a domed vestibule, otherwise their plans are virtually 

identical. As ffr-i Ruzadir is not qibla oriented, the chamber W of 

the vestibule, equivalent to the prayer room of the mausoleum of 

Shghzada cAbdallah, would have had a residential function, like the 

room opposite. The building would thus be able to incorporate some 

of the functions of a buq C a. - 

Condition Apparently good. 

Recorded Not visited. 

i 

Notes 

1) This could either be the Dfflr-i R; zd-ar or perhaps the M71r-i 

Rauýad3r. 

4 
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2) Afsh9r, Ygdgar I, 'P. ýP; P'Lne, "Timurid Stucco Decoration. " 
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51) Cat. no-38- M-ir-i Ruzadax: plan 
(after Pugachenkov'a') 
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AC. d- 

LANGAR, MAUSOLEUM OF aSIM-I. ANV7R 

Location Langar is a village on the route from Herat to Mashhad, 

ca. 25km or one caravanserai stage NW of Turbat-i Jam. It is now 

situated lkm E of the main asphalt road, beyond a range of low hills. 

The mausoleum is situated on the edge of the village. The medieval 

name of the village was Khargird, sometimes referred to as Khargird-i 

Jim to distinguish it from the village of. the same name in Khva-f. 

Besides housing the tomb of Qýsim-i Anv.; r, 'it is famous as the birth- 

place of the poet Jami. 

Historical sources In the Tadhk1rrat al-Shucarg' Daulatsh9h writes 

Lza) for Qýsim-i Anvgr that gIr cAll Sh-ir wanted to build a tomb (Mu 

and laid the foundations of a building (cirr: srat) of unequalled beauty; 

he hoped it would soon be finished. 1 As the Tadkhlrrat al-Shu c arg' 

was composed in 892/1486-7, the account gives an accurate date f or the 

monument, which is not so large as to require a building campaign of 

more than a few years. Surprisingly, the monument is not menti6ned 

by Khvgndam7ir in the Makirim al-Akhlgq., although he does note that 

ýIr c All ShIr built a caravanserai at Khargird, which has not survived. 
2 

3 The tomb is still known by the villagers as that of Qasim-i AnvRr. 

Plan (Fig. 52) Square dome chamber with axial niches; entrances 

on two sides through aivans, three subsidiary chambers entered from 

exterior. Brief descriptions have been published by Diez and NaulavI1. 

Elevation a) exterior: (Pl. 181) The most striking feature of the 

exterior is the duality of the two entrances, each making a strong 

architectural claim for the viewer's attention. The S aivan would of 

course have made a firmer statement when its roof was intact; its 

walls are out of perpendicular, suggesting that they were not massive 
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enough to carry its weight. The smaller alvan, although not in the 

middle of the NE side, nevertheless makes a bold impression by virtue 

of its flanking chambers of lesser height. The building is conceived 

as a rectangular combination of dome chamber preceded by an alvan,, 

but with a subsidiary unit of aivan and 

smaller rooms projecting from one side. In this way it dif f ers from 

the Khanqah of Mull; Y%ýl; n, where the two entrance aivans seem to have 

been conceived as part of -the same rectangle. 

The gentle swell of -the dome is hardly visible from the exterior; 

when the large aivan was roof ed it would of course have been completely 

invisible, like the domes behind the aivans at nearby Taybad and 

Turbat-i JKm. 

Apart from one large blind niche with a pointed arch on the NW "IF 

side, rectangular brick mouldings axe used throughout for framing, as 

on the central cube at Tayb9d. Other than this no decorative motif s 

or materials are use d on the exterior. 

b) interior: The central space under the dome chamber and the axial 

niches were all used for a display of plaster rib and squinch-net 

vaulting of great variety (Pl. 182). The resemblance of the vaulting 

of the dome chamber with its intersecting ribs to that of Taybýd has 

been noted previously, and this is considered in more detail in 

Chapter III. The essentially non-structural character of this vaulting 

was emphasised. This is particularly evident from one of the gallery 

vaultst where although the plaster squinch nets cover brick ones of 

the same shape, the latter has broken away in places to reveal corbel- 

ling behind (Pl. 185). The vault of the apsidal niche, as Diez refers 

to it, is slightly unusual (Pl. 184). It can be paralleled, however, 

by other late fifteenth century examples in dome chambers, those of 

the Namakdan at Gazur Gýh and the mosque in the caravanserai of Q7ush 
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4 

Ribat (Cat. Nos. 42,60). The greatest elaboration, however, was 

reserved for the room at the N corner, which has a central twenty-six- 

sided dome with four ten-sided satellite stars. 
4 

The vaulting of the 

other side rooms has been repaired recently. Apart from the ubiquitous 

zig-zag motif, no, other deoorýLtive techniques are employed in the 

interior. 

Inscriptions The monument is anepigraphic, apart from a Safavid 

farmýn of 1046/1636-7 giving notice of tax relief , set at the back of 

the large alvan. 
5 

Material Bricks 26 x 26 x6 1/2cm, RJ 0 . 5cm, HJ lcm. 

Function Although Daulatshah describes the building as a tomb 

(rauýa), the presence of subsidiary'6hambers calls to mind buildings 

such as the Buq Ca of T3yb3d and the khanqahs at Ziyýratgah and Dih-i 

Man3r. The latter also have an upper gallery like that of Langar. 

This similarity of form is itself strongly suggestive that the build- 

ing was used as a khanqah or residence for Sufis, and confirmation is 

provided by the name by which the village of Khargird came to be known 
6 

in later times-Langar. A langar is a place where Sufis reside and 

which in particular provided food and refuge for the traveller, 
7 

al- 

though this was incidentally a service which khanqahs would have 

offered. One of the side rooms would probably have served as a kitchen, 

with others being used as living chambers for the resident shaikh or 

for travellers, while the dome chamber itself - and in summer the 

large roof space could have provided shelter for a large number of 

temporary residents, as an alternative for the impecunious pilgrim or 

dervish to the caravanserai in the same village. 

Condition Good, after repairs in the last two decades. The plaster 

vaulting urgently needs reinforcement in a number of areas. 

Recorded January 1975, February 1977. 
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Notes 

1) TS, p. 263. 

2) mA, 'f. 146b. 

3) As it was at the time of Khanikoff's visit; the quotation of him 

by Diez is about a different monument. 
4) Gazur Gah, Figs. 154-5. 

5) Text in Maulavi, pp. 21-5. A modern tombstone was erected 
between 1975 and 1977 beside the brick cenotaph of Q7asim-i Anv9r. 

6) The Langar-i Amir Ghiy7ath was also described as a buqca, an 
ýstýna and a residence for dervishes; RJ I, p. 140. 

7) Maulav-11, p. 10. 
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JURJIN-MASHHAD ROAD, CARAVANSERAIS 

a, San- C 
In -the f irst volume Of Matla al-Shamsv published in 1883 1 

al-Daula gives an account of the caravanserai near Sankh3s called 

Ribat-i Qilli, and adds the names of thirteen other caravanserais on 

the pilgrim route from jurjan to Mashhad which were, according to him, 

built by MIX cAll ShIr. 1 Several authors have subsequently tried to 

identify these names with the ruins of caravanserais along the same 

route, the most significant effort being that of Diez in his own pub- 

lication of the ribat near Sankh7as. Before'plunging into another 

analysis of this list, however, one should surely enquire from which 

-C source did Sani al-Daula obtain his information. In the margin be- 

side his account he quotes one fifteenth century source, a passage 

from Daulatsh7ah, which related how Ribat-i c Ishq, one of the caravan- 

serais on the list, was first built by Q7ab; s b. Washmg1r, fell into 

disrepair, and was rebuilt by Mir cAll ShIr. No reference to any 

other source is mentioned. With the recent publication of Khvandamir, s 

c-- 
. 
Makarim al-Akhlaq, which gives extensive lists of Mir Ali Shir's 

building activities, including forty-nine caravanserals, one would 

have expected this gap to be filled. Only one of those mentioned in 

-C the Makarim al-Akhlaq, however, exactly corresponds with one on Sani 

al-Daula's list-Ribat-i c Ishq. The two which precede Ribat-i C Ishq 

in Khvýndamlir's list, Ribat-1 Isfara'lin and Ribat-i Chinýra_n, would 

have been located on the Jurjýn-Mashhad road (Chinýrgn is 60km NW of 

Mashhad on the main road to Q7uchZn), but neither coincide exactly with 

-C the locations of Sani al-Daula's list. 

There is thus some negative evidence against the identification 

-0 of those caravanserais on Sani al-Daula's list, other than that of 
a 
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Ribat-i c Ishq, as being the work of Ifir c Ali Shi r, What evidence is 

there f or the contrary? Firstly, Sani al-Daula's list is certainly 
0 

not a random one. Of the fourteen stages which he mentions, all ex- 

cept one can be located with some accuracy on the route between Jurjan 

and Mashhad. More important, however, is the character of the three 

caravanserais of the list which survive. Although they are in a state 

of advanced decay, enough remains in each case to restore their origi- 

nal plans and to compare building and decorative techniques. As will 

be seen, they display a marked similarity, sufficient to assert that 

they were built in the same period. As one monument of the group, 

Ribat-I c Ishq, is definitely known to have been built by Ifir c All ShIr, 

there are thus good grounds for accepting the others as his work also. 

A further argument f or the integrity of the list is the similarities 

between the extant caravanserais and Ribat-i Sangbast, the latter, as 

we know from Daulatsh3h, also being a work of MIr cAll ShIr. Why 

Khýa_ndamlr's list omits these is a problem. Perhaps it was inevitable 

that in trying to list the vast quantity which ffr cAll ShIr erected - 

f orty-nine are mentioned by KhvTuidam. Irr alone - that some should be 

accidently left out. 

At what time in ffr CA1111 Sh-Ir's long influential life were the 

caravanserais erected? Ribat-i c Ishq must have been finished by 892/ 

1487, the date in which the Tadhkirat al-Shu c ara' was written. Coinci- 

dentally, it was in the beginning of the same year that ýfir cAll Shir 

was made governor of ýstýrabýd by Sultan Husain 
2 

in a move designed 
0 

to diminish his influence at Herat. The erection of a chain of cara- 

vanserais for those on pilgrimage from Xstlýa-bRd to the Shrine City of 

'cII Mashhad was a project which would obviously benefit Ml: r All Shir's 

subjects and facilitate his own speedy travel to Herat, so it is likely 

that at least the plans for their erection were formulated in that year, 
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I 
if they werei not already built., 'ý 

The remains, -if any, of the fourteen caravanserais, will be 

discussed in turn. 

1) RIBAT-I SHAHR-I JURSAN 

The remains of the'old city of 'Gurgan or Jurjýn lie some 3km SW 

of the modern Gunbad-i QWus. No-thing of the old city remains above 

groiInd. Several seasons of excavations have been conducted by Dr. Y. 

Kiani of the ! rZn B7astýn Museum, who has informed me that no -traces 

of any caravanserai have been found so far. 

2) RIBAT-I FýRS 
3 According to Mez, this corresponds with ParRs, the site of an 

old Parthian settlement, but I have been unable to locate any refer- 

ence to it. 

RIBAT-I DAHANA-YI JPJAN 

The modern asphalt road from Tehran to Mashhad joins the old cara- 

van route here, going along with it as far as -the fifth stage, Ribat-i 

Qarahpil. The road here turns from the Mazandaran plain into a valley 

which quickly becomes a narrow defile, and it is at this point that 

one would expect the caravanserai to be situated, although no remains 

are apparent today. 

RIBAT-I DAHANA-YI DASHT 

The modern -town of Dasht is sited at the eastern end of the JurJan 

defile, about 3km S of the asphalt road. Near where the road branches 

off to Dasht are the crumbling, overgrown remains of a large rectangu- 

lar building with a squaxe courtyard (Fig. 53, Pl. 186). The building 

materials are rubble with hard, white mortar, there being no evidence 

of brick. The ruins of a pishtaq on the E side and of projecting 

towers at the corners suggest that this is the fourth caravanserai of 

the route. The site is today called Pukhl-i Qal ca by the inhabitants 
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of Dasht. 

5) RIBAT-I QARAHPIL 

Location Ca. 22km E of No. 4, beside a small 'Village of the same 

name on the asphalt road to Mashhad. 

Plan (Fig. 54) Rectangular, oriented on the compass points, with 

four corner towers. An entrance pishta4 on the S leads to a U-shaped 

stable area. The E and W sections of this have a row of niches against 

the outermost wall; the considerably wider S section is partially di- 

vided into two by octagonal piers to each side of a central dome. A 

smaller vestibule leads to the four-aivan courtyard, with rectangular 

living chambers between the aivans. There are only twelve of these, 

three between each aivan, which shows the preponderance of space that 

was reserved for animals and their keepers in this ribat. 

The original plan was twice augmented, once, possibly in the six- 

teenth or seventeenth centuries, by the addition on the sides of 

extra stables consisting of barrel-vaulted halls with niches to either 

side and three-quarter-round towers on the corners, and relatively 

recently by an irregular courtyard on the S. The building materials 

and style of the additions axe identical to those of the original work. 

Elevation a) exterior: (Pl. 187), The little that remains of the 

exterior walls shows that rubble masonry was applied in bands of vary- 

ing width. 
4 

The wings flanking the entrance aivan have a slightly 

unusual design, in that the lower recesses are semi-octagonal, while 

the upper are octagonal. The latter could be reached by staircases 

-from inside, although it is not yet clear whether any other part of 

the caravanserai had an upper storey. At the back of the entrance 

a1van is a rectangular panel which may mark the site of an inscription, 

although there is now no trace of one. 

b) interior: The dome immediately inside the entrance (Pl. 188) is 
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of spherical pendentive 'construction, a common form for vaulting small 

spaces, but unusual in this period f or a dome with a diameter of 5.15m. 

The vestibule beyond this is vaulted by f our large flat ribs springing 

diagonally from'the corners; the result is a groin vault similar in 

effect to those in brick of the New Mosque of Turbat-i Jým. The only 

other vault which is unusual, or at'least unusually decorative in the 

context of the ribat, is that of the N alvan (Pl. 189), with a semi- 

dome supported by four kite-shaped pendentives rising from a semi- 

octagon. The pende'ntives are defined by non-functional ribs outlined 

in plaster. Otherwise there is no trace of decoration on the caravan- 

serai. 

Materials Bands of rubble; mortar varies from brown, flaky to hard, 

white. with pebble admixture. 

Condition Very poor. Almost half the building is in a complete 

state of ruin. The vaults of -the W and S stables (Pl. 190) and of a 

few courtyard rooms are still largely intact: they are used as stables 

by the local villagers. The original ground level has risen exten- 

sively throughout the building so that it has become impossible to 

tell whether or not the niches in the stables had chimneys, or where 

the entrance from the original to the added-on stables was. 

Recorded July 1975. 

Bibliography 

In addition to the historical sources listed under Ribat-i cIshq, there 

is a brief reference to the "ruins of an old stone rubat or rest house" 

in Yate, Khurasan, p. 210. ' On P. 387P when discussing the Ribat-i 

QU111, he mentions Sanic al-Daula's list and writes "I saw those up 

to Karabil on my Gurgan tour. " However, on pp. 211ff., which describe 

his progress from Qarahp7il to Gurg: a-n, he does not mention any other 

ribats. 
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RIBAT-I CISIIQ 

Location 23km E of Ribat-i Qpxihpil, beside the village of the same 

name. The caravan road here diverges fr6m. the asphalt road, the latter 

01e 
on the way to Bujnýrd. heading NE to skirt the Sa c 1; k rang 

Plan (Fig. 55) This is also in, a poor condition, although slightly 

better preserved than Ribat-i Qarahpil. Nevertheless, enough remains 

f or the essential elements to be reconstructed. It may be said that 

the plan is similar to Ribat-i QArahpil, although it is augmented by 

increasing the cross-axis stable area between the entrance portal and 

the cells of the courtyard into two quite distinct ranges, with appar- 

ently little communication between each. The whole caravanserai was 

conceived on a larger scale: the courtyard is 23m square as opposed 

to Qarahp7il's 16, and the increased number and depth of the cells 

round the courtyard is apparent from a glance at the two plans. 

, 
Elevation a) exterior: Like Ribat-i QillI1 and many earlier cara- 

vanserais, three-quarter-round towers appear on the four corners and 

half-round towers in the middle of the two longest sides. The projec- 

tion of the aivan in the reax facade of the building is also marked 

by a half-round tower (Pl. 191), although this facade is the only one 

which does not have continuous blind arcading between the towers. The 

incorporation of this feature in the lateral facades may have been 

precipitated by its use as a visual frame for the entrances at either 

end. Running above the blind arcading on the three sides was a double- 

tier dog-tooth moulding of brick. The decorative emphasis, however, 

is reserved for the entrance pishtaq (Pl. 192). The group of two 

blind arches on each side is, unlike those elsewhere, in the form of 

arches with a broken profile, and above them is a rectangular panel 

with a cartouche with scalloped edges. Only the lower arch of the 

portal screen is intact; this has an elaborate polylobed form in 
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plaster, similar to those of many fifteenth century tree of life panels. 

On the three sides of the entrance aivan are rectangular panels which 

may have held an inscription. Above this is a row of narrow arches, 

two in the corners forming squinches, the whole apparently forming a 

squinch net leading to a semi-dome. 

b) interior: There is a round hole in the middle of the soffit of the 

entrance aivan arch of the entrance portal which, according to local 

inhabitants, was used to let down a wooden beam from a small upper 

room-to secure the door below. The entrance aivan led into a large 

domed area, flanked by barrel-vaulted stables with niches to either 

side. The two remaining squinches of the dome are decorated with 

blind arcading of plaster ribs reinforced by a core of circular wooden 

ribs5 ca. lcm in diameter. The actual vaultingt as with most of the 

larger vaults within the ribat, is of brick, the rubble revetment 

stopping just below the springing. The first large dome chamber leads 

to a second smaller square area which, to judge from the one remaining 

corner pier, was vaulted by a groin vault covered by four broad diago- 

nal ribs-a feature also found at Qarahp'll and Qill'Ir. A range of 

stables extends to either side of this and continues along the lateral 

sides (Pl. 195). The remaining bays of these stables are groin-vaulted. 

These bays have niches for the accommodation of the animal keepers on 

both sides, not on only one as at Qarahpil and QillI, and most of those 

that remain contain fireplaces. Staircases at the end of the stables 

probably led directly to the roof-the rooms round the courtyard seem 

to have been all of one storey, except for a small room above the low 

groin-vaulted vestibule leading into the courtyard. As at Qarahp'lrl 

and QU171, there was only this one means of egress from the stable 

area to the court, allowing for as much segregation as possible be- 

tween the occupants of the courtyard cells and those of the stable area. 
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The accommodation around the courtyard is quite extensive (Pl. 193) 

consisting of fourteen rooms of varying sizes and one small mosque 

between the four aivans. Most of the cells have a stone barrel vault 

of round profile, a fireplace, and a rectangular window above the 

courtyard door. The mosque in the SE corner had the most elaborate 

vaulting of the caravanserai: a squinch net leading to a sixteen-sided 

figure at the base of the dome (Pl. 194). The top of the m1hrab, now 

emerging forlornly out of the rubble nearby, has a smaller squinch 

net in its semi-domed hood. The corresponding room at the NE corner 

of the courtyard was in contrast covered by a simple barrel vault. 

Again, as in QpxahpTil, it is the axial aivan opposite the entrance 

which is most prominently decorated, although its size and semi- 

octagonal apse also serve -to emphasise it. The semi-dome above the 

apse was probably supported in exactly the same way at that of Qarahp'lrl: 

four small pendentives between the arches of each face of the semi- 

octagon. 

Windows These all recede from a rectangle on the inside to a very 

narrow slit on the exterior. Rather than being defensive in concept, 

they may have served to enable the ribat to be heated easily in winter. 

Structural features As with the other caravanserais of this group, 

there are no visible scaffold holes. With rubble masonry it would 

undoubtedly have been easier to cover holes by varying amounts of 

plaster and irregular stones. 

Square drainage channels axe inset at irregular intervals into the 

lateral facades. 

Materials, Rubble, stones 15-25cm thick, applied in bands (e. g. 109, 

136cm). Bricks 24 x 24 x 4-50m. Hard white mortar. 

Condition, Very poor. More than half of the stables have vanished, 

and the rooms around the courtyard urgently need consolidation. 
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Recorded JulY 1975- 

Bibliography 
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7) RIBAT-I QTLI; I- 

Location Ca. 30km SE of Ribat-i C Ishq. 

Plan (Fig. 56) This is the best known of the caravanserais in the 

chain, owing to Sani C al-Daula's and Diez's publications. Diez's 

account, where it is known as the Ribat near SankhRs, is substantially 

correct, but some emendations and additions are necessary. 

The plan of Qilli is almost identical to that of Qarahpirl, -the 

main differences being: 

a) There are two chambers to either side of the lateral aivans, not 

one as in Qarahpil, giving the courtyard a more oblong shape. 

b) The incorporation of two large rooms in the NW and SW corners, 

accessible only from the courtyard, taking up space occupied by stables 

in Qarahpil. 

c) The qibla orientation, which enabled one of the lateral alvans to 
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be used as a mosque. 

A number of modif ications should also be made to Diez's publishod 

plan: 

1) Although the W and E ranges of the courtyard are in bad condition, 

it would be preferable to restore their central units as aivans rather 

than large cells. This makes more sense in the context of other ribats 

-C of the same group, and Sa * 
0 

ni al-Daula specifically mentions that "in 

the courtyard of this ribat three aivans are built, one facing east 

opposite the large arch of the vestibule ... and two other aivans on the 
6 

south and north. " In fact the "large arch of the vestibule" is also 

an aivan, albeit shallower than the others. 

2) The stables running along the lateral wall should be wider, and 

thus also the rooms in the NW and SW corners. In the case of the lat- 

ter the rectangular extensions to either side of the central dome 

should be wider. The semi-octagonal recess of each of these rooms 

should show a staircase in the niche opposite that leading to the 

corner tower. There is no evidence, despite Diez's assertion, re- 

peated by Kiani, that either of these rooms served as a bath. 

3) The two E piers of the dome behind the entrance portal do not 

extend as far as the circular columns which flank it. The plan of 

Qarahpil shows the correct disposition. 

Vaulting Some-details may be added to Diez's remarks. The large 

dome behind the entrance portal vestibule is vaulted like that of 

Qarahpil, with four concave diagonal ribs. Fancier vaults are used 

for the domes of the NW and SW corner rooms (Pl. 199), and the small 

vestibule: the former have a squinch net leading to a sixteen-sided 

base, the latter being twelve-sided. The rectangular mihrab also had 

a small squinch-net vaulted semi-dome, now unfortunately damaged. 

Inscriptions At present a plaster ground is visible above the 
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'entrance portal with a pattern consistent with an inscription of' Mosaic- 

faience, now fallen. Unfortunately the inscription in stone slabs above 

the entrance portal which Sanlic al-Daula mentions has now completely 
0 

vanished. San, al-Daula recorded the following: Ic 

bi'l-Istih ;q alýll-itlaq muzayyan sar-ir al-khil; fa 

"to the (holder of) the right to (confer? ) freedom, the embellishment 

(read zivZn of the throne of the Caliphate. .. and another phrase: 

al- c AlZ ShuJa al-DLmya wa'l-Mn. Sani c al-Daula, went on to conjecture 
0 

that the inscription was from the middle of the O=kýnlj (Timurid) 

period, - but -the phrases, so far as I know, are not f oiYnd in any other 

Timurid protocol. However, their fragmentary nature makes it diff i- 

c ult to use them for elucidating more positive evidence. The half 

slabs visible in Mezs photograph 
7 

may contain the section from bi'l- 

isti although the poor quality of the reproduction makes it im- 

possiblý to be certain. 

Decoration Between the remains of the above-mentioned mosaic-faience 

inscription and the springing of the arch is a panel with trefoil and 

split-leaf arabesques in low relief plaster. Because of the nature 

, of the field, the design could hardly be symmetrical, but it neverthe- 

less has a certain awkward irregularity. Perhaps this may be explained 

if a revetment of mosaic-faience was also used here. 

Condition Very poor. As the caravanserai is not adjacent to any 

village natural forces are completing its ruin. In the N stables, f or 

instance, the vault of the main roof first fell, followed by the arches 

of the N wall collapsing inwards. 

Recorded August 1975. 
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8) QARAJA RIBAT 

Diez's account of Nos. 6-9 of the ribats is confused because of 

C his misidentification of Ribat-i Ishq with Ribat-1 Qilli, and because 

of reliance on Sykes. However, I have not found any unassailable 

locations for this or the next stage. Only 8km E of Ribat-i Qilli an 

impression in the ground c an be made out of a building with a court- 

yard, known as a qal 
ca by the local inhabitants, which seems to have 

been built of rubble. Its proximity to Ribat-i Q111i presents 

a problem-if it is to be identfied with Qaraja Ribat, although on the 

other hand it is 45km from Isfara'in, a more comfortable day's march 

than 53km from Ribat-i Qilli. However, given the condition of the 

remains, any attribution must be tentative for the moment. 

RIBAT-I NASIRABAD 

According to the Mak; rim 
_al-Akhlaq 

qr cAll Sh-ir also built. a 
--8 ribat at Isfara in, so one would expect the next stage to be SE of 

that town, halfway between it and Sultan Maidan, perhaps between the 

modern towns of Bam and Safiabad. 

10) RIBAT-I SULTAN MAItA-N 

The valley of Sultan Maidan is situated further SE of Bam, at the 

point where the route to Mabhhad turns NE to cross the K; h-i Shah 
I Jah3n. 9 No remains of any caravanserai were found in the district. 10 
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11) RIBAT-I HASANABAD CHIKINA 

The modern village of Hasanabad Chikina is situated f urther NE 
0 

along the same valley. ' Beside the village, separated from it by a 

small spring, is the outline in the'ground of a building which had a 

courtyard and which the lo cals say was a caravanserai (Pl. 201, Fig. 

57). The building material seems to have been fired brick. 

12) RIBAT-I CHANBAR GHARBIL 

With this village we reach once again the route of the modern main 

road leading N from Mashhad to Tehran. It is located 25km due E of 

Hasanabad Chikina, but ca. LH)km by road. The remains of a post- 

Timurid caravanserai were located near the village, but no signs of an 

earlier structure were found. 

13) RIBAT-I SAMITABID 

The -town of Sayyidabad is just 16km SE of Chanbar Gharb9l. No 
I 

remains were found. 

14) RIBAT-I SIIýNQOA 

Mez surmised that this must be neax Mahm-udabad, five hours journey 
0 

N of Mashhad, and in fact a village of this name is located 3km S of 

Muhamma(Jýibad on the old main road from Mashhad which has now been by- 

passed by the asphalt road. Local sources said in 1975 that the 

village had had two 
_q2,. 

l c 
. 
ýas which were destroyed about thirty years 

previously. 

Notes 

1) P. 123. 

2) Barthold, III, pp. 47-8; HS, IV, P. 179. 
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3) Churasanische, p. 86. 
4) Original building: 97,124cm; first addition: 84,106,113cm. 

5) This practice is found in much earlier Islamic buildings such as 
the "Zinclgn-I H3xUn, " the fortified road post near Tehran. 

6) P. 122. 
7) Pi. 4o/2, printed. backwards. 
8) F. 146b. 
9) See Aubin, "Reseau, " Map 2. 

10) The shortest route to Mashhad through the valley clearly bypassed 

Macdan, so one can disregard Sykes' and Diez's remarks on possible 

ruins of caravanserais in that area. No remains were found in 

1975. 
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RIBAT-I SANGBAST 

Location 38km S of Mashhad, at the crossroads of the modern router, 

's iktulatshýh records, however, it was also to Herat and Nishapir. A 

on the route from Nish3pýur to 11arv. Despite its prominent location 

and state of preservation, the building has been ignored by western 

travellers, no doubt because of the ruins of the older town nearby. 

Its use in the recent past as a gendarme post may partially account 

for this. 

Plan Outer walls have entrance pishtaq and four three-quarter and 

five semi-round towers at intervals. Inner courtyard with two aivans 

and living cells, with larger rooms on the side opposite the entrance, 

one of them forming a mosque. The cells at the corners of the court- 

yard are bevelled. The courtyard is preceded by two groups of stables 

and niches for accommodation: one in a U-shape running behind the 

courtyard cells on either side (Pl. 205) and with a domed area on the 

entrance axis, the other consisting of a sepaxate complex to either 

side of a domed vestibule (Pl. 204). There are thus two domed vesti- 

bules leading to the courtyard from the entrance. 

Elevation, a) exterior: Only the entrance facadehas blind arcading: 

there are five niches between the corner towers and the 1/8th round 

towers which flank the entrance pishtaq (Pl. 202). Set into the wall 

beneath each of the niches is a bar for tying up animals. The pishtaq 

dominat es the facade by its height, although the contrast is mediated 

by two double-storey niches at an angle of 450, which are at an inter- 

mediate level. 2 

b) interior: The first vestibule is vaulted by a squinch not leading 

to a twenty-sided base for the shallow dome (Pl. 203). Staircases to 
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either side lead to the balconies and to small domed rooms behind- 

these would have been among the most desirable places of accommodation 

in the caravanserai. The second domed vestibule is similar to the 

first. The stables have raised stalls to either side for the animal 

keepers, although slightly better quarters are found behind the en- 

trance facade, where the raised stalls open into small living chambers. 

Beneath the stalls one also finds bars set into the wall at regular 

intervals for securing animals. 

Within the courtyard (Pl. 206) the dominant accent is provided by 

the two aivans, wider and taller than the cells around, although the 

portal screen of the aivan opposite the entrance no longer rises to 

its full height. The soffits of the arches show a simple pattern made 

by variations in brick lay: it remains horizontal until past the spring- 

ing and then changes gradually to a vertical lay starting at the back 

of the aivan. Behind the aivan opposite the entrance is a spacious 

room corresponding to the interior of the unusually large semi-round 

tower on the exterior. 

The building is anepigraphicp and apart from the elaborate bonding 

and squinch nets noted above, undecorated. 

Materials Baked bricks throughout. 

Condition Excellent; most of the brickwork of the building has been 

repaired recently. 

Dating Two contemporary sourcest Daulatshl? and Khvgndaeir, 
4 

write 

that 91-r cAli Shir built a caravanserai at Sangbast, beside a ruined 

one built by Arsl9n JRdhib. Can this be the same one? Caravanserais, 

of course, being primarily utilitarian buildings, are difficult to 

date on stylistic grounds, since so few of them contain the type of 

fine decoration which characterised most religious edifices of the time. 

Vaulting techniques must also be used with caution, since many Timurid 
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techniques were -imitated in subsequent -centuries. 

It may be more prudent to begin with ground plans. Although those 

in the catalogue (Nos. 40,60) constitute virtually all-that can be 

definitely dated to the Timurid period, examples dating from the six- 

teenth century onwards are numerous. Virtually all of the latter share 

two characteristics which are not found in Sangbast or in the other 

caravanserais in the catalogue: an elaborate development into a self- 

contained unit of the areas leading from the diagonal axes of the 

courtyard, which also frequently serves as a passage to the stables 

behind, and secondly, the continuation of the stables behind almost 

all the cells of the courtyard i. e. including those opposite the 

entrance. 

The absence of these features presents a strong case for a pre- 

Safavid date. One should also remark on the close resemblance of the 

plan of Sangbast to R: Ibat-I c Ishq, with the same arrangement of two 

independent groups of stables, a rare feature in later ribats. 

What little decoration there is in the caravanserai - the squinch 

nets and brick, lays - is also consistent with a Timurid date. The 
I 

absence of any more positive Safavid or Qajar criteria, such as more 

elaborate brick decoration or squinch nets, is also noteworthy. 

There is one feature, however, which strongly suggests a date later 

than the Timurid period. When all the other caravanserais which qr 

c-I All Shir built between Mashhad and Herat have disappeared, and when, 

for example, the Safavid caravanserai at Turuq nearer to Mashhad is 

in a semi-ruined condition, why should Sangbast be so pristinely 

preserved? Perhaps Daulatshýh's indication of its location should be 

borne in mind here: it was not only on the important N-S Mashhad- 

Herat axis, but also on two of the most important trade routes of the 

Islamic world in the fifteenth and later centuries: from the W of Iran 
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to Herat, Kabul and India, and also to Marv, Samarqand and point-, 

further E- the silk route, Thi6 was presumably enough to keep -the 

caravanserai in good repair for several centuries, although a major 

repair was apparently carried'out in 1856 when Sultan MurZd ffrza 

quartered some of his troops there before moving on to besiege Herat. 

The continued occupation by the army up to recent years has also con- 

tributed to the upkeep of its fabric. ' 

C 
Given, then, that the building is indeed that built by Mir Ali 

Shirr, some features can be placed in chronological perspective. For 

instance, the entrance pishtaq and flanking double-storey niches 

represent an intermediate stage of development between the simpler 

entrances of Seljuq and Mongol caravanserais and the increasingly 

greater amount of space which the entrance area occupies so frequently 

6 
in Safavid caravanserais. However, the rather awkward configuration 

of the bevelled niches, which slant inwards towards the portal, was 

rejected in later ribats in favour of the greater space attainable 

when they were bevelled back towards the end of the facade. 

The bars built into the wall to secure animals may be cited as 

another feature which quickly gained common currency. 

Recorded August 1973, 'August 1975. 

Notes 

1) TS, p. 132. 

2) The lower storey of these niches has been partially blocked by 

the army in recent years. 
3) TS, pp. 132v 376. 

4) MA, f. 146b. 

5) Maulavi, bibliography. 

6) Cf. Siroux, Anciennes Voies, Figs. 39,439 52,56. 

Bibliography: Maula-A, ýthgr-i B7astRni, p. 6. 
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GIZUR Gki, THE NAMAKITAN 

Location -In the garden at Ggzur G; h, ca.. 100m W of the Shrine. 1 

Plan (Fig. 58) The building has been published and described by 

Saljýjr and Golombek, so only additional information will be mentioned 

here. Firstly, it should be noted that the star-vault of the central 
2 dome has been drawn incorrectly in the published plan. Each line of 

vaulting goes in a straight line from pier to pier (Pl. 208), and is 

not indented towards the centre as shown in the plan. The vaulting 

of the Masjid-1 Macsýma at KUhpgya3 and of the mosque in Qush Ribat 
0 

(Cat. No. 60) provides an exact analogue. It is not quite true that, 

apart from the star-vaultt. "no other decoration is in evidence in the 
4 

pavilion. " In one of the upper balconies a squinch net, now almost 

smoothed over by several coats of plaster, also leads to a star-vault 

(Pl. 209). 

The elements in themselves provide some evidence for a Timurid 

dating, as closer parallels are found in Timurid architecture; rather 

than the more intricate type of star-vault or stalactite vault which 

one associates with Safavid pavilions such as the Hasht Bihisht or 

TLýr-i Ashraf in Isfahan. Golombek has suggested a seventeenth cen- 

tury date, however, as "the only parallels to this sort of polygonal 

kiosk date from the Safavid period. " This is certainly untrue-apart 

from the evidence of miniatures, where polygonal pavilions are fre- 

quently shown in garden settings, 
5 two sources give manifest accounts 

of this type of building. The first is Uzan Hasan's Hasht Bihisht in 
6 

Tabriz, an octagonal building of more than one storey, with entrances 

on four of the eight sides leading into a central domed area. 
6 

The 
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building was set in a large garden. 

Babur of the Tarab Ehana in Herat. 

The second is a description by 

Unlike most contemporary accounts 

of Timurid architecture this is not only brief but informative, and 

so is worth quoting in fulli 

"... Muzaffar ffrz; took me where there was a wine party, in 

the Tarab-khana (Joy-house) built by Býbur ffrza, a sweet little 

abode, a smallish two-storied house in the middle of a smallish 

garden. Great pains have been taken with its upper storey: this 

has a retreat (huira in each of its four corners, the space 
between each two retreats being like a shah-n-ish-in; in between 

these retreats and shiih-nlishlins is one large room on all sides 

of which are paintings which, although Babur ffrza built the 
house, were commanded by AbTi-sacla Dlvirza7 and depict his wars 

and encounters. "7 

As Babur is quite explicit on its builder being Babur Mirza, the 

latter's death, 861/1457P gives us a terminus ante quem for the 

building. Its form is clear: it is exactly that of the Namakdýn ex- 

cept that one instead of two hyjras filled the space between the 

axial aivans (or shah nishins)v making it octagonal rather than twelve- 

sided. 

According to local tradition the Namakd9n was built by Dqr c All 
8 

Shir. However, while he was known to have erected a garden with 

1)avilions called the BgZhcha-yi Ggzur Ggh, its location was farther 

to the W of the Shrine, immediately to the S of the J; -y! Sultýnl. 9 
6 

Nevertheless, his example may have been followed by others or, given 

his love of -the Shrine, where he even deigned to sweep -the flOOrsP 10 

he may even have built a pavilion which immediately overlooks it. In 

any case, stylistic considerations point more to a Timurid than a 

Safavid date. 

Condition Good. Recently used as a guest-room for visitors to the 

Shrine. 
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Notes 

1) Golombek, Gazur dah, Map C, p. 135. 

2) Ibid., Fig. 5. 

3) Sirouxt IlKouh-Payeh, '4 Pl. XV; O'Kane, "Timurid Stucco. " The 

building is dated Shaob7an 8ýVJan. -Feb. 1438. 

4) Golombek, Gazur Gahp P. 52. 

5) Fifteenth century examples: Niz3ml, Khamsa, British Library Or. 
681o f. 190a in I. Stchoukine, Les Peintures... Timurides, Pl. 0 

LXXXIV; Firdausi, Sh3li Ngma, Gulistan Library, BWG, P1. XLVI-B; 

Sacd-i, BýstKn, National Library, Cairo, frontispiece, BWG, P1. 
LXVIII; Niz-aml, Khamsa, Bodleian Library, Oxford, Ms. Elliot 317 

f. 21b in B. Robinson, Descriptive Catalogue, Pl. VIII; Nizgml, 

Khamsa, Keir Collection in R. Pinder-Wilson, "The Persian Lrden: 

Bagh and, Chahar Bagh, " The Islamic Garden, eds. E. Macdougall and 
R. Ettinghausen (Dambarton Oaks 1976), Pl. XI. 

6) C. Grey, tr. and ed., "The Travels of a Merchant in Persia, " in 

A Narrative of Italian Travels'in Persia in the 15th and 16th 
Centuries, ed. Stanley, Hakluyt Society (London 1873), pp. 173-7. 

This passage is also discussed by Pope and Ackerman, Survey, p. 
1148 and by Pinder-Wilson, -, 212. Cit-P PP. 78-9. 

7) Býbur-nýma, tr. Beveridge, P- 302. 
8) Salj-uql (see bibliography). 

9) KA, p. 26; Allen, CataloMle, No. 657. 

10) KA, p. 22. 

Bibliography 

Brandenburg, Herat, pp. 41-3v Pl. 14. 

Golombek, Gazur Gah, PP. 509 70p 87-8j Figs- 5t 142-3. 

SaljUjr, GRzur G31i, pp. 15-7. 

Sourdel-Thomine and Spuler, Kunst des Islam, P. 355t Pl. 348. 
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GAZUR GAH: NAMAKDAN 
(sketch plan) 

14 Amýým 

58) Cat. no. 42. Ggzur Ggh amakd-an: plan 
(after Goio ek) 
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ý-C. 

TURUQ, DAM 
0 

Location About 5km from the village of Turuq, near MashI-iad. 

Plan Vaulted dam. ' Little need be added to Clevenger's description. 

Materials Bricks 24 x 24 x3 1/2cm. Hard grey mortar. On the down- 

stream face the dam rests on an undressed rubble foundation ca. 4m 

high. 

Structural features On the upstream face five holes, at slightly 

irregular intervals, 2 lead into the well situated within the central 

abutment. These can probably be taken as an indication of the rate 

at which the dam was built, one hole being added each year to regulate 

3 the flow of water at different levels. 

Dating On account of its'similarity to the dam at Kibar, Clevenger 

suggested a fourteenth century date. Maulavi, however, had earlier 

noted that in a register of the Shrine of Mashhad the dam was attri- 

buted to gr cAlir Shirr. This can now be conf irmed by Kh-ýa-ndamlrr's 

list of buildings of ffIr cAll Shlir, among them the bridge and dam of 

Turuq. Apart from some recent repairs to the top of the dam, it seems 

to be substantially of one period. There is thus no reason to assume 

that the present dam at Turuq is not that of fdr cAll Shirr. 
0 

, 
Condition Good. The dam is still in use. 

Recorded JulY 1975. 

Notes 

1) On this term see Catalogue No. 6 (Akh1amad dam), n. 1. 

2) Clevenger, "Dams, " Fig. 33. 

3) On this use see Catalogue No. 6, n. 4. 
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ZIYARATGAHO MASJID-I CHIHIL SUTUN 

Location Ca. 300M S of the MasjId-i Jami C of UyRratgah, by the 

side of the K; cha-yi Da Bargdaran. 

Plan (Fig- 59) The mosque is oriented on the compass points, with 

qibla facing W. It is composed of f ive rows of seven domed bays, 

three rows forming a closed winter prayer hall (zimistRn), the other 

two being open at the front and sides. The mosque has already been 

described in some detail*by Pugachenkova; the following is designed 

to amplify and, where necessary, * amend her account. 

A guldasta on the NE corner of the roof Is used for the call to 

prayer. - Although the present structure is modern, it may have replaced 

an earlier one. 

Although the vaulting has been repaired in several places and on 

more than one occasion, the NW area of the zimistan seems to possess 

several original vaults which suggest that each bay had a squinch net 

leading alternately to twelve-and sixteen-sided stars at the base of 

a shallow dome. 

The bay immediately S of the mihrab bay of the zimistan has the 

remains of a hexagonal grilled window, but this is made up of alter- 

nate strips of beige brick and light-blue glazed tiles, rather than 

of wood as Pugachenkova repo s. 
1 

One feature not mentioned by Pugachenkova is the chilla khana, 

where a Sufi could observe a forty day period of fasting and medita- 

tion in seclusion. A staircase cut into the clay on which the mosque 

was built leads down into a small unlit room with a mihrab, barely 

high enough to stand in (1.8m) (Pl. 216). The walls are unlined with 

any building materials, and it may be wondered whether this feature 
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I 
was not added at & later date. However, it may be that asceticism 

dictated that the simplest, of'materials were in keeping with the spirit 

in which the room was to be usedo rendering costly materials super- 

fluous. Such underground chambers wer6 familiar from earlier centuries: 

Jami writes of Khvaja Yusuf b. Muhammad b. Sam c an, a 5th/llth century 

saint, who himself dug a subterranean chilla khana, in which he spent 

twelve years. 
2 Several were built in the foundations of the Masjid-i 

Gunbad-i Khvaja Nýr in Herat, a mosque often frequented by one of the 
3 leading shaikhs of the early fifteenth century, Zain al-ITin Kh-Zfl, 

and the same feature is found in the late fifteenth century MasjId-I 

Gunbad (Cat. No. 45), situated not far from the MasjId-i Chihil Sutun. 

The mosaic-faience decoration of the mihrab of the winter mosque 

has been almost completely destroyed, but that of the summer mosque 

is well preserved (Pl. 214). The Eýemi-octagonal niche is decorated 

with banna'i bricks 22 x4 1/2cm, RJ invisible, HJ of light-blue 

faience strips, with a striking border of white lozenges-on a black 

ground. Dark-blue faience strips are used between the banna'i borders 

of the mihrab. - The mihrab spandrels and inscription are more elabo- 

rately treated, although one is surprised to find that dark-green is 

not among the colours used. 

The inscription is in thulth, with al-mulk li'llýh repeated above 

in amber Kufic letters, -on some of which traces of gilding remain. An 

attractive touch is the infilling of some of the knotted parts of this 

Kufic in light-blue. The text is as follows: ,- 

"The messenger of Godo upon him be peace, (said) ý'Prayer is 
the pillar of religion, and whoever performs it erects (the 

pillar of) religion and whoever destroys it pulls down (the 

pillar of religion). $ 

God, may He be exalted, said land whoso turneth away from 
the remembrance of his Lord; He will thrust him into the ever- 
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growing torrent: And the places of worship are only for God, 

so pray not unto anyone along with God' (Quran LXXII/17-18). 

The messenger of God, upon him be peace and blessing, said, 
'Whoever builds a mosque for God, God will build an abode for 

him in Heaven. ' God the Eminent spoke the truth and His eminent 

prophet spoke the truth. " 

Apart from the very beginning of the inscription, where there is 

a lacuna of one or two words, the text is complete. Only fragments 

remain of the mihrab of the winter mosque, as noted above. There can 

thus be no basis for Pugachenkova's report that a mihrab in the mosque 

contained the name of Sultan Husain and a date of 915 or 919H. 
5 

The 

likelihood of a mix-up of notes by her informant is increased by the 

disparity between the date of death of Sultan Husain (91111506) and 
0 

either of the proposed dates. 

This being the case,, stylistic evidence must provide the criteria 

for dating. 

In itself, the vaulting is indicative of a fifteenth-century date, 

with the sixteen-sided star vault suggesting a'date in the latter half 

of the century. 

The absence of green in the range, of mosaic-faience colours might 

be thought to indicate an early date, but the arrangement of the 

inscription, with the words or letters often written on three tiers, 

also suggests a late fifteenth-century date. It is another faience 

technique, however, which provides conclusive evidence for the date- 

the use of thin faience strips as HJ between banna'i bricks. This is 

found in three late fifteenth-century monuments in Khurasan: the - 

khanqahs of Sadr al-ITLn ArmRn-1 and MallR Y919n (the latter from the 

reign of Sultan Husain) and, the repair work of ffr cAl-1 Sh-ir in the 
0 

Herat Masjid-i Jami c 
! 

(904-5/1498-15oo) (Cat. Nos. 34,49# 59). OnlY 

one earlier monument, the Shrine at G; zur Gýh (Cat. No. 9) uses this 
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technique. 

A date in the late fifteenth century, possibly the last decade, is 

thus indicated by stylistic analysis. It would not contradict our 

historical knowledge of Ziygreitggh in the late fifteenth century. 

The increasing importance of Ziy1ratg9h as a suburb of Herat is re- 

f lected by the erection of its magnificent new Masjid-i Jami C in 887/ 

1482-3. The large population indicated by a Friday Mosque of this 

size meant that more capital could be made available for smaller build- 

ing projects, and the example of a major new mosque in their city may 

have led to dissatisfaction among the inhabitants of the different 

city quarters with existing neighbourhood mosques, and to the erection 

of new ones such as the Masjid-i Chihil Sut7m and the nearby Masjid-i 

Gunbad. 

"The many-pillared mos que" is an idiomatic translation of the 

Masjid-i Chihil Sutýn. While hypostyle mosques were common in Iran in 

the early centuries of Islam, most of these were arranged around a 

courtyard, and had a central accent by means of a wider and taller bay 

or bays in front of the m1hrab. The self-contained rectangular unit 

at Ziy. ýratggh can perhaps be seen as the heir to a different tradition, 

that of, the multi-domed mosque, which frequently took the shape of 

three rows of three bays. 
6 

Permutations on this plan also seem to 

have occured at an early stage: the Masjid-i Jami c at Shapýrýbgd NE 

of Isfahan is a rectangle of three rows of four bays, with the qibla 

wall on the long side, 
7 

as at Ziyýatg-ah. 

Within this framework, however, the division of the Chihil Sutýn 

into summer and winter quarters is an unusual feature. The other 

neighbourhood Timurid mosques in the vicinity of Herat, at HaU-I 

Karb-as and Uba, in addition to a multi-domed zimistan have extensive 

courtyards in which large numbers could congregate for prayer. A 
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similar arrangement with the plan of the Chihil SutUn may have been 

obviated by its location, as the side opposite the qibla is only 10m 

c from the kucha which f orms -the main route from the MasjId-I Jami 

further N to the main exit from the town on the S. The N side of the 

Chihil Sutýn is also close to another Ocha which forms one of the 

main E-W axes of the town, leading from the maid9n at the junction of 

the two Ochas to the Masjid-i Gunbad and further E. Thus the lack 

of courtyard space may have encouraged the architect to find a new 

solution to the accommodation of winter and summer quarters in a 

neighbourhood mosque. 

Materials, Bricks 25 x 25 x 6cm. RJ 1-1.5cm, HJ 1.1cm. 

Condition. The summer mosque is in good condition-some of the vaults 

have been repaired and restored. The winter mosque, as Pugachenkova 

reported, is dangerously unstable-the peripheral walls lean notice- 

ably outwards at the top. 

Recorded January 1975. 

Notes 

1) "Les Monuments, " p. 49. 

2) NU, pp. 325-6. 

3) MI, P. 52. 
4) 1 Saljýql, P. 113. 

5) In a verbal communication Dr Golombek has informed me that she 
saw no evidence for this date on her visit to this mosque in 1966- 

a year before Pugachenkova visited the mosque. 
6) For a discussion of this type and'its relation with mosques of a 

similar plan in the western Islamic world see Golombek, "Abbasid 
Mosque, " pp. 186-9. 

7) Siroux, Anciennes Voies 
', 

pp. 225-7, Fig. 77. The only dating 

criterion which Siroux provides is a sketch of the cusped-shell 
mihrab. While -this does not provide a terminus ante quem of the 
3rd/gth century, as Siroux suggestsp the mosque is at least likely 
to be pre-1350 A. D. 
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ZIYARATGAHe MASJID-I GUNBAD 

Location Ca. 200m IE of the main square in ZiyRratgah which is 

adjacent to the Masjid-i Chihil Sutun. 

Plan (Fig. 60) Irregular square exterior enclosing cruciform dome 

chamber with doors lead W to sýall vaulted rooms in each of the four 

corners (their function is discussed below). In front of the mosque 

standsa small courtyard with a large pool, the courtyard being slight- 

ly larger in area than the mosque itself. 

Elevation, a) exterior: ' The building has something of a fortress- 

like appearance from the outside (Pl. 217), consisting for the most 

part of windowless walls -covered in kahgilt worn away at various inter- 

vals to shallow depressions or deep furrows. The square is punctuated 

only by the entrance portal on the N and by a small aivan on the E. 

The segmental arch covering the ai'van seems to have been restored, but 

at the rear are the badly-damaged remains of red plaster stalactites 

which may have originally formed a more articulated semi-dome than the 

crudely corbelled one which now exists. 

The roof is reached by an outside staircase on the N. Since there 

is no provision for a staircase from the interior to the roof, it is 

presumably original. The truncated dome rises without transition from 

the roof. The irregular brickwork and haphazard arrangement of niches 

leading to the inner dome indicates that it too is for the most part 

restored. Within the niches four large brick ribs ca. 50 x'20cm meet 

over the centre of the shell of the inner dome, recalling those of the 

double domes of the Gunbad-i Sabz at Turbat-i Jým and the Masjid-i 

Shah in Mashhad. On top of this there is now a makeshift arched but- 

tress which supports the present flat roof of the drum, but from the 
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presence of the ribs one can assume that the building had a double 

dome. This, however, is unlikely to have been a tall bulbous shell 

as found on mausoleums earlier in the century. The lower walls never 

seem to have been finished with anything other than k; hgill. A bulbous 

double dome would require a shell of baked brick, but one would not 

expect to find this on top of, so roughly finished a lower section. 
1 

Except for the stalactites mentioned above, there is no. decoration 

on the exterior. Apart from the main portal on the north, again con- 

sisting of a restored segmental. arch, small rectangular doors to either 

side of it lead to the groups of cells. on the NW and NE. A similar 

blocked door Dn the SW corner would have led to the adjacent cells. 

b) interior: After the present meanness of the exterior, the sophis- 

ticated layout and vaulting of . the interior come as a surprise (Pls. 

218-9). 'Squinch-net and ribbed vaulting is used throughout, although 

its outlines, made more incisive in many places by a border of prismatic 

triangles, have become blurred due to repeated applications of white- 

wash. The latter at least increases the illumination from the three 

small windows at the back of, the N, W and E recesses which are the only 

available source of light. 

The central dome chamber is in the form of a Greek cross, varied 

by bevelling the corners of the square to provide doors to the cells. 

On either side of the doors are two small niches, each with a flat- 

headed broken arch. They are not set in the middle of the wall but 

nearer the doorways, for a reason which will become apparent, shortly. 

Each of the four recesses are vaulted by a squinch net leading to 

an eight-faceted dome, outlined with a band. of prismatic triangles. 

On the same level axe the four squinches of the main dome, given a 

rather compressed look by the elevation of the dado to almost half 

their height. This cramped feeling could have been avoided by extending 
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their lines of support down to the ground, as in the Masjid-I Shaikh 

Lutfallah in Isfahan, but instead a narrow cornice which continues 

round the dome chamber emphasises the horizontality of the structure. 

The squinches consist of a central semi-dome, similar to the domes of 

the recesses. The acumen of the designer is shown in the form of the 

two flanking sections of the squinch. These are divided into two 

tiers, an upper one with a squinchý-net design echoing that of the cen- 

tral semi-dome of the squinch, and two lower panels each of which 

contains one half of the flat-headed broken arch profile of the niche 

in the dado below. This explains why the niches in the dado are not 

in the centre of the wall-their mid-point is set directly below that 

of the two panels which reflect them above _(Pl. 218). ' But, in what 

at first seems like an almost mannerist perverseness, the latter are 

arranged with each half arch facing away from each other, as if the 

two 
-panels 

had been somehow transposed. However, a glance at the upper 

tier shows the reason for this. The two base points of the arches 

forming the squinch net above now rest on the haunches of the half 

arches in the panel below instead of on the visually weaker flat head, 

as would be the case if they were reversed to their "natural" composi- 

tion. 

The squinches form an octagonal zone of transition, but the visual 

excitement is carried further up (Pl. ý19). From here parallel ribs 

spring from each corner point to -the point opposite forming an octa- 

gonal star in the centre, in, a manner familiar from the MasjId-I 

-C Masum at Kuhpaya, the Namakdan at Gazur Gah and -the mosque in -the cara- 
t 

vanserai at Qýsh Ribat. Even -though this'produces its own squinch net, 

smaller versions are employed in the eight lower panels. These squinch 

nets are varied by including irregular hexagons above the usual rhom- 

boids, a feature which also occurs in the ZiyRrateah Jamic. 
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The doorways in the, bevelled corners of the mosque open into a 

small vestibule which leads to further small triangular rooms (Pl. 

220). In contrast to the interior of the main dome chamber these are 

undecorated and completely without light. They are roofed with squinch 

vaults, with brick blabkened from smoke. The lower walls are covered 

in hard plaster. In one case, in the SE corner, two extra cells are 

effected by means of an upper storey. 

Materials Core of baked bri6k, * mud brick and k.; hgil'used on the 

exterior. 

Dating Given the absence of-epigraphyv historical references and 

decoration, the vaulting of the interior must provide the criteria 

for dating. The squinch nets are typical of those which were used 

throughout the fifteenth century from the Khargird madrasa onwards. 

The parallel ribs forming"an'octagonal'star are found in buildings 

covering' a similar time span, as 
/e 

have seen above. The use of ir- 

regular hexagons as well as rhomboids, in, the squinch net may be used 

to narrow the likely range, since it does not'seem to occur before, 

c the Ziygratgah Jami The increase in population which led to the 

building of the latter shows that funds would have been available for 

neighbourhood mosques, and as the nearby Masjid-i Chihil Sutýn dates 

from, the same period the Jamic evidently provided a stimulus for the 

residents of the town quarters to improve theirown facilities for 

prayer. The Masjid-I Gunbad then could be assumed to date between ca. 

1483, the date of the Jamic, to the end of the Timurid era. 

Function The discussion of the building up to now has been on the 

assumption that it Is a mosque, but some explanation is needed to 

account for the cells in the corners. Being windowless and very rough- 

ly finished, they clearly partake of a different character from the 

cruciform dome chamber, although there is no reason to believe that 
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they axe not contemporary with it. The solution to their function may 

be found in a passage in the Maqzad. al-lqbql relating to another 

Masjid-i Gunbad located wiýhin the city of Herat. 

"On Thursdays those in need perform two prostrations in 

that mosque and seek their wish and it is proved that they 

obtain their desire., A: nd. they say that the mosque was built 
4000 years ago, and that in. each century men used it as a 

place of worship. The Shaikh al-Isl9m wa'l-Muslim7in Shaikh 
Zain al-ffn al-Khvýgir, may he, be blessed, went often to the 

abovementioned mosque and he said that in this place they had 

performed vakious acts of devotion and worship (of God) and 
that (as a result) grace accrued to all who came. And around 
parts of the base of the abovementiOned dome chamber they con- 
structed small cells'(chillakhanahZ and those cells (khalvat- 

khýnahý were quite frightening residences, so that not anyone 
could stay there alone. *And many of the needy had their wishes 
fulfilled there and every plaintiff who performed two prostra- 
tions there on three Thursdays in the hour after sunrise would 

certainly have his wish fulfilled, " 2 

This description, with the'cells around the base of the dome cham- 

ber (dar bacýl asas-i gunbad exactly f its the Ziyaratgah Masjid-i 

Gunbad, and indeed even today it would require fortitude to remain 

alone in the unlit and uncomfortable cells. It is interesting that 

the nearby Masjid-i Chihil Sutun also had a chillakhana. The practice 

must have been widespread in the town. 

Form As a neighbourhood mosque, albeit one with an irregular plan 

owing to the presence of chillakhanas, the present building is clearly 

of a different type than the other surviving examples of this genre: 

the Hauý-i Karb7as, the mosque at Uba and the Chihil Sutýn (Cat. Nos. 

11,21p 44), each of which is based on multiplication of a small domed 

unit. In common with Hauý-i Karb; s'and Uba the Masjid-i Gunbad has a 

courtyard, although the original extent or even presence of this is 

impossible to determine. From the description of the Masjid-i Gunbad 
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in Herat, however, It would, seem that the isolated single dome chamber 

was not an uncommon form of-neighbourhood mosque. Earlier Seljuq exam- 

ples are known at Bar7abad and, NUk In the area of Khv. 1f; both of these, 

like the Masjid-i Gunbad, have. plain k; hgil covered exteriors with a 

more decorated interior. 

There is also a resemblance to the plan of several Timurid khanqahs 

such as those of Mull9 YS19n, Sadr al-Ifin Arm9nI1 and the Zarniggr KhRna 

at Gazur Gah (Cat. Nos. 49,34,46) in that all feature large central 

dome chambers with -cells at the corners, but the total unsuitability 

of the cells in the Masjid I Gunbad -for accommodation as regular living 

quarters clearly sets It apart from the others. 

Recorded January 1975, Maxch 1977. 

Notes 

1) It is conceivable that the dome was also covered in k9li, &il. Cf. 

the unpublished Seljuq dome chamber at Barabýd near Khvýf. 

2) Ed. Haravir, P. 52. An abridged translation of the corresponding 

section edited by Salj; q-l is given'in Allen, Catalogue, p. 101. 
I. I 
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GTZUR GM, ZARNIGAR KHANA 

Location At the SW doiner' bf'theý Shrine of G3zur GZh. 

Plan (Fig. 61) The-building and its decoration have'already been 

described in detail by Golombek'. 
. 

However, there is n'o question that 

what seemed to her to'be a 'new faciiig, of the E, W and S of the build- 

ing is in fact a very recent addition-the new revetment uses bricks 

19 x9x 5cm as opposed to'the'origifial 23 x 23 x 5. What is now a 

room at the centre of the 8 side -was definitely an entrance aivan, 

with a squinch net leading to a semi-dome (Pl. 221). The new brick- 

work also disguised latoral 'entrance s'to the N portal, and an entrance 

to the main dome chamber-the mihrab which now blocks this is of no 

great antiquity. One other structural -feature should also be made 

clear: the staircases from the lower chambers led to similar upper 

chambers not merely toýgalleries.. There were thus four original en- 

trances to the main dome chamberg and f our smaller chambers on the S 

side. 

Inscriptions and function The main painted inscription which encir- 

cles the dome chamber is Quran LVI/1-55, a text which is mostly 

concerned with the last judgement and the joys that await the elect 

in paradise. Verses from the same passage are also found on the drum 

of the Mausoleum of Gauhar Sh3dj which suggest that the Zarnig; X Kh3na 

also had funerary connotations. What, then, would be the purpose of 

the four small chambers on the S dide of the building? They indicate 

that the building has affinities with a large series of Timurid taonu- 

ments which had living chambers for Sufis, a large dome chamber for 

communal activitiesl and which were built either as mausoleums or as 

memorials to deceased saints-monuments such as the Buq ca of Tgybýd, 
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the Khanqah of MallR KR1ýn ýLt Ziyax'atgýh, 'or the Iangar of Q5nim-l 

Anvar in the village of the same name (Cat. Nos. 24,49t 39). 

As Golombek has shown, the vaulting and decoration point to a date 

in the second half of the fifteenth century. Are any memorial dome 

chambers known to have been built near the Shrine at that time? ki-r 

c Ali Shir did build a khanqah- there, 'but it was apparently on the E 
2 

side of the Shrine, wheras the Zarnigar Khana. is SW of it. There are 

two other possible patrons. One is Khvaja 0 All b. Khvaja Fakhr al-ffn, 

who in 845/1441-2 was buried "at G; zui G; h, outside the khanqah which 

he himself had built. " 3 
The other is a, nephew of Sultan Husain, 

PffichIlk ki-rzg, who in 899/1493-4 was buried at the Shrine In a dome 
0 

chamber which was decorated with a qasIda of Jgnd. 
4 

This has been 

interpretated as referring, to some additions on the N side of the 

Shrine, but the description of the "various kinds of painstaking decora- 

tion and adornment"5 would apply better to the Zarnigar Khana than to 

those additions. True, there are no remains of J; mT1'S verses in the 

present dome chamber, but so muc4 6f the decoration has been destroyed 

that this is not a fundamental objection. The absence of any grave- 

stone or of a local tradition of the funerary character of the monument 

(it is referred to locally as a khanqah) are more problematical. Many 

gravestones in Herat have been removed from their original sites, 

however, and as the building seems to have been designed as a funerary 

khanqah, only the Sufi connotations may have survived by oral tradition. 

Inevitably, however, this remains speculation-the literary sources do 

not provide enough detail for a secure identification. 

Condition Good, after'recent restoration. 

Recorded June 1975. 
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Notes 

1) As per Golombek, p. 52. - 
2) MAP f. 155b. 

3) MF, III, p. 291. * 
4) HS, IV, P. 177; Golombek, P- 85- 

5) HS, IV, P. 177. 
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MASHHAD, SHRINE OF IRAM RIýX, WORKS OF MIR OAL-I SHTIR 

Historical References In -the Makýrim al-Akhlaci, Khvandamirr lists 

c- 
among Ali Sljlr's charitable works the following: 

He built -the 17ar al-H4f9z in'holy Mashhad inside the Shrine 
(rauýa) of RiE, for the, friends of peace and prayer, and they 
decorated it with infinite pains with arabesques (for isl3ml 

read ' 
islim7i) and Chinese painting in lapis and gold, and he 

also built a spacious aivan, wonderfully decorated and adorned, 
in that noble shrine, and he also constructed a ghul; r-khRna 
where every day they distribute food to the poor and the weak. 

1 

c- 03di Ahmad, in his biography of Sultan Ali Mashhadir, says that 

"his grave is opposite the foot (of. the tomb) of ... the eighth imam 

immediately outside the domed building of the AmIr cAlri Shlir, close 

to the steel door. " 2 

According to Daulatsh&j cAli ShIr was also responsible for diverb- 

3 ing the Chashma-yi Gul from TUs to the environs of the Shrine. Shah 
a 

c Abbas later incorporated the canal into his construction of what is 

c today known as the sahn-I atig, when he found "the former courtyard 

and aivan of ffr cAlir ShIr lacking in grandeur and height.... and he 

extended the courtyard so that the aforementioned aivan was actually 

,, 
4 

situated in the middle. From this we learn that cAll ShIr's aivan 

was originally located off-centre In a small courtyard; presumably 

the -old courtyard's centýe of axis was in line with the tomb chamber 

of Imam Riýg, slightly to the E of the aivan. 

The extant structures The aivan of cAll Shlir, as Pope remarked, 

"has been extensively reconstructed and wholly redecorated. " Today 

it is known as the golden aivan, after Nidir Shah's restoration in 

1145-6/1732-3,5 although the earliest inscriptions on the aivan date 
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. 
5/1674-5i. both written by Muhammad Riýa from 1059/1649-50 and 108 

6 
al-Imami. The latter is espeýoially interesting for us, reading as 

follows (Pl.. 222): 

I; 
jj 

I ! Ii L 
r" 1 0U 6J I. P fl: -C'J I CJ UMIJ 1 ; J3 

&-: S 41L C) L, -- 
4LIJ 

I 

lj-; - 0 6- 11 L*-. !; L- ý 
. Ao LS'' Lk1 

In the reign of the most great Sultan and mighty Khýqgn, 

Master of the Necks of Mankind, Lord of the Kings of the Arabs 

and the Non-Arabs, Abull-Ghazi Shah Sultan Husain Mirza Bayqara 

Bah9dur KhZn, may God perpetuate his reign. Muhammad Riýg al- 
0 

Imamli wrote it in 1085/1674-5. 

This is clearly a garbled version of an original inscription, as 

is shown by the defectivenes's of the titles of Sultan Husain: Abu zi 

shý for Abu'l-Ghazi Shah. Maulavi plausibly suggests that the major 

earthquake of the previous year 1084/1673 dislodged the tiles of the 

8 
original inscription which then needed repair. However, the defec- 

tive state of the original can hardly account for the errors in the 

repair of Muhammad Riý; al Imamli, since it was clearly redrawn and 
0 

arranged on two equal tiers in typical Safavid fashion. 

It is impossible to be certain whether any part of the aivan as 

it now stands follows the form, let alone the decoration, of the 

original. In general outline it is not unlike other Timurid aivans. 

However, while its squinch-net semi-dome is a feature that was common, 

in the fifteenth century, the chunky stalactites in the corner squinches 

are untypical of such a date. 

c- What of the other structures which All Shlir erected: the IFar al- 

Huffaz, ghulur khana and dome chamber? It may be possible to conflate 

the ]Tar al-Huffýz and dome chamber, especially since we know that in 
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cAll Shirr's Ikhlgsiyya complex in Herat his Igx al-Huff9z was a dome 

cfiamber (gunbad 
.9 In older photographs of the Shrine 10 

a tile-decorated 

dome, probably an outer shcill, is visible on a drum behind and to the 

right of the aivan of cAll Shir, over an area which today is a passage- 

way 
11 leading to the ITLr al-Siy9da of Gauhar Sh9d. One would expect 

c-I All Shir's foundations at the Shrine to be built in close proximity 

to one another, so there is a case for suggesting that the room under- 

neath the dome may have been the Igr al-Huff9z. 
12 

I cannot identify any of the modern parts of the Shrine with the 

ulur-khana, or suggest where it may have been. 

Recorded June 1978. 

Notes 

1) F. 146a. 
2) Tr. Minorsky, p. 103. 

3) TS, P. 376. The spring is known today as the Chashma-y! Gulsab 

or Chashma-yi Glilýs (MN, introduction, p. a, ). Khanikoff describes 

it as follows: "one and a half farsakhs (ca. 9km) NE of Tas the 

source of the Mashhad river is found; it emerges from a 
ýuite 

picturesque rock and forms a considerable pool of water ... this 

pool is called Tchechme-Ghilas (Chashma-y! Glilas)v" M4moires, 

P. 110. 
4) Mu'taman, Rahným7a, p. 103, quoting Iskandar Manshli, 0 AlRm 73ýa--yi 

cAbb9s1r. 

5) For these inscriptions see C Itiiad P-ur, pp. 226-8 and Sykesq pp. 
1135-7. 

6) On his numerous inscriptions, principally in Isfahan and Mashhadt 

see Godard, "Muhammad Ria al-ImaMl. " I 

7) Not al-mucazam, as in all the printed accounts. 
0 8) MR, introduction, P- L. For the earthquake, see Melville, 

Historical Seismicity, No. 122. The exact date was July 30 1673. 

9) See Allen, Catalogue, p. 94. 
10) Yate, Khurasan, Opp. P. 328. 
11) It is referred to on Yate's plan (Rhurasan, opp. P. 332, No. 68) 
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$1 

as a place for drinking water. This is confirmed by Sykes 
("Historical Notes, 'ý p. 1139), who calls it a saqqa-khana. 

12) According to Qýdl Ahmad (see n. 2 above), the domed building was 

opposite the foot of the eighth imam. This normally would mean 

at the foot, i. e. on the E of the tomb. The dome in the photo- 

graph is on the W, however, at the head of the tomb. This 

weakens slightly the identification of the IFx al-Huffaz with 
this dome chamber, since it puts a rather strained interpretation 

on "opposite the f oot. " 
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LLq T- 

TURBAT-I JAM, C IEGAH OF *MlIR OACI ýHIR 

Location In the graveyard ca. ikm SE of the Shrine of Ahmad-i Jam. 

Plan (Fig. 63) Aivan flanked by small chambers. 

Elevation, a) exterior: The front facade (Pl. 223) is of plain 

brick, with a series of reveals outlining the frames of the central 

aivan and the two-storey niches to the sides. The latter only exist 

now on the left side. The lower niche is blind apart from a small 

door and window leading to the chamber behind. The upper storey niche 

was vaulted with a semi-dome. It also had a door leading into it, butt 

to judge from the plain wall behind the niche, it led not to a room 

but to the roof above the lower chamber. 

Although the building is badly damaged at the rear (Pl. 224) - only 

one quarter of the lower chamber is intact - it is clear from the rough 

mud-brick facing of the rear of, the aivan, carried up to two-thirds of 

its height, that the front viewpoint was all-important to the-architect. 

b) interior: Behind the brick piers and soffit of the front of the 

aivan arch, the vault has collapsed (Pl. 225). The wall surfaces be- 

yond this arch were covered with plaster painted in two colours, cream 

and red. The side and back walls are plain, except for a rectangular 

inihrab, vaulted with a squinch net producing a ten-pointed star at the 

base of the semi-dome (Pl. 226). Some of the rhomboidal facets of the 

squinch net are bisected with horizontal lines, a feature which recalls 

those of the lateral chambers in the mausoleum of Q7asim-i Anvar in 

nearby langar (Cat. No. 39). 
1 

Although the vault of the aivan has mostly collapsed, the remains 

of the zone of transition suggest a number of possibilities for recon- 

struction. One squinch is largely intact, and it shows an interesting 
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variation on the usual squinch net rhomboids, employing instead angled 

facets with a minimum of intersecting lines, leading to a five-pointed 

star. This squinch may have, been part of a large semi-dome. Another 

possibility, to judge from the lines of vaulting springing from the 

niche beside it, is that it was the'base of one of two parallel trans- 

verse vaults. 

Only enough remains of the side chamber to show that it had plain 

walls and, with the kite-shaped squinch still intact in one corner, a 

dome with an octagonal base. 

Discussion In the Mak9xim al-Ahl. Rq, Khvandamir lists among c Alir 

Shir's work the c idgah of JZm, Two factors need to be established 

to identify the present building with that of c All Shir: its date and 

its function. 

Unfortunately it presents few dating criteria, the vaulting being 

our most reliable guide. The smooth faceting of the squinch leading 

to a five-pointed star may suggest an early Safavid date, although the 

squinch net of the mihrab, as we have seen, most closely resembles 
cI 

another monument of All ShIr, the mausoleum at Iangar. Given that 

this does indicate a late fifteenth century date, the vaulting of the 

squinch could be seen as a harbinger of the techniques used in squinches 

in the Safavid period. 
c- The building is known locally as the mosque of Khvaja Aziz Allýh, 

after the figure who is reputed to be buried in a domed mausoleum, 
3 

possibly Safavid, situated opposite the alvan at a distance of 18m. 

There are no signs of any burial within the aivan. Its location in 

the midst of a cemetery, however, is quite in keeping with the function 

of an Cir dgah (or musallý or namazgah 
4 

used on the two major festivals 

when it was customary to visit the tombs of relatives. The large open 

space in front of the aivan also would enable the whole population of 
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the town to assemble bef. ore it in a series of rows. 

The form of the building is what one would expect of an cidgah- 

a large alvan which. Bigtials, the qibla as effectively as the mihrab 

inside. The earlier "iLih at Herat, ' (re)cOnstructed by AbU Saclid in 

863/1458-9,5 was described by Khvindam7ir as an aivan, 
6 

and the later 

7 
examples at Bukhara and Mashhad are also similar, with lower chambers 

flanking a central aivan. 

Both from the point of view of date and function, therefore, the 

evidence positively favours identification of this structure with the 

cldgýh which cAll Shirr is known to have erected at J9m. rating it 

precisely within his long period of influence is impossible, although 

the form of the sq'uinch suggests that It was towards the end of his 

life. 

Condition, In imminent danger of further collapse. 

Recorded JulY 1975. 

Notes 

1) Golombek, Gazur Gah, Figs. 154-5. 

2) F. 151a. 

3) On the mausoleum see MaulavIi, pp. 101-2. 
4) The three terms can be used synonymously: ýsee Allen, Catalogue, 

No. 532. 

5) MS, p. 1200. 
6) KA, p. 22. 

7) Bukhara: Pugachenkova, Samarqand, Pl. 104; Mashhad: Godard, 
"Khorasan, " Fig. 112. 
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the town to assemble before it in a series of rows. 
c- 

The form of the building is'what one would expect of an id 

a large alvan which. signals, the qibla as effectively as the m1hrab 

inside. The earlier c'112Ljý at Herat, ' (re)constructed by AbU Sacird in 

863/1458-9 f5 was described by Khvgndam'lrr as an aivan, 
6 

and the later 

7 
examples at Bukhara and Mashhad are also similar, with lower chambers 

flanking a central aivan. 

Both from the point of view of date and function, therefore, the 

evidence positively favours identification of this structure with the 

II cldg3h which cAll Shi, is known to have erected at Jam. Dating it 

precisely within his long period of influence is impossible, although 

the form of the squinch suggests that It was towards the end of his 

life. 

Condition, In imminent danger of further collapse. 

Recorded JulY 1975. 

Notes 

1) Golombek, Gazur Gah, Figs. 154-5. 

2) F. 151a. 

3) On the mausoleum see MaulavIi, pp. 101-2. 
4) The three terms can be used synonymously: see Allen, Catalogue, 

No. 532. 

5) MS, p. 1200. 
6) KA, p. 22. 

7) Bukhara: Pugachenkova, SaMMand, Pl. 104; Mashhad: Godard, 
"Khorasan, " Fig. 112. 

Bibliography 

Maulavll, Khurasan, pp. 100-1. 
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ý2 
ZIY7MMXH, XHANQAH OF MUM! XALXN 

, 
Location In a cemetery just S of the town of Ziygratgýh, 18km S of 

Herat. 

Plan (Fig. 64) Centralised dome chamber oriented on the compass 

points, approached by alvans on the N and W sides, with ancillary rooms 

In two storeys. Almost the whole SE quadrant has been completely 

destroyed, making any restoration of this section conjectural. The 

traces of the springing of an arch in the middle of the E side show 

that the building extended further east, and was not a regular rec- 

tangle. The remains of a wall near this atforty-five degrees to the 

building's NS axis show that it was also asymmetrical, the aivan on 

the W not being repeated on the E. 

flevation a) exterior: The N. and W facades each consisted of an 

aivan flanked by smaller niches leading to living chambers in two 

storeys (Pls. 227-8). The deeper N aivan was the entrance, since it 

contains the foundation inscription, although surprisingly only the 

lateral facades are articulated by means of superposed blind niches. 

Apart from the Inscription, the only remaining mosaic-faience is found 

on the central window at the back of the entrance aivan, in the form 

of framing bands of light- and dark-blue. 

b) interior: only three of the lower ancillary rooms have vaults which 

are intact. The NW and NE each have squinch nets, leading respectively 

to twelve- and twenty-sided stars at the base of the dome. The rec- 

tangular room at the SW corner Is squinch-vaulted. Staircases at the 

SW and NE lead to the upper storey, now almost ruined apart from the 

NE room, which displays part of what nay have been a domical vault. 

The N niche of the cruciform. dome chamber is the largest; it is 
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vaulted by'two stalactite quaxter-domes with a shallow central semi- 

dome-a combination familiar in monuments of the second quarter of the 

fifteenth century, from the mosque of the Shrine at Gazur Gah onwards. 

The central semi-dome is decorated with five-pointed stars, and geo- 

metric patterns are also used on the soffits and backs of the other 

three shallower niches. This decoration is formed in a way similar 

to the Rushkhvýr Jaml C: by; scraping away a layer of red plaster to 

reveal a white undercoat. 

Between the niches are plaster stalactite squinches. Thanks to 

their partial destruction it is possible to observe the manner in 

which the wall behind is crudely corbel-led towards the-base of the 

dome. 1 The dome is likely to have been a singie-shell structure like 

those of the tombs of Shýhzýda c Abdall. 71h and Q,; sim-i Anvýr (Cat. Nos. 

37,39). 1 

The m1hrab niche now blocking the W doorway'is clearly a later 

addition: there would'have been no need in the original design to 

duplicate the semi-octagonal mihrab in the W wall of the N aivan. 

Inscriptions The inscription which went round the sides and back 

of the N aivan is mostly destroyed (Pl. 229). The following in mosaic- 

faience, thulth script, white letters on a dark-blue background, amber 

letters for the Shah's name and titles, remains on the W wall: " The 

Sultan al-Ikmyý wa'l-ffn Abu'l-Gh-az-I Sultan (Husailn)-Bahadur Khan, 
0 

may (God) preserve his kingship and sultanate, finished (this building) 

through the effort of... 11 2 
The now fragmentary continuation of this 

inscription on the E wall may have been Quýanic, -wlth traces above of 

a repeating Kufic inscription in amber faience. Unusually, there is 

no spiral or floral background to the inscription, although this fea- 

c ture Is shared by the Madrasa Da Pax and the ZiyRratgýli Jami , 

Structural features The building is unusual for its lack of 
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scaffolding holes, most of which appear to have been filled in after 

construction. Thisapproach is in keeping with the absence of reveals 

and blind niches on the main N facade, the main accent being on smooth- 

ness. 

Materials Bricks 24-5 x 24-5 x 5cm. Rj . 5cmp HJ 1.5cm. Special 

banna'i bricks 20 x5x 4cm are used for the dado of 'the central dome 

chamber, RJ minimal, HJ faced with light-blue tile llmm wide. 

Historical background The building is known locally as the khanqah 

of Mulli IC117an, who is identified by ýaljUqll as Shams al-ffn Muhammad. 

He is reputed to be buried in the hazira situated, some 50m NE of the 

khanqah, although his tombstone has vanished. According to the Maqsad 

al-Iqb7al, Shams al-ffn Muhammad, known. as Mulli-yi Kal9n, was a com- 

panion of Shaikh Zain, al-Din Abý Bakr Týybadi (d. 791/1389), and was 

buried in the graveyard (magbara of'Zi --3, It is possible, yaratgah. 

however, that the association of th6 khanqah with MullR-yi Kal9n was 

made some time after its erection-had it been built in his honour, 

one would have expected it to be aligned on the axis of his grave, as 

is the case at Tgyb3d. 

It is clear from the foundation inscription that although the 

khanqah dates from the time of Sultan Husain, someone else was respon- 

sible for erecting it. Perhaps the person in question is Pffr c All 

S 'r hir, who Is known to have-built a khanqah in ZiyýratCah in which food 

was distributed to the inhabitants (masakin and the poor (fugaril' 
.4 

The only other possible candidate would be the late fifteenth century 

Masjid-I Gunbad in the centre, of the town (Cat. No. 45), but the 

superior quality of the khanqah in the cemetery is more in keeping with 

the other building works in Herat of cAll Sh'ir, such as the dome cham- 

ber at lz; dýn (Cat. No. 36) and his repair of the Masjid-i Jamie (Cat. 

No. 59). 
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The apparent absence of any burials within the building, and the 

. sposi ion of its various units - private living cells juxtaposed 

with communal spaces (alvan and dome chamber) - corroborate the popular 

designation of khanqah. The form of the building-aivan flanked by 

living chambers in two storeys, central dome chamber, and its situa- 

tion in a cemetery near the grave of the person in whose memory it 

may have been erected, all recall the Khanqah of Sadr al-ffn Arm9n3i 

and the Buq ca of T9Yb9d. The fourteenth century Khanqah of cAlil al- 

Daula near Simnin may also have provided a parallel, although the 

structures surrounding the dome chamber there seem to have been of 

only one storey. 
5 And-'as Pugachenkova, has remarked, the plan is also 

related to the funeiary architecture of buildings such as the Tq Sargy 

and C Ishrat KhRna in Samarqand. 

Condition All of the building is in a highly dangerous state of 

advanced decay. The last remaining section of the N aivan arch fell 

after being struck by lightning in April 1975. The NW wall is marked- 

ly leaning outwards and is in danger of imminent collapse. 

Recorded January, June 1975. 

Notes 

1) See Golombek (bibliography). 

2) Text in Salj-uql (bibliography), p. 113. 
3) MI, P. 73. 
4) MA, f. 146a; KA, p. 23. 
5) Illustrated in Godard, "Les Couples, " Figs. 219-20. 
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JAJARM, MASJID-I JAMI 

Location JKjarm is situated on the western boundaries of the 

province of Khurasan. It now stands between the two prinicipal routes 

from Tehran to Mashhad, although in the Timurid period, because of the 

vast pastoral meadows in the area, it was on the main route from 

Nlishiip7ur to Bist9m. 1 Its decline started slightly earlier than the 

advent of motor traffic: Yate, judging from the ruins around the town, 

estimated that not long prior to his visit in 1897 it hhd been con- 

siderably larger. 2 

The mosque is located in the centre of the town, opposite the 

remains of the citadel on a tell. 

Plan (Fig. 65) Arcades of three domed bays flank a sanctuary dome 

chamber preceded by a courtyard; narrow. shabistgn to N3 of lateral 

arcade. 

Elevation, a) exterior: Three of the mosque's perimeter walls are 

free-standing, while that on the N abuts a private dwelling. The only 

entrance to the mosque on the E has recently acquired a baked brick 

4 
pishtaq. The rest of this facade is covered in kahgil. A rubble 

foundation is just visible at the base of the S wall, followed by mud- 

bricks covered with kiligil. - Three windows in this side illuminate the 

arcade behind. The W or qibla wall has a buttress of mud-brick ca. 

52cm deep extending to 5/8 of its'total height; the weathered tops of 

blind rectangular niches can be ýeen above (Pl. 231). A break is 

visible between the shabistTLn and the rest of the mosque. The gentle 

swell of the sanctuary dome is just*visible above the outer walls. 

b) interior: All of the interior wall surfaces are faced with plaster. 

The small courtyard (Pl. 232) is dominated by the portal-screen of 
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the arch leading to the sanctuary. Behind It on the roof is a make- 

shift guldasta. 
5 The portal screen may have been heightened by the 

addition of a row of panels'at the top, in three of which tiles with 

a dark turquoise glaze were inserted. Two of them are fragmentary and, 

as Mez observed, 
6 

were probably taken from the mausoleum of Khvaja 

c Ali on the outskirts of the town, the interior of which was formerly 

covered with such tiles. 7'' Below this is a'rectangular panel inset 

with a cartouche with scalloped edges. Although the arches around 

the courtyard are of different widths, those on the main axis being 

wider, they are all of'the same height. Each has an offset moulding 

which begins a little below the springing. 

An offset is also used to frame. the four main arches of the sanc- 

tuary dome chamber and, beginning at a slightly lower level, the 

squinch net of the zone of transition, (Pl., 233). The latter produces 

a sixteen-sided base for the dome. In the upper three tiers the 

rhomboids have only a single groin down the middle, while those of 

the two lower tiers are themselves further subdivided into rhomboidal 

squinch nets. The semi-octagonal m1hrab is also covered with a squinch- 

net semi-dome, although in between the upper and lower tier of rhomboias 

are two tiers of irregular hexagons (Pl. 234). 

The lateral arcades are vaulted with saucer domes on pendentives; 

most have probably been repaired, since in several places the original 

offset moulding blends into the surface of the upper vault. 

The shabist; n has transverse vaults of segmental profile (Pl. 235)- 

The different profile of the vaults, the rough k; hgil finish of the 

interior, and the break in bond which was noted on the outside indicate 

a different building period, but rather than being older than the rest 

of the mosque, as Diez suggests, 
8 

they are more likely to be of more 

recent origin. 
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Dating No contemporary-inscriptions are found within the mosque. 

Two other factors can be discussed: the plan and the vaulting. 

Plan Diez saw resemblances to Turkish'prototypes in the plan, citing 

specifically the'Mosque of Aqsunq-ur, in Cairo. However, there are much 

closer analogues to hand. Several mosques of the Yazd area in the 

fifteenth century consist of a sanctuary dome chamber preceded by a 

pishtaq facing on to a courtyard with arcades on the other three sides, 

the lateral arcades being extended as far as the qibla wall. One of 

these three sides is frequently taken up with a shabistan. 
9 Under 

this description one could accommodate the Friday Mosques of Maibud, 

10 K-uchuk, Fir7uz; b; d and Bafruya in the Yazd area, and in the town of 

Yazd the Khiýrshýh,, Rllk, gIr ChaqrZq and Gudýl-l Musalla mosques. 
11 

These all date from the fifteenth century, although an early fourteenth 
12 

example is also found in the. ýazd area-in the'town of Haftadur. A 

related two-aivan plan made its way across the ]Dasht-i Kav71r from Yazd 

to Bajistýn (Cat. No. 8) by the third decade of the fifteenth century. 

It evidently took a little longer for the Yazd-type plan to spread 

further afield, beyond the northern border of the Kavir. 

Vaulting The possibilities of a link with Yazd are emphasised by 

the use of offset mouldings to frame the arches. This occurs on most 

of the monuments mentioned above. 

While Mez's depcription of the vaulting of the sanctuary as being 

more primitive than that of Khargird is true insofar as that of Jýjarm 

has none of the intricacy of detail or elegance of finish of the 

madrasa, this could be as much indicative of provincial patronage as 

different building periods. The use of smaller units of rhombolds 

within the larger ones is in fact closer to the dome chambers at Taybad 

and Turbat-i Am, but this kind of squinch net subsequently became one 

of the cliches of later Timurld and Safavid vaulting. There is one 

k 
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detail in the vaulting of the m1hrabt however, which yields a more 

precise time-span. This is the ihSertiýn'of two tiers of irregular 

hexagons between the usual rhombolds, a feature which occurs in three 

other Timurid monuments: the Masjid-i, Gunbad and Masjld-ýi Jamic (887/ 

14,8Z-3) of Zly3xatg.,.; h and the Mazir-I SlpahsLýr-i DTalik (Cat. Nos. 

45P 33,30). A late fifteenth century date would seem to be appro- 

priate for the use of this feature. 

The indication of a late fifteenth century date which the stylistic 

analysis suggests can be supported by the historical circumstances. 
c-I Although MIr All Shir's caravanserai route from Xst, RrabRd to Mashhad 

did not actually pass throughlijarm, its nearest ribat,, that of 

Sankhas (the Ribat-i Qilli), was only one stage away. The increased 

flow of traffic which it undoubtedly brought may have contributed to 

the economieprosperity of'Jajarm in this period. 

Function Although the mosque is known -today as the masjid-i jami 
cf 

-C Sani al-Daula estimated judiciously -that it could hold around 200 

4 
1 would men! The original "fine Friday Mosque" mentioned by Muqaddasrl5 

surely have been more spacious. Perhaps it or another mosque on its 

site was still in use in the fifteenth century, when the present 

building may have been built as a neighbourhood mosque. Then when the 

population diminished and the former Friday Mosque fell into disrepair 

the smaller mosque may have taken over its function. 

Condition Good. The building is still in use. 
16 

Recorded August 1975. 

Notes 

1) Aubin, "Reseau, " pp. 123-6 and Carte 2, p. 114. 

2) Khurasant P. 387. 

3) Although the qibla direction is SW, for ease of description I 

have taken it to be W. 
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4) Diez, p. 82, mentions only-ý simple entrance. 
5) Although it has been therd at least from the nineteenth century, 

-0 since it is mentioned by Sani al-Daula, p. 112. 
6) P. 8j. 

7) Yate, P. 387. He mentions "large blue tiles on which verses 
have been brought out in relief. " The central tile of those 

in the Masjid-i Jamic has letters in relief, while the two flank- 

ing it axe painted black under a turquoise glaze. I can confirm 
rc Sani al-Daula's reading (p. 113), of which he was unsure, of the 

hundreds in the date of the tile on the left as 500. The ensuing 
date 577/1181-2 is the earliest recorded for this particular 
technique. 

8) P. 82. 

9) Although the shabist7m at J; jarm is probably not contemporary, 
it could have replaced an earlier one, In which case the plan at 

Jgjarm would be even more 
- 
similar to the Yazd examples. 

10) Plans of these monuments axe unpublished, although information 

on their epigraphy can be found in Afsh. ýr, Yja-dg; rj. 
11) Ditto, AfshRr, Yadgar, II. 

12) Idem, Yadgar, I, No. 18. 

13) The familiar moulding of, prismatic triangles is used at Jajarm 

only for the outline of the second tier of rhomboids of the zone 

of transition. 

14) P. 112. -1 
ý. '4 

15) Le Strange, Lands, P. 392. 
16) Although Diez mentions that at the time of his visit it was no 

longer in use (P. 83). 

Bibliography 

Mez, Churasanische, pp. 82-3. 

Ic Sani al-Daula, IIIt Pp. 112-3. 
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65) Cat. no. 50. Ji-jarm, Masjid-i Jamic; plan 
(after Diez) 



a 

--- I- KHUSRAVIYYA, MAZb-I BABA HUSAIN VA BIBI 

Location Ca. 35km W of Quchan, in a mountain valley of the K; i-i 

ShZh Jahan, on the track from QuchTm to Isfarg"irn. 

Plan (Fig. 66) Small dome chamber frontedp off-axis, by a deep 

aivan, larger dome chamber to one side. 

Elevation a) exterior: The complex is built on a steep hillside 

with the front artificially built up, and with the roof only slightly 

higher than ground level at -the rear (Pl. 236). Its form is basically 

cubic, punctuated abruptly by the stark contrast of the two plaster- 

covered domes rising from the roof. The domes are devoid of ornamen- 

tation. On the S and W sides where the eave overhangs slightly it can 

be seen that an assemblage of wooden planks is used to support the roof. 

lGhgil covers the roof and the side walls, which are unarticulated. 

However, there is some attempt at architectural organization in the 

front facade, which commands a sweeping view over the valley of 

Khusraviyya. It is divided into two tripartite units: the entrance to 

the large dome chamber framed by a blank niche-flanked by two taller 

ones, and the alvan with two very narrow blank niches on-either side. 

While the lines of these blank niches may have been vertical originally, 

they are now considerably askew as a result of forces pushing the side 

walls outwards. 

b) interior: The aivan vault is irregular with an apparently two- 

centred pointed arch on the outside leading to a more upright four- 

centred arch within. Some deformation was undoubtedly caused by the 

outward leaning of the E wall. At the back of the aivan is the entrance 

to the smaller dome chamber. This latter is very simple inside, with 

walls bare apart from some square niches, and the dome corbelled out 
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above over plain squinche's. ýI. 

The larger dome chamber. is of more architectural interest (Pls- 

237-8). Although much of the workmanship is of the same rustic quality 

which characterises the exterior, the vaulting plan reproduces, albeit 

in simplified form, the intersecting network of the Timurld dome cham- 

bers of Taybýd, Khargird and Turbat-i Jam. 
-Above 

the square thus 

created small squinches form an octagonal drum which is carried up 1 

and corbelled over to form the dome. Windows on the E and W sides 

have been blocked up. Each of the lower walls consists of a central 

niche with smaller-blank niches at each side. Several of these have 

been restored, but one with a multi-foil segmental arch may be original. 

The presence of bell-shaped capitals below the intersecting arches is 

due to restoration. 

Furnishinas Each of the dome chambers has a wooden cenotaph, that 

of the smaller being dated 988/1580-1. Parts of the cenotaph of the 

larger dome chamber (Pl. 239) have been broken up and reassembled. 

The N side appears to be intact, however. 

At the top is the following inscription in naskhi: 
1 

1W I jrt U -xJ I -, I*; jA, 4J I c, Uj 0 !A 

rA-" &jl: ý 010" ; L:! Jl olrt -ILUI 1--u- cn-4- 
ýý 

6ej 

"This is the grave (lit. death) of the late, deceased excellency 

Qutb al-Budlan Sharaf al-Millat wa'l-ffn Býba Husain may God's mercy 
00 

be upon him and grant him abode In paradise dated 17 Muharram the holy 
0 

in the-year 897/21 November 1491. " 

The field below it is dominated by a finely carved square panel of 

angular interlacing strapwork with designs of five- and eight-pointed 
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stars. The only remaining original work, on the sides of the cenotaph 

is a large rectangular version of'this strapwork. 

At the top of the S side, In the-same hand as that on the N, is 

the following (Pl. 240): 

JAI I LL 

4. U 1 J...;; 15 

"Description of the B7ab7a's date (of death): from the wise seek 

the people of know ledge, the work of DarvIrsh Muhammad son of the late 

ustad Sh3h Ahmad KýrlzdaAl (? ) HZjjl cAll arranged it, FaýlallZh wrote 

it. It 

Khiradmand, by ablad reckoning, gives the date of 898, which was 

evidently thought to be close enough for poetic purposes. Below the 

latter is an inscription in four lines dated 952/1516-7. 

Materials Rubble faced with plaster on the interior and k3hgil on 

the exterior. 

]Dating, The dates of the cenotaphs can be used as termini ante quem 

for each dome chamber. In the case of the larger dome chamber the 

only other dating criterion is the system of vaulting. Its similarity 

to the vaulting of the dome chambers mentioned above means that -they 

can be used as a terminus post quem. One might well expect, however, 

that it would take several generations for an avant garde building 

technique of the court architects to be copied, even in simplistic 

form, by a rural artisan. The date on the cenotaph, 897/1491, some 

fifty years after the earlier experiments, may well represent the date 

of construction of the monument. 

It can be seen from the outside that the dome of the smaller cham- 

ber is only half encompassed by the flat roof of the larger complex. 

The rest of the monument merges untidily into the hillside. It would 
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seem, then, that this dome chamber is anterior to the larger, despite 

the later date of its cenotaph. Its utilitarian construction could 

suggest a date anywhere from the l2th-14th centuries. 

The aivan leading to it was probably built at the same time as the 

larger dome chamber, providing a fitting way for the architect to 

unite the two dome chambers into a more satisfying ensemble. 

Condition Fair. Any fissures may have been covered by recent 

plastering, *but the external walls lean noticeably outwards. 

Recorded July 1975. 

Notes. 

1) 1 would like to thank Sayyid Mudarrisjl Tab; tab for his help a1 
in reading the inscriptions. 

Bibliography 

Unpublished. 
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66) Cat. no. 51. Khusraviyya, Mazar-i ý-Abý Husain 
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2. 
NISHAPUR, MAUSOIEUM OF FARID AL-DIN ATTAR 

.0 

Location SE of the modern city of Nishapur, in the old quarter of 

Shadyakh. 
c- Historical sources In the list of buildings erected by All Shir, 

Khvandamir mentions the khaziqah at the grave (sar-i mazgx of Shaikh 

Farld al-ffm 
cAttýr, 

and goes on to state that when cAll Shir made a 
*0 

pilgrimage to Nlishapur in 902/1496-7 he found the graves/tombs 

(ma, abaras) of -the shaikh in such bad: condition that he gave orders 

that they should be repaired. 
2 JDaulatshKh also states that he erected 

a building (cip: arat) at'thý grav6 (bar sar-i rauýa , although while 

praising it fulsomely he gives no other useful information. 
3 

Description a) exterior:, Bulbous double dome on high drum above 

octagon, with axial entrance aivans'alternating with semi-octagonal 

niches. 
4 

The aivans and niches are vaulted with elaborate squinch- 

net semi-domes. 

b) interior: Above a tall dado four windows alternate with shallow 

semi-octagonal niches vaulted with the same squinch net that was used 

on the exterior. The dome springs from smooth pendentives between the 

niches and windows. 

The above description is perfunctory since two photographs of the 

tomb taken by Sykes in 1908-9 5 
show the absence of all tilework on 

the exterior, the outer bulbous shell of the double dome, and painting 

on the interior. Yate writing at the end of the nineteenth century 

remarked that "the outer dome has never been built. ,6 

Although the building has thus been restored extensively in the 

twentieth century, there is also the question of whether it is the one 

erected by All CI Sh-ir-Maulavir quotes a verbal report that it was built 
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7 
by the Qajax Sh&izgda Sultan Husain grzFL Naiyir al-Daula. Archaic 

0 
qajar need not be very different from late Timurid and stylistically 

there is little to point to that positively favours either date, or 

for that matter, anything in between. It could be said, however, that 

the squinch nets with their deep faceting and use of small units 

slightly favours the Qajar alternative, although there is also the 

possibility that they could be QýQar restoration. 

A more cogent argument against a Timurid attribution is the size 

of the building. It was described as a khanqah by Khv7andam*lrrt so one 

would expect a multiplicity of rooms of varying dimensions, and not 

the single dome chamber which exists today. It is also considerably 

smaller than the other surviving dome chambers erected by c All ShIrr 

at Langar and Xz-adýn. 

While the attribution of the dome chamber to the Timurid period 

must therefore remain open, it does contain an extremely fine Timurid 

tombstone (Pls. 241-3), consisting of a tablet (lauh) attached to an 

octagonal shaft (m7LU). 

Around the top of the shaft is an inscription giving blessings on 

the twelve imams, 8 
and further down'on the back of the shaft is the 

following distich: 

If from east to west there be a leader (imam) 

c- All and his family are sufficient for us. 

Below this is the date 891/1486 in figures which, as will be seen 

from the inscription on the tablet, is that of the completion of the 

tombstone. 

A-round the frame of the tablet is: 

jL.; 3 cijtý-, &Ul JI; and Quran 11/255-6. 

The stone is broken and the inscription partially effaced at the end 
C- 

of verse 256; it finishes with allTai al- azim. At the base of the 
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tablet on either side is a chah; r 
c Ali panel In square Kuf1c. 

-The main inscription on the slab is in 28 lines, the lower 26' 

divided into distichs, 

The first 22 were transcribed by Khanikoff and sent to Garcin de 

Tassy who published them with a translation. Sanli c al-Daula later 
0 

published the same lines*with some variations in the readings, and 

his reading was repeated almost intact (including its inaccuracies) 

1 10 
by Maulavi. 

Although -the last six lines of the slab have been damaged, it has 

been possible to transcribe most of the original. 
11 There follows 

the -text of these six lines and a translation of the complete poem in 

which divergent readings from the most accessible text, that of Maulav7l, 

are noted. 

0"" 

uT 

Lvj J-. 5 Le. 

o jis ctt-t i 
ljj .3) 16C 

j 

it j je U_S cr. " r: J:; - Lr" li 
LtL 

(ý,. 4 ) Z.... I j, -ý I ut ýg 

1) God is eternal 
2) In the name of God the compassionate the merciful we seek help 
3) This is (like) the Garden of Eden in the base (world) 

c- Attar perfumed the soul (of those in) the base (world) 
4) This is the grave of that person 

12 
so eminent that the very dust 

from his feet (was the equal of) the eye of heaven 
5) Shaikh of the universe, Shaikh Farid cAttar 

Whose disciples are saints 
6) Who was such a perfumer that from his breath 
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7) The world from one end to another was. fragrant 
13 

In his shop, the abode. of angels 
8) (Even) the lime-filled bottles were like the heavens 

14 
The land of Nishapur is honoured by this excellent place 
Until the day, of rest=ection, 

9) The land15 of Nishapur became. a mine for his gold (he dwelt in 

N'irsh-apZr), Zarand is his place of birth, 16 Kadkan his place of 

residence 
10) And he lived in NTishap-ur for eighty-two years 

Thirty-two of them in tranquillity in Shýdy; kh 
-17 11) In five hundred and eighty-six Hijr3. 

By the sword18 of that sun-like 
0 
army 

19 

12) He was killed, in the time of H_ulýg_u Khan 

His pure soul was martyred in the massacre 
13) The Sufis who have knowledge of the heart's core 

Easily part with -the straw of the. harvest of their being 

14) May the Mýst High God give 'rest to his soul 
Lord, increase his holiness and his victories 

15) This tombstone and lofty edifice were completed 
in the reign of the King ofthe World 

16) His Majesty Sultan Abu'l-Gh9zi Husain 
0 Shadow of Truth, Protector and Refuge of the Two Worlds 

17) Whose destiny 20 is so powerful 
That fortune makes his enemies drink-poison 

Ir - 18) If NUshirvan had heard of his justice 

He would have rejoiced because of it 21 

19) From fear of the justice of that brave king 

The lion combed the beard of the goat 
20) May God perpetuate his kingdom 

May He cause his ships to flow on the seas of justice 

21) The great amir, the asylum and refuge of the great and small 
Has been successful (in building this) 

22) The magnanimous I& jr cAjj ShT 22 
1 

The world compared to his glory is like base dust 

23) The charitable lord, free from pride and hypocrisy 

24) His spirit is free from lust and desire 

25) Since ... he is devoted to poverty 
Fortune was revealed in the words of 0 Attýr 

0. 
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He was the possessor of. knowledge of the soul 

26) If you pray, pray with the words of the Quran 

... pray after givin'g praise 
27) Keep the maker of the tombstone happy and free from disaster 

May its date be in the time of generosity 
28) Work of the lowly mean slave 

Muhyi al-Iýn b. KamL al-]TIn 
0 

The computation of faiyaz (generosity) In ablad Is 891, the same 

as that written on the rear of the shaft. 

The impossibility of rpconciling the supposed date of death of 

C Attar, 589/1193-4, with the Mongol sack of the city under T; li (not 

HýlZga) Khan in 618/1221 shows that the information on the tombstone 

cannot be relied on for the. detalls 'of c Attar's life. 23 

The most surprising-feature of the inscriptions as a whole is the 

C 
presence of those with expl#it SH-1 I leanings. It would be inter- 

C 
esting to know if the inscriptibns were approved personally by All 

BRbur, Shir, in which case they would give evidence contrary to that of 

c 
who lists All ShJx as one of those responsible for Sultan Husain's 

turning away from ShIl c ism, 
24' 

or whether it reflects the religious 

persuasions of this part of Khurasan in the fifteenth century-Sabzavart 

at any rate, was known then to be still a strong centre of ShIcism. 
25 

c Ali Shir could not have overly disapproved, since the stone was left 

intact after his visit to the site in 902/1496-7. 

Condition Good, after recent restorations by the Sazman-I Hifazat. 

Recorded August 1975. 

Notes 

1) See -the map in Melville, "Nishapur, " Fig. 1. 

2) mA, f. 146a. 

3) TS, p- 142. 

4) The S, niche is now composed of a staircase instead of a semi- 
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octagon. Herzfeld's plan (Pig. 67) shows a semi-octagon on all 
faces, and while there is a small sketch plan showing this dis- 

position in the Herzfeld archives (SK XII, P. 7), his most 
detailed plan does'not include the bay where the staircase is 

now located (SK XII, p. 6). It is thus difficult to know whether 

it was originally there or pot. 
5) In the Royal Geographical Societyq London. 

6) P. 411. 

7) Khurasan, p. 231. Khurgsanl, Haeiqat, p. 128, records his presence 
in Khurasan in 1332/1913-4. 

c 8) Text in San'l al-Daula, p. 103- 

9) Text in ; 
an-ic al-Daula, p. 105. 

10) See the ýibliography below. 

11) With the valued assistance of Madarrisli Tab; taba'!. 
12) For janab read makan. 
13) For girad read dirad. 

14) Omit the alif of in. 
15) For ab read. khak. 

16) Omit the va. 
17) For Hijrat read HiJA. 

18) For mIgh read tigh. 

19) For mih-i farr read fjRga. 

20) Omit the va. 
21) For ausaf read lnsýf. 

22) For m7ir va divi read mvir-i darva. 

23) For a recent discussion on the problems associated in determining 
c Attgx's death, see Melville, "Nishapur, " pp. 109-10. 

24) Tr: 'Beveridge, 
p. 258; Baxýthold, III, p. 20. 

25) Barthold, III, pp. 19-20. 
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CISTERNS 

Utilitarian buildings in Iran, be they bazars, caravanserais, 

cisterns or hammams, are often, among the most difficult to date. An 

exception can be made for those which have inscriptions, of course, 
I 

but the absence of, decoration, and the purely functional approach to 

architecture which many bf them display mean that differentiation of 

this type can be problematical. The more utilitarian the structure 

the greater the problem, and so with cisterns, the simplest of the 

above group, one encounters the greatest difficulties. 

The following list is therefore-put forward with some circumspec- 

tion., Included in it are mainly cisterns erected near Timurid monuments 

and which may be contemporary with them, as well as two which can be 

dated, one by an inscription, the other by a literary reference. 

All are constructed of baked brick. 

1) G7ZUR Gli, HAUý-I ZAMZAM 

This is situated opposite the NW corner of the Shrine. 1A 
repair 

inscription of 1100/1688-9 informs us that the cistern (birk-a) was 

built by Shah Rukh at the time he erected the Shrine. 2 

As far as I can judge from a photograph of the cistern, 
3 it is 

rectangular, the lateral walls divided into a series of panels by 

several pilasters; the principal entrance consists of a semi-domed 

bay, with what appears to be the top of, a portal screen of a smaller 

arch on the side opposite. 

2) TýYBID 

About 50m N of the aivan of the buqca is a hauý with a low dome 
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of depressed profile. The exterior is square. 

LANGAR 

The cisteni is situated ca. 1/2km SW, of the mausoleum of Qýslm-i 

Anvar (Pl. 244). It is a substantial edifice, -ca. 12m per side. The 

large dome leads down in a series of steps to the base, at one side 

of which (originally on four sides? ) is a small arched entrance flanked 

by two deep niches, which could have served as small rooms. There is 

also an arched opening on the side opposite this entrance. 

Maulav: 71 points out that although the village of Langar is provided 

with water from the i9m river all year round, the cistern would have 

furnished in summer a source of cool refreshment for the pilgrims and 

dervishes of the Shrine. 

ziyýRATGýH 

This example is situated just 20m from the SE corner of the MasjId-i 

Jami c Fl. 245). A tall semi-domed aivan leads into it, flanked by 

two semi-octagonal niches at an angle of 450. While its proximity to 

the mosque suggests that it might also be the work of Sultan Husainp 

c the Makarim al-Akhlýq mentions a hauý at Ziygratgýh as one of All 

S-95 hir s works. This example is certainly the most substantial of any 

remaining in the town, and so more likely to be that of c All Shirr, 

BIGH-I NAZARGXH 

For the location of this area, approximately halfway between the 

old city of Herat and GKzur Ggh, see Allen, Catalogue, Map 2, No. 643. 

The plan is comparable to the cistern of langar, although here one 

can say that the plan definitely called for small entrance aivans on 

each side, and for deep niches/small rooms in the corners (Pl. 246). 
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The interior is, tYPical. (Pl. 247): there are Pour absolutely plain 

squinches in the corners, and the dome is smoothly corbelled out above 

in horizontal courses. The garden in this area existed before the 

reign of Sultan Husain, 
6 

although the hauý. could be assigned a date 

anywhere in the second half of the fifteenth century. 

6) HERAT CITAIEL: HAUý OPPOSITE SW CORNER7 

According to Allen this is called the Hauý-i Pahlav3n, 
8 

but the 

reference to Salj; q-l which he gives in support of this mentions a 

Hauý-! Pahlavýn opposite the Hauý-i ChahZr S7uq, 9 
situated in the centre 

of the old city. 

There axe two historical-accounts of a hauý opposite the citadel, 

which I believe can be equated with the present one. The Makýrlm al- 
cT Akhlaq lists among the works of All Shir the ', 'hauý opposite the 

citadel (dar muhaqhaj - 10 
7yi qalca) of Ikhtiygr al-Mn. " In the trans- 

lation by Hakim Shýh Muhammad Qazvln-i (early sixteenth century) of 

the Majalis al-Nafa, 'isp Sayyid Ikhtiy-ar is attributed the following 

verse which "aptly gives the date of the hauý at the foot of the 

citadel. " 11 

ff. 
4 

rA 
'ýA- 

rc-ý. A$ Lý L- ;I co e-j L, 

Let me speak of the purity of the cistern which I desire 
Let me wash my mouth a hundred times in its water of life 

So much the more theýt its source is the Spring of Khlýr 
I seek its date from "the cupbearer of Kauthar. " 
(saqi-y! Kauthar = 897/1491-2) 

Unlike the other cisterns, this Is rectangular both inside and 
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outside. Four ýrched opening's'16ad into it, those on the long axis 

being the major ones, with, steps leading down into the reservoir. 

The way in which this cistern is vaulted is its main interest (Pl. 

248). Being rectangular, of course, it could not be vaulted with a 

dome: instead it consists of a transverse vault flanked by two cloister 

vaults. In the central section of the cloister vaults and the lower 

section of the transverse vaults the bricks are laid vertically, a 

feature which links the disparate parts of the vaulting into a visual 

whole. The vault is crowned by a small dome at the top of the trans- 

verse arch. This elaborate vaulting system was presumably the grounds 

for the attribution of a Safavid date which has been made elsewhere, 
12 

but in fact the closest parallels axe with two other Timurid monuments 

in Khurasan, the Masjid-i Jami 0 of'Bajist; n and the Khanqah of Kadkan 

(Cat. Nos. 8,62). 

It was noted above that a number of the cisterns had small rooms 

in the corners. As these were not structural necessities, one might 

assume that the designer conceived them as a place of shade in which 

those using the cisterns in the summer months could have found repose, 

perhaps while consuming & repast. The rooms do not have doorways, and 

so would be unsuitable for any type of living or storage accommodation, 

but would still be adequate protection from the glaring sun overhead. 

Notes 

1) 1 presume this can, be identified with Allen, Catalogue, No. 49 

(Hauý near Gazurg; li), although he locates it at the SW corner. 
2) Text in Salj-uq-l*, G; zur G; h, p. 22; tr. in Golombek, Gazur Gah, 

P. 93. 

3) Golombek, op. Lit., Fig. 144. 
4) Khuras; n, p. 27. 
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5) F. 146b. 
6) Allen, Catalogue, No. '643.. 

7) Its location is marked on the map in Lkine, "Heraty" Fig- 

No. 5. A photograph of the interior is given in Pl. IIa. 

8) Catalogue, No- 50. 

9) Khiv; 1)7an, P. 57. 
10) F. 146b. 
11) MN, P. 271. 

12) Allen, Catalogue, No. 50. 

Bibliography 

In the notes. One may add ga'yil Haravli, "Birkah3, " which gives a 

list of cisterns in and around Herat, its main usefulness being in 

the publication of the inscriptions of several Safavid cisterns. 
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54 

HERAT, MAMASA OF SULTAN HUSAIN, 

Location NW of the city of Herat, straddling the Inj71l river. 

Historical sources In comparison with the mosque and madrasa of 

Gauhar Shýd, Sultan Husain's madraba and khanqah received scant atten- 

tion from the literary sources. 

From among -the adjectival fulsomeness of Khv9ndamI1r's description 

in the Khulasat al-Akhbar some facts emerge. Each of the two buildings 

had fine and lofty domes (gunbad), assembly halls (. Iamacatkhana), 

arches and arcades (rftv; A dome chamber on -the W of the 

madrasa was specially-erected as the mausoleum (maqbara of Sultan 

Husain, and this was lavishly and skillfully decorated by the builders 

(muhandis and painters, with gold and lapis lazuli used in the decora- 

tion. At the time Khvindamir wrote (go5/1499-15oo) eight lecturers 

received endowments for teaching in both institutions. Food was dis- 

tributed every morning to the poor by the attendants (khuddRm of the 

khanqah. The renowned teacher Kamil al-ITin Viciz delivered a sermon 
0 

once a weekj followed by prayers from the shaikh of the khanqah. 1 

Mirkhvand's description of Sultan Husain's funeral also indicates 
0 

that the madrasa had a dome charftber intended to serve as his tomb: 
Cr - after prayers were performed In the 
-idgah, of Herat his catafalque 

(t; být was taken to the "gnmbad-i madrasa-yi sharlfa" which "had been 

built for this purpose" and buried in accordance with the shari 
c a. 

2 

Khvindam'lrr also mentions the burial of Haidar Muhammad b. Sultan 
3 Husain in the madrasa, but his most frequent notice of it is in his 

biographies of the ulama ofHerat in the Habib al-Sivar; altogether 

fifteen are mentioned as having taught there and in other institutions. 

It was clearly, along with girr 0 All Shir's IkhlFtsiyya madrasa, the most 
6 
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important educational establishment"Of Its time. 

According to KhvZndara7ir this inscription by 0 Abd al-Q7adir, one of 

the mudarris of the madrasa, was above its door: "This building which 

is a marvel in the eyes of the painters of China and Khita, its builder 

and year of completion is Shah Sultan Husain BZ-iqar3.1' The last phrase 

by abiad reckoning gives 1 898/1492-3.5 

By -the nineteenth century the khanqah had completely vanished, 

and not much more remained of the madrasa, than we see today. Saljuql Is 

uncle Siraj al-ffn gives an extensive account of the madrasa which 

must be suspect as in 1833, before he was born, Lal described the 

madrasa as levelled to the ground, apart from two arches and four 
6 

minarets. Yate, and Holdich's map confirm that two arches between 

each pair of minarets (and only these). were still standing in 1885. 
, 

One of the pair is visible in HoldiQh's sketch (Pl. 75). It appears 

to be an aivan vaulted by a semi-dome, with the extremities of the 

I portal screen showing above. The other remaining arch was presumably 

the entrance portal. Ial and Yate also comment on the tombstone "of 

Sultan Husain" lying to the W of the madrasa, although Ferrier pro- 

vides most information about its surroundings: 

"Shah Hussein had commenced a smaller mosque close to this 
[Gauhar Sh9d's mosque], which he had intended for his own mauso- 
leum; of the walls, about-ten feet in height alone remain; for 

the cUP'ola has fallen in. A tomb of black marble, and similar 
to the one I had so much admired at Gazer-Gah, in the centre of 

the ruins, is supposed to be the last resting-place of this 

magnificent patron of axchitecture.,, 
7 

Standing remains (Fig. 68v Pl. 249) Today the tombstone lies in 

a large depression; the walls which Ferrier noticed have all but 

disappeared. They may have been used as a quarry by those in search 

of building material. No traces remain either of the arches between 
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the minarets; they wore probably levelled at the time of the demolition 

in 1885 of the Mosque of Gauhar Shýd. 

Excavations have been carried out recently at the base of the SW 

minaret (Fig. 69, Pl. 250). They show that the base was octagonal, 

joined to the madrasa, only on the N side. Brick piers on a stone slab 

foundation abut the corners of the octagon; they may have been carried 

up to form a niche facade. Clear traces of the floor were found N and 

NE of the minaret together with the beginning of a staircase. The area 

NW of the base is more difficult to, interpret, but the partial uncover- 

ing of a floor in this area shows that the minaret was not at the 

western extremity of the madrasa. 

Traces of what may be the original building occur elsewhere only on 

the banks of the Injil. According to Ial and Saljýqlil the river flowed 

under the N and S alvans. This indeed could be assumed from the way- 

in which the river was diverted to flow through the area of the madrasa, 

halfway between the pairs of minarets. Remnants of a wall axe found 

on the bank in line with each pair of minarets; these are presumably 

part of the foundations of the N and S aivans. The effect of water 

running through the middle of the courtyard may be judged easily from 

the Madrasa Pia-dar-i Shah in Isfahan, but the idea was incorporated 

C- Ir earlier in the madrasa and khanqah of qr All Shir, through both of 

which the InjI11 flowed. 
8 

There is thus little information on which to base a reconstruction 

of the plan. As a starting point one can assume a four-alvan court- 

yard like other known Timurid madrasas. While the domes, arches and 

arcades which Khvgndam7ir ref ers to axe the building blocks of most 

Islamic edifices, the mention of jamVatkhýnas recalls cAbd al-Razzýq's 

description of the Shrine at Gýzur Gah, where the large chambers of 

the entrance complex are also called Jarr; icatkh9nas. 9 Since the entrance 
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complex was used at Gazur Gah and in the Mosque of Gauhar Shad and 

the Khargird madrasa it was evidently a standard feature of court spon- 

sored four-aivan courtyard buiidings, and it is unlikely then that 

Sultan Husain's madrasa did not also have one. The most interesting 

feature of the building is perhaps the location of the funerary dome 

chamber of Sultan Husain. This was certainly W of the rectangle 

created by the four minarets and, to judge from the location of the 

supposed tombstone of Sultan Husain and the depression axound it, on 

the central axis. This would align it firmly in the tradition of the 

madrazas of T71man 7ghg at Kuhs9n and Sargy Mulk Khqnum at Samarqand. 

Like them, the exterior of the dome chamber may have been octagonal. 

Decoration On the remainihg. minarets the decoration begins at a 

height of 16m, indicating that the walls of the madrasa. reached to 

that point. This may be compared with a figure of 12m for the Khargird 

madrasa. Unfortunately the annual summer wind of "one hundred and 

twenty days" has left only fragments of decoration on theýsheltered 

side. The scheme is similar to that of the minaret of the Mosque of 

Gauhar Sh3d: two wide inscription bands with small framing bands above 

and below enclose a large field divided into geometric units by strips 

of white tile. 10 The remains of the mosaic-faience within these fields 

are as fine as that of the Gauhar SI-ta-d ensemble, with black, dark. - and 

light-blue and an unusual light-green used as grounds. 

In 1885 the tilework inside the remaining arches was "almost 

perfect" according to Yate, and SaljUq'i's great uncle remembers excep- 

tionally fine marble slabs-inside the entrance aivan: 

"These two slabs were polished like transparent crystal and beauti- 

fully carved and adorned with haft rang tiles with the utmost skill 

giving -the impression of gold and jewels so that it seemed to be 

decorated with the brush of the finest master.,, 
12 
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Structural features Sixteen scaffold holes, some with the wood still 

protruding, extend round the NE minaret, where the decoration in banna'i- 

technique begins. The bann; Vi-technique field is'wider here than on 

the other minarets. It also differs in that the white tiles used for 

the rain geometric field are flat in section, rather than semi-circular 

as on the other three minarets. Evidently a different team was used 

to decorate it. The difference in length between-the start of decora- 

tion and the bottom of the, stalactite cornice of each minaret shows 

that some improvisation occurred,, however: 

SW - NW . NE SE 

bottom of cornice 48.15 46-79 47-38 49-30 

beginning of decoration 16.01 14.48 13.40 15-53 

32-14 32-31 33-98 33-77M 

The SE minaret is the tallest remaining, at 58.72m. Even in its 

truncated form it is thus considerably higher than the two-storey 

minaret of the Madrasa of Gauhar Shad . (42.4om'), 13 
and in their origi- 

nal form the four minarets must have dominated the surrounding 

countryside even more than they do today. 

. 
Materials Bricks 26-7 x'26-7 x 5-5 1/2cm. Hard white mortar with 

small pebble admixture. -- 

Furnishings Only two people are mentioned in the literary sources 

as having been buried in the madrasa, Sultan Husain himself in 911/ 

1506 14 
and his son Haidar Muhammad in 908/1502-3@ 

15 However the 
0 

0a 
black tombstone popularly known as the haft'qalam, which is reputed to 

be that of Sultan Husain is in fact in the name of his father Ghiy9th 
16 al-Mn Mansur who died in 843/1439-4o. All surfaces'bf this tomb- 

stone, including the shallow plinth'on which it rests, display stone 

carving equalled only by its companion in Ggzur Ggh. 17, The sides 
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provided the artist with a broad-space, of which he took full advantage 

(Pl. 251). The borders have 'confronted, serrated sickle leaves, simi- 

lar to those of Gauhar ShKd's tombstone in her mausoleum. In the main 

field the background it provided by a floral scroll raised 10-12mm 

above the flat base. The individual blossoms on this scroll are them- 

selves carved in relief, and shoot at random with flamboyant panache. 

But raised a further 15mm above this layer is a two-plane lattice 

design, one plane with large peony-like blossoms, the other with 

serrated calyx leaves echoing those of the border, all joined by criss- 

crossing stems. Within the outline of the peony blossoms the outline 

of yet smaller buds and, blossoms unfold, and the swirling rhythm of 

the calyx leaves is emphasised by their subdivision into a series of 

tiny whorls. This is one of those rare works of art where each part 

of the decoration is complete in itself, yet at the same time is felt 

to be in the context of the'larger whole. 
18 

The, haft qalam at Gazur Gýh is organized differently, yet the 

serrated leaves and the fantastic peony blossoms show that it is 

closely related. It is dated 902/1496-7, and dedicated to a prince. 

Salj: q-l* is of the opinion that it was made for Shah Ghar-l*b Mi-rzg, a 

son of Sultan Husain who, died in that year, and that 'it was removed 

from the madrasa. to Gýzur Ggh at a later stage. 
19 This is certainly 

plausible. Sultan Husain may well have intended his own tomb to be 
0 

used as a family mausoleum, -and it was finished well before Shah Ghar-lb 

died. There is also evidence that tombstones were removed to Ggzur Ggh 

and reused. 
20 

But what of the tombstone of Sultan Husain's father? In 882/1477-8 

Sultan Husain had a platform (suffa built at Ggzur Ggh specifically 

for "the tomb of the late Sultan Ghiy9th al-Sultana wa'l-ffn Mansýr 

and his pious descendants. "21 A tombstone dated 889H. in the name of 
0 
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22 
Ghiyýth al-Iin Mansur was placed on, top of the suffa. Both the 

inflated titulature and stylistic, evidence suggest that the tombstone 

dated 843H., now in the madxasa, was the later of the two made for 

Sultan Ghly3th al-ITin Mansýr. It seems Sultan Husain wished to have 
00 

the head of his family reburied in a way that would give credit to 

himself and his magnificent new building, and so ordered the new tomb- 

stone to be made. 

It is clear that the carving in such a tombstone would take a 

considerable amount of time-if not the seven years which is reflected 

in the popular name haft, qalam. 
23. -It is therefore likely that the 

absence of a similar tombstone in the name of Sultan Husain was caused 

by lack of time-a space of only twelve months elapsed after Sultan 

Husain's death before Herat was taken by the Uzbeks. 

Condition All the remaining minarets are leaning slightly. 

Recorded December 1974, March 1977. 

Notes 

1) KA, pp. 17--8. 
2) RS, VIII, p. 240. 

3) HSj IV, P. 257. 
4) Ibid., pp. 337-359. 
5) KA, p. 41. It is also possible that the "Inscription of a 

madrasa" recorded by Marvarid dated 899/1493-4 refers to Sultan 
Husain's complex as it is clear from the text that two buildings 
jbuq ca are being referred to. See SN, f. 82b (text), P. 73 
(translation). 

6) Sirýj al-I; I'n's account is translated in Allen, Catalogue, pp. 
144-5. 

7) Allen, Catalogue, p. 143, takes this account as proof that Lal 

exaggerated the madrasa's state of ruin, but Ferrier is only 

referring here to the declivity below ground level in which the 

tombstone was situated. 

i 
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,,. 11 KA, p. 19. One can, compare Ibn Batt7ita's description of the Friday 
000-- Mosque of Ashtarjan, called by. Ibn Battuta Ushturkan, "a pleasant 

township, with numbers of running streams and orchards, and pos- 

sessed of a very fine mosque intersected by the river. " (Travels, 

IIr tr. Gibbp p. 294. 'The identification of Ushturk9n with 
Ashtarj3m was made by Miles, "The Inscriptions, " p. 89. ) 

9) MSP P. 564. 

10) Cf. L6zine, Pl. XVII. 
11) Good colour photograph in Seherr-Thoss', 
12) Saljaq-1, KhiXjjjn, p. 21. As -the aivan was still standing in 

1885, his testimony may be more reliable here. 
13) Measurements of minarets from UNESCO, Citadel and Minarets. 
14) RS, VII, p. 240; Bab-ur Na"ma, tr. Beveridge, p. 293. 
15) See n. 3. 

16) The -text of -the inscriptions on the tombstone axe in SaljUql, 
Khivaban, PP. 53-4. 

17) For photographs of the haft qalam, at Gizur Ggh see Golombek, 
Gazur Gah, Figs. 124-7. 

18) The superb wooden doors dated-918/1512-3 in the Shrine at Rayy 

are the closest successors to the haft galam tombstones in style. 
See Hid7ayatir, Xstgng, pp. 66-7. 

19) Salj-uq-i, Khiyaban, P. 56. 

20) The tombstone of Muhammad b. B-aysunghur who is known to have been 

buried beside his father in the Madrasa of Gauhar Shad is now to 

be found at Ggzur Ggh; Golombek, Gazur Gah, p. 86. She also 

notes a tombstone with two dates, lo25/1616 and 1127/1715, which 
has evidently been reused; ibid., p. 40. 

21) Text of the inscription on the platform in Salj; qTl, Gýzur G3h, 

p. 61; translations in Golombek, Gazur Gah, p. 85 and Q5d-i Ahmadp 

Calligraphers and Painters, p. 105. 

22) Text in Saljýqli, GRzur Gah, p. 61. 

23) The popular origin of the name is explained in Saljýjr, KhifabKn, 

PP. 54-5. 
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.a c NISHAPUR, MASJID-I JAMI 

Location In the centre of Nlishýp; r.. The present Masjid-i Jamic is 

reckoned to be about 5km NW of the medieval centres of Nlishýp-ur, which 

were devasted by six earthquakes between 1161 and 1405 A. D. As the 

mosque is dated 899/1493-4, it is of use in supplying a terminus ante 

quem for the move to the new site. This is more likely, however, to 

have taken place earlier in the century, after the last major earth- 

quake in 1405 A. D., as the city would have needed considerable time 

to regain Its wealth for major building projects from commerce. The 

founder of the mosque, one Pahlava-n CA111, does not seem to be mentioned 

by the Timurid court historians, so one may presume that he was a local 

dignitary who, after assembling some wealth, wished to use it for a 

pious cause. He would naturally want to locate a new Friday mosque 

in the centre of his urban milieu. 

Plan (Fig. 70) For descriptive purposes the qibla will be taken as 

S. Two-aivan mosque, with arcades several bays deep arranged around 

a rectangular courtyard (Pls. 253-4). Although to an observer stand- 

ing in the middle of the-courtyard the mosque looks as if it is 

symmetrical on the axis bisecting the aivans, a glance at the plan 

will reveal the deep incongruities of the various parts. While the N 

aivan is located in the middle of the N courtyard facade, the centre 

of the qIbla aivan is 90cm E of the centre of the S facade of the court- 

yard, a surprising difference even in so large a mosque. This in itself 

would necessitate some differentiation of the prayer halls on either 

side of the qibla aivan, but in fact the internal arrangement of the 

E and W halves of the mosque is totally different. 

That on the E is more homogenous, consisting of bays of equal 
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dimensions throughout, except for a row of rectangular bays in the SE 

section. However, their'integration with the lateral niches of the 

qIbla aivan is awkward, neither of the two niches being in the centre 

of the bays. In the area to the SWt. however, twenty-four smaller bays 

are found which more closely centre with the side niches of the aivan. 

The bays on the W side of the courtyard are different again, with rec- 

tangular vaulted bays flanking square ones, while the NW shabistan 

presents a series of irregular square and rectangular bays. 

Two small entrances are found near the middle of the lateral walls 

of the mosque, while the main entrance is -through a portal and small 

vestibule behind the N aivafi. 

Elevation A row of modern shops jutting out on either side of the 

entrance aivan disguises any original facade which the mosque might 

have had. In its present form the entrance aivan probably dates from 

1285/1868-9, the date found on cuerda seca tiles in the spandrels of 

the portal, with the signature "Ism3cirl. " On either side of the span- 

drels are two stone inscriptions dated 1021/1612-3 granting tax relief 
2 to the citizens of Nirshýpýr. 

Inside, however, the mosque is dominated as much in elevation as 

in plan, by the huge mass of the qibla aivan, vaulted by a simple 

pointed barrel vault. Two-storey niches are found on the sides of 

the vault; the lower ones are framed by blind segmental archest the 

upper are plain. The latter were open originally, leading to the roof 

of the adjoining shabistRns. More unusual is the row of three niches, 

connected by smaller tunnel vaults, above the m1hrab at the back of 

the aivan (Pl. 252). They recall the galleries leading round the dome 

chambers of mosques of the Yazd school, such as the MasjId-i Jami c of 

Yazd or the Masjid-i Shah Vall of Taft. The mihrab is of no great 

antiquity, but it contains an inscription mentioning repairs in the 
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year 1126/1714-5,3 and above it is a Q=anic inscription which will 

be mentioned shortly. 

The portal screen of the aivan has three superposed niches on 

either side, the lower two blank., the upper one opening into a small 

chamber. The bricks of the latter, however, are of a different colour 

from the rest of the aivan and may well be later. Behind the portal- 

screen are two semi-octagonal stumps with steps leading to them, 

evidently all that remains of earlier minarets. According to Sanic 

al-Mula. there was a minaret above each aivan at the time of his 

visit. 
4 

The bays of the E side of the mosque are mostly vaulted by domical 

pendentives, although the shabist; n E of-the qibla aivan has some bays 

with squinch nets producing a twelve-sided star at the base of the 

dome. The latter section appears to have undergone a thorough recent 

restoration, however. On one of its piers is a fragmentary polished 

black stone with a trefoil arched mihrab surrounded by a naskh! inscrip- 

tion giving part of Quran 111/17-18; it may date from the fourteenth 

century. 

Only some parts of the. shabist; n W of the qibla alvan have under- 

gone repairs. The bays are smaller and lower here (Pl. 257), with 

4 simple kite-shaped squinches, and on one occasion a squinch net pro- 

ducing a sixteen-sided base to the dome. The larger bays W of the 

courtyard display domes with alternate eight- and twelve-sided bases, 

like those of the Masjid-I Chihil Sut; n, Ziyýratgýh. According to 

the mutavalli -the NW shablstýn was built in the reign of Nasir al-ffn 

Shah, which would correspond with the date of the tilework on the 

entrance aivan (1285/1868-9). 

Sani C al-Daula mentioned that a qanat and several trees were 

present in the courtyard. These have subsequently given way to the 
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barrenness of paving and a small central hauý. 

Inscriptions The foundation Inscription, in the unlikely position 

of the pier E of the qibla aivan, reads as followS5 (Pl. 255): 

"From Pahlavgn oAlir,, son of the noble family of Baya-zid, 

May this building remain as a memorial for the town of Nishýp; r, 

A mosque which is 
, 
to be the Ka c aba of the people of true faith. 

It was all accomplished, by the grace and bounty of the Omnipotent 

In the reign of the Royal Warrior of the Faith, the Prince of the 

Age, 

Sultan Husain Protector of Religion, the Powerful King. 

It was 
iinished 

in the year 899, 

The place which is the mosque (silda g9h) of the people of the 

age. 
Read the date, of this and say a sincere prayer for the 

Justice of the instigator (of the mosque) and count (his) good 

works. 11 

Modern terra-cotta tiles surround the inscription, but in any case 

it is unlikely to have been originally placed on the pier where it now 

stands. 

The inscription over the mihrab is in thulth, with an upper line 

of Kufic (Pl. 256). The letters of the thulth inscription are arranged 

above each other in places in a manner typical of inscriptions of the 

fifteenth century. The inscriptions are on two stone plaques. The 

first reads: 

"The Most High said, 'Lo those who merit Paradise this day are 

happily employed. "' (Quran XXXVI/55. ) The last word is only partially 

intact. 

The second reads: 

"God Most High said, 'But ah! thou soul at peace! Retimm unto 

thy Lord, content in His good pleasure! Enter thou among My bondsmen! 

Enter thou My Garden! "' (Quran LXXXIX/27-30. ) 

The eschatological emphasis of these passages prompts the suggestion 
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that they may have been removed from a mausoleum. Given the way in 

which the plaques have been assembled with an abrupt break in the 

middle, it is at any rate clear that they were not sited there origi- 

nally. 

Materials The conglomerate nature of the building is emphasised by 

the varieties of brick sizes found in its various parts: 

entrance aivan 22-3 x 22-3 x4 

N aivan 23-6 x 23-6 x5 
s aivan 25 x 25 x5 

shabistgn W of qibla aivan 20-4 x 2o-4 x5 
shabist.; n E of qibla, aivan - 23 x 23 x 4-5 

shabistRn in NW corner 22-6 x 22-6 x 5cm 

The wide variations in some of the individual parts indicate 

re-use of bricks. 

Dating Although there is a foundation inscription of 899/1493-4 in 

the mosque, in view of, the disparate nature of its parts the question 

arises whether any sections in fact date from the fifteenth century, 

and if some do not then what form did the mosque founded in the fif- 

teenth century take? 

The stylistic analogies axe extremely few-the segmental blind 

niches at the side of the qibla aivan, and the squinch-net vaulting, 

the latter being a feature which was frequently imitated in later 

centuries. 

The off-centre location of the qibla aivan in particular suggests 

that the structures s urr ounding the courtyard have undergone major 

alterations. One may start by presuming that the monolithic qibla 

aivan, with its segmental blind niches, is a feature of the original 

mosque. The western shabistgn is keyed in to the aivan more closely 

than the eastern one, but it is built of re-used bricks of quite 
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different measurements Prom those of the aivan. In fact the vaults 

of neither shabistRn fit comfortably and logically into the space 

allotted for them. In the area where the vaulting bears the closest 

resemblance to other fifteenth-century examples, the arcade W of the 

courtyard, the same problem reasserts itself-it neither follows on 

naturally from the shabistan beside the aivan, nor in itself, with 

its combination of square bays flanked by rectangular ones on either 

side, is it the kind of natural vaulting solution which one would 

expect from, say, the Fridays Mosques of ZiyýratgRh or Ghurya_n. 

It is thus impossible to say with certainty whether any other 

parts of the mosque axe contemporary with the qibla aivan. Granted 

that there was an aivan there, however, what, if anything, would one 

expect to surround it in a fifteenth-century mosque in Khurasan? The 

answer may not be very different from what is present today-an alvan 

opposite, possibly two more at the sides, with arcades joining them 

to form a courtyard. Precedents f or- two-aivan mosques are not lack- 

ing in Khurasan, as those of Sangan-i Pa'in, Zuzanp Faryumad and the 

Timurid example of Bajistan (Cat. No. 8) show. A one-aivan mosque in 

a courtyard setting is also possible, such as the Masjid-i Mahalla-yi 
6c 

Gudal-i Musalla in Yazd or, possibly, the Masjid-i Jami of Khvaf. 

But the present shape of the mosque is itself the best argument for 

supposing that the first one had only two aivans-although the arcades 

to the E and W of the courtyard seem to have been drastically repaired 

at different times, neither give any indication that there might have 

been an aivan in their midst. 

The original state of the N side of the mosque is a little more 

speculative, as it is rather clumsily tacked on to the sides of the 

courtyard by a bay on each side which is much smaller than all the 

others, and since its alvan is correctly centred, unlike that of the 
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qibla alvan. 

While it may seem unsatisfactory not to be able to deduce the 

original state of the mosque from its present condition, the many 
I 

repairs and rebuildings seem to have obliterated most of the evidence 

which would enable us to do so. Without excavating, all one can say 

at the moment is that the greatest likelihood is that the mosque was 

originally similar to the f orm it now presents, a two-aivan courtyard 

mosque, 

Condition Good. 

Recorded 

Notes 

August 1975. 

1) For a further discussion of the move of the town to the present 
site, and of its earlier destruction by earthquakes, see Melville, 

"Earthquakes in Nishapur, " pp. 116-7. A Pahlavgn c All of Bamr-ud 

in Quhistan is mentioned in the tadhkTra of Akhir Muhammad Shah 

as being a disciple of the latter (Aubin, "San-ton, " pp. 209, 

213). However, as the latter died ca. 1410 A. D. (Lbid., P. 187), 

this Pahlavan cAll cannot be the same as the founder of the 

mosque, although a descendant may have taken the same name. The 

family was certainly wealthy: Pahlav, ýn cAll was taxed 2,000 
I dinars by Timur's tax collector, indicating that he held exten- 

sive propertiez (ibid., p. 209). 
2) Text of these in Maulav31, pp. 204-6. 
3) Maulavi, pp. 208-9. 
4) See Bibliography; p. 91. 
5) Text in CII (supersedes all other versions), but omits navad u 

from the date. 
6) Ca. 1460 A. D., plan unpublished. 
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L6 

SIBARZ, ZIYýRAT OF KHVAJA NIZAM AL-DIN 
0 

Location On the spur of a grave-covered hillside on the edge of 

the village of Sibarz. The latter is on the left bank of the Har7i 

Rud ca. 43km above Uba. The village is alternatively called Isbarz 

or Isfarz. 

Plan (Fig. 71) Free-standing octagonal dome chamber, symmetrical 

on all sides. 

Elevation a) exterior: (Pl. 258) Each side has a very shallow 

aivan leading to a doorway with a flat wooden lintel, with a narrow 

flat-headed window above, topped by two rectangular blank niches. 

The wooden lintels of the doorways have now all disappeared, but one 

of those which supported a window above is still in position. 

The area between the top of the entrance arches and the base of 

the dome is poorly preserved. Originally the spandrels of the entrance 

aivans probably continued straight up as far as the base of the dome, 

in a manner similar to the Mausoleum of Farlid al-IJIn cAttRr or -the 

tomb towers at Qum. The dome is a single shell, with a steep profile, 

pierced by four flat-headed axial windows at the base. 

b) interior: (Pl. 259) Two crudely assembled heaps of stone on the 

ground evidently mark the site of graves, although it is unlikely that 

they are contemporary with the fabric of the building. Saljaqir was 

told in Chisht that the monument possessed an underground vault in 

which the remains of several bodies were miraculously preserved, but, 

no evidence of this was found. 

The exterior elevation is reflected in the interior with the same 

absence of decoration, apart from the scant remains of a thin layer 

of plaster. Wooden boards are used for the transition from octagon 
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to dome. 

Structural Features Just below the offset of the eight interior 

arches it is apparent where some. bricks have dropped away that wooden 

planks are inserted into the wall. Scaffold holes on the exterior are 

conf ined to two on the outer piers of each face of the octagon, and 

in the interior one at a similar height in the middle of each pier. 

Some of the latter still have beams within them. 

Material Bricks 24 x 24 x 4cm; RJ minimal -to lcm, HJ 1.5cm, little 

pointing. Some bricks are noticeably darker than usual; they may be 

re-used. Soft brown mortar, with little or no gypsum admixture-this 

may explain the parlous state ot the monument. 

Dating Although the monumeA IS known locally as the Ziygxat of 

Khvaja Niz9m al-an, his grave, marked, by a large mound of stones and 

a tombstone dated 15 Safar 902/23 October 1496,2 is situated some 
0 

twenty yards from the mausoleum. Although Saijýj refers to the 

building as a khanqah, the presence of grave mounds within it reflects 

its obvious function as a mausoleum-a single dome chamber with eight 

entrances is manifestly unsuitable for living accommodation. 

The total absence of any decoration together with the monument's 

utmost simplicity of form make it impossible to assign any precise 

date. The octagonal form is one which was used for numerous mauso- 

leums from the fourteenth to the nineteenth century in Iran, although 

it is those of the fourieenth and fifteenth centuries which provide 

the closest parallels. Fifteenth century octagonal mausoleums include 

those at Sangvar, Ziygrat-i Tirm7ur Lang, N_ilshRpýr and Chaghat9y, although 

all of these, apart from that'at N-ishapur, have square interiors. 

Two other factors point to a date later than the fourteenth cen- 

tury. Firstly, the arch profiles are less exaggeratedly pointed than 

those typical of the fourteenth century. Secondly, the presence of 
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another tombstone near the mausoleum, very finely carved by a local 

craftsman and dated 7 Ihu'l-Qa C da 849/4 February 1446 shows that the 

town enjoyed some prosperity in the fifteenth century and could well 

have provided a patron for a minor building such as this. While it 

is not clear whether or not the tomb was built a generation or two 

earlier -than -the date of 1496 A. D. recorded on Khvaja Nizam al-ffl-i's 

tombstone, the present identification of the tomb with his name sug- 

gests that it more likely was built before rather than after this 

date. 

Condition Poor. The inferior quality of the mortar has aided the 

removal of bricks from the bases of the piers. 

Recorded June 1978. 

Notes 

1) The village is recorded In Adamec', Herat, P. 375. 

2) The inscriptions on this and the tombstone mentioned below are 
given in Zipoli. 

Bibliography 

Saljuqi, MazRr7at, notes, pp. 157-8. 

Zipoli, "iscrizone, " P. 332. 
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3-Z 

GHURIYAN, MASJID-I JAMI 

Location On the eastern edge ofthe town of Ghurly9n, ca. 66km W 

of Herat. 1 In 783/1381 the town of FUshinj, approximately half-way 

between Herat and Ghuriy9n, was besieged and sacked by T-imur on his 

2, 
way to conquer Herat. From that time onwards its importance as a 

3 local centre seems to have been superseded by Ghuriy9n. 

Llan (Fig. 72) Four aivan mosque with domed sanctuary chamber. 

The plan is strikingly similar to the Masjid-i Jami C of Ziyýxatgýh. 

One sees the same large sanctuary aivan (Pl. 262), with three smaller 

aivans around the courtyard (Pl. 261). Flanking the sanctuary aivan 

are two blank niches-less successful than their counterparts at 

Ziyýratg3li since their lack of depth and their separation from the 

lower niches emphasises their superficiality. 

The scale is smaller than at ZiyRratgF1i; the arcades surrounding 

the courtyard are only one bay deep, and any attempt at monumentality 

is negated by continuing-the gallery space round three sides of the 

dome chamber, thus dividing the arch between the sanctuary and the 

sanctuary aivan into two-, The less ambitious height of the dome cham- 

ber allows an arresting innovation in Timurid architecture: axial 

aivans leading north and south from the dome chamber. 
4 

The sanctuary 

is thereby more fully integrated with the adjoining prayer areas. 

The east side of the mosque has been very badly damaged. At pre- 

sent it consists of a modern shabistan of mud-brick, entered from the 

southeast. The restoration of the ground plan of this area, shown 

without shading, with an entrance aivan leading into a vestibule 

flanked by two shabistýns, is based on a simplification of the plan 

of the Ziy; xatggh Masjid-i Jamie. 
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Ibcoration There axe no traces of any decorative material being 

used-mosaic-faience, plaster or stone. The mosque is anepigraphic. 

Material Fired brick 26-7 x 26-7 x 6cm, RJ 1.0, HJ 1-1.5cm. 

Structural features The domed vaults of the arcades s urr ounding 

the courtyards are roofed by kite-shaped squinches, producing eight- 

sided domes. The sanctuary has a more ambitious squinch net forming 

a sixteen-sided dome (Pl. 263). Two large holes in the zone of transi- 

tion allow us to appreciate the nature of the dome: it is quite hollow, 

and the real dome is simply corbelled out above (Pl. 264). The empha- 

sis on surface appearances in Timurid axchitecture has here reached 

the stage where an apparently load-bearing vaulting system has as much 

structural function as banna'i-technique, mosaic-faience or stalactite 

vaulting. 

Condition In addition to the holes in the roof of the sanctuary 

dome chamber, mentioned above, the top of the sanctuary aivan has been 

destroyed and five laxge fissures axe visible on its spandrels. The 

western half of the southern wall has a pronounced outward lean. 

Dating Any epigraphic evidence has presumably vanished with the 

original entrance portal. As the town of Ghuriyan did not rise to 

prominence until after the destruction of Fýshinj, one would expect a 

considerable amount of time to have elapsed until Ghuriyan would be- 

come important enough to warrant a Friday mosque of the size of the 

one under discussion. 

The close similarity of the Ghuriyan Masjid-i Jam! C to the 

ZlyRratgah Masjid-i Jamie (889/1484) has been noted above. The evi- 

dence of the false squinch-net vaulting would point to a slightly 

later date than Ziyaratg; h, towards the end of the fifteenth century. 
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Notes 

1) Adamec, Herat, pp. 139-142; Map III-7-C. 
2) Sha-ml, Zafar Nýama, pp. - 82-3. 

3) Le Strange, Eastern Caliphate, p. 411 incorrectly states that 
GhuriyRn sprang from the ruins of FTishinj. 

4) For simplicity of d6scription the qibla has been taken as facing 
W. 

Bibliography 

Salj: q'ir, RMH 4, p. 146 

Ghauv9s, RahnamR, pp. 43-4. 
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5-8 

HERAT, MASJID-I J 

Location In -the NE quarter of the old walled city. 

Historical Sources A detailed review of these has recently been 

made by Allen. 2 The misalignment of'the qibla of the mosque3 has led 

to the suggestion that the site was previously occupied by a cultic 
4 

building, but the only historical record of this is a rather unsatis- 

factory notice by Zestovsky5 of an anonymous manuscript which states 

that the Muslims destroyed a temple of mountain pagans-in order to 

build on the site. 

The mosque as it stood until nearly the end of the fifteenth cen- 

tury was basically the result of a Ghurid building campaign of ca. 

597-600/1200-3, with some repairs ýy the Karts. Howeverp Jal9l al- 

ffn F-irr-uzshah, Shah Rukh's amir, also undertook some restoration. 
6 

c- I timad7l, writing in 1963, states that the name of Shah Rukh was still 
7 

visible in an inscription on the W arcade of the mosque, but no 

record of this has otherwise been preserve d. 

c- It is with the major repairs by qr All Shir from Ramadan 903/ 
0 

April 1498 to 14 ShacbRn 905/ 23 June 1500 that we are concerned with 

here. 

The work began, as Khvandam7ir reports, with structural consolida- 

tion, particularly of the qibla aivan, whose height was raised by 

seven zar c or cubits, in this case ca. 4.83M. 8 
After the reconstruc- 

tion was completed in 904, work began on decoration, with tile-mosaicists 

(k 9shi-tarrishan 
, painters (hunarmancign-i naqýa-so and ntone-masons 

(sang-tarrashan) being employed. 
9 In the KhulRsat al-AkhbRr 

Khvandamirr reports that because of gr CA171 ShIr's personal presence 

and interest throughout the construction it was all completed in an 
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exceptionally short time. * Further evidence of this is recounted in 

the Makarim a]L-Akhlgq when the calligrapher appointed to draw the 

10 
inscriptions, Khvaja ffrak Haqqash, was unreasonably late in execut- 

ing his commission, rendering the tile-mosaicists idle. In order to 

circumvent this 9i-r CAll Shifr had the d7lv: a-n draw up a bond for af ine 

of 5,000 dinars, and having f ound out with some diff iculty the village 

where Khvaja MIx-ak was hiding, had the summons delivered to him. The 

latter was compelled to go shamefacedly to the mosque to ask for the 

bond to be rescinded, and when ffr CA11i Shirr acquiesced on condition 

that the inscriptions be finished as quickly as possible, Khvaja ffrak 

retired to his house and didn't leave until fifteen days later when 

he had finished the work. 
11 

Construction The first question to be determined is: what part of 

the fabric of the building can be attributed to the restoration of 

904H.? Even without Khvindaeir's specific reference to the qibla 

aivan, its use of transverse vaulting would suggest a post-Ghurid 

date. As the vault was made seven zar C higher than before; the 

present vault must be Timurid rather than Kartid. The other three 

aivans also have similar transverse vaulting, 
12 

and may be ascribed 

to the same date. 

A glance at Stuckert's plan will show that the smaller aivans to 

either side of the qibla aivan are connected awkwardly to the arcades 

behind them. As the line ofarcades is unlikely to have changed con- 

siderably since the mosque's foundation in 1200 A. D., and as there 

are also Ghurld remains in this area, these flanking aivans axe 

probably also Timurid additions, necessary in part because of the need 

to buttress the now taller central aivan. Whether either of the two 

stubby minarets on the side of the aivan dates from this period is 

open to question. Both had falence decoration, 13 
although since they 
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14 
were different from one another , 

they were almost certainly built at 

different times. The closest parallel to these in Timurid architec- 

ture are the small domes on top of the E aivan at Ggzur GKh, but as 

it is impossible to say that even those are contemporary with the 

building on which they stand, one Is left without any precedents. 

II However, the staircases at the base of the piers show that access as 

at least as fax as the roof was intended, and possibly also to a 

minaret further up. One of the minaxets, then, may have been Timurid. 

Photographs taken before the Afghan restoration of the forties 

and later show that a gallery of smaller arches was placed on top of 

the courtyard facade between the aivana. 
15 This gallery was covered 

with Timurid mosaic-faience decoration, and an inscription ran along 

the top. It was probably also part of Irl. cAl, ShIr's work, providing 

both a convenient platform for more faience decoration and additional 

buttressing for the aivans. The gallery-Could be seen as a modified 

version of that in the Mosque of Gauhar Shad in Mashhad. 

Decoration S aivan: Framing the arch of the S alvan was an untwisted 

cable moulding with star-pattdrned convex tiles, probably cuerda seca 
16 (Pl. 267) 

Running round three sides of the alvan is a frieze with a painted 

stucco inscription, largethulth in lower register with smaller Kufic 

above. Behind the inscriptions, at a slightly lower plane, is a very 

delicate foliated spiral. -The model for this must have been the 

Madrasa Da Dar, Mashhad, where the four courtyard aivans have similar 

-1 decoration, although the elevation of the script above the background 

here gives it greater force and legibility. 

Courtyard facades, S side: Early photographs show that more of the 

decoration of this side remained than of any other. 
17 The alvan was 

framed by a large thulth inscription, at the base of which was a panel 
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of medallions on a floral ground within a polylobed arch (Pl. 267). 

This is a variation on the usual Timurid vertical climbing arabesque, 

and it is one of the earliest appearances In mosaic-faience of those 

medallions which were to prove so popular in Safavid and Qajar tile- 

work. The lower medallion could be described as a truncated fleur de 

N 

I 

lys, although one could also consider it as half of a quatrefoil. 

Similar medallions had been used in painted decoration bef ore, 
18 but 

its only previous appearance in nosaic-faience was in the Blue Mosque 

in Tabriz, where It was used in the slightly different context of 

banna'i-technique. 19 Above this lower medallion Is a cartouche with 

al-mulk li'll. 91i in Kufic. An identical medallion can be found on a 

Safavid tree of life panel on the qibla aivan of the Isfahan Masjid-i 

c 20 Jami . Dominating the field in the centre is a large irregular six- 

lobed medallion, for which a Safavid successor can also be found. 21 

Two identical panels still survive today in the mosque, just above the 

dado of the piers W of the S aivan. They are s urr ounded by modern 

tilework. Niedermayer's Pl. 151 shows there was a frieze of inset- 

technique here originally, so perhaps these panels were taken down 

from the side of the aivan and reassembled in the place which they 

now occupy. 

A border which was used extensively throughout the courtyard 
22 

4 

i 

displays another tendency that was to become typical of Safavid tile- 

work-the thickening of a floral stem by the addition of a darker 

border around it, all on a white ground. 

The spandrels of the courtyard arcades also had large medallions 

on a floriated spiral ground, and above it the narrow panels to either 

side of the gallery arches had a pattern of angular interlacing 

s-trapwork (Survey Pl. 450B). 

The soffits of the courtyard arcades above dado level were covered 
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with a distinctive treatment which still survives in the bays W of the 

S alvan (Pl. 265). Thin strips of beige brick 4 1/2cm wide, with 

minimal rising joints, alternate with slightly recessed strips of light 

blue tile 1 1/2cm wide. The whole is surrounded by a border of black, 

white and black strips each 3cm wide. 

Below, the dado on the sides of the piers is of inset-technique: 

cuerda seca tiles recessed below beige brick tiles (Pl. 266). These 

are clearly visible in old photographs 
23 

and several still survive. 

As usual they have a white slip, with a dark-blue ground forming 

rosettes in reserve. Light-blue is used f or floral stems, and a 

bright yellow both for borders and arabesques. The yellow is untypical 

of earlier Timurid cuerda seca, but-once again it is a feature which 

looks forward to the type of cuerda seca used in the Safavid period. 

The marble engaged columns which survive at the corners of the 

"i 

piers seem to be original. They are finely carved, with a vase-shaped 

base leading to a spirally-fluted column and a three-tier stalactite 

capital. 

Most of the decoration on the other sides of the courtyard had 

vanished by the early part of the twentieth century, although fragments 

of mosaic-faience on the spandrels of the aivan adjoining the qibla to 

the S could still be made out. 
24 Saljýqir published a photograph of 

the SW corner of the courtyard which shows the end of an inscription 

on the abovementioned aivan. 
25 The border with the thickened outline 

which we have noted above is used here, and a half quatrefoil meda ion 

appears in isolation on a panel just below the inscription. 

The outer doors, W side: In the Survey Byron mentioned an inscription 

"of moulded stucco on a blue ground (which) graces a portal to the 

Plasjid-i Jami c at Herat. , 26 This is almost certainly the portal which 

is illustrated in a photograph by Schroeder. A copy in the Fogg Art 
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Museum is labelled "inscription outside west side, " referring to one 

of the two outer portals, and another copy in the Courtauld Institute 

in London gives the following transcription: 

4ý- "-- 3 -4- J J-->- ý3 5ý1 C-pe. 

Between Meccaand Hajar, in the year 905/1499-1500. 

The inscription, in thulth, is not stucco but cut brick raised 

above the background-the same technique that was used on the portal- 

screen inscription of the Tgybgd buqca. Below it was a mosaic-faience 

panel similar to those at the base of the inscription on the S aivan. 

E side: The redecoration of the Ghurid portal. has been described in 

some detail by IAzine and Melikian Chirvani. One of L4zine's photo- 

graphs27 shows that flanking the inscription on the portal screen was 

a border of inset-technique; the tiles, presumably cuerda seca, have 

the same pattern and shapes as some of those on the dadoes of the 

courtyard arcades. The inscription and its border have now been re- 

moved to reveal the Ghurid inscription underneath, but the Timurid 

reworking of the vault inside the portal gives a valuable insight into 

the aesthetics of the late fifteenth century (Fig. 74). 

The emphasis is on smoothness, on the most gradual transition 

possible from one plane to another, eliminating the play of light and 

shadow. The blind arches on the sides are covered with banna'i bricks 

with horizontal pointing recessed'only very slightly beneath the 

surface. The mosaic-faience spandrels of this arch have a pattern in 

which, like the decoration in the courtyard, large medallions are also 

prominent, and the lines of the arabesque axe thickened by different 

coloured backgrounds. Despite the use of these large motifs, however, 

the design has a rather nebulous quality, mostly because of the unusual 

amount of dark colours used-amber arabesques on a black ground, all 

on a dark-blue ground, with white and light-blue employed only sparsely. 
28 
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The border of inset-technique which frames the vault above consists 

of mosaic-faience stars and strips of tile very slightly recessed from 

the brick ground. Hexagonst six-sided stars and a herring-pattern 

form a design which is echoed in many later Safavid monuments. 
29 

In the squinch net and semi-dome above it the mosaic-faience medal- 

lions axe in fact set flush with the banna'! bricks and strips of dark- 

blue tiles between them. The squinch net ensures that the transition 

from lower rectangle to semi-dome is as seamless as possible, and the 

setting of the bricks and mosaic-faience medallions on the same plane 

in the semi-dome above it underlines the continuation of this theme. 
30 

It is difficult to disagree with Melikian Chirvani's conclusions that' 

this failure "to project a vision into three-dimensional space... is a 

sure sign of decadence In architecture., '31 

Inscriptions Only the inscriptions of the S aivan can be reconstruc- 

ted. These have been published by Allen, 32 
and given their possibility 

of iconographic interpretation one can only lament with him that the 

remainder has not survived. As mentioned above, they were all the 

work of Ehvaja Ki-rak Naqq; sh. 

Furnishings Another loss is that of the marble minbar which Shams 

al-Mn Sang-tarrash carved from a block of marble specially purchased 

- 33 from its owner in Khvaf. A stone minbar three steps high exists in 

the Madrasa of ýI; gh Beg in Ghujdav7an, but this was clearly a much 

finer affair, having nine steps in all. A better idea of it may be 

obtained from one seven steps high apparently carved from one block 
0c 34 

of stone dated 787/1387-8 which was found at the Qal a-yi Sang, SirjRn, 

or from another depicted in a Herat miniature of 840/1436 
. 
35 

In conclusion, one should emphasise the emergence in the tilework 

of this building of several features which were to have a lasting 

influence on Safavid decoration. Unfortunately, with the destruction 
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of so many late fifteenth century monuments, it is impossible to know 

what links in the stylistic chain are missing, and therefore to what 

extent the tilework here was truly innovatory. 

Condition What remains of original work is stable. 

Recorded December 1974, February 1977. 

No-Les 

1) Allen, Catalogue, Map 2. 

2) Ibid., pp. 103-7. 

3) Glatzer, "Das Mausoleum, " table on P. 13. 

4) English, "Herat, " p 77; Allen, op. cit., P. 103. 

5) "Esquisse, " p. 12*' 
6) KA, p. 10. 

7) TbidRt, p. 21. 

8) KA, p. 11; Allen, cit., p, 106. The value of the zarc has 

been obtained in this case by collating the measurements of the 

four aivans, courtyard and exterior dimensions of the mosque 

-given by Khvandamir (KA, p. 13) with Stuckert's plan ("Ibr 

Baubestand, " Fig. A). The average equivalent works out at 

nearly 69cm, but the close range of figures obtained is good 

evidence for the accuracy of both Stuckert and Khvandamir. In 

the following table the dimensions are the number of zarc accord- 
ing to Khvýndamlr; the figures in'brackets are the corresponding 

values of the zarf in centimetres. 

exterior dimensions 254 (70) x 150 (70) 

courtyard 104 (68) x 84 (69) 

W aivan. 65 (67) x 20 (55) 

N aivan 23 (69) x 15 (70) 

E aivan 28 (67) x 15 (70) 

S aivan 22 (68) x 13 1/2 (66) 

9) KAO p. 12. 

10) one of the most famous painters, as well as calligraphers, of 
Sultan Husain's court. See HS, IVt P. 348; tr. Arnold, Painting 

in Islam, p. 139; ed. Gray, Arts of the Book, index. 

11) mA, ff. 176b-177a. 
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12) Photographs in the Schroeder archive of the E and S aivans con- 

firm that the transverse-vaults existed before the reconstruction 
in the 1940's, and his sketch plan also suggests that the N aivan 

had transverse vaulting, 
13) Niedermayer, PI. 149; Glatzer, 22; cit., Fig. 2. 

14) See the sketch elevation in Stuckert, Fig. C. 

15) Niedermayer, Pls. 149t 151; Glatzer, Figs. lt 3; Schroeder archive, 

16) Wilber, Fig. 14; Niedermayer, P1.151. 
17) Niedermayer, Pl. 151; Schroeder archive; Wilber, Fig. 14; Pe Cardi, 

RGS. 

18) E. g. in the Madrasa Da rax. Of. also the quarter medallions In 

contemporary bookbinding, e. g. ed. Gray, The Arts of the Book, 

Pl. XI. 

19) Hill and Grabar, fro4tispiece. ý, 

20) Godard, "Hisioriques, " Fig. 17,2. The panel dates from 938H. 

21) In the Masjidý-i Shah, Isfaha n; Pope, Persian Architecture, Figs. 

286t 288. 
22) Wilber, Fig. 14. 

23) De Cardi, RGS; Schroeder archive. 
24) Niedermayer, Pl. 149. 

"- 
25) RMH 4, second after p. 172; Allen,, CatalogLie, p. 108. 

26) P. 1142. 

27) Pl. XIa. 

28) Melikian Chirvani, Pl. XIV. 

29) E. g., In the Masjid-i CAli in Isfahan and the tomb of Khvaja 

Rab'irc in Mashhad. - 
30) Melikian Chirvani, Pl. XV. 

31) P. 327. 

32) CataloEe, pp. 109-10. 

33) KAp p. 12. 

34) Ebccavations in Iran, p. 269 Fig. 28. 

35) Seguy, Miraculous Journey, Pl. 26. 
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QUSH RIBAT 

Location "At the southern 6Arance of the Ardewan or Kush Robat 

pass, 40km NNW of Herat. " 1 

_, 
The building is beside the asphalt road 

to ku-shk, on what was the main Herat-Marv caravan routeý 

Plan (Fig. 75) Rectangular, with, central two-aivan courtyard. A 

preliminary publication of the building has been made by Pugachenkova; 2 

the following is designed to supplement her account. 

A number of - changes may be suggested to her published plan. All 

the range of cells along the S wall'seems -to have been rebuilt, 

including the S wall itself. It does not have a semi-circular tower 

in the centre like the N wall opposite, and a clear break in masonry 

can be seen -towards -the S of the eastern wall. One can only speculate 

what the original arrangement might have been, but a range of stables 

symmetrical to those on the N side is the most likely possibility. 

Although the present cells on the S wall had some kind of portico in 

front of them, as shown in the plan, It, is unlikely that they were 

originally present, either on this or on the W'side of the courtyard. 

On the N salient flanking the entrance to the building, a niche 

ca. 1.5m wide and, deep is omitted, and the vaults of the stables inside 

(marked as the gallery on Pugachenkova's plan) have a squinch net lead- 

ing to a twelve-sided base for t he dome, not eight-sided as depicted. 

The NW corner tower is'not solid, and at a later date a doorway has 

been knocked through from'inside. - 

Elevation a) exterior: Like Ribat-i Sangbast, only the principal, 

eastern, facade, is decorated with blind arches (Pl. 268). The main 

entrance is most unusual, however, consisting of two relatively widely 

spaced salients whose outer sides axe quarter-roundp the. top third of 
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which has decorative brick patternst crosses on the S tower, lozenges 

on the N. Their abnormality consists in their being too wide apart 

and too small to have supported the usual kind of entrance, an aivan. 

The actual entrance arch is less than half the space between the 

salients. 

b) interior: As at Ribat-i Sangbast (Cat. No. 41) there are only two 

aivans round the courtyard. Their spandrels also have decoration by 

means of bricks set at right angles to one another. Apart from this, 

however, decorative effects are achieved only by vaulting. The most 

elaborate is in the mosque, where an octagon is formed by eight pairs. 

of intersecting ribs (Pl. 270). A small lantern is inserted in the 

tip of the dome. Although, as _Pugachenkova 
points out, general pre- 

cedents for intersecting ribs are provided by the tomb of Sultan 

Sanjar in Marv and the mosque at Turbat-i Jam, more exact analogues 

C--3 
axe the Namakdan at Gazur. Gah and the Masjid-: L Ma sT= at Kuhpaya. 

0 
These, like Qush Matt have much thinner ribs than their Seljuq or 

Kartid counterparts-their conception is not so much one of power 

based on load-bearing elementsl but of a typically Timurid elegance 

and display. Lower down, the walls of the mosque have blind arches 

now covered in white plaster,,, one large and two small* on each face. 

The mihrab is a plain semi-octagonal niche. 
4, 

The largest dome in-the building is that in the stable area at 

the NE corner, supported on a sixteen-sided base (Pl. 272). The S 

wall of this dome chamber is blocked at present, but it probably com- 

municated directly with the stables along the NW, as shown on the plan. 

Another large dome chamber, referred to. as the mihman-khýna by 

Pugachenkova, is located two bays S of the mosque (Pl. 271). The dome 

curves gently out beyond small pendentives which span the eight arches. 

Between the mosque and mihm-an-khRna is another domed room with yet 
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different vaulting: two transverse vaults transform the rectangle into 

a square which is then sail-vaulted. 

Windows There are three slits at the N and S ends of the W wall 

which widen considerably towards the interior (Fig. 76). 

Features of Construction Square drainage channels are inset at 

irregular intervals into the outer walls. Very little evidence of 

scaffolding holes. 

Materials Rubble foundation visible on parts of E facade to height 

of ca. 80cm. Bricks 27 x 27 x 6cm. RJ 5cmt Hi 8cm. 

Date Lisa Golombek has identified the ribat as that mentioned in a 

waqf inscription at Giizur Ggh dated Ramadan 905/April 1500.5 The 

bequests were made by Amir Shuj9O al-Ifin Muhammad, holder of the mili- 
0 

tary office of Amir of the Falcon House (amKrat-i qUsh-khana), the 

ribat being named after his office. The inscription lists the bequests 

as follows: "the chahar-bagh and tgli-una (mill) near the chahgr-bR, -, h 

and one ransion (E2ETL) and one caravanserai and contiguous shops in 

Na. ruchaq, one shop near -the ribat and -the Farm of the New River and 

another farm in the aforementioned Qýuish Ribat. ,6 Bequests for the 

Shrine at Ggzur Ggh and a madrasa at ChirchirktU are also mentioned, 

both, especially the former, being granted much more property than 

Q7ush Ribat. According to Golombek "in the case of ... the caravanseray 

'QushribRt, ' it is almost certain that a new construction was involved. 

One should interpret "new" here as meaning in the lifetime of Shujgc 

al-Mn Muhammad-he was chief beg of the Barlas tribe from which Sultan 
6 

Husain was descended, and would have been influential enough to erect 
0 
a building such as Qush Ribat from the time of his arrival in Khurasan 

from Transoxiana in 877/1472-3.8 on stylistic grounds it is difficult 

to narrow down this range of -the last quarter of the 9th/15th century, 

although the smoothness of the zone of transition in the mihm7an-khRna 
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is akin to the spirit. of buildings towards the end of this period, such 

as the portal of the Herat Friday Mosque. 

The preservation of Cush Ribat makes one regret all the more the 

loss of so many others from the same period, since it is difficult to 

know how much its apparently unusual plan is representative of the 

period. The atypical entrance has been mentioned above, but more 

peculiar is the absence of cells on three sides of the courtyard. This 

is clearly a different conception from the norm: in this caravanserai 

only the wealthiest could be accommodated in comfort or privacy, with 

the others relegated to the courtyard or stables. Perhaps it was one 
-C in which Shuja al-9n Muhammad himself expected to stay frequently; 

0 
at any rate the variety of vaulting and brick decoration gives it a 

sophistication which is unmatched by its much larger contemporary at 

Sangbast. 

According to Pugachenkova, certain features of the ribat such as 

the slit windows, the flat roofs and the intervallic towers indicate 

its occasional military use. Howeverg even though, as she points out, 

it may have been occasionally used for quartering troops, it is diff i- 

cult to imagine occasions, such as a siege, when those features would 

actually have been put to a military use. Mangonels and cannon had 

been used in Iran from the beginning of the fifteenth century, 
9 

and 

the siting of Qýu'sh Ribat, nestling in the skirt of the hills beside 

the pass, would, make it an easy target for such weapons. 

Appendix The Southern Annexe 

First one may quote a late nineteenth century description by 

Maitland: 

"South of the main building, and attached to it, but with 

no communication, is a wing, or annexe, as long as the main 
building, but only three arches deep, and without courtyard 
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or enclosure. This is still in'good. repair. It was probably 

intended for travellers of superior quality, or for women, and 

I was surprised to observe that in every recess, along both 

sides, were rectangular fireplaces with flues. There are no 

windows, and the interior is gloomy to a degree. " 10 

There are in fact ten bays in each of three rows, although the 

length of the front and rear facades obviously provides for eleven, 

with a row of three large bays behind the entrance aivan in the middle 

and five slightly smaller ones to either side. Perhaps the annexe was 

unfinished, other evidence for this being the presence of blind arches 

on the S side of the main facade and their absence from the N. 

As Pugachenkova has pointed out, the most unusual feature of this 

building is in the zone of transition, which consists of elementary 

"Turkish triangles, " with each pendentive two-faceted in the smaller 

domes and three-faceted in the middle bays. These, however, are not 

of much use in establishing a date for the annexe-they are as much 

out of context in Safavid as in Timurid architecture. Perhaps the 

most significant factor for dating purposes is that the annexe was 

built on to the S wall of the main ribat. As that S wall is itself 

probably a later rebuilding, a Timurid date for the annexe is unlikely. 

Recorded January, June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Adamec, Herat, p. 286, map III-8-A. 

2) See bibliography. The forthcoming detailed publication announced 
by Golombek does not seem to have appeared yet. 

3) See Cat. No. 42. 

4) The ribat is oriented towards the compass points, with a slight 
deviation of 150 towards the E, according to Pugachenkova. This 

means that the mosque can be added to the numerous list of those 

in Herat and its environs which are incorrectly oriented. See 

Glatzer, "Das Mausoleum, " pp. 12-3. 
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5) Gazur Gah, p. 88. 

6) SaljUq-i*, Gýzur Qi, P. 28. For Mar7uchak see Adamec, Herat, p. 
295, map III-3-A. It is clear from the text that the ribat was 

at the centre of a small agricultural settlement. 
7) Gazur Gah, p. 88. 

8) Biographical details in Golombek, a. cit., p. 88; Barthold', III, 

pp. 38-9; SN, pp. 87-9P 172-3. 

9) Minorsky, Persia in A. D. 1478-149g, Annex II, p. 116. 

10) See bibliography. 
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HERAT, GHIR-I DARVISHXN 

Location On a hill ca. 300m N of the concrete road skirting the 

northern edge of Herat, N of the area known as the Bagh- Dasht. 

Plan (Fig. 77) Alvan leading to an irregular enclosed space. 

Elevation, a) exterior: The monument is located at the rear of a 

small platform on which five graves are marked out by rectangular 

heaps of stones. Similar stones are arranged on the roof and on 

either side of the aivan, camouflaging the building and making it 

difficult to distinguish from'the surrounding burial areas (Pl. 273). 

The aivan axch has shaxply curving shoulders. Its two-centred 

appearance may be due to displacement: at present only one course of 

brick supports the weight of the rubble above. Originally, the sides 

of the aivan would have continued upwards to form a rectangular frame. 

interior: A low doorway leads to a dark interior. Two narrow 

windows at the back of the aivan provide the only supplementary light. 

Three sides of the interior are formed of natural rock. Courses of 

rubble masonry smooth the irregularities in the side walls and provide 

a base for the shallow brick squinch-vault above (Pl. 274). A similar 

vault was used to repair one of the cells on the S, of the courtyard 

of the Shrine at Ggzur GRO 

Decoration Traces of a mosaic-faience inscription remain on a rec- 

tangular panel over the doorway (Pl. 275). The script is a gold 

nasta C liq on a dark-blue ground, with a lighterl'blue spiral. Accord- 

ing to Saljýqli it is from a quatrain by J9MI1, although it does not 

appear in the ITivan-i Kamil-i Jýmli (ed. Hashim Rýýi, Tehran 1341/1962). 

What remains of the inscription is consistent with Saljuql's restora- -I 

tion, which is as follows: 
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From royalty he had a world of fame 

From time's yoke he became sorrowful 

Honour cast off from this transitory abode 

On the side of the mountain he erected (this building) of stone. 

The inscription provides us with the only reliable dating criteria. 

The script is nasta c liq, which would suggest a date not earlier than 

late 15th century. The letters of the inscription are a deep amber- 

gold colour; in Safavid mosaic-faience colour schemes this was usually 

replaced by a brighter yellow hue. Together these factors would indi- 

cate a date of ca. 1500 A. D. 

Material Burnt brick 26 x 26 x 50M. RJ lem, HJ. 1-5cm. 

I Function According to-the inscription, if--SaljUq'l' is correct, the 

building served as a place of retreat for one who renounced the world. 

Its situation beside a graveyard on a lonely hillside far removed from 

the amenities of lif e, the name of the site itself and the limited 

interior space all corroborate this function. 

Towards the end of his life Shaikh Zain al-an Khvgf'l (d. 838/ 

1434-5) built a zýwiya in a corner of the mountain (dar gýsha-yi Oh) 

of Gudhara, the bula which included the range of hills to the S of 

r-- Zlyýratggli. The zawiya, was named Rxrvishabad, and we are told that 

Shaikh Zain al-ITIn repeatedly performed the "forty" there, undoubtedly 
3 

referring to a forty-day retreat. This structure could have been 

very similar to the Ghgx-I DirvIslign. The latter, however, may have 
I 

had a building history similar to that of PTir-i Bakr9n, where a p1jr1s 
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rudimentary dwelling became *part oý a shrine finished after his death. 

A disciple of JJ1jI1k ffrzi may then have been responsible f or Its erec- 

tion. The inscription is more likely to refer to someone who is 

already dead, and the reference in it to a building of stone, if it 

is not merely poetic license, may apply to an earlier dwelling place 

of the ascetic. The pirr and his followers presumably occupy the five 

graves in front of the aivan. 

Condition Good. 

Recorded June 1975. 

Notes 

1) Golombek, Gazur Gah, Fig. 52. 

2) Salj-uql speculates (p. 61) that Ij1j-1k Mlrzý, a nephew of Sultan 

Husain, who became a religious ascetic after performing the 
ýilgrimage to Mecca, is referred to. For his biography see HS, 

IVP PP. 174-7. 

3) MI, p. 81; Allen, Catalogue, no. 543. 
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KAMM, MAZAR-I NIZIM AL-MULK 
0 

Location The village of Kadkan is situated ca. 55km due S of 

NlshýpUr and ca. 41km NW of Turbat-I Haidariyya. A good unpaved road 
0 

connects with the two cities. The mazar is set against a steeply 

rising slope on the outskirts of the village. 

Historical references No mention of the mazar has been found, but 

the village is mentioned as a residence of Shaikh Farld al-ffn cAttýr 

in the inscription on the 8th/15th century tombstone in his mausoleum 

in NIrshap-ur. 1 

Plan (Fig. 78) Aivan with an upper gallery flanked on S by domed 

room and on N'by vaulted hall. 

Elevation a) exterior: More of the building was intact at the time 

of Sykes' and Maulav-I's visits, and the latter publishes a picture 

of the portal screen of the aivan 
2 

and the wall flanking it to the 

S, both of which are now destroyed. From the photograph it appears 

that the wall to the S, which would have led into the dome chamber, 

had a blind niche next to the aivan and a window further S. ' A hill 

unfortunately obscures the -lower part of the walls. According to 

Sykes the exterior of the dome was decorated In white, dark- and light- 

blue tiles. He makes no mention of its shape. 

The only original part of the exterior which survives today is 

the N wall and part of the E wall of the vaulted hall. For the moment 

we may use the term shablstýn (winter prayer hall) by which Maulav! 

describes this hall. The wall is divided by a series of reveals into 

panels of blind arches. There Is only one of these now present on 

the E wall as the wall to the S of the doorway has been rebuilt. 

b) interior: Maulav-i shows photographs of the interior of the dome 
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chamber which indicate that it had a crucif orm plan with a squinch- 

net zone of transition. 3 He mentions a dado of finely cut dark-blue 
4 

and white tiles which has now completely vanished. Of all this only 

a fragment of the NW squinch and the recess adjoining it is left. The 

remains of painted decoration cling precariously to the remaining vaults: 

on a brown-red ground medallions are outlined in. white or red and are 

filled with white arabesques; dark-blue and black are also sparingly 

used (Pl. 278). Maulavi noted a painted inscription with Quran XXXVI 

as far as verse 36, after which was the date lhu'l-Hijja 906/july- 
5 August 1501 . He also noted that underneath this plaster there was 

another layer of painted plaster which showed that this date must be 

that of a later restoration. 
6 

The same feature of several layers of 

painted plaster can easily be made out today. Sykes compared the 

interior to the tomb of Khvaja Rablic, and without the -presence of the 

date 'which Maulavi noticed one might indeed have suggested a date on 

stylistic grounds of up to a century later for the painting, with its 

emphasis on a few large medallions rather than the Timurid preference 

for smaller units. 

The chief interest of the shabistan to the other side of the aivan 

lies in its vaultingp rendered more conspicuous by painting the brick 

joints with white plaster (Pl. 279). At its centre are two transverse 

vaults of a peculiar profile incorporating a cross-vault. Abutting 

these at either end are two cloister vaults, the centre span of which 

is transverse vaulted with the same profile as the two large ones in 

the middle. The squinches at either end of the cloister vaults are 

simply corbelled towards their apex, but variety is achieved by insert- 

ing a section in the middle of the squinch where the bricks are laid 

in segmental curves. The vaulting as a whole is very similar to the 

oratories which flank the qibla aivan of the Bajistgn Masjid-i Jami c 
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(Cat. No. 8). A gallery on the N side'of the shabist3n is divided 

into niches vaulted by semi-domes with unusually archalo squinchen 

(Pl. 280) resembling those of Firuzabad-or of the semi-dome over tho 

m1hrab at the ZiyarRtggli Friday Mosque. Four small cells are Intro- 

duced into the thick wall below the gallery, and two more are found 

on either side of the plain semi-octagonal mihrab, the latter being 

the same shape as that In the'central aivan. 

The S wall of the shablstýn has been partly rebuilt, but at the 

SW corner an original staircase leads to the gallery, and also communi- 

cates with small rooms at the back of the aivan. Further up it reaches 

a higher gallery above these small rooms. This gallery is composed of 

three rooms, the central rectangular, the two flanking it semi-octagonal. 

The remains of vaulting on one of the latter seem to indicate that it 

was covered with a corbelled semi-dome with elaborate brick lays simi- 

lax to those in the shabistRn. 

Furnishings In the dome chamber there was a tombstone in the name 

of one Shaikh Mucizz al-ITin Nizým al-Mulk, dated 7 Muharram 938/22 
00 

August 1531. This had been removed for safekeeping to a nearby house 

at the time of Maulavils visit, 
7 

and according to my local informants 

subsequently stolen and later recovered from Nishapur. It is now in 

the Masjid-i Jami C, Some later tombstones have been added to the E 

wall of the shabistan. 

Materials Bricks 24 x 24 x 5cmj RJ minimal to 1/2cm, HJ 1.2cm. The 

mortar is coloured by the presence of a little mud and small pebbles. 

The repairs on the S wall'of the shabistgn Include a rubble facing to 

a height of 127cm. 

Date, Assuming that the date was correctly read by Maulavl, the mazar 

must have been built before 906H. j when the dome chamber was redecorated. 

Dating controls, however, are few. The squinch nets certainly indicate 
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a fifteenth century date, although they have irregular hexagons above 

the series of rhomboids, which appears first in late fifteenth century 

monuments such as the MasjId-i Gunbad and the Jamic of Ziyaratgah (Cat. 

Nos. 38,45). The vaulting of the shabistgn is paralleled by two 

monuments, the Friday Mosque of Bajistan and the cistern of Mir c Ali 

Shir opposite the citadel in Herat (897/1491-2) (Cat. No. 53), which 

also have cloister vaults abutting tansverse vaults. 

It is likely, then, that the building was erected in the last 

quarter of the f ifteenth century, ' although admittedly thia raises an 

unanswered question of why the decoration of the dome chamber was 

redone in 906H. 

Function In spite of the mundane elements which make up this com- 

plex of aivan, vaulted hall and dome chamber, their relationship to 

one another, and such details as the two-storey galleries and rooms 

of the aivan and the cells of the hall, combine to make the plan an 

unusual one. Firstly, it abandons one of the main preoccupations of 

Timurid architecture, that of symmetry. This could be contrasted, with 

the Shrine of Khvaja Ahmad Yassavi, for instance, which accommodates 

a large range of functions and rooms within a near symmetrical plan. 

Secondly, its disposition of galleries along the N wall of the hall 

and on the third-storey level at the back of the aivan is not readily 

paralleled by earlier buildings. 

Although the building is known today as the mazar of Khvaja Niz; m 

al-Mulk this, as Maulavl points out, is unlikely to be the original 

designation, as his tombstone is dated 938,32 years after the repairs 

of 906. The inscription on the tombstone does give part of his gene- 

alogy, indicating that he was descended from two other shaikhs, his 

father Shih3b al-ffn Salým All; h and grandfather Nacilm al-Ein 

Ni 0 matall; h al-Khalvalir al, Kubrawl. The nisba al-Kubrawl indicates a 
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af ollower of the ta3? 71qa of Hajm al-Iii-n Xubrat and we mlght expoct 

that Shaikh Shihib al-IFIn and Nizam al-Mulk were also followers of the 

order. This being so, one could speculate that the mazar is a khanqah, 

Cr perhaps erected for Na im al-Ifin al-Kubrawl and his followers. NacIm 

al-Din may have been buried In the dome chamber, followed by his des- 

cendants, although only the tombstone of his grandson is extant. 

The small cells, either for residences or for chilla, the larger 

hall and alvan for prayer, communal recitations and accommodation of 

travellers, the tomb of the shaikh-these are all elements that one 

would expect to find in a Timurld khanqah. 
8 

Even granted that this 

was the original function, however, it must be admitted that the 

arrangement of the building is an unusual one, . It was presumably 

I erected under local patronage, perhaps from NishZpur, the nearest 

large town. The Timurid historians are similarly silent about the 

erection of the Friday Mosque there in 899/1493-4. This may explain 

the non-conf ormity with what we know of metropolitan Timurid archi- 

tecture, although there is the possibility that some of the buildings 

described as khanqahs by Khv: a-ndam7ir in the Khulasat al-Akhbgx which 

have not survived may have provided prototypes. 

Notes 

1) See Catalogue No. 52. 

2) MaulavIlt P. 33. 

3) PP. 31-2. 
4) P. 30. 

5) P. 31. 
6) P. 32. 

7) The text of the inscription on the tombstone is given on Pp. 32-3. 
8) Compare the description of a buqca in Yazd in O'Kane, "Viybgd, " 

P. 95.1 
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79) Cat. no. 61. Kadkan, Mazar-i Nizam al-Mulk:. 
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